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Waheguru, the WondrousWaheguru, the Wondrous
Enlightener, shows the way, givesEnlightener, shows the way, gives
us the strength and guides us tous the strength and guides us to
our destination. In humility andour destination. In humility and
with a prayer in our hearts, wewith a prayer in our hearts, we
started the challenging task of started the challenging task of 
producing a memorable andproducing a memorable and
educational publication to markeducational publication to mark
the historical day in the Sikhthe historical day in the Sikh
calendarcalendar

As humble servants of The SikhAs humble servants of The Sikh
Nation, we have again beenNation, we have again been
blessed to pay homage to ourblessed to pay homage to our
history and heritage.history and heritage.

As 300 years ago, Guru GobindAs 300 years ago, Guru Gobind
Singh Ji bowed before Sri GuruSingh Ji bowed before Sri Guru
Granth Sahib Ji, and passed onGranth Sahib Ji, and passed on
the bounteous Treasure of the bounteous Treasure of 
Gurbani to the Khalsa Panth asGurbani to the Khalsa Panth as
their Eternal Guru.their Eternal Guru.

The sacrifices made by GuruThe sacrifices made by Guru
Gobind Singh Ji, our tenth Guru-Gobind Singh Ji, our tenth Guru-
person, are unparalleled in theperson, are unparalleled in the
history of the world. Himself history of the world. Himself 
wounded by an assassin sent bywounded by an assassin sent by
the Mogul rulers, Guru Sahibthe Mogul rulers, Guru Sahib
bowed before Guru Granth Sahibbowed before Guru Granth Sahib
  Ji, the embodiment of the  Ji, the embodiment of the
Revealed Word of the TimelessRevealed Word of the Timeless
Lord, with gratitude for theLord, with gratitude for the
completion of Guru Nanak’scompletion of Guru Nanak’s
mission over a period of over 200mission over a period of over 200
hundred years (from 1469 tohundred years (from 1469 to
1708). The sacrifices included his1708). The sacrifices included his
father Guru Tegh Bahadur, motherfather Guru Tegh Bahadur, mother
Mata Gujri Ji, His four sons, theMata Gujri Ji, His four sons, the
Sahibzadas. Guru Sahib himself Sahibzadas. Guru Sahib himself 
left for Sach Khand, the Realm of left for Sach Khand, the Realm of 
Truth, a few hours after passingTruth, a few hours after passing

Guruship to Guru Granth Sahib.Guruship to Guru Granth Sahib.

As the embodiment of the DivineAs the embodiment of the Divine
Message from the AlmightyMessage from the Almighty
Waheguru, it is imperative weWaheguru, it is imperative we
acknowledge that Guru Granthacknowledge that Guru Granth
Sahib is for all of humaniSahib is for all of humanityty. This is. This is
a Treasure-house of knowledgea Treasure-house of knowledge
relevant to all ages and to allrelevant to all ages and to all
places. Even with a littleplaces. Even with a little
understanding of this wondrousunderstanding of this wondrous
gift bestowed on the Sikhs, ourgift bestowed on the Sikhs, our
lives will be enriched.lives will be enriched.

A centennial event of thisA centennial event of this
significance comes only once insignificance comes only once in
our lifetime. The Sikh Times hasour lifetime. The Sikh Times has
always aimed to address thealways aimed to address the
needs of young Sikhs brought upneeds of young Sikhs brought up
in Western countries. First andin Western countries. First and
foremost is their need toforemost is their need to
understand the universalunderstand the universal
message of Gurbani in themessage of Gurbani in the
language they speak. That meanslanguage they speak. That means
more authentic Sikh literature inmore authentic Sikh literature in
English, and in the idiom they canEnglish, and in the idiom they can
relate to. Secondly, they need torelate to. Secondly, they need to
understand and appreciate theunderstand and appreciate the
magnitude of their rich heritage.magnitude of their rich heritage.

Once again, we are indebted to S.Once again, we are indebted to S.
Gurmukh Singh for undertakingGurmukh Singh for undertaking
the Panthic seva of collating andthe Panthic seva of collating and
editing a memorable publication.editing a memorable publication.
After a most successful career inAfter a most successful career in
the UK civil service, havingthe UK civil service, having
achieved the position of a policyachieved the position of a policy
Principal, he retired in 1996.Principal, he retired in 1996.
Following retirement he has beenFollowing retirement he has been
committed to promoting Sikhcommitted to promoting Sikh
identity in the plural Britishidentity in the plural British
society. He has writtensociety. He has written

extensively on Sikh issues andextensively on Sikh issues and
supported many Sikhsupported many Sikh
organisations.organisations.

It is our great privilege thatIt is our great privilege that
scholars of international standingscholars of international standing
have contributed to thishave contributed to this
commemorative publication. Wecommemorative publication. We
hope that Sikh Sangats, studentshope that Sikh Sangats, students
of Sikhi and indeed anyone whoof Sikhi and indeed anyone who
has the good fortune to have sighthas the good fortune to have sight
of this iconic souvenir find thisof this iconic souvenir find this
production of lasting benefit.production of lasting benefit.

On behalf of The Sikh TimesOn behalf of The Sikh Times
management we applaud themanagement we applaud the
distinguished Sikh scholars whodistinguished Sikh scholars who
have given us an opportunity tohave given us an opportunity to
gain wisdom from the Guru’sgain wisdom from the Guru’s
teaching.teaching.

This team has been led by S.This team has been led by S.
Gurmukh Singh, who has workedGurmukh Singh, who has worked
with admirable professionalismwith admirable professionalism
and shown immense sincerity notand shown immense sincerity not
only to his work, but proven to theonly to his work, but proven to the
Panth that there is a need for Panth that there is a need for suchsuch
scholars, if we as a Nation are toscholars, if we as a Nation are to
survive and survive and prosperprosper..
......................................
 Jaspal Singh Jaspal Singh
ChairmanChairman
EMG Online.co.ukEMG Online.co.uk

The Sikh Times applauds theThe Sikh Times applauds the
arduous contribution of the Kararduous contribution of the Kar
Sewa committee Sikh GurdhamSewa committee Sikh Gurdham
Pakistan and the Sangat whoPakistan and the Sangat who
have given Dashave given Daswand from theirwand from their
‘Das Nauhan Dee Kir‘Das Nauhan Dee Kirt Kmaaie’t Kmaaie’

 Ã  Ã  ³  ³  å  å  Å Õ  Å Õ   ¶ Õ   ¶ Õ  Å  Å  ð  ð Ç Ç Ü Á Ü Á  Å  Å Ç Ç ê Ö ê Ö ñ ñ   ¯   ¯ Ç Ç  Â  Â  Á  Á  Å Ô  Å Ô Ç Ç  ð Õ  ð Õ  ³  ³  î  î   ¹ Õ   ¹ Õ  ð  ð  Å  Å  ò  ò Ç Ç ä Á ä Á  Å  Å Ç Ç  Â  Â  Á  Á  Å ð  Å ð  Å  Å  îÍÍ (Ã  îÍÍ (Ã   È   È  Ô  Ô  Æ î.E ê  Æ î.E ê  ³  ³ é é  Å GHC) Å GHC)

The Lord HimsThe Lord Himself has come to the aid His devotees (the sants) to help them inelf has come to the aid His devotees (the sants) to help them in
their task. their task. (GGS p (GGS p 783)783)



SSRIRI GGURUURU GGRANTHRANTH SSAHIBAHIB J JII
Brief inforBrief information and hismation and histortorical backgical backgroundround

( ( Also see Glossar Also see Glossar y of Sikh words at the end of this brochure)y of Sikh words at the end of this brochure)

Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji is the fullSri Guru Granth Sahib Ji is the full
title of the Sikh Holy Scripture,title of the Sikh Holy Scripture,
also referred to as Guru Granthalso referred to as Guru Granth
Sahib.Sahib.

The revealed Word in Guru GranthThe revealed Word in Guru Granth
Sahib is called Bani or Gurbani.Sahib is called Bani or Gurbani.
Bani was received by the SikhBani was received by the Sikh
Gurus and many saintly devoteesGurus and many saintly devotees
(bhagats) of “Waheguru”, the(bhagats) of “Waheguru”, the
Wondrous Dispeller of Darkness.Wondrous Dispeller of Darkness.
Waheguru is the most commonlyWaheguru is the most commonly
used Sikh Name for the Creatorused Sikh Name for the Creator
Being. However, other names forBeing. However, other names for
the One Divine Source of Allthe One Divine Source of All
Creation are also acceptable, andCreation are also acceptable, and
many names from Hindu andmany names from Hindu and
Muslim religions are used in GuruMuslim religions are used in Guru
Granth Sahib. That is also due toGranth Sahib. That is also due to
the diverse religious backgroundsthe diverse religious backgrounds
of the saintly beings, bhagats,of the saintly beings, bhagats,
whose bani is included in the Sikhwhose bani is included in the Sikh
Scripture.Scripture.

Guru Granth Sahib was firstGuru Granth Sahib was first
compiled as thecompiled as the Aad GranthAad Granth inin
1604, by the Fifth Guru, Guru1604, by the Fifth Guru, Guru
Arjan Dev (1563 –1606). ThisArjan Dev (1563 –1606). This
historical event is celebrated on 1historical event is celebrated on 1
September each year according toSeptember each year according to
the Nanakshahi Calendar (thethe Nanakshahi Calendar (the
approved Sikh calendar.)approved Sikh calendar.)

With further additions, the finalWith further additions, the final
and updated version of the Aadand updated version of the Aad
Granth was vested with theGranth was vested with the
authority of Guruship authority of Guruship by the Tenthby the Tenth
Guru, Guru Gobind Singh in 1708,Guru, Guru Gobind Singh in 1708,
before he departed for Sachbefore he departed for Sach
Khand (the Plane of Truth).Khand (the Plane of Truth).
Thenceforth, the Aad Granth, wasThenceforth, the Aad Granth, was
instituted asinstituted as GuruGuru Granth Sahib,Granth Sahib,
the Shabad (Word) Guru..the Shabad (Word) Guru..

The names of the thirty-six saintlyThe names of the thirty-six saintly
beings, including 6 Sikh Gurus,beings, including 6 Sikh Gurus,
whose bani (revealed Word) iswhose bani (revealed Word) is
included in Guru Granth Sahib areincluded in Guru Granth Sahib are
as follows:as follows:

Six Gurus:Six Gurus:
First Guru, Guru Nanak DevFirst Guru, Guru Nanak Dev
Second Guru, Guru Angad DevSecond Guru, Guru Angad Dev
Third Guru, Guru Amar DasThird Guru, Guru Amar Das
Fourth Guru, Guru Ram DasFourth Guru, Guru Ram Das
Fifth Guru, Guru Arjan DevFifth Guru, Guru Arjan Dev
Ninth Guru, Ninth Guru, Guru TGuru Teghegh

BahadhurBahadhur

Fif Fif teen: Bhagats (saints fromteen: Bhagats (saints from
different religions and castes)different religions and castes)

KabirKabir
Nam DevNam Dev
RavidasRavidas
TirlochanTirlochan
DhanaDhana
SainSain
 Jai Dev Jai Dev
PeepaPeepa
SurdasSurdas
FaridFarid
ParmanandParmanand
SadhnaSadhna
BeniBeni
Rama NandRama Nand
BheekhanBheekhan

Eleven BhattsEleven Bhatts
Kals HarKals Har
 Jalap Jalap
KiratKirat
BhikhaBhikha
SalSal
BhalBhal
NalNal
GyandGyand
MathuraMathura
BalBal
HarbansHarbans

Gursikhs (Sikhs of the Guru)Gursikhs (Sikhs of the Guru)
Baba SundarBaba Sundar
Rababi Sata DoomRababi Sata Doom
Rababi Rai BalwandRababi Rai Balwand

Other particulars of Guru GranthOther particulars of Guru Granth
SahibSahib
Guru Granth Sahib is in verse andGuru Granth Sahib is in verse and
the Volume has 1,430 pages.the Volume has 1,430 pages.
The main part, pagesThe main part, pages 14 to 135314 to 1353,,

is divided under 31 selectedis divided under 31 selected
classical raag headings (whichclassical raag headings (which
create receptive moods in thecreate receptive moods in the
listener corresponding to times of listener corresponding to times of 
the day, seasons or occasions.)the day, seasons or occasions.)
At the beginning is the MysticalAt the beginning is the Mystical
Formula called the Mool MantarFormula called the Mool Mantar
as a compact statement of theas a compact statement of the
essential characteristics of theessential characteristics of the
One Creator Being and the SikhOne Creator Being and the Sikh
creed. The first composition Jap ji,creed. The first composition Jap ji,
is a summary of Guru Nanakis a summary of Guru Nanak
Sahib’s revealed message for theSahib’s revealed message for the
benefit of humankind. Through abenefit of humankind. Through a
learning approach, it shows thelearning approach, it shows the
seeker (the Sikh), the path to theseeker (the Sikh), the path to the
Creator Being. The purpose of Creator Being. The purpose of 
human life is to follow that pathhuman life is to follow that path
and seek Waheguru’s Graceand seek Waheguru’s Grace
(Nadar) for ultimate union of the(Nadar) for ultimate union of the
human soul with the Supremehuman soul with the Supreme
Soul (Pramatma). It is also aSoul (Pramatma). It is also a
statement of Guru Nanak’sstatement of Guru Nanak’s
mission elaborated in themission elaborated in the
compositions in Guru Granthcompositions in Guru Granth
Sahib.Sahib.

There There are are about about 5900 5900 ShabadsShabads
(poetic hymns) in Guru Granth(poetic hymns) in Guru Granth
Sahib.Sahib.
These may be classified into threeThese may be classified into three
groups according to the authors:groups according to the authors:
6 Sikh Gurus: about 5,0006 Sikh Gurus: about 5,000
Shabads); of these most (2,218)Shabads); of these most (2,218)
are by the Fifth Guru, Guru Arjan.are by the Fifth Guru, Guru Arjan.
15 Bhagats: about 800 Shabads;15 Bhagats: about 800 Shabads;
of these most (541) are by Bhagatof these most (541) are by Bhagat
Kabir.Kabir.
17 Bhatts (bards in the court of 17 Bhatts (bards in the court of 
Guru Arjan): about 150 ShabadsGuru Arjan): about 150 Shabads
giving much useful informationgiving much useful information
about the first five Gurus to Guruabout the first five Gurus to Guru
Arjan Dev.Arjan Dev.

Main language medium is aMain language medium is a
mixture mixture of of Panjabi Panjabi and and HindiHindi
referred to as “Sant Bhasha” orreferred to as “Sant Bhasha” or
language of the saints or Bhagats.language of the saints or Bhagats.
Otherwise there is a vast diversityOtherwise there is a vast diversity

Continues on next pageContinues on next page



of languages and dialects of theof languages and dialects of the
Indian sub-continent. ManyIndian sub-continent. Many
poetic forms are used and thesepoetic forms are used and these
can be divided into salokscan be divided into saloks
(couplets), shabads (short or long(couplets), shabads (short or long
hymns) and vars (ballads), whichhymns) and vars (ballads), which
are longer and include a numberare longer and include a number
of stanzas preceded by saloks.of stanzas preceded by saloks.

The 36 saintly beings, whoThe 36 saintly beings, who
contributed Bani to Guru Granthcontributed Bani to Guru Granth
Sahib, were Sahib, were from diffefrom different faiths.rent faiths.
Fifteen were associated withFifteen were associated with
different religions in the Indiandifferent religions in the Indian
sub-continent, four were Sikhs of sub-continent, four were Sikhs of 
the Guru, and eleven werethe Guru, and eleven were
Brahmin Bhatts or bards of theBrahmin Bhatts or bards of the
highest order, who were devoteeshighest order, who were devotees
of the Guru. They all shared theof the Guru. They all shared the
universal message for humanityuniversal message for humanity
brought by Guru Nanak Sahibbrought by Guru Nanak Sahib
from the Creator Being to alleviatefrom the Creator Being to alleviate
human suffering through Godhuman suffering through God
consciousness. Thus, Guru Granthconsciousness. Thus, Guru Granth
Sahib is truly the great work of aSahib is truly the great work of a
parliament of religions, albeit,parliament of religions, albeit,
essentially a Sikh Volume takingessentially a Sikh Volume taking
forward the universal mission of forward the universal mission of 
Guru Nanak as received throughGuru Nanak as received through
the revealed Word.the revealed Word.

The compilation of Guru GranthThe compilation of Guru Granth
SahibSahib
Guru Nanak carried a bookGuru Nanak carried a book
comprising his own compositions.comprising his own compositions.
(Bhai Gurdas var 13.1) According(Bhai Gurdas var 13.1) According
to the Puratan Janam Sakhi heto the Puratan Janam Sakhi he
handed over such a manuscript tohanded over such a manuscript to
Guru Angad as he passed on theGuru Angad as he passed on the
spiritual office to him. And sospiritual office to him. And so

Gurbani (the revealed Word) of Gurbani (the revealed Word) of 
each Guru was collated andeach Guru was collated and
passed on from one Gurupassed on from one Guru
Personality to another. TwoPersonality to another. Two
collections of hymns or pothis arecollections of hymns or pothis are
still available. Gurbani was held instill available. Gurbani was held in
great reverence even before thegreat reverence even before the
Holy Volume, Aad Granth, wasHoly Volume, Aad Granth, was
compiled.compiled.
“The Bani is the Guru and the“The Bani is the Guru and the

Guru is Bani” says Guru Ram Das.Guru is Bani” says Guru Ram Das.
“It is “It is the Lord’the Lord’s own s own Word” saysWord” says
Guru NanakGuru Nanak

According to Gurbilas ChhevinAccording to Gurbilas Chhevin
Paatshahi (1718), an attractivePaatshahi (1718), an attractive
spot in the thick of the forest onspot in the thick of the forest on
the outskirts of Amritsar wasthe outskirts of Amritsar was
marked out by Guru Arjan. Somarked out by Guru Arjan. So
dense was the foliage that notdense was the foliage that not
even a moonbeam could pry intoeven a moonbeam could pry into
it. – a peaceful and picturesqueit. – a peaceful and picturesque
spot. A tent was put up and thespot. A tent was put up and the
Fifth Guru, Guru Arjan and theFifth Guru, Guru Arjan and the
great scholargreat scholar, Bhai Gurdas (1551 , Bhai Gurdas (1551 ––
1636), 1636), started work started work on the on the sacredsacred
volume. There was a vast amountvolume. There was a vast amount
of material: in addition to theof material: in addition to the
Gurbani of the five Gurus, thereGurbani of the five Gurus, there
were songs and hymns by saints,were songs and hymns by saints,
Hindu and Muslim. Complex asHindu and Muslim. Complex as
the task was, the material wasthe task was, the material was
sifted, selected in accordancesifted, selected in accordance
with pre-determined criteria, andwith pre-determined criteria, and
arranged in a systematic mannerarranged in a systematic manner
under 30 raags and musicalunder 30 raags and musical
patterns (excluding one raag –patterns (excluding one raag –
  Jaijavanti of Guru Tegh Bahadur,  Jaijavanti of Guru Tegh Bahadur,
the Ninth Mastethe Ninth Master r – to – to be includedbe included
later by Guru Gobind Singh).later by Guru Gobind Singh).
Scholars are left wonderstruck atScholars are left wonderstruck at

this accomplishment.this accomplishment.
Under each raag, first came theUnder each raag, first came the
bani of the Gurus and then that of bani of the Gurus and then that of 
the Bhagats.the Bhagats.
Gurmukhi was the script used.Gurmukhi was the script used.

The site where this devineThe site where this devine
mission of collating the Aadmission of collating the Aad
Granth was completed is markedGranth was completed is marked
by a shrine called Ramsar.by a shrine called Ramsar.

Some of the hymns are cast in theSome of the hymns are cast in the
moulds of folk-poetry of themoulds of folk-poetry of the
Panjab:Panjab:
Aarti, anjali, sohila, swayyas,Aarti, anjali, sohila, swayyas,
thittin, patti, phune, bavan-akhri,thittin, patti, phune, bavan-akhri,
and baramaha are the titles whichand baramaha are the titles which
indicate the form of poetry. Patti,indicate the form of poetry. Patti,
bavan-akhri and oankar propoundbavan-akhri and oankar propound
philosophical philosophical and and religiousreligious
themes themes and doctrines; and doctrines; thittin andthittin and
baramahas are built around thebaramahas are built around the
lunar days lunar days and the and the twelve twelve solarsolar
months. Alahnian and saddmonths. Alahnian and sadd
(funeral hymns), karhale, gatha,(funeral hymns), karhale, gatha,
ghorian (wedding songs), cchantghorian (wedding songs), cchant
(recited at time of marriage),(recited at time of marriage),
dakhne, var, ruttin (seasons) anddakhne, var, ruttin (seasons) and
var sat (weekdays) are the mouldsvar sat (weekdays) are the moulds
of the folk-poetry of Panjab.of the folk-poetry of Panjab.
Raags are arranged in set order:Raags are arranged in set order:
First will come padas or theFirst will come padas or the
prosodic forms, followed byprosodic forms, followed by
longer snatches such as astpadis.longer snatches such as astpadis.
Then will come chants and vars.Then will come chants and vars.
Last are the compositions of Last are the compositions of 
Bhagats.Bhagats.

ii

i Information collated mainly from the Encylopaedia of Sikhism, Panjabi University, Patiala.i Information collated mainly from the Encylopaedia of Sikhism, Panjabi University, Patiala.
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SSRIRI GGURUURU GGRANTHRANTH SAHIBSAHIB
Guru Granth is not an idol to be worshipped but to be read, contemplated and its divine principlesGuru Granth is not an idol to be worshipped but to be read, contemplated and its divine principles
enshrined in our hearts and lives as guiding precepts.enshrined in our hearts and lives as guiding precepts.

There is one God, common to all creation, not a JThere is one God, common to all creation, not a Jewish, Christian, Muslim, Hindu, ewish, Christian, Muslim, Hindu, or Sikh God etc.or Sikh God etc.
Such a partisan god is a lesser god not worthy of worship.Such a partisan god is a lesser god not worthy of worship.

God is known by myrGod is known by myriad names. iad names. God has no genderGod has no gender, form, color, form, color, caste, race or , caste, race or nationalitynationality. . AnyAny
descriptions of God remdescriptions of God remain incomplete; any images of God ain incomplete; any images of God are false. are false. Gender and racial equalityGender and racial equality
lie at the core of Sikh teaching.lie at the core of Sikh teaching.

Guru Granth teaches that truth is high, higher yet Guru Granth teaches that truth is high, higher yet is truthful living. is truthful living. Cultivate such a lifestyle.Cultivate such a lifestyle.

Guru Granth asks that we do not view human existence as a fall from grace but a uniqueGuru Granth asks that we do not view human existence as a fall from grace but a unique
opportunity to discover the divinity that is common to us and is inherent in us all.opportunity to discover the divinity that is common to us and is inherent in us all.

The ultimate reality is not to found in the life of the ascetic, on the mountaintop, in the jungle orThe ultimate reality is not to found in the life of the ascetic, on the mountaintop, in the jungle or
by renouncing the world. by renouncing the world. It is to be discovIt is to be discovered in the family life within the contradictions of ered in the family life within the contradictions of ourour
daily existence. daily existence. God is to be found in a productivGod is to be found in a productive family life dedicated to honest earning ande family life dedicated to honest earning and
service to mankind, lived in an awareness of the Infinite within us all.service to mankind, lived in an awareness of the Infinite within us all.

Ego, avarice, greed, lust and pride constitute the five great vices that destroy us from within andEgo, avarice, greed, lust and pride constitute the five great vices that destroy us from within and
that must be harnessed to a productive, honest life.that must be harnessed to a productive, honest life.

Guru Granth recommends a lifestyle of modest consumption, no food taboos and a prohibition of Guru Granth recommends a lifestyle of modest consumption, no food taboos and a prohibition of 
mood or mind-altering drugs and intoxicants.mood or mind-altering drugs and intoxicants.

Guru Granth asks that we learn to recognize and celebrate the different beat of the distantGuru Granth asks that we learn to recognize and celebrate the different beat of the distant
drummer to which many of us to choose to march. drummer to which many of us to choose to march. Our lives should, thereforOur lives should, therefore, rejoice in thee, rejoice in the
cultural, racial and religious diversity of mankind.cultural, racial and religious diversity of mankind.

(Collated from various sources)(Collated from various sources)
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Sikh Ardaas (supplication) is a litanySikh Ardaas (supplication) is a litany
comprehending very briefly thecomprehending very briefly the
whole gamut of Sikh History andwhole gamut of Sikh History and
enumerating all that Sikhism holdsenumerating all that Sikhism holds
sacred. Porsacred. Portions of it are invocationstions of it are invocations
and prayer for the grant of strengthand prayer for the grant of strength
and virtue. It concludes with : Oand virtue. It concludes with : O
Nanak, may the Nam (Holy) be everNanak, may the Nam (Holy) be ever
in ascendance : in Thy will, may thein ascendance : in Thy will, may the
good of all prevail !good of all prevail !

Ik Onkar Waheguru Ji Ki FatehIk Onkar Waheguru Ji Ki Fateh

ý ò ý ò  Å  Å Ç Ç  Ô  Ô  ×  ×   °   °  ð  ð   È Ü   È Ü  Æ Õ  Æ Õ  Æ ë  Æ ë  å  å Ç Ç  ÔÍÍ ÔÍÍ

One absolute Manifest; victoryOne absolute Manifest; victory
belongeth to the Wondrousbelongeth to the Wondrous
Destroyer of darkness. May theDestroyer of darkness. May the
might of the All-powerful help!might of the All-powerful help!

Ode to his might by the tenth lord.Ode to his might by the tenth lord.

Having first thought of theHaving first thought of the
Almighty's prowess, let us think of Almighty's prowess, let us think of 
Guru Nanak. Then of Guru Angad,Guru Nanak. Then of Guru Angad,
Amardas and Ramdas - may they beAmardas and Ramdas - may they be
our rescuers! Remember, then,our rescuers! Remember, then,
Arjan, Hargobind and Har Rai.Arjan, Hargobind and Har Rai.
Meditate then on revered HarMeditate then on revered Har
Krishan on seeing whom allKrishan on seeing whom all
suffering vanishes. Think then suffering vanishes. Think then of Tof Tegeg
Bahadar, remembrance of whomBahadar, remembrance of whom
brings all nine treasures. He comesbrings all nine treasures. He comes
to rescue every where. Then of theto rescue every where. Then of the
tenth Lord, revered Guru Gobindtenth Lord, revered Guru Gobind
Singh, who comes to rescue everySingh, who comes to rescue every
where. The embodiment of the lightwhere. The embodiment of the light
of all ten sovereign lordships, theof all ten sovereign lordships, the
Guru Granth - think of the view andGuru Granth - think of the view and
reading of it and say, "Wahegurureading of it and say, "Waheguru
(Wondrous Destroyer of Darkness)".(Wondrous Destroyer of Darkness)".

Meditating on the achievement of Meditating on the achievement of 
the dear and truthful ones,the dear and truthful ones,
including the five beloved ones, theincluding the five beloved ones, the
four sons of the tenth Guru, fortyfour sons of the tenth Guru, forty
liberated ones, steadfast ones,liberated ones, steadfast ones,
constant repeaters of the Divineconstant repeaters of the Divine
Name, those given to assiduousName, those given to assiduous
devotion, those who repeated thedevotion, those who repeated the
Nam, shared their fare with others,Nam, shared their fare with others,
ran free kitchen, wielded the swordran free kitchen, wielded the sword
and everlooked faults andand everlooked faults and
shortcomings, say "Waheguru", Oshortcomings, say "Waheguru", O
Khalsa.Khalsa.

Meditating on the achievement of Meditating on the achievement of 
the male and female members of the male and female members of 
the Khalsa who laid down their livesthe Khalsa who laid down their lives
in the cause of Dharma (religion andin the cause of Dharma (religion and
righteousness), got their bodiesrighteousness), got their bodies
dismembered bit by bit, got theirdismembered bit by bit, got their
skulls sawn off, got mounted onskulls sawn off, got mounted on
spiked wheels, got their bodiesspiked wheels, got their bodies
sawn, made sacrifices in the servicesawn, made sacrifices in the service
of the shrines (Gurdwaras), did notof the shrines (Gurdwaras), did not
betray their faith, sustained theirbetray their faith, sustained their
adherence to the Sikh faith withadherence to the Sikh faith with
unshorn hair uptill their last breath,unshorn hair uptill their last breath,
say "Wondrous Destroyer of say "Wondrous Destroyer of 
darkness", O Khalsa.darkness", O Khalsa.

Thinking of the five thrones (of sikhThinking of the five thrones (of sikh
religious authority) and allreligious authority) and all
Gurdwaras, say "WondrousGurdwaras, say "Wondrous
Destroyer of darkness", O Khalsa.Destroyer of darkness", O Khalsa.

Now it is the prayer of the wholeNow it is the prayer of the whole
Khalsa, May the conscience of theKhalsa, May the conscience of the
whole Khalsa be informed bywhole Khalsa be informed by
Waheguru, Waheguru, WaheguruWaheguru, Waheguru, Waheguru
and, in consequence of suchand, in consequence of such
remembrance, may total well-beingremembrance, may total well-being
obtain. Wherever there areobtain. Wherever there are
communities of the Khalsa, maycommunities of the Khalsa, may
there be Divine protection andthere be Divine protection and
grace, the ascendance of the supplygrace, the ascendance of the supply
of needs and of the holy sword,of needs and of the holy sword,
Protection of the tradition of grace,Protection of the tradition of grace,
victory of the Panth, the succour of victory of the Panth, the succour of 
the holy sword, ascendance of thethe holy sword, ascendance of the
Khalsa. Say, O Khalsa, "WondrousKhalsa. Say, O Khalsa, "Wondrous
DestroyreDestroyrer of r of darkness."darkness."

Unto the Sikhs the gift of the SikhUnto the Sikhs the gift of the Sikh
faith, the gift of the untrimmed hair,faith, the gift of the untrimmed hair,
the gift of the discipline of theirthe gift of the discipline of their
faith, the gift of sense of faith, the gift of sense of 
discrimination, the gift of trust, thediscrimination, the gift of trust, the
gift of confidence, above all, the giftgift of confidence, above all, the gift
of meditation on the Divine and bathof meditation on the Divine and bath
in Amritsar (holy tank of Harmanderin Amritsar (holy tank of Harmander
Sahib, Amritsar). May hymns-Sahib, Amritsar). May hymns-
singing missionary parties, thesinging missionary parties, the
flags, the hostels, abide from age toflags, the hostels, abide from age to
age. May righteousness reignage. May righteousness reign
supreme. Say, "Wondrous Destroyersupreme. Say, "Wondrous Destroyer
of darkness."of darkness."

May the Khalsa be imbued withMay the Khalsa be imbued with
humility and high wisdom! Mayhumility and high wisdom! May
Waheguru guard its understanding!Waheguru guard its understanding!
O Immortal Being, eternal helper of O Immortal Being, eternal helper of 

Thy panth, benevolent Lord, bestowThy panth, benevolent Lord, bestow
on the Khalsa the beneficence of on the Khalsa the beneficence of 
unobstructed visit to and freeunobstructed visit to and free
management of Nankana Sahibmanagement of Nankana Sahib
(Pakistan) and other shrines and(Pakistan) and other shrines and
places of the Guru from which theplaces of the Guru from which the
Panth has been separated.Panth has been separated.
O Thou, the honour of the humble,O Thou, the honour of the humble,
the strength of the weak, aid untothe strength of the weak, aid unto
those who have none those who have none to rely on, Trueto rely on, True
Father, Wondrous Destroyer of Father, Wondrous Destroyer of 
darkness, we humbly render to youdarkness, we humbly render to you
.......... (Mention here the name of .......... (Mention here the name of 
the scriptural composition that hasthe scriptural composition that has
been recited or, in appropriatebeen recited or, in appropriate
terms, the object for which theterms, the object for which the
congregation has been held.)congregation has been held.)
Pardon any impermissiblePardon any impermissible
accretions, omissions, errors,accretions, omissions, errors,
mistakes. Fulfil the purposes of all.mistakes. Fulfil the purposes of all.
Grant us the association of thoseGrant us the association of those
dear ones, on meeting whom one isdear ones, on meeting whom one is
reminded of Your name. O Nanak,reminded of Your name. O Nanak,
may the Nam (Holy) be ever inmay the Nam (Holy) be ever in
ascendance! in Thy will may theascendance! in Thy will may the
good of all prevail!good of all prevail!
--------------------------------------------------------------------------

On the conclusion of the Ardas, theOn the conclusion of the Ardas, the
entire congregation participating inentire congregation participating in
the Ardas should respectfullythe Ardas should respectfully
genuflect before the revered Gurugenuflect before the revered Guru
Granth Sahib, then stand up and callGranth Sahib, then stand up and call
out, "The Khalsa is out, "The Khalsa is of the Wondrousof the Wondrous
Destroyer of darkness : victory alsoDestroyer of darkness : victory also
is His." The Congregation should,is His." The Congregation should,
thereafter, raise the loud spiritedthereafter, raise the loud spirited
chant of Sat Sri Akal (True is thechant of Sat Sri Akal (True is the
timeless Being).timeless Being).
While the Ardas is being performed,While the Ardas is being performed,
all men and women in congregationall men and women in congregation
should stand with hands folded. Theshould stand with hands folded. The
person in attendance of Guru Granthperson in attendance of Guru Granth
Sahib should keep waving the whiskSahib should keep waving the whisk
standing.standing.
The person who performs the ArdasThe person who performs the Ardas
should stand facing the Guru Granthshould stand facing the Guru Granth
Sahib with hands folded. If GuruSahib with hands folded. If Guru
Granth Sahib is not there,Granth Sahib is not there,
performing the Ardas facing anyperforming the Ardas facing any
direction is acceptable.direction is acceptable.

( ( Source: Sikh Reht MarSource: Sikh Reht Maryada:yada: THETHE
CODE OF SIKH CONDUCT ANDCODE OF SIKH CONDUCT AND
CONVENTIONS Published byCONVENTIONS Published by
Shiromani Gurdwara ParbandhakShiromani Gurdwara Parbandhak
Committee, Amritsar)Committee, Amritsar)

SSIKHIKH AARDARDAAS AS (F(FORORMAMALL SUSUPPPPLILICACATITIONON ) )
In TIn Thy will may the good of all prevail!hy will may the good of all prevail!
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Sri Guru Granth Sahib JiSri Guru Granth Sahib Ji has been abbreviated to Guru Granth Sahib. For page numbers, thehas been abbreviated to Guru Granth Sahib. For page numbers, the
initials “GGS p….” have been used.initials “GGS p….” have been used.

Glossary at Annex VGlossary at Annex V should be referred to for fuller meaning of Gurbani words.should be referred to for fuller meaning of Gurbani words.

Gurbani translationsGurbani translations are based mostly on S. Manmohan Singh’s 8 volumes of Guru Granth Sahibare based mostly on S. Manmohan Singh’s 8 volumes of Guru Granth Sahib
translation in English and Panjabi, published by Shromani Gurdwara Parbandhak Committee.translation in English and Panjabi, published by Shromani Gurdwara Parbandhak Committee.

Sources:Sources: The main Source is Gurbani, of which Guru Granth Sahib is the embodiment. Authors of The main Source is Gurbani, of which Guru Granth Sahib is the embodiment. Authors of 
essays would have used many other sources; however, the following publications are usuallyessays would have used many other sources; however, the following publications are usually
referred to as secondary sources:referred to as secondary sources:

Bhai Gurdas:Bhai Gurdas: After Guru Granth Sahib, the Vaaran and Swayyay of Bhai Gurdas have the Guru’sAfter Guru Granth Sahib, the Vaaran and Swayyay of Bhai Gurdas have the Guru’s
seal of approval for interpreting Gurbani.seal of approval for interpreting Gurbani.

The works of Bhai Nand Lal, Bhai Mani SinghThe works of Bhai Nand Lal, Bhai Mani Singh, and the ancient, and the ancient RehtnamaRehtnamas by Sikh scholars, makes by Sikh scholars, make
up the next level for reference.up the next level for reference.

The Sikh Reht Maryada – The Code of Sikh Conduct & Conventions,The Sikh Reht Maryada – The Code of Sikh Conduct & Conventions, published by the Shromanipublished by the Shromani
Gurdwara Parbandhak Committee, is the source of reference for Sikh living.Gurdwara Parbandhak Committee, is the source of reference for Sikh living.

Amongst the other notable mainstrAmongst the other notable mainstream sources are the eam sources are the works of scholars like works of scholars like Bhai Kahn SinghBhai Kahn Singh
Nabha and Professor Sahib Singh.Nabha and Professor Sahib Singh.

There is now a vThere is now a vast amount of literature ast amount of literature available in English on Sikh religious available in English on Sikh religious tradition andtradition and
history at most Gurdwaras and Sikh centres.history at most Gurdwaras and Sikh centres.
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IINTRODUCTIONNTRODUCTION

The above words from theThe above words from the
preamble to The Earth Charterpreamble to The Earth Charter
remind us of a similar messageremind us of a similar message
in Sri Guru Granth Sahib, thein Sri Guru Granth Sahib, the
Sikh holy Scripture. Guru GranthSikh holy Scripture. Guru Granth
Sahib, was formally given theSahib, was formally given the
status of Guruship 300 years agostatus of Guruship 300 years ago
by Guru Gobind Singh, the tenthby Guru Gobind Singh, the tenth
and last Guru-person of theand last Guru-person of the
Sikhs.Sikhs.

Indeed, humanity must choose itsIndeed, humanity must choose its
own future. What applies toown future. What applies to
humanity collectively, also applieshumanity collectively, also applies
to each individual. On this earth,to each individual. On this earth,
this “temple” of God, described asthis “temple” of God, described as
dharamsaal dharamsaal  in Guru Granth Sahib,in Guru Granth Sahib,
we reap what we sow. Humanwe reap what we sow. Human
beings are at the head of the ladderbeings are at the head of the ladder
of evolution, and that positionof evolution, and that position
places great responsibility on eachplaces great responsibility on each
and every individual: we can adoptand every individual: we can adopt
a caring attitude for thea caring attitude for the
environment and those around us,environment and those around us,
or fail in our duty as human beings,or fail in our duty as human beings,
anand pd pererisish.h. ThThosose e arare e ththee
alternatives we face today.alternatives we face today.

Gurbani Gurbani , the Guru’s Word in Guru, the Guru’s Word in Guru
Granth Sahib, teaches us thatGranth Sahib, teaches us that
human life is a rare opportunity tohuman life is a rare opportunity to
practisepractise dharam dharam , a concept which, a concept which
combines interdependence andcombines interdependence and
related responsibilities. There arerelated responsibilities. There are
many references tomany references to dharam dharam  inin
Gurbani.Gurbani. Dharam Dharam  provides stabilityprovides stability
in our lives and in all that is aroundin our lives and in all that is around
us. “us. “Dharam nibhauna” Dharam nibhauna” are the twoare the two
Sikh words for carrying out one’sSikh words for carrying out one’s
duty according to one’sduty according to one’s
responsibility in any givenresponsibility in any given
relationship or situation. It isrelationship or situation. It is
central to our lives and our verycentral to our lives and our very
existence. The concept relates backexistence. The concept relates back
to the laws of nature which provideto the laws of nature which provide
the delicate balance, which makethe delicate balance, which make
survival possible.survival possible.

Those who received the divineThose who received the divine
message of message of  Bani Bani  (the revealed(the revealed
Word), were religio-socialWord), were religio-social

reformers. They werereformers. They were
revolutionaries of their times andrevolutionaries of their times and
social activists. They were fromsocial activists. They were from
different social classes, castes, anddifferent social classes, castes, and
creedal backgrounds. Theycreedal backgrounds. They
questioned and rejected all forms of questioned and rejected all forms of 
ritualism, superstitions,ritualism, superstitions,
discrimination and divisions anddiscrimination and divisions and
beliefs, which failed the test of thebeliefs, which failed the test of the
Revealed Truth of which GuruRevealed Truth of which Guru
GrantGranth Sah Sahibhib is tis the he embodiembodiment.ment.
They belonged to different timesThey belonged to different times
over a period of about five cover a period of about five centuriesenturies
and hailed from different places onand hailed from different places on
the Indian sub-continent. Theythe Indian sub-continent. They
included the Sikh Gurus and theincluded the Sikh Gurus and the
Bhagats Bhagats , devotees of The One, devotees of The One
TiTimelmeless Bess Beineing.g. TheTheir teir teachachinging
hymns are collated in Guru Granthhymns are collated in Guru Granth
Sahib for the benefit of humanity;Sahib for the benefit of humanity;
and through the Guruship of Guruand through the Guruship of Guru
Granth Sahib, all these hymns areGranth Sahib, all these hymns are
given the status of Gurbani, thegiven the status of Gurbani, the
Guru’Guru’s Word. No distincs Word. No distinction is dtion is drawnrawn
between the Gurus’between the Gurus’ Bani Bani  and theand the
Bani Bani of the Bhagats.of the Bhagats.

Despite the diversity of the authors,Despite the diversity of the authors,
the teaching themes and thethe teaching themes and the
message of Gurbani is consistent.message of Gurbani is consistent.
That is not so remarkable when weThat is not so remarkable when we
bear in mind that they were allbear in mind that they were all
dirdirectectlyly conconnecnecteted to d to the the OneOne
Ultimate Reality. According toUltimate Reality. According to
Bhagat Kabir, therefore, they wereBhagat Kabir, therefore, they were
all theall the Khalsa Khalsa 11, God’s own, God’s own
devotees.devotees.

Whether it was Guru Nanak Sahib,Whether it was Guru Nanak Sahib,
Bhagat Kabir, Bhagat Nama, BhagatBhagat Kabir, Bhagat Nama, Bhagat
Ravidas, Guru Ajan Sahib or GuruRavidas, Guru Ajan Sahib or Guru
Gobind Singh, they carried the torchGobind Singh, they carried the torch
of divine knowledge in one handof divine knowledge in one hand
and the broom of reform in theand the broom of reform in the
otherother.. They preached eThey preached equality of allquality of all
before One Creator Being, and theybefore One Creator Being, and they
stood their ground against evil andstood their ground against evil and
injustice in human society. That isinjustice in human society. That is
what their constant God awarenesswhat their constant God awareness
( ( Naam simran Naam simran   ) taught them. They  ) taught them. They
were householders. They did notwere householders. They did not

wearwear bhagway(n) kappray bhagway(n) kappray  (saffron(saffron
clothes) or go about half-naked, toclothes) or go about half-naked, to
show that they were “show that they were “Har ke sant Har ke sant ””
(saints of God). They did not go(saints of God). They did not go
around spreading superstition andaround spreading superstition and
ritualism. They did not opt out of ritualism. They did not opt out of 
social responsibility and leave ownsocial responsibility and leave own
homes to go up into the mountainshomes to go up into the mountains
to become yogis and hermits. Theyto become yogis and hermits. They
led by own example and did notled by own example and did not
hesitate to lay down their lives forhesitate to lay down their lives for
the path of truthful conduct thatthe path of truthful conduct that
they followed and preached.they followed and preached.

They lived and preached theThey lived and preached the
revealed Word of which theyrevealed Word of which they
themselves were the first Sikhs, thethemselves were the first Sikhs, the
devoted seekers of devoted seekers of Truth. ThereforeTruth. Therefore
the “label”the “label” Sikhee Sikhee  (or the western(or the western
“Sikhism”)“Sikhism”) for this path. for this path. TTo quote Dro quote Dr
I J Singh’s meaningful observation,I J Singh’s meaningful observation,
“Sikhi is one of the few paths that“Sikhi is one of the few paths that
are defined by the primary characterare defined by the primary character
trait of the follower and not by thetrait of the follower and not by the
gigantic, overpowering and loominggigantic, overpowering and looming
shadow of the shadow of the founderfounder.”.”22

The total stress of Sikhi is onThe total stress of Sikhi is on
learning and on the dedicatedlearning and on the dedicated
sincerity of the student. That also issincerity of the student. That also is
the correct mode and method forthe correct mode and method for
studying and understandingstudying and understanding
GurbaniGurbani,, which iwhich is the s the Guru,Guru, and owand ownn
attentattentive mindive mind,, the studethe studentnt33. There. There
is no need to go around looking foris no need to go around looking for
other gurus or bogusother gurus or bogus sants sants  (self (self 
proclaimed “saints”) for guidance.proclaimed “saints”) for guidance.
Study and research with sincerity inStudy and research with sincerity in
the company of Gur-Sikhs inthe company of Gur-Sikhs in
Sangat, the holy congregation, andSangat, the holy congregation, and
the message becomes clear as onethe message becomes clear as one
lives and experiences it by servinglives and experiences it by serving
God’s creation. Sikhee is,God’s creation. Sikhee is,
essentiallyessentially, action , action based.based.

Sikhee Sikhee  (Sikhism) is about learning.(Sikhism) is about learning.
Uniquely amongst world religions,Uniquely amongst world religions,
the stress in the Sikh religion is onthe stress in the Sikh religion is on
the true student of the Guru. Thethe true student of the Guru. The
Guru’Guru’s s position position derives derives from from HisHis

“We s“We stand at a crtand at a critical moment in Earitical moment in Earth’s histh’s histortory, a time when humanity musy, a time when humanity mustt
cchoose its f hoose its f uture. As the world becomes increasinguture. As the world becomes increasingly interdependent andly interdependent and

fragile, the f fragile, the f uture at once holds guture at once holds great peril and great peril and great promise. To move forreat promise. To move forwardward
we muswe must recognise that in the midst of a magt recognise that in the midst of a magnif nif icent diversiticent diversity of cultures andy of cultures and
life forms we are one human family and one Earlife forms we are one human family and one Earth communitth community with a commony with a common

desdestiny.” (Preamble to the Eartiny.” (Preamble to the Earth Charter wth Charter wwww.earthcharter.org )w.earthcharter.org )

11

1 Please refer to the Glossary at Annex V for interpretation of Sikhee words-concepts1 Please refer to the Glossary at Annex V for interpretation of Sikhee words-concepts
2 “The labels that define us” The Sikh Review, p.44 June 20082 “The labels that define us” The Sikh Review, p.44 June 2008
3 Sabad Guru surat dhun chela (GGS p. 943)3 Sabad Guru surat dhun chela (GGS p. 943)
4 Inhee ki Kirpa se sajay ham hai(n), nahi mo so gareeb cror paaray (Guru Gobind Singh)4 Inhee ki Kirpa se sajay ham hai(n), nahi mo so gareeb cror paaray (Guru Gobind Singh)

BB Y Y GGURMUKHURMUKH SSINGHINGH (UK)(UK)
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good student.good student.44

“What is the definition of a Sikh ?”“What is the definition of a Sikh ?”
asks Principal Satbir Singh (in hisasks Principal Satbir Singh (in his
book “book “Sao Swaal Sao Swaal ” Panjabi). And” Panjabi). And
gives the Gurbani-based response:gives the Gurbani-based response:
“One who is embarked upon the“One who is embarked upon the
search for truth, is a Sikh”search for truth, is a Sikh”55

The Sikh institutions andThe Sikh institutions and
organisation which came intoorganisation which came into
existence over the centuriesexistence over the centuries
resulted in the emergence of theresulted in the emergence of the
Sikh Order of the Khalsa Panth.Sikh Order of the Khalsa Panth.
A Sikh who is a member of the SikhA Sikh who is a member of the Sikh
theo-political nation, is now definedtheo-political nation, is now defined
by the Khalsa Panth in theby the Khalsa Panth in the Sikh Reht Sikh Reht 
Maryada Maryada , the Code of Sikh Conduct, the Code of Sikh Conduct
and Conventions as, “Any humanand Conventions as, “Any human
being who faithfully believes in Onebeing who faithfully believes in One
Immortal Being, Ten Gurus, fromImmortal Being, Ten Gurus, from
Guru Nanak Dev to Guru GobindGuru Nanak Dev to Guru Gobind
Singh, The Guru Granth Sahib, TheSingh, The Guru Granth Sahib, The
utterances and teachings of the tenutterances and teachings of the ten
Gurus, and theGurus, and the Amrit Amrit bequeathed bybequeathed by
the tenth Gurus, and who does notthe tenth Gurus, and who does not
owe allegiance to any other religion,owe allegiance to any other religion,
is a Sikh.” (SRM, Section One,is a Sikh.” (SRM, Section One,
Chapter 1 Article I)Chapter 1 Article I)

The path of The path of  Sikhee Sikhee  is named afteris named after
the student ( the student ( sikh sikh   ), the true seeker  ), the true seeker
after the Truth, the dedicatedafter the Truth, the dedicated
follower, and not the Prophetfollower, and not the Prophet
teacher. It is the Sikh who isteacher. It is the Sikh who is
required to take the first steprequired to take the first step
towards the Guru. And if that step istowards the Guru. And if that step is
taken in total faith then the Gurutaken in total faith then the Guru
responds. Says Bhai Gurdas, whoseresponds. Says Bhai Gurdas, whose
works have been given the status of works have been given the status of 
the “key” to the understanding of the “key” to the understanding of 
Gurbani:Gurbani:
Charan saran Gur Ek painda jay Charan saran Gur Ek painda jay 
chall, Satgur kot painda aagay hoay chall, Satgur kot painda aagay hoay 
let hai.let hai.
( ( Kabit Swayaay Bhai, Bhai Gurdas Kabit Swayaay Bhai, Bhai Gurdas  ) )
If a Sikh takes one step in total faithIf a Sikh takes one step in total faith
towards the Guru, the True Gurutowards the Guru, the True Guru
takes millions of steps to reach outtakes millions of steps to reach out
to receive him. (Bhai Gurdas Kabitto receive him. (Bhai Gurdas Kabit
111)111)

The label of The label of  Sikhee Sikhee  also seems toalso seems to
suggest that the path itself is thesuggest that the path itself is the
destination.destination.
Sikhee Sikhee , when properly, when properly
understaood, suggests a way of life,understaood, suggests a way of life,
and the approach and theand the approach and the
methodology for studying and livingmethodology for studying and living
the Guru’s Word.the Guru’s Word.

Bhai Gurdas tells us that a SikhBhai Gurdas tells us that a Sikh
must first face in the direction of themust first face in the direction of the
True Guru, the Guiding Light, andTrue Guru, the Guiding Light, and
start walking the path shown by thestart walking the path shown by the

Guru. The Guru then watches overGuru. The Guru then watches over
His Sikh’s progress and leads himHis Sikh’s progress and leads him
towards the final objective of thistowards the final objective of this
human life. Thus, both, the Sikh,human life. Thus, both, the Sikh,
Sikhee Sikhee  (the path) and Waheguru’s(the path) and Waheguru’s
Grace ( Grace ( Nadar Nadar   ) concepts are  ) concepts are
clarified. You take your first step inclarified. You take your first step in
humility towards the Guru and Hehumility towards the Guru and He
will take you to the destination; forwill take you to the destination; for
that destination can only bethat destination can only be
reached byreached by Satguru’s Satguru’s  (True Guru’s)(True Guru’s)
Grace.Grace.

Due to the diverse backgrounds of Due to the diverse backgrounds of 
the authors, Guru Granth Sahib isthe authors, Guru Granth Sahib is
the trans-faith Prophet Guide for thethe trans-faith Prophet Guide for the
New Age. Guru Gobind Singh JiNew Age. Guru Gobind Singh Ji
empowered the Khalsa Panth, (theempowered the Khalsa Panth, (the
Sikh nation) to interpret the WordSikh nation) to interpret the Word
according to the needs of the placeaccording to the needs of the place
in time. Fin time. For us,or us, that methat means the 21ans the 21stst

Century and the challenges whichCentury and the challenges which
humhumanianity faty faces tces todaodayy,, and thand thee
urgency with which they need to beurgency with which they need to be
faced.faced.

Gurbani of Guru Granth Sahib, is theGurbani of Guru Granth Sahib, is the
Guru and we are the Sikhs. We canGuru and we are the Sikhs. We can
follow but one path: that which wasfollow but one path: that which was
lived by our Gurus who were alsolived by our Gurus who were also
the first Sikhs. Our ancestorsthe first Sikhs. Our ancestors
followed in the Guru-persons’followed in the Guru-persons’
footsteps. footsteps. TheirTheir great deeds great deeds and theand the
supreme sacrifices they made forsupreme sacrifices they made for
human equality and dignity, arehuman equality and dignity, are
remembered in our dailyremembered in our daily Ardaas Ardaas 
(supplication).(supplication).

With that background, I would likeWith that background, I would like
to introduce the topics of thisto introduce the topics of this
memorable UK publication, and thememorable UK publication, and the
scholascholars in thrs in the Sikh diae Sikh diasporspora,a, whowho
kindly responded to my invitations.kindly responded to my invitations.

When the Sikh Times editors askedWhen the Sikh Times editors asked
me to undertake the challengingme to undertake the challenging
task of collating this publication Itask of collating this publication I
expressed doubts about ownexpressed doubts about own
suitability suitability for for tackling tackling such such aa
project, despite some experience inproject, despite some experience in
producing a similar Aad Granthproducing a similar Aad Granth
Sahib 400Sahib 400thth anniversary issue inanniversary issue in
2004. Nevertheless, the Guru sees a2004. Nevertheless, the Guru sees a
task through to completion when ittask through to completion when it
is undertaken in His Name, inis undertaken in His Name, in
humility and with anhumility and with an Ardaas Ardaas ..

The first question was about theThe first question was about the
Gurbani themes to be covered. HowGurbani themes to be covered. How
would this milestone issue differwould this milestone issue differ
from that produced 4 years ago infrom that produced 4 years ago in
2004, to mark the2004, to mark the Parkaash Parkaash 
(institution) of Aad (Guru) Granth(institution) of Aad (Guru) Granth
Sahib at Darbar Sahib ?Sahib at Darbar Sahib ?

In 1708, Guru Gobind SinghIn 1708, Guru Gobind Singh

ordained, “ordained, “Sabh Sikhan ko Hukam Sabh Sikhan ko Hukam 
hai, Guru maanyeo Granth” hai, Guru maanyeo Granth” :: it it wawass
the [Guru’s] Command, that allthe [Guru’s] Command, that all
Sikhs accept the Word Guru, GuruSikhs accept the Word Guru, Guru
Granth Sahib, as the Guide Eternal.Granth Sahib, as the Guide Eternal.
TThe he ssttrreessss,  t,  theherrefefoorre,e, wawass oonn
““maneyo maneyo ”  ”  ii..ee.  .  aacccceepptt aanndd
believe.believe. We also We also need to need to rememberremember
that “that “maneyo maneyo ” refers to “” refers to “Sabh Sabh 
Sikhan Sikhan ” – all Sikhs of the Guru.” – all Sikhs of the Guru. ThisThis
time, the matime, the main audience is thein audience is the SikhsSikhs
who do not follow any other creedwho do not follow any other creed
but that of Guru Nanak Sahib.but that of Guru Nanak Sahib. ThatThat
is the main difference between thisis the main difference between this
publication and the one whichpublication and the one which
marked the other very significantmarked the other very significant
eveevent in nt in Sikh hSikh historyistory, the, the 400400thth

anniversary of the institution of Aadanniversary of the institution of Aad
Granth Sahib at Darbar SahibGranth Sahib at Darbar Sahib
(Golden Temple) in 1604 by Guru(Golden Temple) in 1604 by Guru
Arjan Dev Ji.Arjan Dev Ji.

As S. Dya As S. Dya Singh’s Singh’s opening articleopening article (in(in
question-answer mode for youngquestion-answer mode for young
SikhsSikhs),), pointpoints ous out, Gt, Gurbanurbani, ti, thehe
revealed Worrevealed Word was ad was always the Guru,lways the Guru,
while the Guru-persons were thewhile the Guru-persons were the
receivers of the Word for the benefitreceivers of the Word for the benefit
of humankind. The message of Aadof humankind. The message of Aad
Granth is for all humankind asGranth is for all humankind as
““sarab sanjhi Bani sarab sanjhi Bani ”. The additional”. The additional
significance of the formal passingsignificance of the formal passing
over of Sikh Guruship from personover of Sikh Guruship from person
Gurus to the Word Guru in 1708, Gurus to the Word Guru in 1708, waswas
that the Sikhs were directed fromthat the Sikhs were directed from
thencethenceforthforth to seeto seek guidanck guidance frome from
the Gurbani in Guru Granth Sahib asthe Gurbani in Guru Granth Sahib as
the “the “LivLiving Guing Guru”ru” of Tof The Sikhe Sikhs.hs.66

Therefore, Guru Gobind SinghTherefore, Guru Gobind Singh
empowered the collective Order of empowered the collective Order of 
the Khalsa, the Khalsa Panth, tothe Khalsa, the Khalsa Panth, to
interpret Gurbani so that it guidedinterpret Gurbani so that it guided
their individual and corporate lives.their individual and corporate lives.
The Sikhs became answerable toThe Sikhs became answerable to
Guru Granth Sahib as the GuruGuru Granth Sahib as the Guru
representing God’s Word on thisrepresenting God’s Word on this
earth.earth.

New Age issues need continualNew Age issues need continual
interpretation of Gurbani. This is aninterpretation of Gurbani. This is an
area which has been neglected forarea which has been neglected for
some decades, while the globalsome decades, while the global
Sikh community continue to faceSikh community continue to face
new challenges.new challenges.

This UK publication invited articlesThis UK publication invited articles
from Sikh scholars in the diasporafrom Sikh scholars in the diaspora
on the many issues and challengeson the many issues and challenges
which face us today. The responsewhich face us today. The response
was most encouraging, and, I waswas most encouraging, and, I was
pleasantly surprised to hear from S.pleasantly surprised to hear from S.
Tarlochan Singh MP (RS), who hadTarlochan Singh MP (RS), who had
been abroad, on the very last day of been abroad, on the very last day of 
own deadline (20 August). He kindlyown deadline (20 August). He kindly
sent a most informative message-sent a most informative message-
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artiarticle focle for this UK sr this UK specpecialial.. Dr I JDr I J
Singh and Dr Bhai Harbans Lal keptSingh and Dr Bhai Harbans Lal kept
in touch by telephone and remainedin touch by telephone and remained
available to exchange views.available to exchange views.
Amongst other luminaries, I wasAmongst other luminaries, I was
keen to get a view from Professorkeen to get a view from Professor
Hardev Singh Virk. He wasHardev Singh Virk. He was
extremely busy but did kindly sendextremely busy but did kindly send
an excellent item about Gurbani andan excellent item about Gurbani and
science. The others, Principalscience. The others, Principal
Kamalpreet KaurKamalpreet Kaur, Dr , Dr Perminder KaurPerminder Kaur
  Jolly, Professor Nirmal Singh and  Jolly, Professor Nirmal Singh and
  Judges Mota Singh and Mewa  Judges Mota Singh and Mewa
Singh, S. Baldev Singh Dhaliwal JPSingh, S. Baldev Singh Dhaliwal JP
and Dr S S Kapoor made theirand Dr S S Kapoor made their
valuable contributions despitevaluable contributions despite
short notice. S. Balhar Singhshort notice. S. Balhar Singh
Randhawa, a well known PanjabiRandhawa, a well known Panjabi
writer has contributed a most aptwriter has contributed a most apt
and informative essay in Panjabi.and informative essay in Panjabi.
I thank them all for their PanthicI thank them all for their Panthic
seva.seva.

The articles cover many 21The articles cover many 21stst

Century issues while alsoCentury issues while also
highlighting others for ongoinghighlighting others for ongoing
Gurbani-based discussion andGurbani-based discussion and
research. The need is for panels of research. The need is for panels of 
GursiGursikh scholarkh scholars,s, appointappointed by oured by our
central Sikh central Sikh institutions,institutions, to resto researchearch
Gurbani and give continualGurbani and give continual
guiguidandance;ce; not not prpresescricriptiptive ve butbut
information-based, which allows forinformation-based, which allows for
enlightened approach by the trueenlightened approach by the true
student.student.

Are we accepting Gurmatt (Guru’sAre we accepting Gurmatt (Guru’s
adviceadvice)) as the baas the basis fosis for Sikh lir Sikh livingving
and setting up Sikh institutions i.e.and setting up Sikh institutions i.e.
as the Guide for Panthicas the Guide for Panthic
organisation, unity throughorganisation, unity through
ccoommmmoon  n  ddiirreeccttiioonn,, aanndd ffoorr
promoting Sikh identity ? At Annexpromoting Sikh identity ? At Annex
IV, there are some GurbaniIV, there are some Gurbani
quotations under some importantquotations under some important
headingheadings,s, which cwhich can be an be used used as aas a
check list for asking relevantcheck list for asking relevant
questions to see if we are abidingquestions to see if we are abiding
by the Guru’s Word.by the Guru’s Word.

In my commissioning note to theIn my commissioning note to the
Sikh scholaSikh scholars in the diaspora,rs in the diaspora, thertheree
was was specific specific reference reference to to somesome
current themes:-current themes:-

1. How do we make Sikhee 1. How do we make Sikhee 
incincluslusiveive,, whiwhile le ensensuriuring tng the he 
progress of Sikh organisation and progress of Sikh organisation and 
advanceadvancement as a comment as a communitymunity ? ? 
2. The methodology for 2. The methodology for 
interpreting Gurbani. The model interpreting Gurbani. The model 
of the Panth approved Sikh Reht of the Panth approved Sikh Reht 
Maryada, the Code of Sikh Maryada, the Code of Sikh 

Conduct and Conventions, drawn Conduct and Conventions, drawn 
up by the great Gursikh scholars up by the great Gursikh scholars 
in the first half of the 20 in the first half of the 20 th th 

CentuCentury,ry, is befois before us as re us as a model a model 
for futfor future refure referencerence.e. The artiThe articles cles 
in this issue are examples of how in this issue are examples of how 
the Sikh scholars have the Sikh scholars have 
interpreted the universal interpreted the universal 
memessssagage of Ge of Gururbabanini,, whwhilile e 
making it relevant to Sikhee need making it relevant to Sikhee need 
for Panthic organisation and for Panthic organisation and 
direction.direction.
3. Egalitarian principles of 3. Egalitarian principles of 
Gurbani have been well covered.Gurbani have been well covered.
4. Prof. Nirmal Singh has written 4. Prof. Nirmal Singh has written 
about seva and social issues. The about seva and social issues. The 
need is for “extrovert” seva need is for “extrovert” seva 
outside Gurdwaras as we engage outside Gurdwaras as we engage 
with other sister communities in with other sister communities in 
the countries we live in.the countries we live in.
5. Needless to say, a Gurbani- 5. Needless to say, a Gurbani- 
based discussion on the position based discussion on the position 
of women is essential in any Sikh of women is essential in any Sikh 
publication of this type. Principal publication of this type. Principal 
Kamalpreet Kaur, Associate Editor Kamalpreet Kaur, Associate Editor 
of The Sikh Review has written of The Sikh Review has written 
specifically on this important, and specifically on this important, and 
at times, controversial, topic.at times, controversial, topic.
6. Dr Perminder Kaur Jolly 6. Dr Perminder Kaur Jolly 
accepted the general topic of anti- accepted the general topic of anti- 
Gurmatt practices and rituals Gurmatt practices and rituals 
iinncclluuddiinngg ppiillggrriimmaaggeess,,
fefeststivivalals,s, “s“spepecicial daal daysys”” in thin the e 
month, good-bad omens and month, good-bad omens and 
relatrelated ed anti-Ganti-Gurmatturmatt ritualritualism.ism.
7. Gurmatt and science: How do 7. Gurmatt and science: How do 
we seek Gurbani guidance in we seek Gurbani guidance in 
areas of scientific research and areas of scientific research and 
technological advancement e.g.technological advancement e.g.
can or should scientific research can or should scientific research 
be controlled; use of animals in be controlled; use of animals in 
rereseseararchch;; coconsnseqequeuencnces es anand d 
ethical questions raised by, for ethical questions raised by, for 
example, genetic engineering,example, genetic engineering,
cloning, organ donation etc.cloning, organ donation etc.
There was no direct response to There was no direct response to 
these interrelated issues.these interrelated issues.
However, I was most grateful to However, I was most grateful to 
receive a well researched and receive a well researched and 
most interesting item from Dr most interesting item from Dr 
Hardev Singh Virk:Hardev Singh Virk: Scientific Scientific 
Vision in Sri Guru Granth Sahib.Vision in Sri Guru Granth Sahib.
8. Due mainly to time constraint, I 8. Due mainly to time constraint, I 
tackled some topics under other tackled some topics under other 
relevant Gurbani headings to relevant Gurbani headings to 
place pointers and prompts for place pointers and prompts for 
future reference.future reference.

Other current issues listed in theOther current issues listed in the
initial brief werinitial brief were not coe not coveredvered due todue to
time constraint. These included thetime constraint. These included the
institution of married life andinstitution of married life and
related topics such as divorce,related topics such as divorce,
remarriage, abortion etc.remarriage, abortion etc.

Iterfaith dialogue was not covered.Iterfaith dialogue was not covered.
The need is to preserveThe need is to preserve
independence of Sikh thought andindependence of Sikh thought and
identity in the interfaith context,identity in the interfaith context,
while exploring and consolidatingwhile exploring and consolidating
cocommmmon on vvalalueues.s. TToo oo ofofteten,n,
interfaith representatives tend tointerfaith representatives tend to
make compromises, more to pleasemake compromises, more to please
the establishment than to findthe establishment than to find
lasting solutions. Suchlasting solutions. Such
compromises blur Sikh thought,compromises blur Sikh thought,
misrepresent the true Sikh positionmisrepresent the true Sikh position
and create problems for theand create problems for the
community in the future.community in the future.

Hopefully, thanks to the invaluableHopefully, thanks to the invaluable
input from Sikh scholars, thisinput from Sikh scholars, this
publication should prove to be of publication should prove to be of 
lasting educational benefit,lasting educational benefit,
especially for young Sikhs.especially for young Sikhs.
Enough said, except to thank all theEnough said, except to thank all the
writers who took the time towriters who took the time to
contribute their thought-provokingcontribute their thought-provoking
articles for inclusion in thisarticles for inclusion in this
memorable edition.memorable edition.

Finally, this publication would notFinally, this publication would not
have been possible without thehave been possible without the
initiative of initiative of The Sikh Times The Sikh Times editors,editors,
the dedicated Bains couplethe dedicated Bains couple
( ( dampati dampati   ) S. Jaspal Singh and Bibi  ) S. Jaspal Singh and Bibi
Gurjeet kaur. Their enthusiasm andGurjeet kaur. Their enthusiasm and
devotion to the Panthic cause hasdevotion to the Panthic cause has
no bounds. By starting the firstno bounds. By starting the first
English (main part) and PanjabiEnglish (main part) and Panjabi
Sikh weekly paper in the UK, theySikh weekly paper in the UK, they
responded to an urgent communityresponded to an urgent community
need of young Sikhs, but atneed of young Sikhs, but at
considerable financial risk. Theconsiderable financial risk. The
paper is nopaper is now a dailyw a daily,, and avaiand availablelable
online.online.

It is their commitment and sincerityIt is their commitment and sincerity
which encouraged me to undertakewhich encouraged me to undertake
thethe seva seva  of collating and editing.of collating and editing.
Finally, my thanks to LakhvinderFinally, my thanks to Lakhvinder
Baddhan, whose computer wizardryBaddhan, whose computer wizardry
produced some beautiful andproduced some beautiful and
spiritually uplifting images. I thankspiritually uplifting images. I thank
him for his patience inhim for his patience in
accommodating my frequentaccommodating my frequent
requests for changes.requests for changes.

I hope the readers, and especiallyI hope the readers, and especially
those in the younger age groups,those in the younger age groups,
find this find this publication informativepublication informative andand
of lasting educational benefit.of lasting educational benefit.

........................................................................................
Gurmukh Singh ACIS; MCMIGurmukh Singh ACIS; MCMI
Ret’Ret’d Principal d Principal (policy),(policy),
UK civil serviceUK civil service
E-mail: sewauk2005@yahoo.co.ukE-mail: sewauk2005@yahoo.co.uk
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ho is my Guru?ho is my Guru?

We sing a couplet (dohera)We sing a couplet (dohera)
after ‘Ardaas’ (supplication):-after ‘Ardaas’ (supplication):-

Aagea bheyi Akaal ki, tebhi chelayoAagea bheyi Akaal ki, tebhi chelayo
Panth,Panth,

Sabh Sikhan ko hukm hai,Sabh Sikhan ko hukm hai,
GURU MANEO GRANTH.GURU MANEO GRANTH.

By the order of the Timeless Being,By the order of the Timeless Being,
the ‘Path’ to be followed by the Khalsathe ‘Path’ to be followed by the Khalsa
was shown.(To walk that path) allwas shown.(To walk that path) all
Sikhs are ordered henceforth, toSikhs are ordered henceforth, to
accept the Granth as the Guru.accept the Granth as the Guru.

But are not the ten human Guru Ji’sBut are not the ten human Guru Ji’s
our Gurus?our Gurus?

  Yes they are, through Guru Granth  Yes they are, through Guru Granth
Sahib. We invoke their spirit wheneverSahib. We invoke their spirit whenever
we do the Ardaas. They were differentwe do the Ardaas. They were different
human forms (Guru personalities) buthuman forms (Guru personalities) but
with the same Guiding Light of Guruwith the same Guiding Light of Guru
Nanak Sahib, which receivedNanak Sahib, which received
Waheguru’s message for humankindWaheguru’s message for humankind
in Gurbani, the Guru’s Word, thein Gurbani, the Guru’s Word, the
Revealed Word. For that reason, theRevealed Word. For that reason, the
essence of the message of Sikhee is essence of the message of Sikhee is inin
the everlasting Gurbani in Sri Guruthe everlasting Gurbani in Sri Guru
Granth Sahib. Therefore, Guru GranthGranth Sahib. Therefore, Guru Granth
Sahib represents all GuruSahib represents all Guru
personalities and teaching receivedpersonalities and teaching received
from Waheguru through them.from Waheguru through them.
Ultimately, it is the Guru’s teaching inUltimately, it is the Guru’s teaching in
Guru Granth Sahib (The Word Guru)Guru Granth Sahib (The Word Guru)
which is our everlasting Guru.which is our everlasting Guru.

Was the idea of the Aad GranthWas the idea of the Aad Granth
becoming the Guru the initiative of becoming the Guru the initiative of 

our our tenth tenth Guru Sahib, Guru Sahib, Guru GGuru Gobindobind
SingSingh Ji?h Ji?

The answer is an emphatic ‘NO’. It wasThe answer is an emphatic ‘NO’. It was
pre-ordained and referred to rightpre-ordained and referred to right
from Guru Nanak Dev Ji. Let us find outfrom Guru Nanak Dev Ji. Let us find out
how that is so.how that is so.

Let Let us start us start with with Guru Nanak Guru Nanak Sahib.Sahib.
Gurbani (the word of God) used toGurbani (the word of God) used to
come to him from God Almighty atcome to him from God Almighty at

different times and his inspiration wasdifferent times and his inspiration was
the rebeck (a Middle Eastern stringedthe rebeck (a Middle Eastern stringed
instrument. My musical companioninstrument. My musical companion
Keith Preston, plays a similarKeith Preston, plays a similar
instrument) of his life-long Musleminstrument) of his life-long Muslem
companion, Bhai Mardhana. Hencecompanion, Bhai Mardhana. Hence
the famous line which you would havethe famous line which you would have
heard – “Mardanea, shaid rebarb,heard – “Mardanea, shaid rebarb,
bani aayee” (O my friend Mardana,bani aayee” (O my friend Mardana,
touch the strings of your rebeck, I cantouch the strings of your rebeck, I can
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sense the coming of the ‘Word of sense the coming of the ‘Word of 
God’).God’).

“As the Lord’s Word comes to me, O “As the Lord’s Word comes to me, O 
Lalo, so do I deliver it” GGS p. 722 Lalo, so do I deliver it” GGS p. 722 

As a side note, it is worth noting thatAs a side note, it is worth noting that
Guru Nanak Sahib then used to noteGuru Nanak Sahib then used to note
the verses down and also the musicalthe verses down and also the musical
scale in which the ‘Word’ used toscale in which the ‘Word’ used to
come. These notes which Guru Jicome. These notes which Guru Ji
wrote into a book, came to be calledwrote into a book, came to be called
the Pothi Sahib. The Pothi Sahib wasthe Pothi Sahib. The Pothi Sahib was
added to, by our second to fourthadded to, by our second to fourth
Guru Ji’s and then compiled, includingGuru Ji’s and then compiled, including
the inspirational writings of aboutthe inspirational writings of about
thirty other sages from as far back asthirty other sages from as far back as
the 12th Century, considered relevantthe 12th Century, considered relevant
by Guru Nanak Sahib Ji himself, andby Guru Nanak Sahib Ji himself, and
hence the Aadh Granth was compiledhence the Aadh Granth was compiled
by our fifth Guru, Guru Arjan Dev Ji, inby our fifth Guru, Guru Arjan Dev Ji, in
1604. This Aad Granth was adopted as1604. This Aad Granth was adopted as
the embodiment of the spirit of all the embodiment of the spirit of all tenten
Guru Ji’s by Guru Gobind Singh Ji afterGuru Ji’s by Guru Gobind Singh Ji after
he had inserted the revealed Word of he had inserted the revealed Word of 
God to his own earthly father andGod to his own earthly father and
ninth Guru, Guru Tegh Bahadur Ji, inninth Guru, Guru Tegh Bahadur Ji, in
1708. So, this year (2008) we1708. So, this year (2008) we
celebrate the 300 Anniversary of thecelebrate the 300 Anniversary of the
Aad Granth becoming the final Guru,Aad Granth becoming the final Guru,
Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji.Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji.

So back to the question, ‘So back to the question, ‘Was it theWas it the
initiative of Sri Guru Gobind Singinitiative of Sri Guru Gobind Singh Ji toh Ji to
make the Aad Granth the Guru in 1708make the Aad Granth the Guru in 1708
or was it pre-ordained’?or was it pre-ordained’?

The glory of our faith, Sikhee, is thatThe glory of our faith, Sikhee, is that
thougthough it passed through the hands of h it passed through the hands of 
ten Guru Ji’s in human form over aten Guru Ji’s in human form over a
period of two hundred years, theperiod of two hundred years, the
consistency in thought and action isconsistency in thought and action is
so remarkable that it will appear as if so remarkable that it will appear as if 
the same ‘being’ directed itsthe same ‘being’ directed its
progprogress. Well, that is true because itress. Well, that is true because it
was always the guiding Light (Jot) of was always the guiding Light (Jot) of 
Guru Nanak Sahib.Guru Nanak Sahib.

In this case we are discussing theIn this case we are discussing the
progress of the ‘Word of God’ throughprogress of the ‘Word of God’ through
ten generations of Guru Ji’s in humanten generations of Guru Ji’s in human
form to become the ultimate ‘Guru’ –form to become the ultimate ‘Guru’ –
our Guru. It was pre-ordained and Sriour Guru. It was pre-ordained and Sri
Guru Gobind Singh Ji merely carriedGuru Gobind Singh Ji merely carried
out a pre-ordained transition in 1708.out a pre-ordained transition in 1708.

Guru Nanak Sahib Ji makes numerousGuru Nanak Sahib Ji makes numerous
mentions of the ‘Shabad’ or ‘Bani’mentions of the ‘Shabad’ or ‘Bani’
(both meaning ‘Word of God’) being(both meaning ‘Word of God’) being
the Guru.the Guru.

The Word is the Guru and my mind in The Word is the Guru and my mind in 
reflective reflective meditation , meditation , the disciple.the disciple.

GGS p 943 GGS p 943 

The profound and unfathomable The profound and unfathomable 
‘Sabad’ is his Guru and spiritual ‘Sabad’ is his Guru and spiritual 

guide. Without the ‘Sabad’ the world guide. Without the ‘Sabad’ the world 
is gone mad. GGS p 635is gone mad. GGS p 635

This consistency is carried on by third This consistency is carried on by third 
Guru Ji, Sri Guru Amar Das Guru Ji, Sri Guru Amar Das 

“Hail, hail, the word of the Guru.“Hail, hail, the word of the Guru.
which is the Formless Lord Himself.which is the Formless Lord Himself.
There is none other, nothing else to There is none other, nothing else to 
be reckoned equal to it.” GGS p 515be reckoned equal to it.” GGS p 515

Fourth Guru Sahib says Fourth Guru Sahib says 
“Bani, the word of God, is the Guru,“Bani, the word of God, is the Guru,

the Guru is Bani, in ‘Bani’ is the the Guru is Bani, in ‘Bani’ is the 
nectar of life.” GGS p. 982 nectar of life.” GGS p. 982 

Our fifth Guru, Guru Arjan Dev Ji says,Our fifth Guru, Guru Arjan Dev Ji says,
“I myself know not what to speak, all “I myself know not what to speak, all 
I speak is what the Lord commands.” I speak is what the Lord commands.” 

GGS p 762 GGS p 762 

“As You inspire me to speak, so do I “As You inspire me to speak, so do I 
speak, O Lord. What other power do I speak, O Lord. What other power do I 

have to have to speak? speak? Nanak, sings His Nanak, sings His 
Praises in the holy congregation Praises in the holy congregation 

which is very which is very dear to Lordear to Lord.” d.” GGS p GGS p 
508 508 

So, all the above quotations, whichSo, all the above quotations, which
have been taken directly from ourhave been taken directly from our
Guru Ji, Sri Guru Granth Sahib and asGuru Ji, Sri Guru Granth Sahib and as
revealed to our Guru Ji’s in humanrevealed to our Guru Ji’s in human
form, show beyond doubt that first of form, show beyond doubt that first of 
all, we possess the authentic ‘Word of all, we possess the authentic ‘Word of 
God’ and secondly, that our Guru Ji isGod’ and secondly, that our Guru Ji is
the Granth – Guru Maneo Granth.the Granth – Guru Maneo Granth.

How do we fully utilise our ‘Guru’ toHow do we fully utilise our ‘Guru’ to
benefit us in this life form as humanbenefit us in this life form as human

beings, and as Sikhs?beings, and as Sikhs?

By spending time with our Guru. It isBy spending time with our Guru. It is
not good enough that we ‘metha tek’not good enough that we ‘metha tek’
to Guru Ji. We need to read Bani, toto Guru Ji. We need to read Bani, to
sing Bani, to learn Gurmukhi so thatsing Bani, to learn Gurmukhi so that
we can read Bani in the originalwe can read Bani in the original
language of the Guru Ji’s – Gurmukhilanguage of the Guru Ji’s – Gurmukhi
and as time goes on and we read andand as time goes on and we read and
sing Bani, we will come to understandsing Bani, we will come to understand
Bani. Every process from reading,Bani. Every process from reading,
singing and finally understanding oursinging and finally understanding our
Guru Ji makes us better human beingsGuru Ji makes us better human beings
because it is the ‘nectar of life’.because it is the ‘nectar of life’.
..................................................................
Dya Singh (Australia)Dya Singh (Australia)
E-mail: dyasingh@khalsa.comE-mail: dyasingh@khalsa.com

NOTE: Sardar Dya Singh is the worldNOTE: Sardar Dya Singh is the world
renowned Gurbani sangeetkar whorenowned Gurbani sangeetkar who
has taken the universal message of has taken the universal message of 
Gurbani to global Sikh and non-SikhsGurbani to global Sikh and non-Sikhs
audiences in his unique “worldaudiences in his unique “world
music” style, while retaining Gurbanimusic” style, while retaining Gurbani
Raag bases.Raag bases.
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isit any Gurdwara today;isit any Gurdwara today;
there are hardly anythere are hardly any
Sindhis or Punjabi HindusSindhis or Punjabi Hindus

that drop by. that drop by. Ragees and lRagees and lecturersecturers
who are non-Sikhs or non-who are non-Sikhs or non-
recognizable Sikhs are rarer thanrecognizable Sikhs are rarer than
hen’s teeth.hen’s teeth.

When Gurmukh Singh of The SikhWhen Gurmukh Singh of The Sikh
Times (U.K.) asked me to reflect onTimes (U.K.) asked me to reflect on
this, I wonderthis, I wondered where ed where to begin. to begin. TheThe
past always looks so rosy -- whenpast always looks so rosy -- when
childhood was innocent and homeschildhood was innocent and homes
and neighborhoods idyllic.and neighborhoods idyllic.

The message of the Gurus attractedThe message of the Gurus attracted
both Hindus and Muslims – membersboth Hindus and Muslims – members
of the two dominant religions of theof the two dominant religions of the
day day in in India. India. Since Since Guru Guru Nanak’Nanak’ss
times, 500 years ago, and until thetimes, 500 years ago, and until the
mid-twentieth mid-twentieth centurycentury,,

Gurdwaras were always teeming withGurdwaras were always teeming with
Hindus and Muslims.Hindus and Muslims.

Remember that at the end of GuruRemember that at the end of Guru
Nanak’s life, his Hindu followersNanak’s life, his Hindu followers
wanted to cremate him the Hinwanted to cremate him the Hindu way,du way,
Muslims wanted to bury him byMuslims wanted to bury him by
Islamic rites. Islamic rites. Each community erEach community erectedected
a monument to his memory and botha monument to his memory and both
markers still stand in a unique tributemarkers still stand in a unique tribute
to the founder of Sikhism.to the founder of Sikhism.

Having come from mostly HinduHaving come from mostly Hindu
background, Sikhs remainedbackground, Sikhs remained
culturally closer to them; No oneculturally closer to them; No one
looked aghast at Hindu-Sikh mixedlooked aghast at Hindu-Sikh mixed
marriages that were quite common.marriages that were quite common.
Many Hindu families raised one of Many Hindu families raised one of 
their sons as a Sikhtheir sons as a Sikh

In Gurdwaras distinction was neverIn Gurdwaras distinction was never
made between a Sikh and a non-Sikh.made between a Sikh and a non-Sikh.

It was not uncommon for Muslim andIt was not uncommon for Muslim and
Hindu musicians to perform keertanHindu musicians to perform keertan
(singing of the liturgy) or read from(singing of the liturgy) or read from
the the Guru Guru Granth. Granth. Non-Sikh Non-Sikh artistsartists
came to Gurdwaras to showcase theircame to Gurdwaras to showcase their
talents and pay their homage to thetalents and pay their homage to the
Gurus who were unexcelled patronsGurus who were unexcelled patrons
and masters of classical Indianand masters of classical Indian
musicology.musicology.
No function or office in the GurdwaraNo function or office in the Gurdwara
was ever closed to non-Sikhs.was ever closed to non-Sikhs.
Everyone was welcome, irrespectiveEveryone was welcome, irrespective
of their religious label, or whether oneof their religious label, or whether one
was a recognisable Sikh or not.was a recognisable Sikh or not.
Communities, such as the Sindhis,Communities, such as the Sindhis,
were Sikhs to all intents andwere Sikhs to all intents and
purposes, except they rarely took onpurposes, except they rarely took on
the Banaa (external visage) of thethe Banaa (external visage) of the
Khalsa, with the long, unshorn hair.Khalsa, with the long, unshorn hair.

About 40 years ago, the eminentAbout 40 years ago, the eminent
Continues on next pageContinues on next page
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thinker Kapur Singh opined that thethinker Kapur Singh opined that the
religion of Punjabi Hindus wasreligion of Punjabi Hindus was
Sikhism, whereas Hinduism wasSikhism, whereas Hinduism was
Punjabi culture, no matter whatPunjabi culture, no matter what
religion one religion one professed. professed. SurelySurely, every, every
religion of the world, when in Punjab,religion of the world, when in Punjab,
has been touched by the practices of has been touched by the practices of 
Sikhi, and by the universality of GuruSikhi, and by the universality of Guru
Granth’Granth’s s teachings.teachings.

It may never have been quite asIt may never have been quite as
edenic as I described it here, but itedenic as I described it here, but it
was never as hellish as it seems towas never as hellish as it seems to
have becomehave become. . There is There is more than more than aa
grain of truth grain of truth in what I said. in what I said. Why andWhy and
how how things things changed? changed? That’s That’s mymy
mandate to mandate to explore today.explore today.

First a seFirst a set of givt of givens: ens: The message The message of of 
Guru Granth is entirely inclusive withGuru Granth is entirely inclusive with
not a word in it to justify excludingnot a word in it to justify excluding
anyone. anyone. One can cite One can cite references references bothboth
from Guru Granth and from Bhaifrom Guru Granth and from Bhai
Gurdas that lay down clearly theGurdas that lay down clearly the
expectations oexpectations of a f a Sikh life. Sikh life. We We alsoalso
know that Sikhi is a path and not allknow that Sikhi is a path and not all
Sikhs fulfill all of the requirements allSikhs fulfill all of the requirements all
of the of the time. time. A Sikh A Sikh truly retruly remains amains a
work in progress. Guru Granth alsowork in progress. Guru Granth also
tells us to not dwell on thetells us to not dwell on the
imperfections of othersimperfections of others hm nhI cMgy burw  hm nhI cMgy burw 

  nhI ko  nhI ko ie  ie (Hum nahi(n) changay buraa(Hum nahi(n) changay buraa
nahi(n)nahi(n) koyey koyey, Page 728, Page 728). ). I suggest tI suggest thenhen
that a working definition derived fromthat a working definition derived from
the Guru Granth would be that a Sikhthe Guru Granth would be that a Sikh
is anyone who declares himself to beis anyone who declares himself to be
one.one.

Now, if all those who claim to be SikhNow, if all those who claim to be Sikh
are on the same path, surely they areare on the same path, surely they are
not all at the same place on the path.not all at the same place on the path.
This includes the Amritdhari who livesThis includes the Amritdhari who lives
the life of one, and the one who fallsthe life of one, and the one who falls
short; the Sehajdhari who lives theshort; the Sehajdhari who lives the
lifestyle that he should, and the onelifestyle that he should, and the one
who does not; also one who merelywho does not; also one who merely
looks like a Sikh but is unaware of anylooks like a Sikh but is unaware of any
of the requirements of a Sikh life; asof the requirements of a Sikh life; as
well as the apostate who proudlywell as the apostate who proudly

flaunts it.flaunts it.

The Guru and Guru Granth are forThe Guru and Guru Granth are for
sinners, not only sinners, not only for perfect for perfect Sikhs. Sikhs. SoSo
it is best to not judge others lest weit is best to not judge others lest we
be judged.be judged.
What is now driving so many non-What is now driving so many non-

Sikhs and those who do not look likeSikhs and those who do not look like
Sikhs out Sikhs out of tof the Sikh he Sikh circle? circle? ThereThere
may be as many reasons as there aremay be as many reasons as there are
analysts, so let’s probe a few. Let’sanalysts, so let’s probe a few. Let’s
come at it a tad tangentially.come at it a tad tangentially.

Christianity now has over 250Christianity now has over 250
denominations; many refuse todenominations; many refuse to
recognize the others as Christians,recognize the others as Christians,
and forbid their members to attendand forbid their members to attend
services in, or marry someone from,services in, or marry someone from,
another another sect. sect. Crucial vCrucial variations existariations exist
in Christian prin Christian practices worldwide. actices worldwide. YetYet,,
they all derive their inspiration fromthey all derive their inspiration from
the life of Jesus.the life of Jesus.

Sikhism is now 500 years old, and weSikhism is now 500 years old, and we
should should not not expect expect differentlydifferently. . WithWith
time, some divisive interpretations of time, some divisive interpretations of 
the message may be inevitable inthe message may be inevitable in
living traditions. All living societies,living traditions. All living societies,
even those that emanate from theeven those that emanate from the
same starting point, showsame starting point, show
change–some for the better, some notchange–some for the better, some not
so.so.

Continued from previous pageContinued from previous page
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During the first 300 years of itsDuring the first 300 years of its
history, there were few clearhistory, there were few clear
distinctions between Jewish practicesdistinctions between Jewish practices
and their Christian adaptations andand their Christian adaptations and
counterparts. counterparts. Also Also flourishing flourishing was was aa
strong movement “Jews for Jesus”strong movement “Jews for Jesus”
that celebrated Jesus as the Messiahthat celebrated Jesus as the Messiah
that the that the Jews were Jews were waiting forwaiting for. . TheThe
movement, now considerablymovement, now considerably
attenuated, attenuated, still still exists. exists. From From thatthat
time on, Jewish and Christian thoughttime on, Jewish and Christian thought
have diverged progressively, and nowhave diverged progressively, and now
it would be asinine for one to assertit would be asinine for one to assert
that Christians are Jews simplythat Christians are Jews simply
because Jesus was one, or that he isbecause Jesus was one, or that he is
the Jewish Messiah.the Jewish Messiah.

Similarly, one can acknowledge theSimilarly, one can acknowledge the
overlapping of Hindu and Sikhoverlapping of Hindu and Sikh
practices in the early years, but overpractices in the early years, but over
the last century, largely due to rise of the last century, largely due to rise of 
the Singh Sabha movement as well asthe Singh Sabha movement as well as
a better educated clergy and laity, ita better educated clergy and laity, it
would now be extremely shortsightedwould now be extremely shortsighted
to ignore that the two religionsto ignore that the two religions
continue to diverge in theology,continue to diverge in theology,
interpretation and practices.interpretation and practices.

This process of erecting fencesThis process of erecting fences
between Sikhs and their neighborsbetween Sikhs and their neighbors
has been further hastened byhas been further hastened by
domestic Indian as well asdomestic Indian as well as
international political realities.international political realities.

At India’s independence in 1947At India’s independence in 1947
Punjab, the Sikh homeland wasPunjab, the Sikh homeland was
partitioned partitioned into into two two nations. nations. SikhsSikhs
bore the brunt of the economic loss asbore the brunt of the economic loss as
well as that in human lives. Sindhis,well as that in human lives. Sindhis,
who historically straddled the dividewho historically straddled the divide
between Hindus and Sikhs, werebetween Hindus and Sikhs, were
largely lost to largely lost to Sikhs. Sikhs. For the firsFor the first timet time
in a millennium Hindus – almost 80in a millennium Hindus – almost 80
percent in free India – felt the powerpercent in free India – felt the power
that that comes comes with with freedom. freedom. TheThe
emergence of “Hindutva” whichemergence of “Hindutva” which
promotes Hindu culture as the onlypromotes Hindu culture as the only
defining spirit of India proves mydefining spirit of India proves my
point; it has become a most fearsomepoint; it has become a most fearsome

reality reality to to all all minorities. minorities. FencesFences
between religions became a naturalbetween religions became a natural
corollary as each community becamecorollary as each community became
engrossed in its own realities.engrossed in its own realities.

The successive governments of freeThe successive governments of free
India now cater to the Hindu majorityIndia now cater to the Hindu majority
to capturto capture their e their vote vote banks. banks. In thisIn this
power ploypower ploy, minorities , minorities become furtherbecome further
marginalized. The events of 1984marginalized. The events of 1984
where the Sikh minority was targeted,where the Sikh minority was targeted,
and those of Godhra and others like itand those of Godhra and others like it
that were aimed at Muslims andthat were aimed at Muslims and
Christians, were a predictable result.Christians, were a predictable result.
The killings by Hindu mobs -- of SikhsThe killings by Hindu mobs -- of Sikhs
in the 1980’s and of Muslims inin the 1980’s and of Muslims in
Godhra in 2002 were clearlyGodhra in 2002 were clearly
organized and abetted by theorganized and abetted by the
government in power at that time andgovernment in power at that time and
claimed several thousand lives.claimed several thousand lives.

How would Sikhs react when they seeHow would Sikhs react when they see
themselves themselves so so besieged? besieged? Circle Circle thethe
wagons wagons to to protect protect themselves. themselves. TheThe
result: result: an inevitable an inevitable alienation fralienation fromom
others, though it is contrary to theothers, though it is contrary to the
message of Guru Granth.message of Guru Granth.

In the diaspora, Sikhs remain a smallIn the diaspora, Sikhs remain a small
minority, even though there are overminority, even though there are over
half a million in North America alone.half a million in North America alone.
Our turban and long hair attract theOur turban and long hair attract the

most most attention. attention. Sometimes Sometimes eveneven
today, we are challenged bytoday, we are challenged by
prospective employers on ourprospective employers on our
bearded bearded and and turbaned turbaned visage. visage. TheThe
attention is often grossly negative,attention is often grossly negative,
particular post 9/11.particular post 9/11.

The Sikh community is dividedThe Sikh community is divided
between those who continue to between those who continue to followfollow
the dictates of the faith and those whothe dictates of the faith and those who
choose to abandon them. This shouldchoose to abandon them. This should
not come between these twonot come between these two
segments of the Sikhs in oursegments of the Sikhs in our
Gurdwaras which, historically, remainGurdwaras which, historically, remain
equally accessible to all.equally accessible to all.

The problem arises when theThe problem arises when the
spokesmen for the community are notspokesmen for the community are not
recognizable Sikhs, and are unable orrecognizable Sikhs, and are unable or
unwilling to forthrightly defend theunwilling to forthrightly defend the
practices of the faith when theypractices of the faith when they
represent the community to therepresent the community to the
outside outside world. world. And that And that impacts theimpacts the
whole community.whole community.
If then these people are not given anIf then these people are not given an
equally visible place as communityequally visible place as community
leaders they see it as discriminatory.leaders they see it as discriminatory.
The flip side of the argument is that aThe flip side of the argument is that a
minuscule minority finding itsminuscule minority finding its
practices under siege wants to put onpractices under siege wants to put on
the stage only those who at least lookthe stage only those who at least look

Continues on next pageContinues on next page
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like role models.like role models.

I’d tell my turbaned brothers and alsoI’d tell my turbaned brothers and also
on the other side of the divide thoseon the other side of the divide those
not so attired not to be so thinnot so attired not to be so thin
skinned.skinned.

How to resolve this is the question.How to resolve this is the question.
One way is that those who wish toOne way is that those who wish to
potentially lead us from Gurdwaras topotentially lead us from Gurdwaras to
clearly defend the teachings of whatclearly defend the teachings of what
is our code of conduct (Sikh Rehatis our code of conduct (Sikh Rehat
Maryada) even though theyMaryada) even though they
personally do not follow it. If they canpersonally do not follow it. If they can
openly support our historic teachingsopenly support our historic teachings
and requirements in spite of anyand requirements in spite of any
personal failings of their own, thenpersonal failings of their own, then
there should be no reason for conflictthere should be no reason for conflict
between those who are keshadharibetween those who are keshadhari
and those who are not.and those who are not.

If such a modus operandi seemsIf such a modus operandi seems
impossible, then what?impossible, then what?

A not so attractive, but perhapsA not so attractive, but perhaps
inevitable, alternative comes to mindinevitable, alternative comes to mind
from from the the Jews. Jews. They They are are divideddivided
largely into Conservative, Orthodoxlargely into Conservative, Orthodox
and Reform congregations that differand Reform congregations that differ
fundamentally on what a Jewishfundamentally on what a Jewish
lifestyle lifestyle is. is. Their synagogues Their synagogues remainremain
separate, yet they largely speak withseparate, yet they largely speak with

one voice when a question arises thatone voice when a question arises that
is important to the whole Jewishis important to the whole Jewish
nation. nation. This This does does not not mean mean thatthat
individual differences vanish; forindividual differences vanish; for
example, there exist Jews that do notexample, there exist Jews that do not
approve of a Zionist state of Israel.approve of a Zionist state of Israel.
Similarly, much as we dislike the ideaSimilarly, much as we dislike the idea
of sects within Sikhism, they do exist;of sects within Sikhism, they do exist;
just look at Namdhari, Radhaswamis,just look at Namdhari, Radhaswamis,
Nirankaris and followers of YogiNirankaris and followers of Yogi
Bhajan, for example.Bhajan, for example.

There are many who are clamoring toThere are many who are clamoring to
change the Rehat Maryada to suitchange the Rehat Maryada to suit
their their own own needs. needs. First, First, we we mustmust
remember that change cannot beremember that change cannot be
arbitrary or quick, but mandates aarbitrary or quick, but mandates a
protracted national protracted national conversation. conversation. AndAnd
secondly, change must be consistentsecondly, change must be consistent
with the fundamentals that remainwith the fundamentals that remain
unchanging. unchanging. Sikhi Sikhi represents represents overover
two centuries of development fromtwo centuries of development from
Guru Nanak Guru Nanak to Guru to Guru Gobind Singh. Gobind Singh. If If 
the teachings of either Guru arethe teachings of either Guru are
diminished, the result would notdiminished, the result would not
remain remain Sikhi. Sikhi. It It would would be be likelike
reconstructing Christianity withoutreconstructing Christianity without

Christ. Christ. But But more more of of this this anotheranother
time….time….

I can see with time our diaspora SikhsI can see with time our diaspora Sikhs
fissuring along the line that cleavesfissuring along the line that cleaves
those that are keshadhari, whetherthose that are keshadhari, whether
Amritdhari or not, from those that areAmritdhari or not, from those that are
not recognizable Sikhs, whether theynot recognizable Sikhs, whether they
are Sehajdhari or apostate, each withare Sehajdhari or apostate, each with
its own Gurdwaras.its own Gurdwaras.

Perhaps that would allow us toPerhaps that would allow us to
collaborate in matters of collaborate in matters of 
discrimination in the work place, anddiscrimination in the work place, and
even enjoy some Gurdwaras andeven enjoy some Gurdwaras and
functions that are happily intermixed.functions that are happily intermixed.

The umbrella of Sikhism is large andThe umbrella of Sikhism is large and
capacious enough to accommodatecapacious enough to accommodate
all those who are on the same path,all those who are on the same path,
no matter no matter where on where on it they it they are. are. AndAnd
this is the meaning and message of this is the meaning and message of 
Guru Granth.Guru Granth.

............................................................
Dr I J SinghDr I J Singh
Email: ijsEmail: ijs@nyu.edu@nyu.edu
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BY TARLOCHAN SINGHBY TARLOCHAN SINGH
MP, (RAJYA SABHA) INDIA MP, (RAJYA SABHA) INDIA 

am so happy to knowam so happy to know
that there is a move tothat there is a move to
publish a table book bypublish a table book by

the Sikh Times (UK) tothe Sikh Times (UK) to
commemorate the 300thcommemorate the 300th
Anniversary of ascension of Anniversary of ascension of 
Sri Guru Granth Sahib toSri Guru Granth Sahib to
Gurgadhi.Gurgadhi.

I have been advocating forI have been advocating for
now for good publications onnow for good publications on
Guru Granth in variousGuru Granth in various
international languages. Weinternational languages. We
are all thankful to the laudableare all thankful to the laudable
efforts efforts of of Sardar Sardar GurmukhGurmukh
Singh in this regards. GodSingh in this regards. God
Bless the projectBless the project

Guru Nanak Sahib'sGuru Nanak Sahib's
philosophy is very relevant atphilosophy is very relevant at
the present scenario in thethe present scenario in the
world that is driven byworld that is driven by
religion. His simple message,religion. His simple message,
as enshrined in Sri Guruas enshrined in Sri Guru
Granth Sahib Ji, is that GodGranth Sahib Ji, is that God
wants us to look beyond ourwants us to look beyond our
religious identities and unitereligious identities and unite

as a human force. So, when weas a human force. So, when we
expand on this message in theexpand on this message in the
context of today's world, wecontext of today's world, we
find that any talk of 'Clash of find that any talk of 'Clash of 
Civilizations' as based onCivilizations' as based on
religion is entirely man-religion is entirely man-
inspired. To quote Nanakinspired. To quote Nanak
"Only he has the right to call"Only he has the right to call
himself religious, who lives inhimself religious, who lives in
the light of God's word asthe light of God's word as
brought to the earth bybrought to the earth by
prophets of all religions."prophets of all religions."

There is only one civilizationThere is only one civilization
and that is human civilization.and that is human civilization.
Hence, all religions are theHence, all religions are the
branches of one super religionbranches of one super religion
- the religion of man, which- the religion of man, which
Guru Nanak SahibGuru Nanak Sahib
propounded relentlessly. Thispropounded relentlessly. This
also means that while allalso means that while all
terrorism in the name of terrorism in the name of 
religion is a travesty of religion is a travesty of 
religion, all talk of one religionreligion, all talk of one religion
being superior to another isbeing superior to another is
senseless and must stop.senseless and must stop.

Continues on next pageContinues on next page
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He also diagnosed that the majorHe also diagnosed that the major
cause of suffering in the world wascause of suffering in the world was
living on the income of so many, andliving on the income of so many, and
depriving the poor of their rightfuldepriving the poor of their rightful
share. His concise sermon 'Kirt Karna'share. His concise sermon 'Kirt Karna'
and 'Wand Chhakna' encouragesand 'Wand Chhakna' encourages
mankind to earn one's bread hard,mankind to earn one's bread hard,
honest way and share it with thehonest way and share it with the
needy. For, the hard-earned bread isneedy. For, the hard-earned bread is
full of nectar and the full of nectar and the exploiter's breadexploiter's bread
is full of blood.is full of blood.

It is the greed of some who considerIt is the greed of some who consider
themselves superior than the rest,themselves superior than the rest,
that deprive the rightful owners of that deprive the rightful owners of 
their due and create an imbalance intheir due and create an imbalance in
the society. Interestingly, Nanak hadthe society. Interestingly, Nanak had
propounded this very basic thoughtpropounded this very basic thought
much before Marx came upon themuch before Marx came upon the
scene. In fact, in this very priciple canscene. In fact, in this very priciple can
be found a new world order free of be found a new world order free of 
exploitation so that the world'sexploitation so that the world's
resources are shared more resources are shared more equitablyequitably..

Guru Nanak's magnanimity also lies inGuru Nanak's magnanimity also lies in
the fact that even when he isthe fact that even when he is
concerned with the Permanent, heconcerned with the Permanent, he
does not shun Change. Sikhism hasdoes not shun Change. Sikhism has
the capacity to absorb change intothe capacity to absorb change into
tradition and it is through thistradition and it is through this
apparatus that Guru Nanak hasapparatus that Guru Nanak has
introduced a total way of life tointroduced a total way of life to
people. An ultimate Reality of whichpeople. An ultimate Reality of which
permanence and change are integralpermanence and change are integral
parts.parts.

A unique aspect of Guru Nanak'sA unique aspect of Guru Nanak's
philosophy is his denunciation of philosophy is his denunciation of 
those who turn their backs on thethose who turn their backs on the
world to seek their individualworld to seek their individual
salvation. salvation. In his In his thinking, it thinking, it is theseis these
runaways of life who make this worldrunaways of life who make this world
a place unsuitable to live in. He tendsa place unsuitable to live in. He tends
to use an unusual therapy on theto use an unusual therapy on the
minds of people to bring out theminds of people to bring out the
hidden powers of the wholehidden powers of the whole
community by the magic of the Nam.community by the magic of the Nam.
This clarity in thought helps to healThis clarity in thought helps to heal

the society and not just the individual.the society and not just the individual.
Expression and not inhibition is theExpression and not inhibition is the
cardinal mantra of his creed.cardinal mantra of his creed.

The principle question is; Does aThe principle question is; Does a
collective sub-conscious exist thatcollective sub-conscious exist that
can really be awakened? Throughcan really be awakened? Through
Sikhism, Guru Nanak created one of Sikhism, Guru Nanak created one of 
the greatest instruments of the greatest instruments of 
awakening the total sub-conscious of awakening the total sub-conscious of 
a whole society. In fact, some thea whole society. In fact, some the
noblest saintly men, warriors,noblest saintly men, warriors,
martyrs, colonizers, farmers,martyrs, colonizers, farmers,
entrepreneurs and sportsmen comeentrepreneurs and sportsmen come
from the ranks of his followers.from the ranks of his followers.

Going a step further, Guru NanakGoing a step further, Guru Nanak
becomes relevant to us as one of thebecomes relevant to us as one of the
greatest Management Gurus. Bygreatest Management Gurus. By
moulding human life and activitymoulding human life and activity
through the path of Sikhism, hethrough the path of Sikhism, he
brought phenomenal results intobrought phenomenal results into
society at large, and that too in an society at large, and that too in an ageage
when the concept of managementwhen the concept of management
was unheard of.was unheard of.

The world has much to learn from theThe world has much to learn from the
corporate nature of Sikhism that hascorporate nature of Sikhism that has
grown gradually into a livinggrown gradually into a living
institution in form of the Sikhinstitution in form of the Sikh
Gurdwara. With religion becoming aGurdwara. With religion becoming a
dwindling force in most contemporarydwindling force in most contemporary
situations, Sikhism promises to shinesituations, Sikhism promises to shine
brighter in its true essence.brighter in its true essence.

Still, the Sikhs are notStill, the Sikhs are not
fundamentalists. They are tolerantfundamentalists. They are tolerant
and even respectful of all other pathsand even respectful of all other paths
of worship. Besides, everyone isof worship. Besides, everyone is
welcome to the Gurdwara without anywelcome to the Gurdwara without any
distinction whatsoever. When adistinction whatsoever. When a
person is within the precincts of person is within the precincts of 
Gurdwara, he is in the presence andGurdwara, he is in the presence and
protection of none other than Guruprotection of none other than Guru
Nanak himself. And this confers uponNanak himself. And this confers upon
him some unique characteristics.him some unique characteristics.
Some of these virtues are humanity,Some of these virtues are humanity,
honour and truthfulness to God.honour and truthfulness to God.

And lastly, Guru Nanak made familyAnd lastly, Guru Nanak made family
the source of all spirituality. In manythe source of all spirituality. In many
developed nations of the West,developed nations of the West,
sociologists are much worried at thesociologists are much worried at the
break down of the family as anbreak down of the family as an
institution. The result is aninstitution. The result is an
unprecedented wave of anarchy andunprecedented wave of anarchy and
immorality of sex, crime and violence,immorality of sex, crime and violence,
sweeping away all the good sense asweeping away all the good sense a
human being is known for. Guruhuman being is known for. Guru
Nanak asks us to revive the family asNanak asks us to revive the family as
a value. It is something fundamentala value. It is something fundamental
to him; it is the fulcrum of all that isto him; it is the fulcrum of all that is
positive among human beings. This ispositive among human beings. This is
where his philosophy is even morewhere his philosophy is even more
relevant than ever before. It isrelevant than ever before. It is
something that concerns the future of something that concerns the future of 
human race as a whole.human race as a whole.

Thus, in Sikhism, God and the worldThus, in Sikhism, God and the world
both are real. The world is not anboth are real. The world is not an
empty dream that one has to shun orempty dream that one has to shun or
run away from or a bubble that wouldrun away from or a bubble that would
burst at the slightest pricking. In fact,burst at the slightest pricking. In fact,
every relationship of man in Sikhismevery relationship of man in Sikhism
is for real. Conversely speaking, theis for real. Conversely speaking, the
world becomes unreal only if one failsworld becomes unreal only if one fails
to appreciate and comprehend theto appreciate and comprehend the
power of the Nam.power of the Nam.

In the end everyone should be awareIn the end everyone should be aware
that Guru Nanak’s teachings have athat Guru Nanak’s teachings have a
unique distinction that no one shouldunique distinction that no one should
change his way of belief and shouldchange his way of belief and should
carry on practicing in his own religion.carry on practicing in his own religion.
Sikhs never indulge in convertingSikhs never indulge in converting
people by any method.people by any method.

May Satguru Nanak bless all believersMay Satguru Nanak bless all believers
& non believers.& non believers.

"Nanak Nam Chardi Kala: Tere Bhane "Nanak Nam Chardi Kala: Tere Bhane 
Sarbat da Bhala" Sarbat da Bhala" 

(O Nanak! Repeating constantly the(O Nanak! Repeating constantly the
Nam, always think and act big andNam, always think and act big and
positive. In Thy will and positive. In Thy will and grace, O Lord,grace, O Lord,
lies the wellness of the wholelies the wellness of the whole
creation.)creation.)

Continued from previous pageContinued from previous page
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he Fifth Guru, Guru Arjanhe Fifth Guru, Guru Arjan
first compiled the Sikhfirst compiled the Sikh
Scriptures, Guru GranthScriptures, Guru Granth

Sahib, as the Aadh Granth (TheSahib, as the Aadh Granth (The
Original Original Volume)Volume). . The The holyholy
Volume was installed atVolume was installed at
Harmandar Sahib (Golden Temple)Harmandar Sahib (Golden Temple)
Amritsar in Punjab and the firstAmritsar in Punjab and the first
reading ceremony was on 1streading ceremony was on 1st
September 1604.September 1604.

Guru Nanak Sahib (1469 - 1539) laidGuru Nanak Sahib (1469 - 1539) laid
the foundation of a new religious andthe foundation of a new religious and
social ideology outside the castesocial ideology outside the caste
system, to combat the religious,system, to combat the religious,
social and administrativesocial and administrative
malpractices of the time; Guru Nanakmalpractices of the time; Guru Nanak
set out to undo, by a fresh religiousset out to undo, by a fresh religious
doctrine and a new social system, thedoctrine and a new social system, the
inequalities and other undesirableinequalities and other undesirable
practices apparently sanctioned andpractices apparently sanctioned and
promoted by the religions of thatpromoted by the religions of that
period. period. Through Through selection selection of of worthyworthy
successors (9 after Guru Nanak) thesuccessors (9 after Guru Nanak) the
Sikh Institutions were developed andSikh Institutions were developed and
consolidated, and the Sikh Panthconsolidated, and the Sikh Panth
evolved (under their leadership andevolved (under their leadership and
guidance) over some 200 years.guidance) over some 200 years.

Guru Nanak introduced and refinedGuru Nanak introduced and refined
the popular Punjabi script to be thethe popular Punjabi script to be the

language of the Sikhs, as opposed tolanguage of the Sikhs, as opposed to
the complex Sanskrit and Farsi usedthe complex Sanskrit and Farsi used
by the priesby the priestly class at tly class at the time. the time. TheThe
next three Gurus, along with thenext three Gurus, along with the
consolidation of the preceding Guru’sconsolidation of the preceding Guru’s
religious, social and welfare work,religious, social and welfare work,
also collated and preserved thealso collated and preserved the
hymns of the Guru before, addinghymns of the Guru before, adding
their own and passing them on to thetheir own and passing them on to the
next Guru. next Guru. Guru Arjan, tGuru Arjan, the 5th he 5th Guru,Guru,
therefore, had received the literarytherefore, had received the literary
work of work of all the Gurus all the Gurus before him. before him. InIn
addition the 4th Guru, Guru Ramdas,addition the 4th Guru, Guru Ramdas,
had commenced excavation of a lakehad commenced excavation of a lake
(sarovar) at Amritsar, destined to(sarovar) at Amritsar, destined to
become the main centre of the Sikhbecome the main centre of the Sikh
Panth (Order).Panth (Order).

Guru Arjan, the fifth Guru, completedGuru Arjan, the fifth Guru, completed
the sarovar at Amritsar and in 1589the sarovar at Amritsar and in 1589
requested a Muslim divine popularlyrequested a Muslim divine popularly
known as Mia Mir to lay theknown as Mia Mir to lay the
foundation stone of Harmandar Sahibfoundation stone of Harmandar Sahib
(popularly known as the Golden(popularly known as the Golden
Temple), which was built in the centreTemple), which was built in the centre
of the of the lake. lake. Guru Arjan Guru Arjan compiled thecompiled the
Aadh Granth (The Original Volume)Aadh Granth (The Original Volume)
which included hymns of the first fivewhich included hymns of the first five
Gurus (including his own) and hymnsGurus (including his own) and hymns
of 30 other saintly people of devotionof 30 other saintly people of devotion
from other religious backgrounds,from other religious backgrounds,

whose writings accorded with thewhose writings accorded with the
teaching teaching of of Guru Guru Nanak. Nanak. TheThe
compilation took four years, from 1601compilation took four years, from 1601
to 1604to 1604. . The Aadh The Aadh Granth was Granth was thenthen
installed in the Harmandar, theinstalled in the Harmandar, the
sanctum sanctorum of the Sikhs, andsanctum sanctorum of the Sikhs, and
the first reading ceremony was heldthe first reading ceremony was held
on 1 September 1604.on 1 September 1604.

One hundred and four years laterOne hundred and four years later
Guru Gobind Singh, the 10th Guru,Guru Gobind Singh, the 10th Guru,
was to add the hymns of his fatherwas to add the hymns of his father
Guru Tegh Bahadur, the 9th Guru toGuru Tegh Bahadur, the 9th Guru to
the Aadh Granth and ordained thethe Aadh Granth and ordained the
Scriptures as Guru Granth Sahib, theScriptures as Guru Granth Sahib, the
Eternal Eternal Guru Guru of of the the Sikhs. Sikhs. GuruGuru
Granth Sahib was personallyGranth Sahib was personally
authenticated twice by two Sikhauthenticated twice by two Sikh
Gurus. Gurus. The The originality originality andand
authenticity of Guru Granth Sahib,authenticity of Guru Granth Sahib,
therefore, therefore, is is never never questioned. questioned. TheThe
Gurus during their lives had stressedGurus during their lives had stressed
on the Word as the Guru (not theon the Word as the Guru (not the
body) and thus the Guruship wasbody) and thus the Guruship was
passed from human Gurus to thepassed from human Gurus to the
Word Guru, Guru Granth Sahib inWord Guru, Guru Granth Sahib in
1708.1708.

* S.Dhaliwal was the first Sikh Councillor* S.Dhaliwal was the first Sikh Councillor

in Australia.in Australia.
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urs is a bewildered,urs is a bewildered,
fractured, tormentedfractured, tormented
generation. It would not begeneration. It would not be

an overstatement to say thatan overstatement to say that
mankind is, today, in the midst of mankind is, today, in the midst of 
one of the greatest crises inone of the greatest crises in
historhistory.y.

In spite of the fact that the greatIn spite of the fact that the great
scientific inventions have liberated usscientific inventions have liberated us
from servitude to nature, we seem tofrom servitude to nature, we seem to
suffer from a type of neurosis, fromsuffer from a type of neurosis, from
cultural disintegration. We suffer fromcultural disintegration. We suffer from
an inward loneliness. It seems to mean inward loneliness. It seems to me
that the whole world is suffering fromthat the whole world is suffering from
scepticism in faith, anarchy in moralsscepticism in faith, anarchy in morals
and we do not know which way and we do not know which way to turnto turn
and what to do. There is certainand what to do. There is certain
duplicity in human nature, whichduplicity in human nature, which
makes us do things even when wemakes us do things even when we
recognised them to be wrong.recognised them to be wrong.

Centuries ago, India was full of Centuries ago, India was full of 
happiness, beauty and prosperity. Ithappiness, beauty and prosperity. It
was a country of compassion, of was a country of compassion, of 
peace and love. It was strong. Indianspeace and love. It was strong. Indians
could boast of a high state of could boast of a high state of 
civilization, culture and system of civilization, culture and system of 
religion religion philosophyphilosophy..

Then thingThen things began to changes began to change
People strayed from the path of People strayed from the path of 
righteousness, of personal purity andrighteousness, of personal purity and
social freedom and forsook the idealssocial freedom and forsook the ideals
that had guided their ancestors. Formthat had guided their ancestors. Form
had supplanted had supplanted realityreality. Then centuries. Then centuries
of invasion, foreign misrule andof invasion, foreign misrule and
persecution had produced thepersecution had produced the
greatest depression and the spiritualgreatest depression and the spiritual
subjection and stagnation hadsubjection and stagnation had
aggravated the demoralisation to anaggravated the demoralisation to an
enormous degree.enormous degree.
Now, it is the law of the spiNow, it is the law of the spiritual worldritual world
that whenever evil and ignorancethat whenever evil and ignorance

darken human affairs, morality anddarken human affairs, morality and
wisdom will come to our rescue.wisdom will come to our rescue.
Whenever righteousness declines andWhenever righteousness declines and
unrighteousness increases, there isunrighteousness increases, there is
an outpouring of divine grace in thean outpouring of divine grace in the
birth of a great teacher. God is notbirth of a great teacher. God is not
limited to any one incarnation butlimited to any one incarnation but
sent His messengers from time tosent His messengers from time to
time, to lead struggling humanitytime, to lead struggling humanity
towards Him.towards Him.

That was the state of India when GuruThat was the state of India when Guru
Nanak appeared on the scene.Nanak appeared on the scene.
“India”, said Mohammed Iqbal, “was“India”, said Mohammed Iqbal, “was
once again blessed by God. Theonce again blessed by God. The
appearance of Guru Nanak, aappearance of Guru Nanak, a
complete and perfect human being,complete and perfect human being,
was no less than that of Prophetwas no less than that of Prophet
Abraham, 5000 years earlier.” At aAbraham, 5000 years earlier.” At a
time when were conscious of failure,time when were conscious of failure,
Guru Nanak appeared to renovate theGuru Nanak appeared to renovate the
spirit of religion and humanity. Hespirit of religion and humanity. He
tried to build a nation of self-tried to build a nation of self-
respecting men and women, devotedrespecting men and women, devoted
to God, filled with a sense of equalityto God, filled with a sense of equality
and brotherhood for all. Guru Nanakand brotherhood for all. Guru Nanak
and the other Sikh Gurus came intoand the other Sikh Gurus came into

Continues on next pageContinues on next page
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the world as messengers of God tothe world as messengers of God to
enlighten mankind.enlighten mankind.

The Sikh religion differs as regardsThe Sikh religion differs as regards
the authenticity of its dogmas fromthe authenticity of its dogmas from
most other great theological systems.most other great theological systems.
Many of the great teachers the worldMany of the great teachers the world
has known have not left a line of theirhas known have not left a line of their
own compositions; we only knowown compositions; we only know
what they taught through tradition orwhat they taught through tradition or
second-hand information. But thesecond-hand information. But the
compositions of the Sikh Gurus arecompositions of the Sikh Gurus are
preserved and we know first handpreserved and we know first hand
what they taught.what they taught.

That it is a universal faith, a messageThat it is a universal faith, a message
for all mankind, is amply illustrated infor all mankind, is amply illustrated in
the writings of the Gurus and others.the writings of the Gurus and others.
It was the fifth Guru, Guru Arjan Devji,It was the fifth Guru, Guru Arjan Devji,

who accomplished the momentouswho accomplished the momentous
task of compiling and authenticatingtask of compiling and authenticating
the Guru Granth Sahib.the Guru Granth Sahib.
The preaching and teachings of theThe preaching and teachings of the
Sikh Masters, as enshrined in theSikh Masters, as enshrined in the
Guru Granth Sahib, embody the wholeGuru Granth Sahib, embody the whole
truth that is relevant to the highesttruth that is relevant to the highest
spiritual and cultural development of spiritual and cultural development of 
entire mankind. The Gurus taughtentire mankind. The Gurus taught
their message in the language of thetheir message in the language of the
people. The Granth Sahib does notpeople. The Granth Sahib does not
advocate the lifestyle of a recluse. Itadvocate the lifestyle of a recluse. It
recommends, instead, a life of recommends, instead, a life of 
involvement in the world and itsinvolvement in the world and its
activities.activities.

Sikh spiritual tradition is not contentSikh spiritual tradition is not content
with mere toleration. There can be nowith mere toleration. There can be no
goodwill or fellowship when we onlygoodwill or fellowship when we only
tolerate each other. The Sikh Guru hadtolerate each other. The Sikh Guru had

this noble quality of appreciation of this noble quality of appreciation of 
whatever was valuable in otherwhatever was valuable in other
religious traditions. A remarkablereligious traditions. A remarkable
feature of the Guru Granth Sahib isfeature of the Guru Granth Sahib is
that it contains the writings of thethat it contains the writings of the
religious teachers of other religions.religious teachers of other religions.

Our distressed generation isOur distressed generation is
obscurely aware that the presentobscurely aware that the present
crisis is a spiritual one and what wecrisis is a spiritual one and what we
need is a healing of the discordneed is a healing of the discord
between outward resources of powerbetween outward resources of power
which are assuming frightfulwhich are assuming frightful
proportions and the inward resourcesproportions and the inward resources
of spirits which seem to be steadilyof spirits which seem to be steadily
declining.declining.

The Guru Granth Sahib provides theThe Guru Granth Sahib provides the
answers to the ills of the world.answers to the ills of the world.
“GURU MANEYO GRANTH.”“GURU MANEYO GRANTH.”

Continued from previous pageContinued from previous page
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TWENTY FIRSTTWENTY FIRST
CENTURY SIKHCENTURY SIKH
PERSPECTIVEPERSPECTIVE

ikh religion is the latestikh religion is the latest
religion of the world,religion of the world,
having been founded in thehaving been founded in the

fif fif teenth century. It is now in theteenth century. It is now in the
list of first five religions of thelist of first five religions of the
world.world.

The scholars of world religions like, HThe scholars of world religions like, H
L Bradshaw have commented, SikhL Bradshaw have commented, Sikh
religion to be a religion of the presentreligion to be a religion of the present
age, capable to answer the problemsage, capable to answer the problems
of the modern age, and, Prof.of the modern age, and, Prof.
Toynbee, that Sikh religion and itsToynbee, that Sikh religion and its
scripture will always have a specialscripture will always have a special
value for the world.value for the world.

Sikhs can bring to the notice of theSikhs can bring to the notice of the
world, the Divine message of Sikhworld, the Divine message of Sikh
religion in the 21st century as they arereligion in the 21st century as they are
now spread world over but they havenow spread world over but they have
to face some challenges, to whichto face some challenges, to which
they can be successful with thethey can be successful with the
honesty of purpose, under the Divinehonesty of purpose, under the Divine
guidance of the higher values of theirguidance of the higher values of their
religion.religion.

The first challenge is that most of theThe first challenge is that most of the
Sikhs and particularly the Sikh youthSikhs and particularly the Sikh youth
are drifting away from Sikh initiationare drifting away from Sikh initiation
and the code of conduct as prescribedand the code of conduct as prescribed

by tenth Sikh Guru at the final phaseby tenth Sikh Guru at the final phase
of the completion of Sikh religion. Dueof the completion of Sikh religion. Due
to the lack of preaching of Sikhto the lack of preaching of Sikh
religion, some of them even think thatreligion, some of them even think that
perhaps it is not a part of theirperhaps it is not a part of their
religion. It has to be explained toreligion. It has to be explained to
them that it is a part of Sikh religion.them that it is a part of Sikh religion.

Suffice it to quote British Scholar,Suffice it to quote British Scholar,
  Jeans Culler,  Jeans Culler,
-" These five symbols had held the-" These five symbols had held the
Sikhs in united brotherhoodSikhs in united brotherhood
They serve to make a Sikh and act asThey serve to make a Sikh and act as
a Sikh. They endow him with couragea Sikh. They endow him with courage
to accomplish feat , which otherwiseto accomplish feat , which otherwise

would be impossible for an averagewould be impossible for an average
man. To make a long story short, theman. To make a long story short, the
Five symbols have a psychologicalFive symbols have a psychological
bearing on the man who wears them.bearing on the man who wears them.
They are manifestation Of Guru, theThey are manifestation Of Guru, the
Eternal."Eternal."

The second challenge for Sikhs is thatThe second challenge for Sikhs is that
false assertions and glaringfalse assertions and glaring
misrepresentations have been mademisrepresentations have been made
as to several important aspects of as to several important aspects of 
Sikh religion and history since long.Sikh religion and history since long.
These are now even made in theThese are now even made in the
textbooks published by NCERT, fortextbooks published by NCERT, for

SS
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syllabus of schools throughout India,syllabus of schools throughout India,
which is under the supervision of which is under the supervision of 
Govt. of India. The Divine Sikh GurusGovt. of India. The Divine Sikh Gurus
have even not been spared. Sikhhave even not been spared. Sikh
religion has been propagated to be areligion has been propagated to be a
part of Hinduism and Sikhs to be apart of Hinduism and Sikhs to be a
sect of Hindus, obviously a falsesect of Hindus, obviously a false
assertion as Sikh religion is aassertion as Sikh religion is a
separate and independent religionseparate and independent religion
just like other world religions andjust like other world religions and
Sikhs are a separate nation. If theSikhs are a separate nation. If the
false assertions andfalse assertions and
misrepresentations are not negatedmisrepresentations are not negated
fully then there can be no correctfully then there can be no correct
understanding and appreciation of understanding and appreciation of 
Sikh religion.Sikh religion.

The third challenge for Sikhs is, of The third challenge for Sikhs is, of 
their Sikh leadership, which needs totheir Sikh leadership, which needs to
be of, honesty, integrity, capabilitybe of, honesty, integrity, capability
and committed to Sikh cause. Theand committed to Sikh cause. The
Sikhs are now spread Sikhs are now spread over throughoutover throughout
the world and they need one unitedthe world and they need one united
world Sikh leadership. The Sikhworld Sikh leadership. The Sikh
leadership needs to be well aware of leadership needs to be well aware of 
world politics and history. In fact theworld politics and history. In fact the
basic Sikh concept of - Guru Granthbasic Sikh concept of - Guru Granth
and Guru Panth - stands totallyand Guru Panth - stands totally
ignored by the Sikhs since long, whichignored by the Sikhs since long, which
has made them incapacitated to takehas made them incapacitated to take
the panthic decisions on Sikh affairsthe panthic decisions on Sikh affairs
by them through theirby them through their
representatives, which needs to berepresentatives, which needs to be
revived. A representative body of revived. A representative body of 
Sikhs residing throughout the world isSikhs residing throughout the world is
the urgent need of the day, whichthe urgent need of the day, which
should take decisions on the panthicshould take decisions on the panthic
issues to be acceptable to all theissues to be acceptable to all the
Sikhs, by ensuring the participation of Sikhs, by ensuring the participation of 
all Sikhs to such decisions. Its blueall Sikhs to such decisions. Its blue
print may be to take theprint may be to take the
representatives of the organisationsrepresentatives of the organisations
to be elected by Sikhs, just as SGPC,to be elected by Sikhs, just as SGPC,
Delhi Gurdawaras managementDelhi Gurdawaras management
committee, Sikh Takhats of Hazoorcommittee, Sikh Takhats of Hazoor
Sahib and Patna Sahib managementSahib and Patna Sahib management
committees and of such other Sikhcommittees and of such other Sikh
institutions in India. The other worldinstitutions in India. The other world
countries may be divided in 6 or 7countries may be divided in 6 or 7

zones on the basis of their populationzones on the basis of their population
and the Sikh Gurdawarasand the Sikh Gurdawaras
management committees of thosemanagement committees of those
zones and any other Sikh electedzones and any other Sikh elected
organizations may select theirorganizations may select their
representatives as fixed. All suchrepresentatives as fixed. All such
representatives can co-opt somerepresentatives can co-opt some
reputed Sikhs from each zone who reputed Sikhs from each zone who areare
well known for service to the Sikhwell known for service to the Sikh
cause and their honesty, integrity andcause and their honesty, integrity and
capability. Such a representative Sikhcapability. Such a representative Sikh
body may hold its meetings at Akalbody may hold its meetings at Akal
Takhat, having its secretariat thereTakhat, having its secretariat there
and nominate their spokesman to beand nominate their spokesman to be
called jathedar Akal Takhat, to becalled jathedar Akal Takhat, to be
responsible for the execution of theresponsible for the execution of the
Sikh collective decisions.Sikh collective decisions.

The fourth challenge for Sikhs is thatThe fourth challenge for Sikhs is that
as yet there are no translations of theas yet there are no translations of the
Sikh Scripture, Guru Granth Sahib inSikh Scripture, Guru Granth Sahib in
other languages of the world. Theother languages of the world. The
books on Sikh history and otherbooks on Sikh history and other
relevant Sikh literature are also toorelevant Sikh literature are also too
insufficient. There is no newspaper,insufficient. There is no newspaper,
no journal, no T V channel of Sikhs tono journal, no T V channel of Sikhs to
correctly present the Sikh religion,correctly present the Sikh religion,
Sikh history and Sikh point of viewSikh history and Sikh point of view
effectively with authenticity, which iseffectively with authenticity, which is
a must in the present day advanceda must in the present day advanced
media technology. Internet websitesmedia technology. Internet websites

are the effective tools of are the effective tools of 
communication, of which nocommunication, of which no
substantial advantage is availed of bysubstantial advantage is availed of by
Sikhs for Sikh Cause. Sikhs must ownSikhs for Sikh Cause. Sikhs must own
these medias to bring their religion tothese medias to bring their religion to
the notice of the world and of Sikhsthe notice of the world and of Sikhs
and particularly Sikh youth.and particularly Sikh youth.

The fifth challenge for the Sikhs isThe fifth challenge for the Sikhs is
that most of the Sikh educationalthat most of the Sikh educational
institutions are no more Sikhinstitutions are no more Sikh
oriented. However, for the last feworiented. However, for the last few
decades most of these Sikhdecades most of these Sikh
institutions ceased to be Sikhinstitutions ceased to be Sikh
oriented. Sikhs must make these Sikhoriented. Sikhs must make these Sikh
educational institutions to be Sikheducational institutions to be Sikh
oriented to serve the purpose fororiented to serve the purpose for
which these were set up. Sikhs arewhich these were set up. Sikhs are
now spread over worldwide. Theynow spread over worldwide. They
have set up Sikh Gurdwaras in theirhave set up Sikh Gurdwaras in their
areas and those should be utilized forareas and those should be utilized for
functioning the Sunday Gurdwarafunctioning the Sunday Gurdwara
schools once a week on the pattern of schools once a week on the pattern of 
Sunday church schools for theSunday church schools for the
teaching of Sikh religion and historyteaching of Sikh religion and history
and Punjabi language to Sikhand Punjabi language to Sikh
students. students. The The independent independent SikhSikh
educational institutions can be set upeducational institutions can be set up
in the times to come, whereverin the times to come, wherever
possible.possible.
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The sixth challenge for the Sikhs isThe sixth challenge for the Sikhs is
the lack of missionary spirit, which isthe lack of missionary spirit, which is
a must for the preaching of a religion.a must for the preaching of a religion.
No doubt there is no dearth of SikhNo doubt there is no dearth of Sikh
preachers in the form of Sikh kirtnipreachers in the form of Sikh kirtni
jathas, Sikh kathakars and Sikh saintsjathas, Sikh kathakars and Sikh saints
but most of them are not abovebut most of them are not above
monetary considerations. There is nomonetary considerations. There is no
organized Sikh system to provide theorganized Sikh system to provide the
basic needs of the Sikh preachers tobasic needs of the Sikh preachers to
sustain them and their families. It hassustain them and their families. It has
resulted in getting money for theirresulted in getting money for their
living from their religious services atliving from their religious services at
their whims. The preaching of thetheir whims. The preaching of the
religion has thus been turned to areligion has thus been turned to a
profession. This challenge can be metprofession. This challenge can be met
by inculcating the higher values of by inculcating the higher values of 
Sikh religion.Sikh religion.

The last but not the least challenge forThe last but not the least challenge for
Sikhs is that most of the Sikhs Sikhs is that most of the Sikhs need toneed to
earnestly understand and act uponearnestly understand and act upon
the dictums of Sikh religion. Theythe dictums of Sikh religion. They
have to live under the Will of God, thehave to live under the Will of God, the
AlmightyAlmighty. They have to . They have to meditate in themeditate in the
Name of one and only one God, whichName of one and only one God, which
inculcates the virtues, burns the egoinculcates the virtues, burns the ego
and eliminates the vices, resulting inand eliminates the vices, resulting in
truthful living. Unless the Sikhstruthful living. Unless the Sikhs
themselves practically live in the Sikhthemselves practically live in the Sikh
way of truthful living, it is difficult toway of truthful living, it is difficult to
impress the others. Sikhs will have toimpress the others. Sikhs will have to
adopt the real Sikh values andadopt the real Sikh values and
dictums to meet this challenge.dictums to meet this challenge.

Sikh religion believes in, FatherhoodSikh religion believes in, Fatherhood
of God, Brotherhood of mankind andof God, Brotherhood of mankind and
Truthful living. Concept of God is, oneTruthful living. Concept of God is, one
and only one, creator of the entireand only one, creator of the entire
creation, its sustainer and destroyer,creation, its sustainer and destroyer,
without any incarnation, unborn andwithout any incarnation, unborn and
self illuminated, whose light shines inself illuminated, whose light shines in
all.all.
Only His Name is to be meditated toOnly His Name is to be meditated to
abide in the mind, which burns ego,abide in the mind, which burns ego,
eliminates vices, inculcates virtues toeliminates vices, inculcates virtues to
lead a truthful living in Sikh way lead a truthful living in Sikh way of lifeof life
obeying the Will of God, the Almighty,obeying the Will of God, the Almighty,

awaiting His grace to unite with Him.awaiting His grace to unite with Him.
Fatherhood Fatherhood of of God God automaticautomaticallyally
leads to Brotherhood of Mankind, asleads to Brotherhood of Mankind, as
the same is the creator of the entirethe same is the creator of the entire
creation, the same is His light whichcreation, the same is His light which
shines in all. The Divine message of shines in all. The Divine message of 
Sikhism is that human race is one,Sikhism is that human race is one,
without any distinctions orwithout any distinctions or
discriminations on any grounddiscriminations on any ground
whatsoeverwhatsoever. . The eminent The eminent scholars of scholars of 
world religions and history haveworld religions and history have
appreciated it.appreciated it.

Suffice it to quote, Max ArtherSuffice it to quote, Max Arther
Macauliff, British eminent scholar,Macauliff, British eminent scholar,
author of, The Sikh Religion,author of, The Sikh Religion,
" It would be difficult to point to a" It would be difficult to point to a
religion of greater originality or to areligion of greater originality or to a
more comprehensive ethical systemmore comprehensive ethical system
than Sikh religion. The Sikh Scripturesthan Sikh religion. The Sikh Scriptures
contain sublime truths, the study of contain sublime truths, the study of 
which cannot but elevate the readerwhich cannot but elevate the reader
spirituallyspiritually, morally , morally and socially. Thereand socially. There
is no tinge of sectarianism in them.is no tinge of sectarianism in them.
They teach the highest and purestThey teach the highest and purest
principles that serve to bind the manprinciples that serve to bind the man
to man and inspire the believer withto man and inspire the believer with
an ambition to serve his fellowmen, toan ambition to serve his fellowmen, to
sacrifice all and to die for their sake "sacrifice all and to die for their sake "

 John Clark Archer, the eminent British John Clark Archer, the eminent British
scholar,scholar,
" Sikhism, indeed itself reveals" Sikhism, indeed itself reveals
something of what in the last analysissomething of what in the last analysis
religion is. It is an independent andreligion is. It is an independent and
conspicuous order of its own. Theconspicuous order of its own. The
world today needs its message of world today needs its message of 
Peace and Love"Peace and Love"

Sikhs are now spread Sikhs are now spread over throughoutover throughout
the world. It is expected that theythe world. It is expected that they
would bring to the notice of world, thewould bring to the notice of world, the
higher values of Sikhism in this 21 sthigher values of Sikhism in this 21 st
Century. It is the appropriate time, asCentury. It is the appropriate time, as
the World peace stands disturbed andthe World peace stands disturbed and
moral and ethical values standmoral and ethical values stand
ignored. The Divine teachings of ignored. The Divine teachings of 
Sikhism of higher moral and ethicalSikhism of higher moral and ethical
values, and its message of,values, and its message of,
coexistence, love and peace, have thecoexistence, love and peace, have the

potential to set it right. It wouldpotential to set it right. It would
enhance the prestige of Sikhs in theenhance the prestige of Sikhs in the
world, as remarked by the eminentworld, as remarked by the eminent
British Scholar, Max Arthur Macauliff,British Scholar, Max Arthur Macauliff,

" All the persons of discrimination" All the persons of discrimination
acquainted with Sikhs, set a highacquainted with Sikhs, set a high
value on them, but it appears that avalue on them, but it appears that a
knowledge throughout the world of knowledge throughout the world of 
the excellence of their religion wouldthe excellence of their religion would
enhance even the present regard withenhance even the present regard with
which they are entertained. Not lesswhich they are entertained. Not less
important will be the result of Sikhimportant will be the result of Sikh
teachings on the minds of religiousteachings on the minds of religious
Europe and America. Already theEurope and America. Already the
Khalsa has achieved a worldwideKhalsa has achieved a worldwide
renown in the matter renown in the matter of braveryof bravery. In the. In the
matter of religion too the name of matter of religion too the name of 
Khalsa will shine resplendently whenKhalsa will shine resplendently when
the glorious deeds of their ancestorsthe glorious deeds of their ancestors
in the moral and religious world arein the moral and religious world are
made known far and wide."made known far and wide."

The Sikhs had to suffer in the past dThe Sikhs had to suffer in the past dueue
to their mistaken identity, as theyto their mistaken identity, as they
could not establish in the countries tocould not establish in the countries to
which they migrated, their ownwhich they migrated, their own
separate identity and of their religionseparate identity and of their religion
by strictly observing the code of by strictly observing the code of 
conduct and Sikh way of life. Highconduct and Sikh way of life. High
tributes have been paid to Sikhtributes have been paid to Sikh
religion by all the eminent scholars of religion by all the eminent scholars of 
world religions. There could be noworld religions. There could be no
reason for the Sikhs not to strictly livereason for the Sikhs not to strictly live
in Sikh way of life as their religion hasin Sikh way of life as their religion has
a high reputation already. Thea high reputation already. The
separate identity of a religion and itsseparate identity of a religion and its
followers cannot be establishedfollowers cannot be established
unless the followers of the religionunless the followers of the religion
strictly observe the code of conduct of strictly observe the code of conduct of 
their religion and live in the way of their religion and live in the way of 
that religion. Sikhs should nowthat religion. Sikhs should now
certainly ensure to make known theircertainly ensure to make known their
separate identity and their religion toseparate identity and their religion to
the world so that there is no morethe world so that there is no more
mistaken identity about them.mistaken identity about them.

..........................................................
Mewa Singh Retd. Judge, USAMewa Singh Retd. Judge, USA
Email: singhjudge@yahoo.comEmail: singhjudge@yahoo.com
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BY DR BHAI HARBANS LAL, USA BY DR BHAI HARBANS LAL, USA 

was flattered to bewas flattered to be
invited to write for theinvited to write for the
special UK publicationspecial UK publication

by The Sikh Times (UK).by The Sikh Times (UK).
This publication is aimed toThis publication is aimed to
commemorate the 300thcommemorate the 300th
Anniversary of Guru GobindAnniversary of Guru Gobind
Singh’s last sermon toSingh’s last sermon to
ordinate Sri Guru Granthordinate Sri Guru Granth
Sahib as the Sikhs’ EternalSahib as the Sikhs’ Eternal
Guru and thus ascertainGuru and thus ascertain
Gurbani and sangat as theirGurbani and sangat as their
grassroots institution. Igrassroots institution. I
appreciate efforts of thisappreciate efforts of this
educational publication toeducational publication to
take the universal messagetake the universal message
of Gurbani to the globalof Gurbani to the global
community.community.

We have been blessed with SriWe have been blessed with Sri
Guru Granth Sahib for threeGuru Granth Sahib for three
centuries. During this time, wecenturies. During this time, we
have bowed to its authority onhave bowed to its authority on
a daily basis and performed alla daily basis and performed all
our ceremonies around it. Weour ceremonies around it. We
are now in the midst of are now in the midst of 
celebrating the Tercentennialcelebrating the Tercentennial
of its Ordination or installationof its Ordination or installation
as the Eternal Guru of theas the Eternal Guru of the
Sikhs. Our organizations areSikhs. Our organizations are
investing their full energy toinvesting their full energy to

hold public celebrations.hold public celebrations.
During these celebrations weDuring these celebrations we
as individuals and as aas individuals and as a
community must look withincommunity must look within
to determine how one oughtto determine how one ought
to be inspired through thisto be inspired through this
once in a once in a life time opportunity.life time opportunity.

Our Gurus gifted the GuruOur Gurus gifted the Guru
Granth to the world to inspireGranth to the world to inspire
and inculcate certainand inculcate certain
philosophy and certainphilosophy and certain
principles. The Sikhprinciples. The Sikh
community is immediatecommunity is immediate
recipient of that gift. Further,recipient of that gift. Further,
they were designated as thethey were designated as the
gate keepers of the gift so thatgate keepers of the gift so that
its light may shine unhinderedits light may shine unhindered
over the minds of all whoover the minds of all who
seek.seek.

Let us then ask ourselvesLet us then ask ourselves
these questions. Are Sikhthese questions. Are Sikh
communities in the world trulycommunities in the world truly
inspired to comprehend andinspired to comprehend and
cher¬ish the principles bycher¬ish the principles by
which we are called by ourwhich we are called by our
Guru Granth to live by?Guru Granth to live by?
Secondly, are we doing ourSecondly, are we doing our
best to share the universalbest to share the universal

II

SIKH RELEVANCESIKH RELEVANCE
TO GURU GRANTHTO GURU GRANTH
TERCENTENNIALTERCENTENNIAL
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message with our neighbors in themessage with our neighbors in the
newly emerging global village?newly emerging global village?

Sikh RelevanceSikh Relevance
Our gurus created the Gurmat for aOur gurus created the Gurmat for a
way of life and belief that is based onway of life and belief that is based on
the Guru’s teachings. In our Punjabithe Guru’s teachings. In our Punjabi
vernacular, we also refer to it asvernacular, we also refer to it as
Sikhee. Sikhee. The The Guru Guru Granth Granth was twas thenhen
compiled to articulate the Gurmat,compiled to articulate the Gurmat,
and as its followers we take pride inand as its followers we take pride in
calling ourselves the Sikhs.calling ourselves the Sikhs.

The Gurmat concepts wereThe Gurmat concepts were
constructed so that the present dayconstructed so that the present day
civil societies could relate to them andcivil societies could relate to them and
benefit from them. Panth wasbenefit from them. Panth was
organized to serve humanity in manyorganized to serve humanity in many
ways but also to demonstrate throughways but also to demonstrate through
truthful living the realistic benefits of truthful living the realistic benefits of 
Sikh faith. This demonstration shouldSikh faith. This demonstration should
invigorate an urge among the civilinvigorate an urge among the civil
societies to learn Gurmat or Sikheesocieties to learn Gurmat or Sikhee
theology.theology.
To be effective, the SikheeTo be effective, the Sikhee
experiences must be subject toexperiences must be subject to
verifiable research andverifiable research and
demonstration. This should not be ademonstration. This should not be a
problem in the Sikhee tradition.problem in the Sikhee tradition.
Granted that most of the GurmatGranted that most of the Gurmat
beliefs fall in the invisible realities,beliefs fall in the invisible realities,
they are mostly life affirming. Thus,they are mostly life affirming. Thus,
there are many beliefs whose benefitsthere are many beliefs whose benefits
were demonstrated clearly andwere demonstrated clearly and
beneficially by the committed Sikhsbeneficially by the committed Sikhs
as they are illustrated throughout ouras they are illustrated throughout our
history.history.

Some examples of those beliefsSome examples of those beliefs
include (listed alphabetically):include (listed alphabetically):
Altruistic predisposition, FreedomAltruistic predisposition, Freedom
from animosity, Freedom from fear,from animosity, Freedom from fear,
Freedom from lust and greed, Charity,Freedom from lust and greed, Charity,
Compassion, Creativity, EarningCompassion, Creativity, Earning
truthful living, Environmentaltruthful living, Environmental
concerns, Fanaticism considered as aconcerns, Fanaticism considered as a
tool of devil, Forgiveness, Gratitude,tool of devil, Forgiveness, Gratitude,
Humility, Impact of knowledge andHumility, Impact of knowledge and
technology on spiritual growth,technology on spiritual growth,

Identity derived from transcendentIdentity derived from transcendent
truth, Love, Meditation, Prayer,truth, Love, Meditation, Prayer,
Promotion of Intellect, Scope of Promotion of Intellect, Scope of 
divinity in life, Spirit of Invention,divinity in life, Spirit of Invention,
Spiritual purpose of life, Sharing,Spiritual purpose of life, Sharing,
Thanksgiving, Truthfulness in livingThanksgiving, Truthfulness in living
and Worship.and Worship.

Sikhs in the past have inculcated inSikhs in the past have inculcated in
their lives these spiritual and socialtheir lives these spiritual and social
teachings of the Guru Granth. Theirteachings of the Guru Granth. Their
impact was seen from Afghanistan toimpact was seen from Afghanistan to
Burma and from China to Ceylon.Burma and from China to Ceylon.
Undoubtedly the practicing Sikhs willUndoubtedly the practicing Sikhs will
add many more to this list in theadd many more to this list in the
future and extend the fragrance of thefuture and extend the fragrance of the
Guru Granth to the Western world. It isGuru Granth to the Western world. It is
true that some of us only make claitrue that some of us only make claimsms
and pronouncements. But if we areand pronouncements. But if we are
true seekers we should not be shy intrue seekers we should not be shy in
taking the lead in making the creed of taking the lead in making the creed of 
our Guru a living truth for us and forour Guru a living truth for us and for
the entire society of the entire society of this century.this century.

Sikh IdentitSikh Identity with Gurubaniy with Gurubani
Definition of a Sikh is closelyDefinition of a Sikh is closely
intertwined with the Guru, i.e. theintertwined with the Guru, i.e. the
Guru Granth. In the words of SikhGuru Granth. In the words of Sikh
theologian, Bhai Gurdas, thetheologian, Bhai Gurdas, the
fundamental identity of a Sikh isfundamental identity of a Sikh is
established through the connectionestablished through the connection
with the wisdom of the Guru (Gurmat}with the wisdom of the Guru (Gurmat}
in life. Should a Sikh not imbibe thein life. Should a Sikh not imbibe the
sacred hymns, his or her claim to be asacred hymns, his or her claim to be a
Sikh is Sikh is hollowhollow..

 mY mY jyjy hw n dubwjrw qij gu hw n dubwjrw qij gu rmiq durmiq  rmiq durmiq 
 ihqkwrw] nwau murId n sbid vIcwrw ] ihqkwrw] nwau murId n sbid vIcwrw ]

Gurdas, Vaar 37, Pauri 29 Gurdas, Vaar 37, Pauri 29 

There is no one as selfish and double-There is no one as selfish and double-
faced as the one who discards path of faced as the one who discards path of 
the gurus, the gurmat, and insteadthe gurus, the gurmat, and instead
readily accepts paths of his or her ownreadily accepts paths of his or her own
smutty mind. Further, one may not callsmutty mind. Further, one may not call
oneself a Sikh without aoneself a Sikh without a
comprehension of the Guru Granthcomprehension of the Guru Granth
hymns.hymns.

Bhai Gurdas goes on to say,Bhai Gurdas goes on to say,

 gurmu gurmu K swKI Sbd isK su K swKI Sbd isK su xwieAw] gurmuK  xwieAw] gurmuK 
 Sbd vIcwr s`c kmwieAw] Sbd vIcwr s`c kmwieAw]
Gurdas, Vaar 19, Pauri 12 Gurdas, Vaar 19, Pauri 12 

A guru oriented person is identifiedA guru oriented person is identified
first through listening and spirituallyfirst through listening and spiritually
witnessing the gurbani hymns, andwitnessing the gurbani hymns, and
then by practicing truth in life throughthen by practicing truth in life through
a comprehension of the Guru Grantha comprehension of the Guru Granth
hymns.hymns.

A prominent Sikh contemporary at theA prominent Sikh contemporary at the
time of Guru Gobind Singh, Kesartime of Guru Gobind Singh, Kesar
Singh Singh Chibar, Chibar, who spent who spent considerableconsiderable
time with the Guru’s family and withtime with the Guru’s family and with
prominent Sikhs like Bhai Mani Singhprominent Sikhs like Bhai Mani Singh
and Bhai Taru Singh, wrote that a Sikhand Bhai Taru Singh, wrote that a Sikh
who turned away from the Guruwho turned away from the Guru
Granth’s teachings actually hadGranth’s teachings actually had
turned away from Sikhee. Thereafterturned away from Sikhee. Thereafter
he carried the Sikh look only tohe carried the Sikh look only to
deceive others. He wrote.deceive others. He wrote.

 sbdo muVy isKIau sbdo muVy isKIau muVymuVy ByBy K isKI dw Dwry K isKI dw Dwry

Turning away from Guru Granth’s Turning away from Guru Granth’s 
teachings is like turning away from teachings is like turning away from 
Sikhee. This Sikh turns into an Sikhee. This Sikh turns into an 
imposter by continuing the Sikh look.imposter by continuing the Sikh look.
Kesar Singh Chibar, in BansavleeKesar Singh Chibar, in Bansavlee
nama edited by Rattan Singh Jagi, andnama edited by Rattan Singh Jagi, and
published by Punjabi University inpublished by Punjabi University in
19721972

Cyber Congregations andCyber Congregations and
Cyber ClergyCyber Clergy

Three hundred years ago Guru GobindThree hundred years ago Guru Gobind
Singh designated us as the volunteerSingh designated us as the volunteer
custodians of the light of the Guru tocustodians of the light of the Guru to
spread it and to protect it spread it and to protect it from the evilfrom the evil
eye of the wicked and fanatics. Manyeye of the wicked and fanatics. Many
followed the Guru’s instructions withfollowed the Guru’s instructions with
their life and breath. However, withtheir life and breath. However, with
time, the custodians began to pass ontime, the custodians began to pass on
the custody of the Light as their the custody of the Light as their familyfamily
or clan inheritance. For a while it didor clan inheritance. For a while it did
not matter as the custodian made it anot matter as the custodian made it ass
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their livelihood to exhibit the scripturetheir livelihood to exhibit the scripture
and took over the role of itsand took over the role of its
interpreters for those who came to beinterpreters for those who came to be
blessed.blessed.

With time it became a lucrativeWith time it became a lucrative
business to own the depository of business to own the depository of 
Gurus’ hymns and to ration itsGurus’ hymns and to ration its
distribution. The Light and the sacreddistribution. The Light and the sacred
places around which were built for theplaces around which were built for the
benefit of every one began to bebenefit of every one began to be
passed down to successivepassed down to successive
generations as their possession; thegenerations as their possession; the
possession which could be rationedpossession which could be rationed
and exploited for a trade. A newand exploited for a trade. A new
occupation of elite clergies sprung up.occupation of elite clergies sprung up.

For worldly gain the keepers of theFor worldly gain the keepers of the
Light began to wrap their possessionLight began to wrap their possession
in ceremonial splendor, and show thein ceremonial splendor, and show the
Word of God only to those whom theyWord of God only to those whom they
deemed fit. They recited the hymnsdeemed fit. They recited the hymns
for those who could pay to hear andfor those who could pay to hear and
restrict its availability to a few in theirrestrict its availability to a few in their
own clans. They drove away newown clans. They drove away new
generations who could not easilygenerations who could not easily
learn a language foreign to their ear.learn a language foreign to their ear.
These ploys succeeded in insuring theThese ploys succeeded in insuring the
ownership of the Light within theownership of the Light within the
narrowly defined clergy class ignorantnarrowly defined clergy class ignorant
of modern languages and otherof modern languages and other
means of communication.means of communication.

The community first revolted and thenThe community first revolted and then
made some progress in reversing themade some progress in reversing the
process but soon succumbed toprocess but soon succumbed to
politics which permitted the newpolitics which permitted the new
opportunists to opportunists to take overtake over..

The new Keepers of the Light began toThe new Keepers of the Light began to
build elaborate edifices to house thebuild elaborate edifices to house the
Light of the Guru and build even moreLight of the Guru and build even more
elaborate structures of traditions toelaborate structures of traditions to
keep others out. They in cahoots withkeep others out. They in cahoots with
their political bosses even soughttheir political bosses even sought
laws of the land to limit others’ accesslaws of the land to limit others’ access
to our inherited possession. In theto our inherited possession. In the
name of preservation of the messagename of preservation of the message

that should call for easing thethat should call for easing the
approach to the Word they devisedapproach to the Word they devised
means to make it more and moremeans to make it more and more
elusive from people who are not ourelusive from people who are not our
ethnic kinds or who do not look orethnic kinds or who do not look or
speak like us.speak like us.

The Infinite Wisdom of the Guru hadThe Infinite Wisdom of the Guru had
something else in mind. With Guru’ssomething else in mind. With Guru’s
grace the Light continued to shine ingrace the Light continued to shine in
the world around every one of us whothe world around every one of us who
opened their heart, and within all whoopened their heart, and within all who
sought it, even in those whom thesought it, even in those whom the
Keepers deemed unfit for it.Keepers deemed unfit for it.

There surged new Sikh youth andThere surged new Sikh youth and
world interfaith groups. This newworld interfaith groups. This new
generation disregarded anygeneration disregarded any
proclamation from the self styledproclamation from the self styled
claimants of the ownership of theclaimants of the ownership of the
Guru. They employed open platformsGuru. They employed open platforms
of electronic and cyberof electronic and cyber
communication to enhance thecommunication to enhance the
rainbow of colors around the Guru’srainbow of colors around the Guru’s
light so that it may shinlight so that it may shine on every eye.e on every eye.
The number of those accessing theThe number of those accessing the
Light is something like 2 billionLight is something like 2 billion
people. New cyber congregations andpeople. New cyber congregations and
discussion groups are springing updiscussion groups are springing up
every day.every day.
A new breed of invisible clergy isA new breed of invisible clergy is
being born. In the future, they willbeing born. In the future, they will
interpret and reinterpret the messageinterpret and reinterpret the message
of the Guru Granth to all and withoutof the Guru Granth to all and without
prejudice.prejudice.

ConclusionConclusion
In conclusion, there is one thoughtIn conclusion, there is one thought
that I would like to share. It is playedthat I would like to share. It is played
out in conversations that I often haveout in conversations that I often have
with young people. They aren't justwith young people. They aren't just
looking for a religious experiencelooking for a religious experience
based in compliance with rules,based in compliance with rules,
regulations, and practices. They yearnregulations, and practices. They yearn
for clarity and the "bottom line."for clarity and the "bottom line."
Therefore, for the Guru Granth toTherefore, for the Guru Granth to
make sense in a world filled withmake sense in a world filled with
contrary messages, we need tocontrary messages, we need to
prepare to answer the simple, yetprepare to answer the simple, yet

complex, questions: "Why?" andcomplex, questions: "Why?" and
"How?""How?"

Our young people want to know whyOur young people want to know why
we interpret something in one waywe interpret something in one way
and other in and other in a contradicting way. Theya contradicting way. They
ask how all this body of Guru Granthask how all this body of Guru Granth
wisdom is relative to their lifewisdom is relative to their life
situations. They certainly feelsituations. They certainly feel
frustrated when they wish to look atfrustrated when they wish to look at
our Gurus’ hymns with differentour Gurus’ hymns with different
outlooks. They have certainly goneoutlooks. They have certainly gone
beyond hearing "because the Giani jibeyond hearing "because the Giani ji
said so" or "because that's what thesaid so" or "because that's what the
translator wrote.”translator wrote.”

It is incumbent upon every Sikh todayIt is incumbent upon every Sikh today
to celebrate the Tercentennial byto celebrate the Tercentennial by
consciously seeking and realizing theconsciously seeking and realizing the
beneficent vision of the spiritualbeneficent vision of the spiritual
aspirations contained in Sri Guruaspirations contained in Sri Guru
Granth Sahib. Further, every SikhGranth Sahib. Further, every Sikh
must make all efforts to continuallymust make all efforts to continually
define through the modern channelsdefine through the modern channels
of communication those advantagesof communication those advantages
of Sikhee that he or she beneficiallyof Sikhee that he or she beneficially
experienced experienced personallypersonally..

The purpose of our enthusiasm toThe purpose of our enthusiasm to
celebrate is that we might promotecelebrate is that we might promote
means to understand the concept of means to understand the concept of 
the Guru Granth as the Uthe Guru Granth as the Universal Guruniversal Guru
and its associated implications andand its associated implications and
responsibilities in our life. We may fireresponsibilities in our life. We may fire
ourselves not to serve theourselves not to serve the
pronouncements but to make thosepronouncements but to make those
pronouncements come alive.pronouncements come alive.
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Mailing AddressMailing Address
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eligion and Scienceeligion and Science
are both engaged inare both engaged in
the exploration of the exploration of 

Ultimate RUltimate Reality. eality. The The fieldfield
of religion concernsof religion concerns
consciousness and its fluxconsciousness and its flux
in molding the destiny of in molding the destiny of 
man.man.

Science explores the natureScience explores the nature
or its manifestation throughor its manifestation through
the the material material world. world. It It startsstarts
from gross matter and movesfrom gross matter and moves
toward subtle consciousnesstoward subtle consciousness
pervading in the materialpervading in the material
world. Scientists use physicalworld. Scientists use physical
and chemical methods toand chemical methods to
discover the secrets of discover the secrets of 
universe while the Prophetsuniverse while the Prophets
use divine intuition to revealuse divine intuition to reveal
these secrets. All theirthese secrets. All their
conclusions may not coincideconclusions may not coincide
but their objective remainsbut their objective remains
the same to explore thethe same to explore the
secret of Laws of Nature.secret of Laws of Nature.
Indeed a scientificIndeed a scientific
perspective is conducive toperspective is conducive to
and valuable inand valuable in
comprehending the scope of comprehending the scope of 
the vision of the Sikh Gurus.the vision of the Sikh Gurus.

Typically it is scholars in theTypically it is scholars in the
fields of literature,fields of literature,
philosophy, and history whophilosophy, and history who
undertake an analysis of Sikhundertake an analysis of Sikh
scripture and with thescripture and with the
inclusion of scientists –inclusion of scientists –
physicists, astronomers,physicists, astronomers,
chemists, geologists,chemists, geologists,
biologists, the exegesis of thebiologists, the exegesis of the
text is only enhanced. Fortext is only enhanced. For
instance, Guru Nanak’s visioninstance, Guru Nanak’s vision
[1]: “patala patal lakh agasa[1]: “patala patal lakh agasa
agasa -- worlds below worlds,agasa -- worlds below worlds,
worlds above worlds” (Japuji,worlds above worlds” (Japuji,
22) leave us wide-eyed, but22) leave us wide-eyed, but
they acquire a real palpabilitythey acquire a real palpability
and concreteness when weand concreteness when we
look at them through anlook at them through an
astronomer’s telescope. Asastronomer’s telescope. As
we apply the empirical datawe apply the empirical data
of our Milky Way galaxy withof our Milky Way galaxy with
its hundred billion stars andits hundred billion stars and
the scientific observationsthe scientific observations
regarding billions of otherregarding billions of other
galaxies, we really begin togalaxies, we really begin to
visualize what Guru Nanakvisualize what Guru Nanak
meant, and thereby gain ameant, and thereby gain a
fuller understanding andfuller understanding and
appreciation of his verse. Theappreciation of his verse. The
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scientific adventure, its observations,scientific adventure, its observations,
and factual data, do not clash withand factual data, do not clash with
Sikh sacred scripture; they reveal itsSikh sacred scripture; they reveal its
intrinsic vigor, its far-reachingintrinsic vigor, its far-reaching
insights, and its contemporaryinsights, and its contemporary
relevance.relevance.

Glimpses of Scientific Vision in SGGSGlimpses of Scientific Vision in SGGS
(a) Cosmolog(a) Cosmology in SGGSy in SGGS

There are a large number of theoriesThere are a large number of theories
about the creation of the universe butabout the creation of the universe but
so far ‘Big Bang Theory’ is widelyso far ‘Big Bang Theory’ is widely
accepted by many scientists.accepted by many scientists.
However, with every new scientificHowever, with every new scientific
discovery the theory may undergo adiscovery the theory may undergo a
drastic change in the future. One mustdrastic change in the future. One must
keep in mind that theories are basedkeep in mind that theories are based
on some scientific information andon some scientific information and
use of logic and it will change as soonuse of logic and it will change as soon
as more facts are discovered. Manyas more facts are discovered. Many
theologians emphasize that theoriestheologians emphasize that theories
propounded by scientists change withpropounded by scientists change with
the time, therefore, the science is notthe time, therefore, the science is not
a stable field. On the other hand, theya stable field. On the other hand, they
say that the God has revealed thesay that the God has revealed the
theology to the deities, prophets,theology to the deities, prophets,
Gurus; therefore, it cannot change.Gurus; therefore, it cannot change.
But one should also not forget thatBut one should also not forget that
God has also revealed principles of God has also revealed principles of 
science, Laws of Universe, to thescience, Laws of Universe, to the
scientists. Therefore, science andscientists. Therefore, science and
theology cannot contradict each othertheology cannot contradict each other
since both have been revealed by Godsince both have been revealed by God
[2].[2].

It is my considered opinion that SikhIt is my considered opinion that Sikh
Cosmology as enunciated in SGGSCosmology as enunciated in SGGS
has been found to be most scientifichas been found to be most scientific
and compatible with the modernand compatible with the modern
cosmological cosmological theories theories of of science. science. InIn
 Japuji, Guru Nanak sums up his ideas Japuji, Guru Nanak sums up his ideas
about creation of the Universe, whichabout creation of the Universe, which
he elaborates further in the mosthe elaborates further in the most
precise and scientific manner in theprecise and scientific manner in the
Raga Raga Maru Maru Solhe Solhe in in SGGS. SGGS. TheThe
creation hypothesis is summed up ascreation hypothesis is summed up as
follows by Guru Nanak [3]:follows by Guru Nanak [3]:

‘God created the Universe by uttering ‘God created the Universe by uttering 
a word.’ a word.’ 

 kIqw pswau eyko kvwau ] iqs qy hoey lK  kIqw pswau eyko kvwau ] iqs qy hoey lK 
 drIAwau drIAwau ]]

Thus the problem of Thus the problem of ‘singularity’ faced‘singularity’ faced
by the Big-Bang model of by the Big-Bang model of the Universethe Universe
is solved by the Guru by bringing inis solved by the Guru by bringing in
God as the creator of the Universe.God as the creator of the Universe.
Once this riddle is solved, theOnce this riddle is solved, the
sequence of creation, its epoch andsequence of creation, its epoch and
extent is described in SGGS in a mostextent is described in SGGS in a most
rational manner. Guru Nanak posesrational manner. Guru Nanak poses
the next question in Japuji [4]:the next question in Japuji [4]:

‘What was the time and the moment ‘What was the time and the moment 
the day and the month,the day and the month,

When the world was created? When the world was created? 

 kvxu kvxu su vylw vKqu kvxu kvxu iQiq kvxusu vylw vKqu kvxu kvxu iQiq kvxu
 vwru ] vwru ]

 kvix is ruqI mwhu kvxu ijqu hoAw Awkwru kvix is ruqI mwhu kvxu ijqu hoAw Awkwru
]]

In the next stanza, Guru NanakIn the next stanza, Guru Nanak
provides the answer [5]:provides the answer [5]:

‘Neither the Pundit can find this date ‘Neither the Pundit can find this date 

by looking through the Purana texts,by looking through the Purana texts,
Nor can the Qazi tell from the Koran,Nor can the Qazi tell from the Koran,

Neither the Yogi nor any one else Neither the Yogi nor any one else 
knows knows 

The day, week, season and month of The day, week, season and month of 
creation,creation,

The creator who creates the World,The creator who creates the World,
He alone knows the time’ He alone knows the time’ 

 vyl n pweIAw pM vyl n pweIAw pM fqI ij ho fqI ij ho vY vY lyKu purwxu ]lyKu purwxu ]
 vKqu n pwieE kwdIAw ij ilKin ly vKqu n pwieE kwdIAw ij ilKin ly Ku Ku

 kurwx ] kurwx ]
 iQiq vwru nw jogI jwxY iQiq vwru nw jogI jwxY ruiq mwhu nw koeI ]ruiq mwhu nw koeI ]
 jw krqw isrTI kau swjy Awpy jwxY jw krqw isrTI kau swjy Awpy jwxY soso eI ] eI ]

Guru Nanak does not want toGuru Nanak does not want to
formulate any hypothesis based onformulate any hypothesis based on
false assumptions and leaves thisfalse assumptions and leaves this
question oquestion open. pen. The creThe creation processation process
is started under the command of God,is started under the command of God,
the creator the creator of the univof the universe. erse. The GuruThe Guru
envisages the creation of the Universeenvisages the creation of the Universe
out of ‘Sünya’ which is devoid of out of ‘Sünya’ which is devoid of 
matter matter but not but not of enerof energygy. . Hence aHence a
beautiful analogy with quantumbeautiful analogy with quantum
concept of creation ‘out of nothing’ asconcept of creation ‘out of nothing’ as
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a vacuum fluctuation is established ina vacuum fluctuation is established in
Raga Maru Solhe [6]:Raga Maru Solhe [6]:

In the Primal Void (Sünya), the In the Primal Void (Sünya), the 
Infinite Lord assumed His Power Infinite Lord assumed His Power 

He created the air, water, earth and He created the air, water, earth and 
sky out of Sünya;sky out of Sünya;

He created universe and the man in He created universe and the man in 
the fortress of body the fortress of body 

 su su Mn klw AprMpir DwrI  Mn klw AprMpir DwrI 
]…………………]…………………

 pau pau xu xu pwxI suMpwxI suM nY qy nY qy swjyswjy ] isRsit aupwie ] isRsit aupwie 
 kwieAw gV rwjy ] kwieAw gV rwjy ]

This wonderful drama of creation isThis wonderful drama of creation is
elucidated further by Guru Nanak inelucidated further by Guru Nanak in
his mystic revhis mystic reverie. erie. SurprisinglySurprisingly, there, there
is a perfect correspondence betweenis a perfect correspondence between
the epoch of ‘Big-Bang’ and thethe epoch of ‘Big-Bang’ and the
creation out of Sünya phase ascreation out of Sünya phase as
enunciated in Maru Solhe, the mostenunciated in Maru Solhe, the most
beautiful hymn on Sikh Cosmologybeautiful hymn on Sikh Cosmology
[7]:[7]:

‘For billions of years, there was ‘For billions of years, there was 
nothing but nothing but utter darkness. utter darkness. There There 

was neither day nor night, nor moon,was neither day nor night, nor moon,
nor sun, but the Lord alone sat in nor sun, but the Lord alone sat in 

profound trance. profound trance. Neither there Neither there was was 
creation, nor creation, nor air, nor air, nor water. water. There There 

were no continents, nor underworlds,were no continents, nor underworlds,
nor seven oceans nor rivers, or the nor seven oceans nor rivers, or the 
flowing water. flowing water. There was There was neither neither 

death, death, nor nor time. time. There There was was no no 
Brahma, nor Vishnu or Shiva.Brahma, nor Vishnu or Shiva.

When He so willed, He created the When He so willed, He created the 
world and supported the firmament world and supported the firmament 

without support. without support. He created He created Brahma,Brahma,
Vishnu and Shiva and extended the Vishnu and Shiva and extended the 
love of love of mammon. mammon. He founded tHe founded the he 

continents, solar systems and continents, solar systems and 
underworlds, and from the Absolute underworlds, and from the Absolute 

self,He became manifest.” self,He became manifest.” 

 Arbd nrbd DuM Arbd nrbd DuM DUkwrw [[Drix n ggnw  DUkwrw [[Drix n ggnw 
 hu hu kmu kmu Apwrw [[Apwrw [[

 nw idnu rYin n cMdu n sUrju suMn  nw idnu rYin n cMdu n sUrju suMn 
 smwiD lgwiedw ]…… smwiD lgwiedw ]……

Guru Arjun Dev, the fifth Sikh GuruGuru Arjun Dev, the fifth Sikh Guru
and compiler of SGGS, describes inand compiler of SGGS, describes in
Sukhmani the myriad forms of Sukhmani the myriad forms of 
creation. The cyclic theory of creationcreation. The cyclic theory of creation
is accepted in SGGS [8]:is accepted in SGGS [8]:

There are millions and millions of There are millions and millions of 
galaxies and solar systems in the galaxies and solar systems in the 

universe. universe. The The phenomenon phenomenon of of 
creation has occurred so many times.creation has occurred so many times.

But the one Lord remains for ever But the one Lord remains for ever 
and ever.” and ever.” 

 keI koit KwxI Aru keI koit KwxI Aru KMf ] keI koit Akws KMf ] keI koit Akws 
 bRhmMf ] bRhmMf ]

 keI koit ho keI koit ho ey Avqwr  ey Avqwr ] ] keI jugkeI jugiq kIniq kInoo
 ibsQwr] ibsQwr]

 keI bwr psirE pwswr] sdw sdw ieku keI bwr psirE pwswr] sdw sdw ieku
 eykMkwr] eykMkwr]

The universe is still expanding sinceThe universe is still expanding since
the Big Bang occurred. And no limitthe Big Bang occurred. And no limit
has been established according to thehas been established according to the
present day knowledge of science.present day knowledge of science.
Guru Nanak explains infiniteness of Guru Nanak explains infiniteness of 
universe in his own inimitable styleuniverse in his own inimitable style
after rejecting the hypotheses putafter rejecting the hypotheses put
forward by religions of both theforward by religions of both the
oriental and occidental traditions, asoriental and occidental traditions, as
follows [9]:follows [9]:

There are hundreds of thousands of There are hundreds of thousands of 
nether worlds,nether worlds,

and hundreds of thousands of skies.and hundreds of thousands of skies.
After great research the Vedas have After great research the Vedas have 

failed to say it definitely.failed to say it definitely.
The Semitic books say that there are The Semitic books say that there are 

eighteen thousand worlds,eighteen thousand worlds,
and they claim it is the factual truth.and they claim it is the factual truth.

 pwqwlw pwqwl lK Awgwsw Awgws ] pwqwlw pwqwl lK Awgwsw Awgws ]
 EVk EVk Bwil Qky vyd khin iek vwq  EVk EVk Bwil Qky vyd khin iek vwq 

]]
 shs ATwrh khin kqy shs ATwrh khin kqy bw Asu bw Asu lU ieku Dwqu lU ieku Dwqu

]]

However, Guru Nanak does not enterHowever, Guru Nanak does not enter
into any mathematical rigmarole tointo any mathematical rigmarole to
make an assessment or count of themake an assessment or count of the
celestial bodies comprising ourcelestial bodies comprising our
Universe. After quoting the prevalentUniverse. After quoting the prevalent
tradition or information available attradition or information available at
that time, Guru Nanak records his ownthat time, Guru Nanak records his own
observations in SGGS in the form of observations in SGGS in the form of 
his mystic reverie. He says that thehis mystic reverie. He says that the
cosmos (universe) contains countlesscosmos (universe) contains countless
number of celestial bodies. The realnumber of celestial bodies. The real
number would be known only to thenumber would be known only to the
God, the creator of the Universe [9]:God, the creator of the Universe [9]:

It cannot be possible to count It cannot be possible to count 
(number of the celestial bodies in the (number of the celestial bodies in the 

universe),universe),
Because the accounting person may Because the accounting person may 

reach the end of his life during reach the end of his life during 
counting,counting,

It will still be incomplete.It will still be incomplete.
Guru Nanak says that the God is the Guru Nanak says that the God is the 

Great,Great,
Who knows the account (of the Who knows the account (of the 

celestial bodies in the universe).celestial bodies in the universe).

 ly ly Kw ho Kw ho ie q ilKIAY lyKY hoie ivxwsu ] ie q ilKIAY lyKY hoie ivxwsu ]
 nwnk vfw AwKIAY nwnk vfw AwKIAY Awpy jwxY Awpu ]Awpy jwxY Awpu ]

According to the present scientificAccording to the present scientific
information available there areinformation available there are
billions of galaxies and each galaxy isbillions of galaxies and each galaxy is
composed of billions of stars and theircomposed of billions of stars and their
planets and moons. Our sun, havingplanets and moons. Our sun, having
nine planets revolving around it, isnine planets revolving around it, is
one of the billions of stars of ourone of the billions of stars of our
galaxy, the Milky Way.galaxy, the Milky Way.

The riddle of creation of the UniverseThe riddle of creation of the Universe
will remain an enigma forwill remain an enigma for
cosmologists and there is no finalcosmologists and there is no final
word word yet yet in cosmoin cosmologylogy. . About About thethe
present theories and models, we maypresent theories and models, we may
conclude with a quotation from theconclude with a quotation from the
Benti Chaupai in Dasam Granth [10]:Benti Chaupai in Dasam Granth [10]:

“Everyone explains the creation “Everyone explains the creation 
process according to his intellect,process according to his intellect,
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But no one can tell, O Lord,But no one can tell, O Lord,
How you first created the universe” How you first created the universe” 

 Awp AwpnI buiD hY jyqI [ brnq iBMn-iBMn  Awp AwpnI buiD hY jyqI [ brnq iBMn-iBMn 
 qu qu ih qyqI [ ih qyqI [

(b) Concept of Time in Science(b) Concept of Time in Science
and Sikh Traditionand Sikh Tradition

Concept of Time was central to theConcept of Time was central to the
laws of Physics formulated bylaws of Physics formulated by
Newton. HoweverNewton. However, he , he considered Timeconsidered Time
as absolute in the same way as Spaceas absolute in the same way as Space
and God. In other words, flow of timeand God. In other words, flow of time
is constant irrespective of the motionis constant irrespective of the motion
of the observer or of moving bodies. Itof the observer or of moving bodies. It
was Einstein’s theory of special andwas Einstein’s theory of special and
general relativity which brought ageneral relativity which brought a
revolutionary change in therevolutionary change in the
conception of space and conception of space and time. Generaltime. General
theory of relativity predicts that timetheory of relativity predicts that time
should appear to run slower near ashould appear to run slower near a
massive body like the Sun. Space andmassive body like the Sun. Space and
time are now considered to betime are now considered to be
dynamic quantities: when a bodydynamic quantities: when a body
moves, it affects the curvature of moves, it affects the curvature of 
space and time. Space and time arespace and time. Space and time are
not flat but curved by the presence of not flat but curved by the presence of 
massive bodies. Space and time aremassive bodies. Space and time are
not absolutes: they are affected bynot absolutes: they are affected by
everything that happens in theeverything that happens in the
universe.universe.
It is very clearly mentioned in SGGSIt is very clearly mentioned in SGGS
that Time is created along with thethat Time is created along with the
Universe by God. This conception of Universe by God. This conception of 
Time is analogous to creationTime is analogous to creation
hypothesis of Big-Bang. Space andhypothesis of Big-Bang. Space and
Time are created out of a “Singularity”Time are created out of a “Singularity”
at the epoch of Big-Bang along withat the epoch of Big-Bang along with
the creation of matter and radiation.the creation of matter and radiation.
Time has a beginning and an end andTime has a beginning and an end and
it cannot be treated as absolute orit cannot be treated as absolute or
eternal as God.eternal as God.

Different manifestations of Time areDifferent manifestations of Time are
also elaborated in SGGS. In most of also elaborated in SGGS. In most of 
the Gurbani sabads, Time is equatedthe Gurbani sabads, Time is equated
to death (Kal). Time has ato death (Kal). Time has a
predominant role to play in Sikhpredominant role to play in Sikh

metaphysics and it is being used as ametaphysics and it is being used as a
tool in the hands of God to annihilatetool in the hands of God to annihilate
everything created by Him. But Godeverything created by Him. But God
himself is beyond the grip of Time.himself is beyond the grip of Time.
Hence God is defined by a key-noteHence God is defined by a key-note
attribute as Akal Murat (Time-attribute as Akal Murat (Time-
Transcendant Reality), which isTranscendant Reality), which is
evident from the following verses inevident from the following verses in
SGGS:SGGS:

Fruitful is the Blessed Vision of His Fruitful is the Blessed Vision of His 
Darshan;Darshan;

God is Time-Transcendent, He is and God is Time-Transcendent, He is and 
shall always be.shall always be.

 sPl drsnu sPl drsnu Akwl mUriq pRAkwl mUriq pR B hY BI hovn  B hY BI hovn 
 hwrw ] hwrw ]

(SGGS, M.1, P. 609)(SGGS, M.1, P. 609)

His form is Time-Transcendent, it is His form is Time-Transcendent, it is 
never destroyed.never destroyed.

 Akwl mU Akwl mU riq ijsu kdy nhI Kau ] riq ijsu kdy nhI Kau ]
(SGGS, M.5, P. 1082)(SGGS, M.5, P. 1082)

 You are the Deathless Primal Being You are the Deathless Primal Being
Death does not hover over Your head.Death does not hover over Your head.

 qU Akwl purKu qU Akwl purKu nwhI isir kwlw ]nwhI isir kwlw ]
(SGGS, M.1, P. 1038)(SGGS, M.1, P. 1038)

The Vedic seers (Rishis) were fullyThe Vedic seers (Rishis) were fully
aware of the changing nature of theaware of the changing nature of the
universe. They knew that to changeuniverse. They knew that to change
means to perish. Hence they termedmeans to perish. Hence they termed
Time as Kal, which means death in itsTime as Kal, which means death in its
literal meaning. Indian seers neverliteral meaning. Indian seers never
differentiated time from death. Indifferentiated time from death. In
SGGS, Sikh Gurus have followed theSGGS, Sikh Gurus have followed the
same tradition and Time (Kal) is usedsame tradition and Time (Kal) is used
to represent death. Death cannot beto represent death. Death cannot be
avoided or postponed; however, theavoided or postponed; however, the
fear of death can be removed byfear of death can be removed by
meditation on True Name:meditation on True Name:

Meditating continuously on the True Meditating continuously on the True 
Lord, I am rid of the fear of death.Lord, I am rid of the fear of death.

 hir ismir ismir kwitAw Bau kwl ] hir ismir ismir kwitAw Bau kwl ]
(SGGS, M.5, P. 200)(SGGS, M.5, P. 200)

Guru Gobind Singh, the Tenth Master,Guru Gobind Singh, the Tenth Master,

has personified God by the term Akal,has personified God by the term Akal,
the Time – Transcendant Reality. Hethe Time – Transcendant Reality. He
has saluted God in the form of Akalhas saluted God in the form of Akal
and sought his protection forand sought his protection for
promoting Dharma and rule of law onpromoting Dharma and rule of law on
this earth. Creation of Khalsa wasthis earth. Creation of Khalsa was
under the command of Akal with theunder the command of Akal with the
ulterior motive of establishment of ulterior motive of establishment of 
divine sovereignty of Akal in thisdivine sovereignty of Akal in this
universe. Guru Gobind Singh claimeduniverse. Guru Gobind Singh claimed
that Khalsa is the sovereign army of that Khalsa is the sovereign army of 
the Akal Purkh:the Akal Purkh:

Khalsa is sovereign army of God,Khalsa is sovereign army of God,
Khalsa creation is sanctioned by God.Khalsa creation is sanctioned by God.

 Kwlsw Akwl purK kI POj ] Kwlsw Akwl purK kI POj ]
 pRgitE Kwlsw pR pRgitE Kwlsw pR mwqm kI mOj ](Kwlsw  mwqm kI mOj ](Kwlsw 

 mihmw, srbloh gR mihmw, srbloh gR MQ) MQ)

Eternity of Akal is stressed in theEternity of Akal is stressed in the
composition of Bachitar Natak (Thecomposition of Bachitar Natak (The
Wonderful Drama) by Guru GobindWonderful Drama) by Guru Gobind
Singh:Singh:

God exists in time when He creates God exists in time when He creates 
the World,the World,

Brahma and Shiva also exist in Time;Brahma and Shiva also exist in Time;
And so are the demi-gods and other And so are the demi-gods and other 

creatures;creatures;
All creations of God are subject to All creations of God are subject to 

whims of Time,whims of Time,
Only the God, the Timeless Being, is Only the God, the Timeless Being, is 

ever eternal.ever eternal.

 kwl hI pwie Bgvwn su jwgq Xw jg jwkI  kwl hI pwie Bgvwn su jwgq Xw jg jwkI 
 klw hY [ klw hY [

 kwl hI pwie BXo bRhmw isv kwl hI pwie  kwl hI pwie BXo bRhmw isv kwl hI pwie 
 BXo ju BXo ju gIAw hY [ gIAw hY [

 kwl hI pwie surwsr gMDR kwl hI pwie surwsr gMDR b j`C Bu b j`C Bu jM jM g idsw  g idsw 
 ibidsw hY ibidsw hY [[

 AOr so kwl sBY bs kwl ky AOr so kwl sBY bs kwl ky eyk hI kwl eyk hI kwl 
 Akwl sdw hY [ Akwl sdw hY [

(Bachitar Natak, Dasam Granth)(Bachitar Natak, Dasam Granth)

Kal is interpenetrating into Akal, theKal is interpenetrating into Akal, the
ultimate Reality, in the same way asultimate Reality, in the same way as
Sargun and Nirgun are two aspects of Sargun and Nirgun are two aspects of 
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the same Reality.the same Reality.

(c) Concept of Origin of Life(c) Concept of Origin of Life
and Evolutionand Evolution

There is no general consensus amongThere is no general consensus among
the scientists about the origin of life inthe scientists about the origin of life in
the universe. Various theories havethe universe. Various theories have
been put forward to explain the originbeen put forward to explain the origin
and evolution of life in the sameand evolution of life in the same
manner as the origin of universe andmanner as the origin of universe and
our solar system. A group of scientistsour solar system. A group of scientists
believe that there is no life in thebelieve that there is no life in the
universe except on our earth.universe except on our earth.
However, the search for extra –However, the search for extra –
terrestrial origin of life is beingterrestrial origin of life is being
supported by another group of supported by another group of 
scientists. It still remains a mysteryscientists. It still remains a mystery
for the scientists.for the scientists.

Evolution of Evolution of Life: Life: Most of Most of scientistsscientists
believe in ‘cosmic evolution’ leadingbelieve in ‘cosmic evolution’ leading
to formation of galaxies, solarto formation of galaxies, solar
systems and planets, and the ‘organicsystems and planets, and the ‘organic
evolution’, leading to differentevolution’, leading to different
species of living organisms. Bothspecies of living organisms. Both
these processes have been going onthese processes have been going on
in the history of our universe, cosmicin the history of our universe, cosmic
evolution leading the organicevolution leading the organic
evolution almost by more than a fewevolution almost by more than a few
billion years.billion years.

Charles Darwin’s hypothesis of Charles Darwin’s hypothesis of 
natural selection is the most splendidnatural selection is the most splendid
theory of organic evolution. It is basedtheory of organic evolution. It is based
on the concept of survival of theon the concept of survival of the
fittest. Natural selection thus bringsfittest. Natural selection thus brings
about the gradual evolution of newabout the gradual evolution of new
specie of those already in existence.specie of those already in existence.
This theory considers that livingThis theory considers that living
organisms began with the appearanceorganisms began with the appearance
of ‘protoplasm’ about two billionof ‘protoplasm’ about two billion
years ago in sea waters. The plantsyears ago in sea waters. The plants
and animals developed from singleand animals developed from single
cells over the next billion yearscells over the next billion years
leading to the final stage of evolution,leading to the final stage of evolution,
the man. According to evolutionarythe man. According to evolutionary
theory, man is undoubtedly thetheory, man is undoubtedly the
highest and the most complex form of highest and the most complex form of 

life and has reached the highest runglife and has reached the highest rung
of the evolutionary laddof the evolutionary ladderer. Our closest. Our closest
relatives are apes, gorillas, andrelatives are apes, gorillas, and
chimpanzees. Our genetic code ischimpanzees. Our genetic code is
almost identical with them. There arealmost identical with them. There are
many opponents to evolutionarymany opponents to evolutionary
theory of origin of species but it is thetheory of origin of species but it is the
most successful theory till date inmost successful theory till date in
biology. The most vehementbiology. The most vehement
opposition to this theory came fromopposition to this theory came from
the Christian church as it demolishesthe Christian church as it demolishes
the genesis story of the Bible.the genesis story of the Bible.

Origin and Evolution of Life in SGGS:Origin and Evolution of Life in SGGS:
Various theories of origin andVarious theories of origin and
evolution of life have been putevolution of life have been put
forward in the holy books of allforward in the holy books of all
religions. But one thing is common toreligions. But one thing is common to
all of them: God is the creator of life inall of them: God is the creator of life in
this universe. Guru Nanak alsothis universe. Guru Nanak also
accepts this postulate of God as theaccepts this postulate of God as the
Creator of the universe and life in allCreator of the universe and life in all
its manifestations. However, Guruits manifestations. However, Guru
Nanak also accepts the theory of Nanak also accepts the theory of 
evolution in his own characteristicevolution in his own characteristic
manner without taking recourse to themanner without taking recourse to the
concept of natural selection in theconcept of natural selection in the
Darwinian Darwinian wayway..
In Japuji [11], Guru Nanak refers to theIn Japuji [11], Guru Nanak refers to the
creation of various forms and livingcreation of various forms and living
beings under the divine law (hukam).beings under the divine law (hukam).
But this divine law isBut this divine law is
incomprehensible.incomprehensible.

 hu hu kmI hovin Awkwr hukmu kmI hovin Awkwr hukmu n kihAw jweI]n kihAw jweI]
 hukmI hovin jIA hukim imlY vifAweI ] hukmI hovin jIA hukim imlY vifAweI ]

In SGGS [12], Guru Arjun poses theIn SGGS [12], Guru Arjun poses the
question about the origin of life andquestion about the origin of life and
he answers it as follows:he answers it as follows:

Where do we go in the end? Where do we go in the end? 
All creatures belong to God, Who can All creatures belong to God, Who can 

place a value on Him? place a value on Him? 

 ikQhu au ikQhu au pjY pjY kh rhY kh mwih smwvY]kh rhY kh mwih smwvY]
 jIA jM jIA jM q siB Ksm ky kauxu kImiq pwvY] q siB Ksm ky kauxu kImiq pwvY]

In Siddh-Goshit [13-14], Guru NanakIn Siddh-Goshit [13-14], Guru Nanak

answers the queries of Siddhasanswers the queries of Siddhas
regarding creation of life, mind andregarding creation of life, mind and
the universe as follows:the universe as follows:

Q.1 Q.1 When When this this heart heart and and the the bodybody
did not exist, where did the minddid not exist, where did the mind
reside?reside?

  jw iehu ihrdw dyh n hoqI qau mnu kY  jw iehu ihrdw dyh n hoqI qau mnu kY TY TY
 rhqw] rhqw]

AA..11 WWhheen n tthhe e hheeaarrt  t  aannd d tthhe e bbooddyy
did not exist, O hermit, then the minddid not exist, O hermit, then the mind
resided with Absolute Lord in the resided with Absolute Lord in the void.void.

  ihrdw dy  ihrdw dy  h n hoqI AauDU qau mnu suMn rhY  h n hoqI AauDU qau mnu suMn rhY
 bYrwgI ] bYrwgI ]

QQ..22 WhWhaat t iis s tthhe e rroooott, ,  tthhe e ssoouurrccee
of life?of life?
What teachings hold for these times?What teachings hold for these times?

 kvx mU kvx mU lu kvx miq vy lu kvx miq vy lw] lw]

AA..22 PPrraay Sy Siirr,  i,  it  it  is as aiir tr thahat st supupppoortrtss
life.life.
And, the true Guru’s message is theAnd, the true Guru’s message is the
creed of the day.creed of the day.

 pvn ArMBu siqgur miq vylw] pvn ArMBu siqgur miq vylw]

According to Guru Nanak, all the livingAccording to Guru Nanak, all the living
things such as plants, birds andthings such as plants, birds and
animals etc. are made of threeanimals etc. are made of three
elements, namely, material body, soulelements, namely, material body, soul
and prana. These elements owe theirand prana. These elements owe their
origin to the Absolute Lord. Theorigin to the Absolute Lord. The
hypothesis of Guru Nanak [15] ishypothesis of Guru Nanak [15] is
simple and straight forward:simple and straight forward:

The True Lord created the air,The True Lord created the air,
From air, water arose.From air, water arose.

From water, creation arose.From water, creation arose.
His Light permeates all creation.His Light permeates all creation.

 swcy qy pvnw BieAw pvnY swcy qy pvnw BieAw pvnY qyqy jlu hoie]jlu hoie]
 jl qy iqRBvxu swijAw Git Git joiq  jl qy iqRBvxu swijAw Git Git joiq 

 smoie] smoie]

We find reference to evolution of We find reference to evolution of 
species in the universe in Gurbanispecies in the universe in Gurbani
without taking recourse to anywithout taking recourse to any
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scientific theory of evolution. Sikhscientific theory of evolution. Sikh
Gurus generally followed theGurus generally followed the
traditional Hindu view of eight milliontraditional Hindu view of eight million
and four hundred thousand speciesand four hundred thousand species
[16] of living organisms in the[16] of living organisms in the
universe. Man is the summumuniverse. Man is the summum
bonnum of this creation.bonnum of this creation.

“God has created eighty four lakh “God has created eighty four lakh 
(8.4 million) species of beings” (8.4 million) species of beings” 

 lK caurwsIh jMq aupwey] lK caurwsIh jMq aupwey]

There is a classification of all livingThere is a classification of all living
organisms into four categories [17-18]organisms into four categories [17-18]
on the basis of their origin. They areon the basis of their origin. They are
grouped as under:grouped as under:

(i) Those born from egg (andaj);(i) Those born from egg (andaj);
(ii) Those born from womb (jevaj);(ii) Those born from womb (jevaj);
(iii) Those born from earth (utbhuj),(iii) Those born from earth (utbhuj),
andand
(iv) Those born from sweat (setaj).(iv) Those born from sweat (setaj).

“Egg born, womb born, earth born“Egg born, womb born, earth born
and heat born; are all Thineand heat born; are all Thine

creatures.creatures.
Oceans, mountains, and all beings -Oceans, mountains, and all beings -

O Nanak, He alone knows theirO Nanak, He alone knows their
condition.condition.

O Nanak, having created the livingO Nanak, having created the living
beings, He cherishes them all”.beings, He cherishes them all”.
 AM AM fj jyrj au fj jyrj au qBujW KwxI sy qBujW KwxI sy qjWh] qjWh]

 so imiq jwxY so imiq jwxY nwnkw srW mynwnkw srW my rW jMqwh] rW jMqwh]
 nwnk jMq aupwie kY sMmwly sBnwh] nwnk jMq aupwie kY sMmwly sBnwh]

“Egg born, womb born, earth born“Egg born, womb born, earth born
and heat born; are all created by You.and heat born; are all created by You.
I have seen one glory of Yours, thatI have seen one glory of Yours, that
 You are pervading and permeating in You are pervading and permeating in
all”.all”.

 AMfj jyrj auqBuj syqj qy AMfj jyrj auqBuj syqj qy ry kIqy jMqw] ry kIqy jMqw]
 ey ey k purb mY qyrw dy k purb mY qyrw dy iKAw qU sBnw mwih  iKAw qU sBnw mwih 

 rvMqw ] rvMqw ]

In SGGS, it is also mentioned byIn SGGS, it is also mentioned by
Bhagat Namdev [19] that forty twoBhagat Namdev [19] that forty two
lakh species exist in water and thelakh species exist in water and the

same number may exist on land.same number may exist on land.
Science has failed to confirm thisScience has failed to confirm this
hypothesis.hypothesis.

 bieAwlIs lK jI jl mih ho bieAwlIs lK jI jl mih ho qy bITlu BYlw  qy bITlu BYlw 
 kwie krau] kwie krau]

The message of Sikh Gurus isThe message of Sikh Gurus is
enshrined in SGGS. In the finalenshrined in SGGS. In the final
analysis, we can quote a relevantanalysis, we can quote a relevant
stanza in support of biologicalstanza in support of biological
evolution of species [20]:evolution of species [20]:

In so many incarnations, you were a In so many incarnations, you were a 
worm and an insect;worm and an insect;

In so many incarnations, you were an In so many incarnations, you were an 
elephant, a fish and a deer;elephant, a fish and a deer;

In so many incarnations, you were a In so many incarnations, you were a 
bird and a snake;bird and a snake;

In so many incarnations, you were In so many incarnations, you were 
yoked as an ox and a horse.yoked as an ox and a horse.

Meet the Lord of the Universe – now Meet the Lord of the Universe – now 
is the time to meet Him.is the time to meet Him.

After such a long epoch, you are born After such a long epoch, you are born 
as a human being.as a human being.

 keI jnm Bey kIt pqMgw]keI jnm gj mIn  keI jnm Bey kIt pqMgw]keI jnm gj mIn 
 kurMgw ] kurMgw ]
 keI jnm pMKI srp hoieE]keI jnm hYvr  keI jnm pMKI srp hoieE]keI jnm hYvr 
 ibRK joieE] ibRK joieE]
 imlu jgdIs imln kI brIAw]icrMkwl ieh  imlu jgdIs imln kI brIAw]icrMkwl ieh 
  dyh sMjrIAw]  dyh sMjrIAw]

End Note: The text of this essay isEnd Note: The text of this essay is
based on my recently published book,based on my recently published book,
“Scientific Vision in Sri Guru Granth“Scientific Vision in Sri Guru Granth
Sahib and Interfaith Dialogue” bySahib and Interfaith Dialogue” by
Singh Brothers, Amritsar. The fullSingh Brothers, Amritsar. The full
implication of the theme can beimplication of the theme can be
realized by reading this book. It mustrealized by reading this book. It must
be pointed out that SGGS is not a textbe pointed out that SGGS is not a text
book of Science but the Vision of Sikhbook of Science but the Vision of Sikh
Gurus recorded in it is far moreGurus recorded in it is far more
scientific as compared to the Holyscientific as compared to the Holy
Books of other faiths. Guru NanakBooks of other faiths. Guru Nanak
gave a clarion call to reject rituals andgave a clarion call to reject rituals and
myths and promoted a scientificmyths and promoted a scientific
vision of life in this Universe. Thevision of life in this Universe. The
Sikhs have failed to realize the fullSikhs have failed to realize the full

potential of Sabad Guru (SGGS) bypotential of Sabad Guru (SGGS) by
adopting it as a tool of idolatryadopting it as a tool of idolatry
worship.worship.
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BY DR. SUKHBIRBY DR. SUKHBIR
SINGH KAPOORSINGH KAPOOR

ikhism is the youngest of ikhism is the youngest of 
all known world religions.all known world religions.
Its founders are Ten GurusIts founders are Ten Gurus11

who lived who lived from 1469 from 1469 – 1708. – 1708. It isIt is
believed that the same divine lightbelieved that the same divine light
travelled in their bodies one af travelled in their bodies one af terter
the other. The God given missionthe other. The God given mission
which was brought on earwhich was brought on earth byth by
Guru Nanak, the first Guru, wasGuru Nanak, the first Guru, was
declared completed by the tenthdeclared completed by the tenth
Guru, Guru Gobind Singh, and theGuru, Guru Gobind Singh, and the
human Guru-ship ended with hishuman Guru-ship ended with his
departure from tdeparture from the world he world scene. scene. ItIt
is noted in history books thatis noted in history books that
before his before his demise, demise, the tenth the tenth GuruGuru
advised his followers that after hisadvised his followers that after his
death there would be no moredeath there would be no more
human Gurushuman Gurus22..

The above instruction of Guru GobindThe above instruction of Guru Gobind
Singh Singh is is in in line line with with other other worldworld
religions. For example, in Islam, afterreligions. For example, in Islam, after
Prophet Mohammed, his successorsProphet Mohammed, his successors
were called Caliphas and notwere called Caliphas and not
prophets, similarly after Moses, Jesus,prophets, similarly after Moses, Jesus,
Buddha and Mahavir, the successorsBuddha and Mahavir, the successors
were called by a variety of titles butwere called by a variety of titles but
none none was was equated equated with the with the founderfounder

prophets. prophets. After Moses, After Moses, Jews have Jews have hadhad
no Messiah; after Jesus there was nono Messiah; after Jesus there was no
other Son of God, and after Gautumother Son of God, and after Gautum
Buddha and Mahavir there were noBuddha and Mahavir there were no
more Buddhas and Mahavirs whomore Buddhas and Mahavirs who
were as much revered as them.were as much revered as them.

The line of ten succeeding prophets,The line of ten succeeding prophets,
in a continuous and unbroken time-in a continuous and unbroken time-

period, period, is unique is unique to to Sikhism. SoSikhism. Someme
other world religions also have a listother world religions also have a list
of their prophets, but in most casesof their prophets, but in most cases
they were born and lived in differentthey were born and lived in different
periods in time. For example,periods in time. For example,
especially especially in in Hindu rHindu religion, eligion, KrishnaKrishna
succeeded Rama but many thousandsucceeded Rama but many thousand
years after him (Rama).years after him (Rama).

SS

THE CROWNINGTHE CROWNING
GLORY OF GURUGLORY OF GURU
GRANTH SAHIBGRANTH SAHIB

1 1 Different religions have called their founders with different titles: Hindus call them as Different religions have called their founders with different titles: Hindus call them as Avtars;Avtars;
Muslims call their founder as Muslims call their founder as PaigambarPaigambar, Christian call Jesus , Christian call Jesus as Son of as Son of God. Sikhs call them God. Sikhs call them Gurus.Gurus.
2 2 Refer to all primary and secondary evidence of the Sikh history.Refer to all primary and secondary evidence of the Sikh history.

TThhe cre crowninowning glg glorory of Guru Gry of Guru Grantanth Sahibh Sahib
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Commenting on Sikhism, manyCommenting on Sikhism, many
historians have tried to differentiatehistorians have tried to differentiate
between the status, role andbetween the status, role and
teachings of the Sikh Gurus, givingteachings of the Sikh Gurus, giving
more importance to one over themore importance to one over the
otherother. . This is not the Sikh belief; fThis is not the Sikh belief; for aor a
Sikh all Gurus have the same status,Sikh all Gurus have the same status,
and the same Jot and the same Jot (spirit). (spirit). All Gurus areAll Gurus are
respected in the same esteem andrespected in the same esteem and
veneration. Many Sikh scholars evenveneration. Many Sikh scholars even
call all of them as Nanak, e.g., Gurucall all of them as Nanak, e.g., Guru
Angad as second Nanak, GuruAngad as second Nanak, Guru
Amardas as third Nanak and so on.Amardas as third Nanak and so on.
Even the Even the hymns of various hymns of various Gurus Gurus havehave
the name Nanak as the composer.the name Nanak as the composer.

Bhat SwayasBhat Swayas33 in Guru Granth Sahibin Guru Granth Sahib
and Bachitar Natak in Dasam Granthand Bachitar Natak in Dasam Granth44

, and Var no 3 of Bhai Gurdas, and Var no 3 of Bhai Gurdas55 prove,prove,
beyond any beyond any doubt, doubt, the theory the theory of oneof one
spirit amongst the Sikh Gurus.spirit amongst the Sikh Gurus.

The Sikh ArdasThe Sikh Ardas66 , , which is rwhich is read at ead at thethe
end of each Sikh service commandsend of each Sikh service commands
Sikhs Sikhs to to revere revere all tall ten Gen Gurus urus asas
prophets, prophets, and Guru and Guru Granth Sahib Granth Sahib asas
the Shabad Guru. The Sikhs recognizethe Shabad Guru. The Sikhs recognize
only ten Gurus and unequivocallyonly ten Gurus and unequivocally
accept accept Guru Guru Granth Granth Sahib Sahib as as theirtheir
everlasting sovereign. They do noteverlasting sovereign. They do not
accept any other living person as theiraccept any other living person as their
Guru.Guru.

The Sikh Gurdwara Act 1925 finallyThe Sikh Gurdwara Act 1925 finally
stamps this stamps this belief. belief. It says that It says that a Sikha Sikh
is a person who believes in one God,is a person who believes in one God,
teaching of the ten Sikh Gurus and theteaching of the ten Sikh Gurus and the
soveresovereignty of ignty of Guru Granth Guru Granth Sahib.Sahib.

Until the Until the rise of rise of the Sikh the Sikh break-awaybreak-away
groups groups viz., viz., Radha Radha SwamisSwamis77 ,,
NamdharisNamdharis88 , Nirankaris, Nirankaris99 and otherand other

assemblage of small denominations,assemblage of small denominations,
the sovereignty of Guru Granth Sahib,the sovereignty of Guru Granth Sahib,
as the living Sikh Guru, remainedas the living Sikh Guru, remained
unchallenged. unchallenged. Later, Later, these these groupsgroups
started calling their heads asstarted calling their heads as
satgurus and equated them with thesatgurus and equated them with the
Sikh Gurus. Sikh Gurus. They They included the included the namesnames
of their satgurus in the Sikh Ardas andof their satgurus in the Sikh Ardas and
distributed new lyrics composed bydistributed new lyrics composed by
them along with the hymns from Guruthem along with the hymns from Guru
Granth Sahib. Granth Sahib. InitiallyInitially, they kept , they kept GuruGuru
Granth Sahib at a higher pedestal andGranth Sahib at a higher pedestal and
sat sat below below its its level, level, but but with with thethe
passage of time they elevated theirpassage of time they elevated their
own status and lowered the status of own status and lowered the status of 

Guru Guru Granth Granth Sahib. Sahib. They They do do notnot
accept the notion that Granth Sahibaccept the notion that Granth Sahib
was given Guru-ship by Guru Gobindwas given Guru-ship by Guru Gobind
Singh Singh and and propagate propagate that that GuruGuru
Granth Sahib recommends the needGranth Sahib recommends the need
of a of a living human living human Guru. Guru. They quoteThey quote
many hymns many hymns from from Guru Granth Guru Granth SahibSahib
to provto prove their e their point. point. Their Ardas hasTheir Ardas has

names of their gurus added after Gurunames of their gurus added after Guru
Gobind Singh Gobind Singh and have and have omitted omitted thethe
name of Guru Granth Sahib as thename of Guru Granth Sahib as the
living Guru. living Guru. They do They do not believe not believe thatthat
Guru Gobind Singh had issued anyGuru Gobind Singh had issued any
commandment sealing the number of commandment sealing the number of 
the Gurus and conferring Guru-shipthe Gurus and conferring Guru-ship
on Guru Granth Sahib and the Khalsa.on Guru Granth Sahib and the Khalsa.

According to almost all SikhAccording to almost all Sikh
chronicles published since the periodchronicles published since the period
of Guru Gobind Singh’s demise untilof Guru Gobind Singh’s demise until
todaytoday, , it it has has been been clearly clearly written written inin
black black and and white white that that Guru Guru GobindGobind
Singh conferred the Guru-ship uponSingh conferred the Guru-ship upon
Granth Sahib and the Khalsa, atGranth Sahib and the Khalsa, at
Nanded, Nanded, on on 7th 7th October October 1708, 1708, justjust
before his demise.before his demise.

As commanded by Guru GobindAs commanded by Guru Gobind
Singh, the Sikhs call their holySingh, the Sikhs call their holy
scripture Guru scripture Guru Granth Sahib. Granth Sahib. In everyIn every
Gurdwara, the focal point for prayersGurdwara, the focal point for prayers
is a copy is a copy of of this holiest this holiest of the of the holyholy
Sikh scripture. Sikh scripture. Every eEvery entrant bows ntrant bows toto
it and listens very attentively when ait and listens very attentively when a
stanza is read ostanza is read out from it. ut from it. For a Sikh,For a Sikh,
Guru Granth Sahib is the ‘Jyot’ of allGuru Granth Sahib is the ‘Jyot’ of all
Gurus.Gurus.

Initially, one must understand theInitially, one must understand the
difference difference of of status, status, between between GuruGuru
Granth Sahib and other worldGranth Sahib and other world
scriptures, for the devotees of scriptures, for the devotees of 
different different world world religions. religions. ThoughThough
every religion believes that theirevery religion believes that their
scripture is a revelation, but they scripture is a revelation, but they treattreat
their scripture as a holy book,their scripture as a holy book,
whereas the Sikhs call their revealedwhereas the Sikhs call their revealed
scripture scripture a a living living Guru. Guru. Here, Here, thethe
status of Guru Granth Sahib is morestatus of Guru Granth Sahib is more
than a holy book. The difference of than a holy book. The difference of 
approach is very fine and delicate andapproach is very fine and delicate and
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The Punjab branch was founded by Jaimal SinghThe Punjab branch was founded by Jaimal Singh
8 The movement was started by Balak Singh who lived from 1797-1862.8 The movement was started by Balak Singh who lived from 1797-1862.
9 The movement was started by Dayal Das in the late 19th century.9 The movement was started by Dayal Das in the late 19th century.
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must be understood with caution.must be understood with caution.

It is also important to note that theIt is also important to note that the
Sikhs do not worship idols andSikhs do not worship idols and
images, instead they worship oneimages, instead they worship one
AlmightyAlmighty, the greatest of great, the greatest of great, , calledcalled
by different names in differentby different names in different
religions. Sikhs call Him Waheguru,religions. Sikhs call Him Waheguru,
Hindus call Him Ishwar, Muslim callHindus call Him Ishwar, Muslim call
Him Allah, Jews call Him Jehovah andHim Allah, Jews call Him Jehovah and
Christians call Him God.Christians call Him God.

This makes it clear that the SikhThis makes it clear that the Sikh
revere Guru Granth Sahib as theyrevere Guru Granth Sahib as they
revere Guru Nanak and other Sikhrevere Guru Nanak and other Sikh
Gurus. Gurus. Neither Neither they they worship worship theirtheir
Gurus nor they worship Guru GranthGurus nor they worship Guru Granth
Sahib.Sahib.

The Sikh Gurus were ambassadors of The Sikh Gurus were ambassadors of 
God and God and not Gnot God themsod themselves. elves. SikhsSikhs
do not believe in ‘Avtarhood’ asdo not believe in ‘Avtarhood’ as
believed by believed by Hindus. Hindus. They do not They do not callcall
Sikh Gurus as incarnation of God,Sikh Gurus as incarnation of God,
instead they call them Prophets, theinstead they call them Prophets, the
messengers of God.messengers of God.

For the Sikhs, the status of GuruFor the Sikhs, the status of Guru
Granth Sahib is of a Guru and not of Granth Sahib is of a Guru and not of 
God. God. The Sikhs The Sikhs had ten had ten Gurus, Gurus, andand
when the Sikhs asked Guru Gobindwhen the Sikhs asked Guru Gobind
Singh, at the time of his demise, thatSingh, at the time of his demise, that
who would be who would be their next their next Guru? Guru? ThenThen
Guru Gobind Singh had said, thatGuru Gobind Singh had said, that
after him there would be no moreafter him there would be no more
mortal Sikh Guru, instead the Sikhsmortal Sikh Guru, instead the Sikhs
accept Granth Sahib as their spiritualaccept Granth Sahib as their spiritual
Guru and the Khalsa Panth as theirGuru and the Khalsa Panth as their
temporal Guru. This commandmenttemporal Guru. This commandment
was given by Guru Gobind Singh onwas given by Guru Gobind Singh on
7th October 1708 at Nanded, a few7th October 1708 at Nanded, a few
moments moments before before his his demise. demise. TheThe
evidence of this commandment isevidence of this commandment is
available in all books of Guru Gobindavailable in all books of Guru Gobind
Singh’s contemporaries, who wereSingh’s contemporaries, who were
with the Guru at the time of hiswith the Guru at the time of his
demise, the names of Bhai Nanad Lal,demise, the names of Bhai Nanad Lal,
Senapat and Prehlad Singh can beSenapat and Prehlad Singh can be

quoted amongst many others.quoted amongst many others.

This year when we are celebrating theThis year when we are celebrating the
‘Gurgaddi Divas’ for Guru Granth‘Gurgaddi Divas’ for Guru Granth
Sahib, it is important that the SikhsSahib, it is important that the Sikhs
themselves and all others, who arethemselves and all others, who are
interested interested in the in the Sikh reSikh religion, ligion, mustmust
be acquainted with the Sikh belief inbe acquainted with the Sikh belief in
its its totality. totality. According According to to thethe
commandment of Guru Gobind Singhcommandment of Guru Gobind Singh
and the Sikh tradition, Guru Granthand the Sikh tradition, Guru Granth
Sahib must be given the same respectSahib must be given the same respect
and honour which was given to theand honour which was given to the
Sikh Gurus, but, in no case GuruSikh Gurus, but, in no case Guru
Granth Sahib be worshipped. It mustGranth Sahib be worshipped. It must
be understood that Shabad Gurube understood that Shabad Guru
(Guru Granth Sahib) is a bridge(Guru Granth Sahib) is a bridge
between humans and between humans and the Almighty.the Almighty.

The Sikhs must also be made awareThe Sikhs must also be made aware
that there is no place of any livingthat there is no place of any living
person person personating personating as as a a Guru. Guru. NoNo
living person be given the same statusliving person be given the same status
as the Sikh Gurus.as the Sikh Gurus.

A person can be a holy person or aA person can be a holy person or a
saint, but he/she cannot be equatedsaint, but he/she cannot be equated
with the Sikh Gurus. with the Sikh Gurus. The status of The status of thethe
Sikh Gurus is much higher that theSikh Gurus is much higher that the
saints or mahants.saints or mahants.

Sikhs Sikhs should should go go to to Gurdwaras Gurdwaras andand
sumbit their demsumbit their demands to ands to Guru GranthGuru Granth
Sahib Sahib rather rather than than queuing queuing outsideoutside
the ‘the ‘deras’ deras’ of fake sadhus. of fake sadhus. The SikhThe Sikh
faith does not recognise any ‘deras’,faith does not recognise any ‘deras’,
‘ashrams’, gurus, and ‘mahants’.‘ashrams’, gurus, and ‘mahants’.

For the Sikhs, the Divine power restsFor the Sikhs, the Divine power rests
with Guru Granth Sahib and not withwith Guru Granth Sahib and not with
any sadhu or mahant.any sadhu or mahant.

The Sikhs must always remember theThe Sikhs must always remember the
last commandment of Guru Gobindlast commandment of Guru Gobind
Singh,Singh,

“aagya bhai Akal ki Tabhi chalayo“aagya bhai Akal ki Tabhi chalayo
Panth,Panth,
It is with It is with the orders the orders of the of the Immortal Immortal 

God that I started the panth (Khalsa God that I started the panth (Khalsa 
Panth)Panth)

Sab Sikhan ko hukum hai GuruSab Sikhan ko hukum hai Guru
Maneyo Granth.Maneyo Granth.
All Sikhs are commanded to accept All Sikhs are commanded to accept 
the Granth as the Guru (spiritual)the Granth as the Guru (spiritual)

Guru Granth ji maneyo pargat Guran kiGuru Granth ji maneyo pargat Guran ki
deh.deh.
Believe, Believe, that Guru that Guru Granth represGranth represents ents 
Guru’s body.Guru’s body.

jo, prabh ko milna chahe khoj shabadjo, prabh ko milna chahe khoj shabad
men lemen le
Those who want to meet the Almighty,Those who want to meet the Almighty,
they should find the way in the they should find the way in the 
Shabad.Shabad.

[Bhai Nand Lal][Bhai Nand Lal]

Akal Purkh ki bachan seo pargatAkal Purkh ki bachan seo pargat
chalayo Panth,chalayo Panth,
It is It is with the with the orders orders of the of the Immortal Immortal 
God that I started the panth (Khalsa God that I started the panth (Khalsa 
Panth)Panth)

Sab Sikhan ko hukam hai GuruSab Sikhan ko hukam hai Guru
maneyo Granth. (verse 30)maneyo Granth. (verse 30)
All Sikhs are commanded to accept All Sikhs are commanded to accept 
the Granth as the Guru (spiritual)the Granth as the Guru (spiritual)

Guru Khalsa Guru Khalsa Maneyo pargat Maneyo pargat Guran kiGuran ki
dehdeh
Believe, Believe, that Guru that Guru Khalsa represKhalsa represents ents 
Guru’s body.Guru’s body.

 Jo Sikh mileo chahe khoj inno men leh Jo Sikh mileo chahe khoj inno men leh
Those who want to meet me, they Those who want to meet me, they 
should find me in them (Guru Granth should find me in them (Guru Granth 
Sahib and the Khalsa panth) (verse Sahib and the Khalsa panth) (verse 
24).24).
[Bhai Prehlad Singh][Bhai Prehlad Singh]

..............................................................................
DrDr. Sukhbir . Sukhbir Singh KapoorSingh Kapoor
Vice Chancellor, World SikhVice Chancellor, World Sikh
University LondonUniversity London
E-mail: registrar@sikh-uni.ac.ukE-mail: registrar@sikh-uni.ac.uk
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uru Arjan Sahib (1563-uru Arjan Sahib (1563-
1606) included Bani, the1606) included Bani, the
Revealed Word in Sri GuruRevealed Word in Sri Guru

Granth Sahib, from two sources:Granth Sahib, from two sources:
Gurbani as received by the Guru-Gurbani as received by the Guru-
persons, and Bhagat Bani aspersons, and Bhagat Bani as
received by the saintly people fromreceived by the saintly people from
diverse backgrounds, at differentdiverse backgrounds, at different
times and places, in the sub-times and places, in the sub-
continent of India.continent of India.

Despite their apparent creedal andDespite their apparent creedal and
caste differences, these saintly beingscaste differences, these saintly beings
saw the same Divine Light in all. Theysaw the same Divine Light in all. They
had demolished the walls whichhad demolished the walls which
divided humanity. They had becomedivided humanity. They had become
the bhagats, the devotees of, andthe bhagats, the devotees of, and
directly linked to, the One Supremedirectly linked to, the One Supreme
Being.Being.

In this broad category of “bhagats”In this broad category of “bhagats”
are included Shaikh Farid (1173-1266)are included Shaikh Farid (1173-1266)
– the earliest in the timeline – Kabir,– the earliest in the timeline – Kabir,
Trilochan, Beni, Ravidas, Namdev,Trilochan, Beni, Ravidas, Namdev,
Dhanna, Jaidev, Bhikhan, Sainu, Pipa,Dhanna, Jaidev, Bhikhan, Sainu, Pipa,
Sadhana, Ramanand, Parmanend, SurSadhana, Ramanand, Parmanend, Sur
Das, the Bhatts, Satta and BalvandDas, the Bhatts, Satta and Balvand
(the ragis). Although, Bhai Mardana,(the ragis). Although, Bhai Mardana,
Guru Nanak Sahib’s Muslim musician,Guru Nanak Sahib’s Muslim musician,
is mentioned, there is doubt if heis mentioned, there is doubt if he

himself wrote the pangtis (lines)himself wrote the pangtis (lines)
attributed to him. (see also factualattributed to him. (see also factual
information about Sri Guru Granthinformation about Sri Guru Granth
Sahib ji at the beginning of thisSahib ji at the beginning of this
publication )publication )

Most probably, Guru Nanak SahibMost probably, Guru Nanak Sahib
started collecting hymns of thestarted collecting hymns of the
Bhagats as he travelled around IndiaBhagats as he travelled around India
(and other countries), and these were(and other countries), and these were
passed on through the succession of passed on through the succession of 
Guru persons to the fifth Guru ArjanGuru persons to the fifth Guru Arjan
Sahib, Sahib, who who included included them them in in AadAad
Granth Sahib (1604). (Aad GranthGranth Sahib (1604). (Aad Granth
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Sahib was bestowed with Guruship inSahib was bestowed with Guruship in
1708, by the tenth Guru, Gobind1708, by the tenth Guru, Gobind
Singh, after inclusion of hymns of Singh, after inclusion of hymns of 
ninth Guru, Tegh Bahadur). In twoninth Guru, Tegh Bahadur). In two
collections called the Pothis, beforecollections called the Pothis, before
Guru Arjan Dev, hymns of someGuru Arjan Dev, hymns of some
Bhagats are included in addition toBhagats are included in addition to
Guru Sahibs’ Gurbani. These PothisGuru Sahibs’ Gurbani. These Pothis
are in the possession of theare in the possession of the
descendents of Guru Amardasdescendents of Guru Amardas11 . Guru. Guru
Arjan Dev Ji had these and otherArjan Dev Ji had these and other
Bhagat Bani sources available forBhagat Bani sources available for
selection of hymns which accordedselection of hymns which accorded
with Gurbani thought (Gurmatt).with Gurbani thought (Gurmatt).

The hymns of the Bhagats wereThe hymns of the Bhagats were
included by Guru Arjan Sahib on theincluded by Guru Arjan Sahib on the
basis of their consonance with Gurubasis of their consonance with Guru
Nanak Sahib’s ideology: mainly, totalNanak Sahib’s ideology: mainly, total
belief in One formless, unborn,belief in One formless, unborn,
Creator Being before Whom all areCreator Being before Whom all are
equal and all have within them theequal and all have within them the
Divine Light. Where there was anyDivine Light. Where there was any
small difference between Gurmattsmall difference between Gurmatt
(Guru’(Guru’s teaching) s teaching) and a and a Bhagat’Bhagat’s view,s view,
the Gurmatt teaching was placed sidethe Gurmatt teaching was placed side
by side with a Bhagat’s hymn, toby side with a Bhagat’s hymn, to
clarify the positive, life affirming andclarify the positive, life affirming and
participative ideology of Sikhee.participative ideology of Sikhee.

As in Gurmatt, these enlightenedAs in Gurmatt, these enlightened
saintly beings also rejectedsaintly beings also rejected
prejudice and discrimination betweenprejudice and discrimination between
human beings under any pretexthuman beings under any pretext
whatsoever. They rejected ritualismwhatsoever. They rejected ritualism
and the spreading of superstition byand the spreading of superstition by
those who wore religious garbs tothose who wore religious garbs to
deceive people. They exposed thosedeceive people. They exposed those
who falsely competed with the Onewho falsely competed with the One
Provider of all, for granting boons.Provider of all, for granting boons.
They worked and earned livelihoodsThey worked and earned livelihoods
to bring up own families, and to shareto bring up own families, and to share
their earnings with others. They weretheir earnings with others. They were
human souls (atmas), constantlyhuman souls (atmas), constantly
seeking union with the One Lord – theseeking union with the One Lord – the
Param-atma - in a state of NaamParam-atma - in a state of Naam

simran (see Glossary in thissimran (see Glossary in this
publication).publication).

Bhagat Bani in Guru Granth Sahib isBhagat Bani in Guru Granth Sahib is
accepted as an inseparable part of theaccepted as an inseparable part of the
Guruship of Gurbani. Yet, Gurbani isGuruship of Gurbani. Yet, Gurbani is
studied by the student, the Sikh, asstudied by the student, the Sikh, as
One Whole and not in parts. All theOne Whole and not in parts. All the
Gurbani in Guru Granth Sahib is basedGurbani in Guru Granth Sahib is based
on the founding creed revealed toon the founding creed revealed to
Guru Nanak Sahib, the Mool Mantar.Guru Nanak Sahib, the Mool Mantar.

All the compositions which follow,All the compositions which follow,
relate back to the Mool Mantar. Anyrelate back to the Mool Mantar. Any
trends to divide the Sikhs or Sikhee bytrends to divide the Sikhs or Sikhee by
drawing distinctions between Gurbanidrawing distinctions between Gurbani
and Bhagat Bani should be resisted.and Bhagat Bani should be resisted.
The compositions in Guru GranthThe compositions in Guru Granth
Sahib are Gurbani through theSahib are Gurbani through the
Guruship of Guru Granth Sahib. ThereGuruship of Guru Granth Sahib. There
should be no distinction betweenshould be no distinction between
Guru-Bani and Bhagat-Bani. The WordGuru-Bani and Bhagat-Bani. The Word
in Guru Granth Sahib is Gurbani.in Guru Granth Sahib is Gurbani.

By including the Bani of the BhagatsBy including the Bani of the Bhagats
over the centuries and from manyover the centuries and from many
diverse backgrounds and locations,diverse backgrounds and locations,
Guru Arjan Sahib illustrated that allGuru Arjan Sahib illustrated that all
those who have achieved harmonythose who have achieved harmony
with the Creator in this life, do speakwith the Creator in this life, do speak
with one mind, even though inwith one mind, even though in
different languages. That is The Onedifferent languages. That is The One
Mind of Guru Granth Sahib, OneMind of Guru Granth Sahib, One
Message, true for all times andMessage, true for all times and
places. By including the Bani of theplaces. By including the Bani of the
Bhagats, Guru Sahib illustrated inBhagats, Guru Sahib illustrated in
Guru Granth Sahib, the “Parliament of Guru Granth Sahib, the “Parliament of 
world religions”, that man madeworld religions”, that man made
divisions are false. If a Muslim sufidivisions are false. If a Muslim sufi
Shaikh Farid (1173-1266), and GuruShaikh Farid (1173-1266), and Guru
Tegh Bahadur, the ninth Guru NanakTegh Bahadur, the ninth Guru Nanak
(1621 – 1675), sit together in Guru(1621 – 1675), sit together in Guru
Granth Sahib, are speaking the sameGranth Sahib, are speaking the same
God-language and have a similarGod-language and have a similar
universal message for humanity, thenuniversal message for humanity, then
that message must be true for allthat message must be true for all
times and places. Human beings dotimes and places. Human beings do
have a hope if that message ishave a hope if that message is
heeded.heeded.

Inclusion of Bhagat Bani in AadInclusion of Bhagat Bani in Aad
Granth Sahib by Guru Arjan Sahib,Granth Sahib by Guru Arjan Sahib,
and the investiture of the Aad Granthand the investiture of the Aad Granth
as the Guru, by Guru Gobind Singh,as the Guru, by Guru Gobind Singh,
was a Divine Act to bring humanitywas a Divine Act to bring humanity
together under One Umbrellatogether under One Umbrella22 ..
................................................
Gurmukh SinghGurmukh Singh
E-mail: sewauk2005@yahoo.co.ukE-mail: sewauk2005@yahoo.co.uk
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BY PRINCIPAL KAMALPREETBY PRINCIPAL KAMALPREET
KAUR, KOLKATA KAUR, KOLKATA 

urbani’ is a treasureurbani’ is a treasure
trove, a repository of trove, a repository of 
virtues and surely notvirtues and surely not

an account of Utopian ideasan account of Utopian ideas
as the present generationas the present generation
naively assumes. It is annaively assumes. It is an
inspirational poetry, whichinspirational poetry, which
holy, wise men, with refinedholy, wise men, with refined
spirit and deep intellect,spirit and deep intellect,
enunciated from time to timeenunciated from time to time
while facing grim hazards of while facing grim hazards of 
medieval India, thus guidingmedieval India, thus guiding
India’s masses of everIndia’s masses of every sect,y sect,
caste and religion.caste and religion.

While paying homage to theWhile paying homage to the
‘Shabad Guru’ as enshrined in‘Shabad Guru’ as enshrined in
the ‘Jaagat Jot’- Guru Granththe ‘Jaagat Jot’- Guru Granth
Sahib Ji, three centuries afterSahib Ji, three centuries after

the Tenth Guru ceremoniouslythe Tenth Guru ceremoniously
proclaimed it as the ‘Preceptorproclaimed it as the ‘Preceptor
Eternal’ , it becomes imperativeEternal’ , it becomes imperative
to deliberate on the variousto deliberate on the various
aspects of life on earthaspects of life on earth
incorporated in the Holy Granth,incorporated in the Holy Granth,
that are socially and spirituallythat are socially and spiritually
relevant for all times. Therelevant for all times. The
‘Shabad Guru’ is a beacon of ‘Shabad Guru’ is a beacon of 
light for souls in search of truth,light for souls in search of truth,
truthful living, love andtruthful living, love and
devotion, a life style steeped indevotion, a life style steeped in
spirituality. It speaks in song tospirituality. It speaks in song to
the listener (the dailythe listener (the daily
‘Hukamnama’ (instruction)‘Hukamnama’ (instruction)
being the apparent proof); isbeing the apparent proof); is
closer than the intake of breathcloser than the intake of breath
and bestows perception of and bestows perception of 
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THE CONCEPT OFTHE CONCEPT OF
IDEAL WOMANIDEAL WOMAN
IN GURBANIIN GURBANI

L-R: MatL-R: Mata Khivi , Mata Khivi , Mata Suna Sundri and Matdri and Mata Gujria Gujri

MaMatta Bha Bhaag Kg Kaur in the baur in the batattltlef ef ielieldd



‘Anhad’ -‘Anhad’ -
the continuous reverberation of the continuous reverberation of 
‘Naam’ in the cosmos.‘Naam’ in the cosmos.

DIVINE ATTRIBUTES:DIVINE ATTRIBUTES: From timesFrom times
immemorial, women in India haveimmemorial, women in India have
been placed on a high pedestal.been placed on a high pedestal.
Classical Greece glorified woman as aClassical Greece glorified woman as a
goddess. According to Puranicgoddess. According to Puranic
thought, God’s nomenclature asthought, God’s nomenclature as
‘Ardhnarishwar’ suggested that he too‘Ardhnarishwar’ suggested that he too
was ‘incomplete without a woman’.was ‘incomplete without a woman’.
There is also a mention of theThere is also a mention of the
existence of matriarchal society in theexistence of matriarchal society in the
annals of Indian History. Even theannals of Indian History. Even the
Hindu thought propounds andHindu thought propounds and
propagates the worship of deities,propagates the worship of deities,
many of whom are goddesses,many of whom are goddesses,
exemplifying virtues aplenty.exemplifying virtues aplenty.
Traditions like ‘Swayamvara’ forTraditions like ‘Swayamvara’ for
selection of a husband bespeak of theselection of a husband bespeak of the
level of liberty enjoyed by the pristinelevel of liberty enjoyed by the pristine
women such glory faded into oblivionwomen such glory faded into oblivion
with foreign invasions from the north-with foreign invasions from the north-
west and the advent of the Mughalwest and the advent of the Mughal
dynasty, which herlded an era of dynasty, which herlded an era of 
darkness for women, portrayed indarkness for women, portrayed in
Guru Nanak’s agonising poetry calledGuru Nanak’s agonising poetry called
‘Babar Vani’. Women began to be‘Babar Vani’. Women began to be
traded for slavery and prostitution.traded for slavery and prostitution.
Each war for expansion made manEach war for expansion made man
more lecherous and greedy, thusmore lecherous and greedy, thus
pronouncing a marked degradation of pronouncing a marked degradation of 
women.women.

MEDIEVAL INDIA:MEDIEVAL INDIA: If the turbulentIf the turbulent
social and political scenario of thesocial and political scenario of the
fifteenth century India is taken intofifteenth century India is taken into
account, it may not be presumptuousaccount, it may not be presumptuous
to state that women were notto state that women were not
accorded a place of dignity. The birthaccorded a place of dignity. The birth
of daughters brought gloom, as theof daughters brought gloom, as the
society looked down upon them. Thesociety looked down upon them. The
orthodox, male-oriented, caste-istorthodox, male-oriented, caste-ist
society had confined the areas of society had confined the areas of 
womens’ activities to the home andwomens’ activities to the home and
hearth alone, thus reducing theirhearth alone, thus reducing their
status to devitalised serfs! Thestatus to devitalised serfs! The
systems of ‘Purdah’ (veil), ‘Sati’systems of ‘Purdah’ (veil), ‘Sati’

(Immolation of (Immolation of 
self on the deadself on the dead
h u s b a n d ’ sh u s b a n d ’ s
pyre), childpyre), child
marriage, denialmarriage, denial
of educationof education
and ban of and ban of 
w i d o ww i d o w
r e m a r r i a g er e m a r r i a g e
further added tofurther added to
their ignominy.their ignominy.
Guru Nanak’sGuru Nanak’s
advent (1469-advent (1469-
1539) in the1539) in the
sub-continentsub-continent
heralded a newheralded a new
social and moralsocial and moral
order based on equality, for Heorder based on equality, for He
envisioned gender non-discriminationenvisioned gender non-discrimination
as a pre-requisite for progress of theas a pre-requisite for progress of the
New Age human society, beautifullyNew Age human society, beautifully
conveyed through His composition inconveyed through His composition in
Asa Raag:Asa Raag:

“Bhand jammiay bhand nimmiay “Bhand jammiay bhand nimmiay 
bhand mangan wiaho bhand mangan wiaho 
(Within a woman a man is conceived(Within a woman a man is conceived
and from a woman he is born.and from a woman he is born.
With a woman he is betrothed andWith a woman he is betrothed and
married)married)

Bhandoh hovai dosti bhandoh challay Bhandoh hovai dosti bhandoh challay 
raho raho 
(With a woman man seeks friendship(With a woman man seeks friendship
and the system of procreation keepsand the system of procreation keeps
going)going)
Bhand moa bhand bhaliay bhand Bhand moa bhand bhaliay bhand 
hovai bandhaan hovai bandhaan 
(when one’s wife dies, another woman(when one’s wife dies, another woman
is sought. is sought. It is It is due to due to the husband-the husband-
wife relationship that man restrainswife relationship that man restrains
his passions)his passions)

So kio manda akhiah jitt jameh So kio manda akhiah jitt jameh 
raajaan raajaan 
(why call her bad, for she gives birth(why call her bad, for she gives birth
to kings)to kings)

Bhandoh hee bhand upjai bhandeh Bhandoh hee bhand upjai bhandeh 

baaj na koi baaj na koi 
(From a woman, a woman is born.(From a woman, a woman is born.
Without women there can be none)Without women there can be none)

Nanak bhandeh bahra eko sacha soay Nanak bhandeh bahra eko sacha soay 

(says Nanak that only the one true(says Nanak that only the one true
Lord has no bonds with women)Lord has no bonds with women)

(SGGS : 473)(SGGS : 473)
(slightly edited translation by S.(slightly edited translation by S.
Manmohan Singh)Manmohan Singh)

By giving examples, Guruji taught thatBy giving examples, Guruji taught that
men were entirely dependent onmen were entirely dependent on
women for companionship,women for companionship,
consultation and continuation of theconsultation and continuation of the
human human race. race. Hence, Hence, they they must must notnot
maltreat or relegate women. Themaltreat or relegate women. The
above quoted lines of Gurbaniabove quoted lines of Gurbani
encompass the essence of the ethicsencompass the essence of the ethics
and social behaviour preached by ourand social behaviour preached by our
illustrious Gurus, who have scathinglyillustrious Gurus, who have scathingly
disapproved of gender discrimination.disapproved of gender discrimination.

“Bharam ke pardeh mere satgur “Bharam ke pardeh mere satgur 
kholeh” kholeh” 
(If the Guru’s grace enlightens, the(If the Guru’s grace enlightens, the
darkness of ignorance vanishes)darkness of ignorance vanishes)

(Guru Granth Sahib)(Guru Granth Sahib)
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PATH BREAKING:PATH BREAKING: A devoted musingA devoted musing
over the philosophy expounded in theover the philosophy expounded in the
holy Guru Granth Sahib interestinglyholy Guru Granth Sahib interestingly
unfolds the path-breaking idea of unfolds the path-breaking idea of 
‘womanhood’ being eulogised and‘womanhood’ being eulogised and
epitomized as a means to theepitomized as a means to the
achievement achievement of of the sthe spiritual end. piritual end. InIn
fact, according to Gurmat philosophy,fact, according to Gurmat philosophy,
spirituality is a romantic interludespirituality is a romantic interlude
between the ‘seeker’ and the between the ‘seeker’ and the ‘sought’.‘sought’.
Physicality (as in gender) of thePhysicality (as in gender) of the
seeker seeker is is truely truely transcended transcended toto
achieve special attributes of a womanachieve special attributes of a woman
in love in love - - pining, yearning, desiring forpining, yearning, desiring for
her beloved Lord and Master to beher beloved Lord and Master to be
united with her. Indeed ‘womanhood’united with her. Indeed ‘womanhood’
has been frequently celebrated in thehas been frequently celebrated in the
scriptural text. There are innumerablescriptural text. There are innumerable
recitations of our Guru which reflectrecitations of our Guru which reflect
“Bairag” (yearning), ‘ priya ki preet’“Bairag” (yearning), ‘ priya ki preet’
(love for the lord), ‘Darshan(love for the lord), ‘Darshan
pyas‘(thirst to catch a glimpse),pyas‘(thirst to catch a glimpse),
‘Dhan-Pir’ (the lover and the ‘Dhan-Pir’ (the lover and the beloved),beloved),
‘sohagan’ (the bride who has won‘sohagan’ (the bride who has won
union union with with her her lover). lover). GurbaniGurbani
describes a woman as ‘batteesdescribes a woman as ‘battees
sulakhani’- sulakhani’- one with one with 32 virtues, 32 virtues, readyready
for union with for union with the Lord. the Lord. If we go If we go byby
the ‘batteethe ‘battees s sulakhani’ sulakhani’ description of description of 
a ‘sohagan’ human soul to please thea ‘sohagan’ human soul to please the
Lord, then women are more naturallyLord, then women are more naturally
bequeathed with such qualities thanbequeathed with such qualities than
men. men. Women Women do enjoy do enjoy an advantagean advantage
over over men in this remen in this respect. spect. More so, asMore so, as
the new age of science andthe new age of science and
technology makes masculinetechnology makes masculine
attributes less relevant to theattributes less relevant to the
question of gender equality.question of gender equality.
Revealing the supreme truth, ourRevealing the supreme truth, our
Gurus have bestowed true manhoodGurus have bestowed true manhood
on the one Omnipotent, Omnipresenton the one Omnipotent, Omnipresent
power alone-power alone-

“ Keh Kair Mohe biah chale hai purakh “ Keh Kair Mohe biah chale hai purakh 
ek bhagwana” ek bhagwana” 
(says Kabir that that he is betrothed(says Kabir that that he is betrothed
to the lord, the one and the only male)to the lord, the one and the only male)

(SGGS: 482)(SGGS: 482)
and irrespective of physicaland irrespective of physical
considerations, enunciated theconsiderations, enunciated the
devotion characterized bydevotion characterized by
‘womanhood’ for all mortals-‘womanhood’ for all mortals-

“Main kaaman mera kant kartar” “Main kaaman mera kant kartar” 
(I am (I am the bride the bride of the of the Lord) Lord) (SGGS(SGGS
:1128):1128)

MOMODERDERN ERAN ERA:: In coIn contentext oxt of thf thee
current Indian social millieu, it can becurrent Indian social millieu, it can be
assumed that this country hasassumed that this country has

gradually moved into an era where itgradually moved into an era where it
can match up with internationalcan match up with international
trends and we can take pride in livingtrends and we can take pride in living
our lives as global citizens, thanks toour lives as global citizens, thanks to
the tremendous progress inthe tremendous progress in
technology, communication, tradetechnology, communication, trade
and commerce Indian women can beand commerce Indian women can be
seen all over the globe jugglingseen all over the globe juggling
successfully between home, hearthsuccessfully between home, hearth
and careerand career. . But, have we been But, have we been able toable to
discard the age old bias against themdiscard the age old bias against them
? A look at statistics would ? A look at statistics would negate thenegate the
claim that we live in an age, free of claim that we live in an age, free of 
gender bigotry.gender bigotry.

FEMALE FOETICIDE: It is ignominiousFEMALE FOETICIDE: It is ignominious
that the sthat the state of Punjab , which hastate of Punjab , which has

the largest Sikh population, happensthe largest Sikh population, happens
to top the sharks for illegal ‘sexto top the sharks for illegal ‘sex
determination tests and the brutaldetermination tests and the brutal
practice of female foeticide. Inpractice of female foeticide. In
def def iance of Gurbani edicts, af iance of Gurbani edicts, af fluentfluent
Sikh Sikh families families want want sons sons to to bebe
inheritors of their chattels and assets.inheritors of their chattels and assets.
What good are the daughters forWhat good are the daughters for
them, for they will marry and go awaythem, for they will marry and go away
with their husbands! So, they nip thewith their husbands! So, they nip the
evil in the bud and justify their foul actevil in the bud and justify their foul act
of aborting the female foetus.of aborting the female foetus.

TrTragicallyagically, abandonin, abandoning the newly g the newly bornborn
female child is a matter of dailyfemale child is a matter of daily
occurrence in many parts of Northoccurrence in many parts of North
India because of the fear of economicIndia because of the fear of economic
outgoings involved in raising the girloutgoings involved in raising the girl
child child and thereafteand thereafter marrying r marrying her off her off 
with huge amount of dowry. Towith huge amount of dowry. To
counter female foeticide andcounter female foeticide and
abandonment of newborn girls, theabandonment of newborn girls, the
Shiromoni Gurdwara PrabandhakShiromoni Gurdwara Prabandhak
Committee in a recent, if belated-Committee in a recent, if belated-
move has quite commendablymove has quite commendably
displayed cradles outside Gurdwarasdisplayed cradles outside Gurdwaras
in Punjab and have thus issued a boldin Punjab and have thus issued a bold
statement against people who abetstatement against people who abet
this crime. They have vowed tothis crime. They have vowed to
undertake responsibility of undertake responsibility of 
upbringing these ditched souls byupbringing these ditched souls by
arranging for their education andarranging for their education and
settlement in a suitable vocation.settlement in a suitable vocation.
There should not be second thougThere should not be second thoughtht
on empowering our daughters withon empowering our daughters with
education so that they can beeducation so that they can be
f f inancially independent and not beinancially independent and not be
cowed into submission by men, whocowed into submission by men, who
lord over them only because of theirlord over them only because of their
gender!gender!

INSTITUTIONAL VIGILANCE: The SGPCINSTITUTIONAL VIGILANCE: The SGPC
must also deliberate on allowingmust also deliberate on allowing
women to perform Kirtan atwomen to perform Kirtan at
Harmandar Sahib. Harmandar Sahib. Gone are Gone are the daysthe days
when women were asked to stay awaywhen women were asked to stay away
from this shrine in wake of attacks byfrom this shrine in wake of attacks by
Abdali. Abdali. While While discussing discussing this this crucialcrucial
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Social activism is rooted inSocial activism is rooted in
and sustained by concernand sustained by concern
in human equality,in human equality,

common good, compassion,common good, compassion,
justice and controlling of eviljustice and controlling of evil
forces that may affect the society.forces that may affect the society.
Religious leadership in the West isReligious leadership in the West is
involved and encourages laity atinvolved and encourages laity at
the congregational levels to getthe congregational levels to get
actively involved in sociallyactively involved in socially
relevant projects.relevant projects.

Social Activism & Sikh Religious LifeSocial Activism & Sikh Religious Life
Gurbani sets clear markers for socialGurbani sets clear markers for social
conduct. Supporting the family byconduct. Supporting the family by
honest endeavor and giving some forhonest endeavor and giving some for
the common good is commended asthe common good is commended as
highly virtuous. Discrimination in anyhighly virtuous. Discrimination in any
form is condemned. So are injustice,form is condemned. So are injustice,
corruption and unethical behavior bycorruption and unethical behavior by
those in positions of power. Theythose in positions of power. They
must be held accountable for beingmust be held accountable for being

just and equitable and open to moraljust and equitable and open to moral
scrutiny. The people also must bescrutiny. The people also must be
consciously concerned and involvedconsciously concerned and involved
and not be apathetic – like effigiesand not be apathetic – like effigies
filled with straw. Their life styles mustfilled with straw. Their life styles must
be realized in and as a part of thebe realized in and as a part of the
totality of the world as God created it.totality of the world as God created it.

The Gurus did not leave these asThe Gurus did not leave these as
precepts but built them into praxis. Inprecepts but built them into praxis. In
his later years Guru Nanak settledhis later years Guru Nanak settled
down at a place that came to bedown at a place that came to be
known as Kartarpur, and set up aknown as Kartarpur, and set up a
dharamsal where the devotees useddharamsal where the devotees used
to gather every evening to sing God’sto gather every evening to sing God’s
praises and share a community meal.praises and share a community meal.
To this assembly, breaking prevalentTo this assembly, breaking prevalent
inhibitions, none inhibitions, none was was excluded. excluded. TheThe
community grew and the dharamsal,community grew and the dharamsal,
over time, became the center whereover time, became the center where
prayer and seva moved in tandem.prayer and seva moved in tandem.
Characteristic features of dharamsalCharacteristic features of dharamsal

included providing shelter and foodincluded providing shelter and food
for the needy and wayfarers -for the needy and wayfarers -
integrating inclusiveness and effortintegrating inclusiveness and effort
for common good with Sikh religiousfor common good with Sikh religious
life from the beginning.life from the beginning.

The Gurus continued to expand theirThe Gurus continued to expand their
activist interventions to addressactivist interventions to address
emerging needs of the society. Guruemerging needs of the society. Guru
Amardas asked Akbar for relief for theAmardas asked Akbar for relief for the
farmers hit by drought. Starting withfarmers hit by drought. Starting with
Guru Hargobind, the successor GurusGuru Hargobind, the successor Gurus
maintained an armed retinue tomaintained an armed retinue to
protect the community and othersprotect the community and others
from oppression by officials and localfrom oppression by officials and local
satraps. Guru Har Krishan died of satraps. Guru Har Krishan died of 
contracting small pox tending to thecontracting small pox tending to the
sick in Delhi. sick in Delhi. Guru TGuru Tegh Bahadur gaveegh Bahadur gave
his life so Hindus could have theirhis life so Hindus could have their
freedom of faith.freedom of faith.

TrTrue meaning of Sue meaning of Sikhi - Bhai Ghanaikhi - Bhai Ghanayya Ji sa Ji serervinving wg watater ter to to thhe wounded - f e wounded - f rriiend and f end and f oeoe
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With Guru Gobind Singh the SikhWith Guru Gobind Singh the Sikh
resolute activism saw its culmination.resolute activism saw its culmination.
The Khalsa was ready to protect whatThe Khalsa was ready to protect what
was righteous and resist what was notwas righteous and resist what was not
with the use of arms. A chronicle fromwith the use of arms. A chronicle from
that time shows that apart fromthat time shows that apart from
sacrifice for shared humanity somesacrifice for shared humanity some
Sikhs had imbibed the message of Sikhs had imbibed the message of 
treating friend and foe alike. As thetreating friend and foe alike. As the
wearweary sun was going down after a dayy sun was going down after a day
of skirmishes an old Sikh, Kanhaiya,of skirmishes an old Sikh, Kanhaiya,
was seen tending the wounded of was seen tending the wounded of 
both sides and ministering sips of both sides and ministering sips of 
water to the thirsty.water to the thirsty. Seeing this the,Seeing this the,
Sikhs were upset and asked GuruSikhs were upset and asked Guru
Gobind Singh to stop Kanhaiya fromGobind Singh to stop Kanhaiya from
comforting the enemy. The Gurucomforting the enemy. The Guru
asked them to call him and ask - why?asked them to call him and ask - why?
Brought before the Guru, KanhaiyaBrought before the Guru, Kanhaiya
humbly said ‘Lord you told us tohumbly said ‘Lord you told us to
recognize all human race as one.recognize all human race as one.
When I go tending the wounded and IWhen I go tending the wounded and I
look at them I see your image in eachlook at them I see your image in each
of them. If you pervade in all, I seeof them. If you pervade in all, I see
only you and no enemy!’only you and no enemy!’

The Gurus thus not only gave SikhsThe Gurus thus not only gave Sikhs
the theological foundation for socialthe theological foundation for social
action but also integrated it with theiraction but also integrated it with their
religious life. The contours of Sikhreligious life. The contours of Sikh
activism, its scriptural basis, the wayactivism, its scriptural basis, the way
Gurus responses influenced andGurus responses influenced and
defined it has two facets –defined it has two facets –
• A proactive urge to blunt the ill• A proactive urge to blunt the ill
effects of institutionalized societaleffects of institutionalized societal
discrimination and ameliorate humandiscrimination and ameliorate human
condition through encouragingcondition through encouraging
equality, harmony, sharing, self-equality, harmony, sharing, self-
reliance and seva;reliance and seva;
• A reactive response to not give in to• A reactive response to not give in to
discrimination, oppression ordiscrimination, oppression or
injustice but to resist it through non-injustice but to resist it through non-
violent means even if it means makingviolent means even if it means making
supreme sacrifices and if all else failssupreme sacrifices and if all else fails
resort to limited use of force toresort to limited use of force to
obviate the immediate cause of obviate the immediate cause of 
dissonance.dissonance.

Sikhs On Their OwnSikhs On Their Own
When Sikhs came on their own postWhen Sikhs came on their own post
Guru Gobind Singh, with memories of Guru Gobind Singh, with memories of 
oppression suffered at the hands of oppression suffered at the hands of 
local satraps fresh, their will to fightlocal satraps fresh, their will to fight
back was strong. It was in this climateback was strong. It was in this climate
that the campaign waged by Bandathat the campaign waged by Banda
Singh Bahadur was the start of a longSingh Bahadur was the start of a long
reactive Sikh response to carve outreactive Sikh response to carve out
space that could bring some sense of space that could bring some sense of 
safety and security in an environmentsafety and security in an environment
where disparate forces were jostlingwhere disparate forces were jostling
for power.for power.

Banda succeeded and his short-livedBanda succeeded and his short-lived
rule, a mix of benevolence andrule, a mix of benevolence and
ruthlessness, had a salutary effect inruthlessness, had a salutary effect in
bringing down lawlessness.bringing down lawlessness.
Apprehended, Banda and his troopsApprehended, Banda and his troops
showed exemplary courage andshowed exemplary courage and
fortitude when tortured to death.fortitude when tortured to death.
Edward Stephenson and JohnEdward Stephenson and John

Surman, who had witnessed theSurman, who had witnessed the
scenes, wrote to their governor at Fortscenes, wrote to their governor at Fort
William: "It is not a little remarkableWilliam: "It is not a little remarkable
with what patience Sikhs undergowith what patience Sikhs undergo
their fate, and to the last it has nottheir fate, and to the last it has not
been found that one apostatized frombeen found that one apostatized from
his new formed religion."his new formed religion."11

This scenario was re-enacted severalThis scenario was re-enacted several
times during the tumultuous 18thtimes during the tumultuous 18th
century. Sikh bands actively foughtcentury. Sikh bands actively fought
the rulers and invading forces in athe rulers and invading forces in a
series of drawn out guerrillaseries of drawn out guerrilla
encounters and progressivelyencounters and progressively
succeeded in gaining the upper hand.succeeded in gaining the upper hand.
The conflict was seen as struggle toThe conflict was seen as struggle to
subdue evil forces subjugating thesubdue evil forces subjugating the
society.society.

During this difficult period too theDuring this difficult period too the
Gurdwara continued with its proactiveGurdwara continued with its proactive

1 J T Wheeler, Early Records of British India, p. 180.1 J T Wheeler, Early Records of British India, p. 180.
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activities to the extent possible.activities to the extent possible.
Additionally it became the center forAdditionally it became the center for
deliberations by the community fordeliberations by the community for
taking consensual decisions totaking consensual decisions to
coordinate strategic and logistic effortcoordinate strategic and logistic effort
and other problems of sharedand other problems of shared
concern.concern.

TTowards the end of 18th owards the end of 18th century Ranjitcentury Ranjit
Singh, a young Sikh leader, was ableSingh, a young Sikh leader, was able
to establish Sikh rule and stop furtherto establish Sikh rule and stop further
incursions from across the westernincursions from across the western
frontierfrontier. His . His subjects thus were able subjects thus were able toto
enjoy relative peace for the first timeenjoy relative peace for the first time
in several centuries.in several centuries.

During the half-century of Sikh ruleDuring the half-century of Sikh rule
the Sikh social activism received Statethe Sikh social activism received State
patronage and it thrived as well aspatronage and it thrived as well as
diversified. Sikhs had earned a lot of diversified. Sikhs had earned a lot of 
goodwill through their sacrifices andgoodwill through their sacrifices and
conduct. As the ruling elite now theyconduct. As the ruling elite now they
displayed the sagacity to be nondisplayed the sagacity to be non
discriminatory, just and generous. Itdiscriminatory, just and generous. It
was a period when for a short whilewas a period when for a short while
the society did not need reactivethe society did not need reactive
activism from them – it was ensuredactivism from them – it was ensured
through governance.through governance.

Contemporary SceneContemporary Scene
& Issues& Issues

The contemporary scene presents aThe contemporary scene presents a
mixed bag. Sikh Gurdwara basedmixed bag. Sikh Gurdwara based
traditional activism – langar, serai,traditional activism – langar, serai,
seva – has continued and Sikhs haveseva – has continued and Sikhs have
been channeling their offerings tobeen channeling their offerings to
Gurdwaras.Gurdwaras.   Yet closer examination  Yet closer examination
would show that most of thewould show that most of the
Gurdwaras and Sikhs as a religiousGurdwaras and Sikhs as a religious
group have been negligent of group have been negligent of 
problems like broken homes,problems like broken homes,
environmental degradation, humanenvironmental degradation, human
rights violations, armed conf rights violations, armed conf lict etc.lict etc.
that constitute the core issues inthat constitute the core issues in
contemporary social activcontemporary social activism.ism.

We will take a few examples. SGPCWe will take a few examples. SGPC

recognized the problem of recognized the problem of 
female infanticide onlyfemale infanticide only
recently when therecently when the
directive againstdirective against
kurimars has beenkurimars has been
part of Sikh ethospart of Sikh ethos
from the time of from the time of 
Guru GobindGuru Gobind
Singh. A loneSingh. A lone
volunteer took upvolunteer took up
the mission forthe mission for
the cleanup of the cleanup of 
Bain Nadi. TillBain Nadi. Till
today we have nottoday we have not
heard a word of heard a word of 
concern from SGPC orconcern from SGPC or
the Akal Takhat regardingthe Akal Takhat regarding
the poisons running throughthe poisons running through
the water resources of the land wherethe water resources of the land where
the Gurus sang songs extolling waterthe Gurus sang songs extolling water
as pita and jit harya sabh koe.as pita and jit harya sabh koe.

Even though the religious leadershipEven though the religious leadership
has been tardy, Sikhs in India are nowhas been tardy, Sikhs in India are now
more visibly engaged in eradication of more visibly engaged in eradication of 
social evils and improvement in thesocial evils and improvement in the
condition of their fellow beings. I amcondition of their fellow beings. I am
quite impressed with the range of quite impressed with the range of 
Gurdwara based programs likeGurdwara based programs like
hospitals and schools that I have seenhospitals and schools that I have seen
grow in recent years. Sikhs have alsogrow in recent years. Sikhs have also
responded to problems arising fromresponded to problems arising from
the 80’s to develop activist forums tothe 80’s to develop activist forums to
aid the victims and seek justice. Theiraid the victims and seek justice. Their
help to recent disaster victims hashelp to recent disaster victims has
been quick and visible.been quick and visible.

Situation relating to the DiasporaSituation relating to the Diaspora
however is not as comforting. Theirhowever is not as comforting. Their
involvement, as a faith group, with theinvolvement, as a faith group, with the
core issues espoused by socialcore issues espoused by social
activists is only marginal. At theactivists is only marginal. At the
individual level too Sikh giving hasindividual level too Sikh giving has
found its way more to India than tofound its way more to India than to
local causes ostensibly in a nostalgiclocal causes ostensibly in a nostalgic
bid to reconnect with their roots orbid to reconnect with their roots or
possibly because of other pragmaticpossibly because of other pragmatic
considerations. There too most of considerations. There too most of 
contribution is intended for religiouscontribution is intended for religious

projects with only a smallprojects with only a small
portion going for otherportion going for other

socially relevantsocially relevant
initiatives.initiatives.

ConcludingConcluding
The lapses in ourThe lapses in our
social activismsocial activism
possibly do notpossibly do not
seize ourseize our
attention weighedattention weighed
down as we aredown as we are

with structuralwith structural
problems of problems of 

religious authority,religious authority,
identity issues andidentity issues and

growing alienation amonggrowing alienation among
the youth. We are also stillthe youth. We are also still

struggling to figure out how tostruggling to figure out how to
position ourselves as a minority toposition ourselves as a minority to
effectively engage the mainstream aseffectively engage the mainstream as
a faith group on issues of broadera faith group on issues of broader
social concern. In the process we aresocial concern. In the process we are
talking more about what the Gurustalking more about what the Gurus
said and did rather than trying to carrysaid and did rather than trying to carry
their example and mission forward.their example and mission forward.

We have to move beyond ruminating.We have to move beyond ruminating.
We can recall our acts of socialWe can recall our acts of social
responsibility a million times in ourresponsibility a million times in our
Ardaas – it will not enable us toArdaas – it will not enable us to
engage ef engage ef fectively in causes that arefectively in causes that are
of imporof importance in today’s context. Thattance in today’s context. That
ability will only be enhanced if we talkability will only be enhanced if we talk
about what is impeding us presentlyabout what is impeding us presently
to become more engaged andto become more engaged and
involved as a faith ginvolved as a faith group. Once we areroup. Once we are
able to think through I have no doubtable to think through I have no doubt
we would succeed in repositioningwe would succeed in repositioning
ourselves as concerned socialourselves as concerned social
acactivistivists very quickly and ef ts very quickly and ef fectively.fectively.
Sikh transition from ruminating toSikh transition from ruminating to
talking will not come easy. Walking istalking will not come easy. Walking is
not a problem once they get to knownot a problem once they get to know
the way – if at all they may have to bethe way – if at all they may have to be
dissuaded from plunging headlong!dissuaded from plunging headlong!
......................................................
Prof. Nirmal Singh USAProf. Nirmal Singh USA
Email: enveen@yahoo.comEmail: enveen@yahoo.com
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felt greatly privileged when The Sikhfelt greatly privileged when The Sikh
Times co-ordinator Gurmukh Singh jiTimes co-ordinator Gurmukh Singh ji
asked me to write an arasked me to write an article on Antiticle on Anti

Gurmatt Practices amongst the SikhGurmatt Practices amongst the Sikh
community. The fact that this article was forcommunity. The fact that this article was for
U.K. publication commemorating the 300thU.K. publication commemorating the 300th
anniversary of ascension of the Guru Granthanniversary of ascension of the Guru Granth
Sahib to Gurgadhi seemed to be aSahib to Gurgadhi seemed to be a
particularly poignant and timely particularly poignant and timely opportunityopportunity
to remind us Sikhs to stay true to the coreto remind us Sikhs to stay true to the core
principles of our faith.principles of our faith.

As we head towards celebrating 300 years of As we head towards celebrating 300 years of 
Gurgadhi, we need to ask oursGurgadhi, we need to ask ourselves elves how far havehow far have
our minds been illuminated and to what extentour minds been illuminated and to what extent
our lives have changed as a result of the Guruour lives have changed as a result of the Guru
wisdom – the Gurmatt which was passed on to uswisdom – the Gurmatt which was passed on to us
300 years ago? A cursory consideration leads us300 years ago? A cursory consideration leads us
to conclude that a series of paradoxical practices,to conclude that a series of paradoxical practices,
reminiscent of a backward time, Guru Nanak hadreminiscent of a backward time, Guru Nanak had
taken steps to eradicate, impinging upon thetaken steps to eradicate, impinging upon the
lives of many Sikh families and also beinglives of many Sikh families and also being
reflected in various religious establishments. Wereflected in various religious establishments. We
have the most modern, dynamic and upward-have the most modern, dynamic and upward-
moving philosophy of life in the twenty-firstmoving philosophy of life in the twenty-first
century world, yet we are becoming seeped incentury world, yet we are becoming seeped in
the threads of old traditions, rituals, practicesthe threads of old traditions, rituals, practices
that are centuries old. Let us examine in brief that are centuries old. Let us examine in brief 
some of the stale religious rituals and othersome of the stale religious rituals and other
practices out of which Guru Nanak lifted us, andpractices out of which Guru Nanak lifted us, and
into which we are falling prey to, all over again.into which we are falling prey to, all over again.

AntAnti-Guri-Gurmatmatt prt praacticticce Se Satiati, a f , a f uneruneral pral praactictice amce among some Hindu cong some Hindu communitiommunities in which a res in which a recentlecentlyy-wi-widowedowedd
woman woulwoman would immold immolatate here hersself on her huelf on her husbsband’s f and’s f uneruneral pyral pyree
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 ANTI – GURMATT ANTI – GURMATT
RITUALS ANDRITUALS AND
PRACTICESPRACTICES



The practice of Nam Simran/NamThe practice of Nam Simran/Nam
  Japna through yoga-breathing  Japna through yoga-breathing
technique (pranayama) istechnique (pranayama) is
mushrooming at an alarming rate inmushrooming at an alarming rate in
the U.K., Canada, America and India.the U.K., Canada, America and India.
People are being taught to chant thePeople are being taught to chant the
word “Waheguru!” which is recited inword “Waheguru!” which is recited in
a meaningless parrot fashion with thea meaningless parrot fashion with the
use of yoga breathing in certainuse of yoga breathing in certain
Gurdwaras, Sant deras and privateGurdwaras, Sant deras and private
homes in the name of Simran. A risinghomes in the name of Simran. A rising
number of Sikhs are visiting shamnumber of Sikhs are visiting sham
Sants, to obtain ‘Nam’ or MantarSants, to obtain ‘Nam’ or Mantar11

(chanting of specific text from Guru(chanting of specific text from Guru
Granth Sahib or other sources for aGranth Sahib or other sources for a
defined period of time) to resolvedefined period of time) to resolve
problems in life. ‘Simran’ is a Sanskritproblems in life. ‘Simran’ is a Sanskrit
word meaning ‘to remember’. Namword meaning ‘to remember’. Nam
Simran means detaching oneself fromSimran means detaching oneself from
the worldly attachments andthe worldly attachments and
remembering those divine virtuesremembering those divine virtues
from the Gurbani, which enablefrom the Gurbani, which enable
removal of ignorance and uplift ourremoval of ignorance and uplift our
conductconduct22 ; it is an introspection of the; it is an introspection of the
‘Self’, using the Gurbani as a gauge, a‘Self’, using the Gurbani as a gauge, a
process which assists the assimilationprocess which assists the assimilation
of positive characteristics for humanof positive characteristics for human
living. It is an individualliving. It is an individual
communication process with thecommunication process with the
Divine and not a congregational one.Divine and not a congregational one.

In this above category we can alsoIn this above category we can also
include the newly flourishinginclude the newly flourishing
practices of Ren sabhaee Kirtan (an allpractices of Ren sabhaee Kirtan (an all
night Keertan resembling the Vedicnight Keertan resembling the Vedic
  Jagrata), Akhand Keertan, Nirmol  Jagrata), Akhand Keertan, Nirmol
Keertan chains of Akhand Paatths,Keertan chains of Akhand Paatths,
Sukhmani Sahib Paatths, or specialSukhmani Sahib Paatths, or special
‘Paatths’ prescribed by Babas and‘Paatths’ prescribed by Babas and
Sants; all these add further chains of Sants; all these add further chains of 
rituals rituals around around our our necks. necks. CountlessCountless
Keertan programmes take place;Keertan programmes take place;
howeverhowever, the prime , the prime emphasis is on emphasis is on thethe

earning of money by Keertani jathasearning of money by Keertani jathas
through off-loading almost a ‘musicalthrough off-loading almost a ‘musical
programme’ rprogramme’ rather than ather than using Keertanusing Keertan
as a tool to empower congregation’sas a tool to empower congregation’s
understanding of Gurmatt. If there is aunderstanding of Gurmatt. If there is a
two hour programme, majority of two hour programme, majority of 
invitees barely arrive half an hourinvitees barely arrive half an hour
before the end of the programme.before the end of the programme.
Should everybody not arrive at theShould everybody not arrive at the
beginning of the programme as inbeginning of the programme as in
Christian churches and take part inChristian churches and take part in
the full service? We need to ask whatthe full service? We need to ask what
role do Gurdwaras themselves haverole do Gurdwaras themselves have
on this and how can suchon this and how can such

participation be encouraged?participation be encouraged?

These days Akhand Paths can beThese days Akhand Paths can be
bought on the internet, or one can paybought on the internet, or one can pay
granthis to have the reading atgranthis to have the reading at
Gurdwara or privately at home; theyGurdwara or privately at home; they
have become a ritual for celebratinghave become a ritual for celebrating
birthdays, anniversaries etc. with thebirthdays, anniversaries etc. with the
emphasis on serving grand dinnersemphasis on serving grand dinners
and socialisation; very often theand socialisation; very often the
Paatth is recited by lone Granthis withPaatth is recited by lone Granthis with
no one listening. In some homes andno one listening. In some homes and
Gurdwaras ghee lamps and incenseGurdwaras ghee lamps and incense
are burnt continuously for theare burnt continuously for the
duration of the Paatth, dried coconutduration of the Paatth, dried coconut
(shagun(shagun33 -a sign of good omen) on a-a sign of good omen) on a

plate is placed by the Guru Granthplate is placed by the Guru Granth
Sahib and a bottle of water under theSahib and a bottle of water under the
manji sahib to act as Amrit. Onmanji sahib to act as Amrit. On
Gurpurb days one can witness severalGurpurb days one can witness several
Akhand Paatths being recited in oneAkhand Paatths being recited in one
Gurdwara hall at the same time. WhatGurdwara hall at the same time. What
is the logic behind this?is the logic behind this?

Why does Ardas (a communal prayerWhy does Ardas (a communal prayer
conducted at the end of eachconducted at the end of each
programme) include a long list of programme) include a long list of 
donations? Why has Ardas beendonations? Why has Ardas been
turned into a ritual? It is said beforeturned into a ritual? It is said before
installing [parkaash of] Guru Granthinstalling [parkaash of] Guru Granth
Sahib in the morning and another oneSahib in the morning and another one
after installing it and the third oneafter installing it and the third one
follows after the end of the morningfollows after the end of the morning
service; then Ardas is repeated two toservice; then Ardas is repeated two to
three times during and after thethree times during and after the
evening prayers before putting awayevening prayers before putting away
[sukh-aasan of] the Guru Granth[sukh-aasan of] the Guru Granth
Sahib. Putting away of the GuruSahib. Putting away of the Guru
Granth Sahib is taken by some toGranth Sahib is taken by some to
believe that believe that the Guru is the Guru is asleep. asleep. SuchSuch
rituals are irrational, offer no life-rituals are irrational, offer no life-
values except delude their adherentsvalues except delude their adherents
into feigning religiosity and increaseinto feigning religiosity and increase
their arrogancetheir arrogance44. . These These are are signs signs of of 
stagnation in Sikhism today; we arestagnation in Sikhism today; we are
not seeking to understand and applynot seeking to understand and apply
the meaning of the Gurbani, butthe meaning of the Gurbani, but
rather paying a public lip service to itrather paying a public lip service to it
in the name of religion.in the name of religion.

We continue to go against the Guru-We continue to go against the Guru-
teachings by observing many Vedicteachings by observing many Vedic
rituals which have no logic or anyrituals which have no logic or any
values for human living:values for human living:
- The Karva chauth fasting, kept - The Karva chauth fasting, kept 
traditionally by Hindu women to traditionally by Hindu women to 
lengthen the life of their husband.lengthen the life of their husband.
- Holding supernatural beliefs of - Holding supernatural beliefs of 
auspicious and non-auspicious days auspicious and non-auspicious days 
e.g. Sangrand (full- moon) and e.g. Sangrand (full- moon) and 
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 At present Hindus At present Hindus

in Britain arein Britain are
asking for open-airasking for open-air
funeral pyres andfuneral pyres and

some Sikhs aresome Sikhs are
joining them. Isjoining them. Is
this Gurmatt?this Gurmatt?



Massya (darkest night)Massya (darkest night)55 etc.etc.
- Burning lamps at the Gurdwaras and - Burning lamps at the Gurdwaras and 
bowing down to them and to the bowing down to them and to the 
Nishan Sahib (Sikh flag).Nishan Sahib (Sikh flag).
- Use of rosaries - Use of rosaries 
- Conducting Artee.- Conducting Artee.
- Sprinkling water to purify the ground - Sprinkling water to purify the ground 
as Guru Granth Sahib is transported as Guru Granth Sahib is transported 
from one place to another, walking from one place to another, walking 
bare feet on stony ground while bare feet on stony ground while 
carrying it.carrying it.
- Nagar Kirtans - Nagar Kirtans 
- Decorating the manji-sahib with - Decorating the manji-sahib with 
tinsel, flowers. Following ‘bhog’ tinsel, flowers. Following ‘bhog’ 
tradition by placing a plate of food tradition by placing a plate of food 
with a glass of water, spoon and a with a glass of water, spoon and a 
serviette near Guru Granth Sahib. This serviette near Guru Granth Sahib. This 
resembles the Vedic worship mode resembles the Vedic worship mode 
which includes feeding the gods.which includes feeding the gods.

Are we treating our inheritance of Are we treating our inheritance of 
wisdom as an idol?wisdom as an idol?

Guru Nanak directed us away fromGuru Nanak directed us away from
performing holy pilgrimagesperforming holy pilgrimages66 yet theyet the
current climate is witnessing ancurrent climate is witnessing an
increased trend towards commerciallyincreased trend towards commercially
organised pilgrimage tours to theorganised pilgrimage tours to the
Sikh shrines; people are going inSikh shrines; people are going in
hoards and returning with greathoards and returning with great
arrogance having been sanctified,arrogance having been sanctified,
sadly with no observable change insadly with no observable change in
actual and charitable actual and charitable behaviour. By allbehaviour. By all
means one should visit Sikh historicalmeans one should visit Sikh historical
places to see where our Gurus lived,places to see where our Gurus lived,
but to believe that by going there andbut to believe that by going there and
bathing in the ‘holy water’ or drinkingbathing in the ‘holy water’ or drinking
the the holy water (holy water (as Amrit) will as Amrit) will absolveabsolve
and sanctify them amounts to aand sanctify them amounts to a
superficial regard for the truth of superficial regard for the truth of 
Sikhi. Guru Nanak Sahib in Japuji,Sikhi. Guru Nanak Sahib in Japuji,
Pauri 21 explains: to be sanctified onePauri 21 explains: to be sanctified one
has to purify one’s mind, thinking andhas to purify one’s mind, thinking and
behaviour by taking a plunge in thebehaviour by taking a plunge in the
pool of one’s conscience; conductingpool of one’s conscience; conducting
that internal dialogue is the onlythat internal dialogue is the only

method to achieve the results onemethod to achieve the results one
hopes to acquire but there is no quickhopes to acquire but there is no quick
fix.fix.

While the Sikh religious institutionsWhile the Sikh religious institutions
sleep, anti-female practices likesleep, anti-female practices like
female infanticide/foeticide, wifefemale infanticide/foeticide, wife
beating continue to prevail. There isbeating continue to prevail. There is
no data available, but many ‘safeno data available, but many ‘safe
homes’ in the U.K. hold Sikh women,homes’ in the U.K. hold Sikh women,
amongst their victims, seeking refugeamongst their victims, seeking refuge
from mental and physical torture byfrom mental and physical torture by
their husbands; there are many otherstheir husbands; there are many others
who, because of the shame or izzatwho, because of the shame or izzat
(honour) factor suffer in silence. Why(honour) factor suffer in silence. Why
is this being swept under the carpet?is this being swept under the carpet?

The U.K. Sunday Times recentlyThe U.K. Sunday Times recently
carried a most shameful andcarried a most shameful and
horrifying headline - “In India nearly ahorrifying headline - “In India nearly a
million baby girls are aborted eachmillion baby girls are aborted each
year”; female infanticide/foeticideyear”; female infanticide/foeticide
uses burial, poisoning, suffocationuses burial, poisoning, suffocation
and now, using detection, sexand now, using detection, sex
selective abortion. selective abortion. Although there Although there areare
no specific figures for these atrocitiesno specific figures for these atrocities
for Panjab, the home to Sikhs, thefor Panjab, the home to Sikhs, the
lowest female to male ratio is to belowest female to male ratio is to be
found there. The consequence of thisfound there. The consequence of this
is that women are in short supply inis that women are in short supply in
Panjab and wives are being purchasedPanjab and wives are being purchased
from the poorer areas of India;from the poorer areas of India;
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Do UK Sikhs need pollutingDo UK Sikhs need polluting
open-air pyres when cremationopen-air pyres when cremation

facilities are available?facilities are available?

5 Guru Granth Sahib, Raag Bilawal, M. 3, 5 Guru Granth Sahib, Raag Bilawal, M. 3, p. 843 p. 843 iQqIiQqI  vwr sy vwr sy vih mugD gvwr ] nwnk gurmu vih mugD gvwr ] nwnk gurmu iK bU iK bU JY JY soso JI pwie ] JI pwie ]
6 Guru 6 Guru Granth Sahib, Granth Sahib, M.1, Japuji, M.1, Japuji, Pauri 21, Pauri 21, page 4page 4  qIrQu qIrQu qpuqpu dieAw dqu dwnudieAw dqu dwnu ]]



trafficking in women has mounted andtrafficking in women has mounted and
polyandry (sharing of wives) is on thepolyandry (sharing of wives) is on the
increase. Sikhi is based on developingincrease. Sikhi is based on developing
congenial human relationships andcongenial human relationships and
our Gurus sacrificed their lives andour Gurus sacrificed their lives and
families for the right of human beings,families for the right of human beings,
so it is impossible to understand howso it is impossible to understand how
this most fundamental breach of this most fundamental breach of 
human rights and of Gurus’ Word inhuman rights and of Gurus’ Word in
the Guru Granth Sahib is taking place?the Guru Granth Sahib is taking place?
How can Sikhs hear ‘Asa Di Var’ everyHow can Sikhs hear ‘Asa Di Var’ every
morning, hear Guru Nanak accordmorning, hear Guru Nanak accord
great respect and equalitygreat respect and equality77 to womento women
and yet choose to follow heavily male-and yet choose to follow heavily male-
ingrained anti- female Vedicingrained anti- female Vedic
practices?practices?

Despite the fact that social equality,Despite the fact that social equality,
social justicesocial justice88 and man’s worth lies inand man’s worth lies in
his actionshis actions99 are the underlyingare the underlying
principles of Sikh teachings, theprinciples of Sikh teachings, the
Manuvadic caste-discriminationManuvadic caste-discrimination
continues to be practiced among thecontinues to be practiced among the
Sikh community, in the caste-basedSikh community, in the caste-based
religious institutions (includingreligious institutions (including
gurdwaras), social societies andgurdwaras), social societies and
within the marriage-system. Althoughwithin the marriage-system. Although
there are no quantifiable figuresthere are no quantifiable figures
available, Caste Watch- U.K. haveavailable, Caste Watch- U.K. have
reported “over a million people”reported “over a million people”
affected by this discrimination andaffected by this discrimination and
Sikhs among other South Asians areSikhs among other South Asians are
included in this category. Theincluded in this category. The
discrimination takes the form of discrimination takes the form of 
bullying at school and college levelbullying at school and college level
through name-calling and oftenthrough name-calling and often
leading to violence; it also manifestsleading to violence; it also manifests
on factory floors, pubs and clubs too.on factory floors, pubs and clubs too.

If we are followers of Chardi KalaIf we are followers of Chardi Kala
(rising, forward-moving spirit) why are(rising, forward-moving spirit) why are
we moving backwards? At presentwe moving backwards? At present
Hindus in Britain are asking for open-Hindus in Britain are asking for open-
air funeral pyres and some Sikhs areair funeral pyres and some Sikhs are

joining them. Is this Gurmatt?joining them. Is this Gurmatt?
Further backward practices areFurther backward practices are
visible within our ownvisible within our own
Gurdwaras here in the U.K., forGurdwaras here in the U.K., for
example, the use of tables andexample, the use of tables and
chairs to have langar, chairs tochairs to have langar, chairs to
sit upon in congregation forsit upon in congregation for
those in need, the failure tothose in need, the failure to
use English medium to includeuse English medium to include
our youngsters during serviceour youngsters during service
time and refusal to conducttime and refusal to conduct
inter-marriages. Gurmattinter-marriages. Gurmatt
teaches us to be inclusiveteaches us to be inclusive
while our narrow-mindedwhile our narrow-minded
practices reflect increasingpractices reflect increasing
exclusivityexclusivity. . If we arIf we are not vigilant, we not vigilant, wee
will follow the same fate as that will follow the same fate as that of theof the
Christian churches - that of Christian churches - that of 

decreasing congregation; we need ourdecreasing congregation; we need our
Gurdwara ethos to become moreGurdwara ethos to become more
modern, more welcoming and fullymodern, more welcoming and fully
accessible to all, while still preservingaccessible to all, while still preserving
the concept of Langar, Pangat andthe concept of Langar, Pangat and
Sat-sangat. Sat-sangat. This is a This is a wake-up call forwake-up call for
all of us!all of us!

We as a community need toWe as a community need to

understand why we are not in tuneunderstand why we are not in tune
with the Guru wisdom – lack of with the Guru wisdom – lack of 
education among the generaleducation among the general
population population of of the the Sikhs Sikhs has has meantmeant
that people have not been able tothat people have not been able to
read Gurbani for themselves and whatread Gurbani for themselves and what
they have been taught has not comethey have been taught has not come
from reliable sources. Sikhfrom reliable sources. Sikh
philosophy has also becomephilosophy has also become
intermingled with cross-culturalintermingled with cross-cultural
factors and the result is that anti-factors and the result is that anti-
Gurmatt practices are becomingGurmatt practices are becoming
increasingly pronounced. Since ourincreasingly pronounced. Since our
Sikh leaders and our religious bodiesSikh leaders and our religious bodies
have failed to address these issues,have failed to address these issues,
we need to take a constructive standwe need to take a constructive stand
on this and re-educate ourselveson this and re-educate ourselves
through learning and sharing ourthrough learning and sharing our
knowledge with others.knowledge with others.

In Gurbani, we have pearls of wisdomIn Gurbani, we have pearls of wisdom
at our disposal that can beat our disposal that can be
discovered, lived and shared withdiscovered, lived and shared with
others; the only way to gain thisothers; the only way to gain this
wisdom is through activewisdom is through active
listening/reading with intellectuallistening/reading with intellectual
deliberationdeliberation1010 ; it is only this process; it is only this process
that will enable us to alter ourthat will enable us to alter our
dogmatic and materialistic vision todogmatic and materialistic vision to
that of Gurmatt.that of Gurmatt.
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...we need to take a...we need to take a
constructive standconstructive stand

on this andon this and
re-educatere-educate

ourselves throughourselves through
learning andlearning and
sharing oursharing our

knowledge withknowledge with
others.others.
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ikh rehat (reht) refersikh rehat (reht) refers
to the daily routine of ato the daily routine of a
Sikh which accordsSikh which accords

with Gurbani teaching. It alsowith Gurbani teaching. It also
refers to the conduct of a Sikhrefers to the conduct of a Sikh
based on mental and physicalbased on mental and physical
discipline derived fromdiscipline derived from
Gurbani: f Gurbani: f irstly as lived andirstly as lived and
preached by the ten Gurupreached by the ten Guru
persons for over 200 years topersons for over 200 years to
1708, and later, as interpreted1708, and later, as interpreted
and approved by the Khalsaand approved by the Khalsa
Panth (The Order of thePanth (The Order of the
Khalsa).Khalsa).

In its current form, the Sikh RehtIn its current form, the Sikh Reht
Maryada, The Code of SikhMaryada, The Code of Sikh
Conduct & Conventions isConduct & Conventions is
published by the Dharam Parcharpublished by the Dharam Parchar
Committee of the ShromaniCommittee of the Shromani
Gurdwara ParbandhakGurdwara Parbandhak
Committee, at Amritsar, Panjab.Committee, at Amritsar, Panjab.

Sikh rehat relates to the whole-Sikh rehat relates to the whole-
life miri-piri (worldly andlife miri-piri (worldly and
spiritual) twin track ideology of spiritual) twin track ideology of 
Sikhism derived from theSikhism derived from the
teachings of Guru Granth Sahib.teachings of Guru Granth Sahib.
It was further clarified by BhaiIt was further clarified by Bhai

Gurdaas in his Varaan, given theGurdaas in his Varaan, given the
status by the Guru, as the “key”status by the Guru, as the “key”
to the understanding and correctto the understanding and correct
interpretation of Gurbani. Sikhinterpretation of Gurbani. Sikh
rehat is the mental and physicalrehat is the mental and physical
discipline every Sikh shoulddiscipline every Sikh should
aspire to observe. The Khalsaaspire to observe. The Khalsa
Panth is collectively empoweredPanth is collectively empowered
to interpret Sikh reaht asto interpret Sikh reaht as
required by changing times andrequired by changing times and
circumstances.circumstances.

This article deals with someThis article deals with some
questions and doubts frequentlyquestions and doubts frequently
raised by the younger generationraised by the younger generation
in the Sikh diaspora. Questionsin the Sikh diaspora. Questions
relating to Sikh rehat also createrelating to Sikh rehat also create
vertical and horizontal divisionsvertical and horizontal divisions
amongst the Sikhsamongst the Sikhs11. The purpose. The purpose
is not to repeat the one and onlyis not to repeat the one and only
authentic Sikh Rehat Maryadaauthentic Sikh Rehat Maryada22

published by the Dharampublished by the Dharam
Prachaar Committee of thePrachaar Committee of the
Shromani Gurdwara PrabandhakShromani Gurdwara Prabandhak
Committee, Amritsar. Any otherCommittee, Amritsar. Any other
version, without exception,version, without exception,
should be regarded asshould be regarded as
unacceptable, for its only motiveunacceptable, for its only motive

SS

THE DISCIPLINETHE DISCIPLINE
WHICH WHICH LIBERALIBERATESTES

THE FIVE K’STHE FIVE K’S
The f The f ive practising symbols of Sikhismive practising symbols of Sikhism

KESHKESH

KK ARA ARA

KK ACHA ACHA

KK ANGA ANGA

KIRPAKIRPA AN AN

(UNCUT HAIR) A Sikh is to(UNCUT HAIR) A Sikh is to
maintain and adorn this naturalmaintain and adorn this natural
God-given gift. To work withGod-given gift. To work with
nature and not against it. Thenature and not against it. The
Kesh was covered with a turban,Kesh was covered with a turban,
Keski or Chunni to keep it cleanKeski or Chunni to keep it clean
and manageable.and manageable.

(STEEL BRACELET OR BANGLE)(STEEL BRACELET OR BANGLE)
Symbolises an unbreakable bondSymbolises an unbreakable bond
with God. It is a constantwith God. It is a constant
reminder that the Sikh is areminder that the Sikh is a
servant of the Lord. He or sheservant of the Lord. He or she
must only do His work inmust only do His work in
accordance with the Holyaccordance with the Holy
Scripture; to abstain for wrong-Scripture; to abstain for wrong-
doing at all times.doing at all times.

(WOODEN COMB) For the(WOODEN COMB) For the
maintenance and ongoingmaintenance and ongoing
upkeep of Kesh- a reminder toupkeep of Kesh- a reminder to
regularly maintain the body andregularly maintain the body and
mind in a clean and healthymind in a clean and healthy
state.state.

(COTT(COTTON ON UNDERWEAR)UNDERWEAR) Standard,Standard,
Naturally Comfortable, dignifiedNaturally Comfortable, dignified
attire reflective of modesty andattire reflective of modesty and
control. A sign of a soldier; evercontrol. A sign of a soldier; ever
ready; dignified and highlyready; dignified and highly
mobile.mobile.

(A SMALL SWORD) A sign that a(A SMALL SWORD) A sign that a
Sikh is a soldier in “AkalSikh is a soldier in “Akal
Purakh’s (God’Purakh’s (God’s) Army” s) Army” (Akal(Akal
Purakh de fauj); to maintain andPurakh de fauj); to maintain and
protect the weak and needy andprotect the weak and needy and
for self defense. Never to befor self defense. Never to be
used in anger.used in anger.

SIKHSIKH REHAT REHAT 

Continues on next pageContinues on next page

1 1 Vertical divisions are caused by the various Sikh Sampardais (schools) with own rituals and Vertical divisions are caused by the various Sikh Sampardais (schools) with own rituals and traditions and horizontaltraditions and horizontal
division are caused by arbitrary classification of puka/kacha Sikhs e.g. amratdhari and sehajdhari based on rehatnamasdivision are caused by arbitrary classification of puka/kacha Sikhs e.g. amratdhari and sehajdhari based on rehatnamas
carrying doubtful authenticity (but that is not to detract from the Sikh life disciplines which are necessary to remain on thecarrying doubtful authenticity (but that is not to detract from the Sikh life disciplines which are necessary to remain on the
Sikh path.)Sikh path.)
2 2 Should be available from most Gurdwaras, if not why not ? Should be available from most Gurdwaras, if not why not ? (UK: The Sikh Missionary Societ(UK: The Sikh Missionary Societ y, UK, y, UK, 10 Featherstone10 Featherstone
Road, Southall, Middlesex UB2 5AA Road, Southall, Middlesex UB2 5AA Tel: 0208 Tel: 0208 574 1902.)574 1902.)
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could becould be
to divide. This article is notto divide. This article is not
prescriptive; the purpose is to lookprescriptive; the purpose is to look
into the spirit of Sikh rehat as ainto the spirit of Sikh rehat as a
guiding and uniting force in the Sikhguiding and uniting force in the Sikh
qaum, the Khalsa Panth. The Sikhqaum, the Khalsa Panth. The Sikh
dharam (“religion” with stress on dutydharam (“religion” with stress on duty
and truthful conduct) is not based onand truthful conduct) is not based on
dogma or rituals (as distinct fromdogma or rituals (as distinct from
procedures necessary for the conductprocedures necessary for the conduct
of dignified ceremoniesof dignified ceremonies33   ) but on  ) but on
research of the Guru’s teaching byresearch of the Guru’s teaching by
every Sikh because: “Sikhi sikhia Gurevery Sikh because: “Sikhi sikhia Gur
vichaar” means Sikhism is adoption of vichaar” means Sikhism is adoption of 
the Guru’s teaching through researchthe Guru’s teaching through research
and discussion. (Quote from Guruand discussion. (Quote from Guru
Nanak’s Asa di Waar in Guru GranthNanak’s Asa di Waar in Guru Granth
Sahib)Sahib)

The aim of this article is to ensure thatThe aim of this article is to ensure that
the Sikh concept and pthe Sikh concept and purpose of rehaturpose of rehat
(life discipline) is properly(life discipline) is properly
understood.understood.

To start with, to regard Sikh rehat asTo start with, to regard Sikh rehat as
some sort of dogma based,some sort of dogma based,
disciplinary straight-jacket would bedisciplinary straight-jacket would be
to miss the point.to miss the point.

We must not allow anti-Sikh We must not allow anti-Sikh elementselements
to divide the Sikh community by mis-to divide the Sikh community by mis-
interpreting and mis-representing theinterpreting and mis-representing the
meaning of rehat as some exclusivemeaning of rehat as some exclusive
life-style entered into through somelife-style entered into through some
form of cult ritualism. Sikh rehat is anform of cult ritualism. Sikh rehat is an
ideal way of life towards which everyideal way of life towards which every
Sikh aspires daily, continually,Sikh aspires daily, continually,
continuously and with every breath.continuously and with every breath.
That aspiration is already there fromThat aspiration is already there from
birth, when a child is born in a Sikhbirth, when a child is born in a Sikh
family or when a Sikh saysfamily or when a Sikh says I am a SikhI am a Sikh..
It would only be a self evident truth, aIt would only be a self evident truth, a
mere truism, if we say that Sikh rehatmere truism, if we say that Sikh rehat
or way of life, is a conscious oror way of life, is a conscious or
subconscious aim (desire) andsubconscious aim (desire) and

objective (life target) of every Sikh.objective (life target) of every Sikh.
For a Sikh, the Sikh ideology, the SikhFor a Sikh, the Sikh ideology, the Sikh
culture and language, the Sikh familyculture and language, the Sikh family
life and the aspirations of the Sikhlife and the aspirations of the Sikh
Qaum are simply a part of his (or her)Qaum are simply a part of his (or her)
whole personality; his inheritance, hiswhole personality; his inheritance, his
virsa. The ceremony of Amrat is notvirsa. The ceremony of Amrat is not
Sikh “baptism” for “baptism is aSikh “baptism” for “baptism is a
Christian rite, it is “initiation”, aChristian rite, it is “initiation”, a
ceremony of blissful and voluntaryceremony of blissful and voluntary
and mature acceptance of the idealand mature acceptance of the ideal
Sikh conducSikh conduct in the presence of thet in the presence of the
spiritual Guru (Granth Sahib) and thespiritual Guru (Granth Sahib) and the
temporal Guru, Khalsa Panthtemporal Guru, Khalsa Panth
represented by the Five Beloved Onesrepresented by the Five Beloved Ones
(Piaray).(Piaray). However, the purpose of However, the purpose of 
rehat is not to create a divisive higherrehat is not to create a divisive higher
and lower order of the Sikhs or theand lower order of the Sikhs or the
Khalsa Panth. A Sikh is born a Sikh orKhalsa Panth. A Sikh is born a Sikh or
becomes a Sikh. Some would arguebecomes a Sikh. Some would argue

that, in fact, the only Sikh is one whothat, in fact, the only Sikh is one who
becomes a Sikh. Perhaps “becoming abecomes a Sikh. Perhaps “becoming a
Sikh” makes the inner meaning, theSikh” makes the inner meaning, the
active desire to become a good Sikh,active desire to become a good Sikh,
clearer. The words “Sikh” or “Khalsa”clearer. The words “Sikh” or “Khalsa”
signify the ideals which theysignify the ideals which they
represent. A Sikh evolves towardsrepresent. A Sikh evolves towards
these ideals through research of thethese ideals through research of the
Guru’s Word.Guru’s Word.

Kaho Kabir jan bhai khalsay, premKaho Kabir jan bhai khalsay, prem
bhagat jeh jani (Bani Kabir, SGGS,bhagat jeh jani (Bani Kabir, SGGS,
Raag Sorath)Raag Sorath)
Says Kabir, he who (truly)Says Kabir, he who (truly)
understands loving devotion (to theunderstands loving devotion (to the
Lord) becomes (the Lord) becomes (the Lord’Lord’s) khalsa.s) khalsa.

All Sikhs are on the path leading toAll Sikhs are on the path leading to
the Khalsa ideal and are thereforethe Khalsa ideal and are therefore

3 3 Gurdwara services and other social or individual occasions (sanskaarGurdwara services and other social or individual occasions (sanskaar s) e.g. birth, death, engagement, wedding s) e.g. birth, death, engagement, wedding and the taking and the taking of Amrit vows.of Amrit vows.
Ceremonies add dignity, discipline and solemnity to important occasions.Ceremonies add dignity, discipline and solemnity to important occasions.

SS. Ba. Baghel Singh with highel Singh with his ts trrooops outops outside the Reside the Red Fd Forort Delhit Delhi

Continues on next pageContinues on next page
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Khalsa Panth. They are all on theKhalsa Panth. They are all on the
same ladder the highest step of whichsame ladder the highest step of which
is oneness with the One. To repeat:is oneness with the One. To repeat:
Kaho Kabir jan bhai khalsay, premKaho Kabir jan bhai khalsay, prem
bhagat jeh jani.bhagat jeh jani.

The influence of the divisive andThe influence of the divisive and
oppressive Brahmanical Manuwaadicoppressive Brahmanical Manuwaadic

tradition (referred to as Bipraan kitradition (referred to as Bipraan ki
reet by Guru Gobind Singh) on thereet by Guru Gobind Singh) on the
Sikhs continues to be such, that theSikhs continues to be such, that the
topic of Sikh rehat has becometopic of Sikh rehat has become
complex, sensitive and debilitating forcomplex, sensitive and debilitating for
the advancement of the global Sikhthe advancement of the global Sikh
theo-political organisation. This statetheo-political organisation. This state
of affairs suits the Brahmanic designsof affairs suits the Brahmanic designs
for strangling the liberating forces of for strangling the liberating forces of 
Sikhism in their “brotherly” embrace!Sikhism in their “brotherly” embrace!

The Guru’s oft repeated warning isThe Guru’s oft repeated warning is
clear “When they (my Sikhs) followclear “When they (my Sikhs) follow
the Brahmanic ways, I shall no longerthe Brahmanic ways, I shall no longer
trust them (to follow my teachings)”trust them (to follow my teachings)”
(“Jaab eh gahen bipraan ki reet, mai(“Jaab eh gahen bipraan ki reet, mai
na karon in ki parteet”). Strong wordsna karon in ki parteet”). Strong words
from the Guru who preached thefrom the Guru who preached the
Fatherhood of God and brotherhoodFatherhood of God and brotherhood
of of mankind mankind and and accepted accepted in in GuruGuru
Granth SahibGranth Sahib44 the highest truthsthe highest truths
(dharam) of most religions. But for(dharam) of most religions. But for

good reasons:good reasons:
B r a h m a n i cB r a h m a n i c
practices were andpractices were and
even today areeven today are
divisive anddivisive and
socially oppressivesocially oppressive
and degradingand degrading
(through the(through the
degrading anddegrading and
inhuman casteinhuman caste
system), fearsystem), fear
creating (throughcreating (through
superstition andsuperstition and
rituals), offensive and abhorrent torituals), offensive and abhorrent to
any civilised society (e.g. custom of any civilised society (e.g. custom of 
sati and even human sacrifices in thesati and even human sacrifices in the
past, to Kali goddess etc) and thepast, to Kali goddess etc) and the
greedy, unemployed (vehlarr) priestgreedy, unemployed (vehlarr) priest
class, the prohats, living off others’class, the prohats, living off others’
earnings.earnings.

Regrettably, even the highest SikhRegrettably, even the highest Sikh
institutions have been infiltrated byinstitutions have been infiltrated by
Brahmanic influence (i.e. “Bipraan kiBrahmanic influence (i.e. “Bipraan ki
reet”) against which the Guru warned.reet”) against which the Guru warned.
So much so that there are nowSo much so that there are now
gurdwaras named after castes and ourgurdwaras named after castes and our
highest institutions like Akal Takhathighest institutions like Akal Takhat
remain complacent about suchremain complacent about such
manmukh (anti Gurbani teachings i.e.manmukh (anti Gurbani teachings i.e.
anti-Gurmat)) practices.anti-Gurmat)) practices.

  Yet, Sikhism is a world ideology for  Yet, Sikhism is a world ideology for
the new age. The political (miri)the new age. The political (miri)
objective of Khalsa Panth, which hasobjective of Khalsa Panth, which has
so exercised oppressive regimes, isso exercised oppressive regimes, is
also a global political model for “unityalso a global political model for “unity
in diversity”in diversity”55. The Khalsa raaj model. The Khalsa raaj model
promotes regional devolution. It givespromotes regional devolution. It gives
freedom to diversity but unitesfreedom to diversity but unites
through common economic, regionalthrough common economic, regional
and global interests; it unites for theand global interests; it unites for the
purpose of upholding highest humanpurpose of upholding highest human
values. The Sikh or Khalsa ideologyvalues. The Sikh or Khalsa ideology
when introduced by Guru Nanak waswhen introduced by Guru Nanak was
new and revolutionary. However,new and revolutionary. However,
many ideals of Sikhism have beenmany ideals of Sikhism have been
adopted by civilised societies e.g. theadopted by civilised societies e.g. the
“unity in diversity” vision of Guru“unity in diversity” vision of Guru
Nanak has been accepted by modernNanak has been accepted by modern
multi-cultural societies. Sikhism inmulti-cultural societies. Sikhism in
the shape of Khalsa Panth stands forthe shape of Khalsa Panth stands for
basic human rights and humanbasic human rights and human
dignity, now adopted by the Uniteddignity, now adopted by the United
Nations through charters andNations through charters and
conventions.conventions.

The Guru’s dhur ki Bani (the WordThe Guru’s dhur ki Bani (the Word
which guides to the final destination)which guides to the final destination)
will continue to relate to the future of will continue to relate to the future of 
mankind. It is a complete lifemankind. It is a complete life
philosophy which responds to thephilosophy which responds to the
questioning approach of the youngerquestioning approach of the younger
generation.generation.

““ ““
...to regard Sikh...to regard Sikh

rehat as some sortrehat as some sort
of dogma based,of dogma based,

disciplinary disciplinary 
straight-jacketstraight-jacket

would be to misswould be to miss
the point.the point.

Continued from previous pageContinued from previous page

The SikThe Sikh arh armymy

BanBanda Sda Siningh Bgh Bahahaadurdur

4 4 Sikh Holy ScriptSikh Holy Scriptures, the Word of the Guru which always was and forever shall be (aad jugaad) the Guru of the ures, the Word of the Guru which always was and forever shall be (aad jugaad) the Guru of the Sikhs. The physical form of theSikhs. The physical form of the
Guru was Guru Nanak in ten human forms and is the collective body of the Khalsa, called the Guru Khalsa.Guru was Guru Nanak in ten human forms and is the collective body of the Khalsa, called the Guru Khalsa.
5 5 The ideology of Khalsa Panth The ideology of Khalsa Panth is strongly opposed to centralist systems enforcing legal/politicis strongly opposed to centralist systems enforcing legal/politic al ideologies on minorities. Thus referring to theal ideologies on minorities. Thus referring to the
Mughal rule in India the great poet Santokh Singh 1785 to 1843 write “Shai jaati ekta anekta belai jaati” (Under the oppressive shadow of forcedMughal rule in India the great poet Santokh Singh 1785 to 1843 write “Shai jaati ekta anekta belai jaati” (Under the oppressive shadow of forced
unity i.e. forced conversions to Islam, variety is unity i.e. forced conversions to Islam, variety is crying out)crying out)
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ÇòÖ¶ Ã¼Ú Ö³â ÇêÁÅéÅ Õðé Ãî¶º, ç¶ÇÔ ÇòÖ¶ Ã¼Ú Ö³â ÇêÁÅéÅ Õðé Ãî¶º, ç¶ÇÔ 

 èÅðÆ ×°ðÈ çÆ êzæÅ ì³ç ÕðÇçÁ», ôìç ×°ðÈ  èÅðÆ ×°ðÈ çÆ êzæÅ ì³ç ÕðÇçÁ», ôìç ×°ðÈ 
 ÃzÆ ×°ðÈ ×z³æ ÃÅÇÔì ÜÆ ç¶ ñó ñÅÀ°ºÇçÁ»  ÃzÆ ×°ðÈ ×z³æ ÃÅÇÔì ÜÆ ç¶ ñó ñÅÀ°ºÇçÁ» 
ÇÃ¼Ö» òÅÃå¶ ë¹ðîÅé ÜÅðÆ ÕÆåÅ :ÇÃ¼Ö» òÅÃå¶ ë¹ðîÅé ÜÅðÆ ÕÆåÅ :

 ÁÅÇ×ÁÅ íÂÆ ÁÕÅñ ÕÆ  ÁÅÇ×ÁÅ íÂÆ ÁÕÅñ ÕÆ 
 åìÆ ÚñÅÇÂú ê³æÍÍ åìÆ ÚñÅÇÂú ê³æÍÍ
 Ãí ÇÃÖé Õ¯ Ô°Õî ÔË  Ãí ÇÃÖé Õ¯ Ô°Õî ÔË 
 ×°ðÈ îÅÇéú ×z³æÍÍ ×°ðÈ îÅÇéú ×z³æÍÍ
 ×°ðÈ ×z³æ ÜÆ îÅÇéú  ×°ðÈ ×z³æ ÜÆ îÅÇéú 
êz×Çà ×°ð» ÕÆ ç¶ÇÔÍÍêz×Çà ×°ð» ÕÆ ç¶ÇÔÍÍ
Ü¯ êzí Õ¯ Çîñì¯ ÚÅÔË Ü¯ êzí Õ¯ Çîñì¯ ÚÅÔË 

 Ö¯ÇÜ ôìç îÇÔ³ ñ¶ÇÔÍÍ Ö¯ÇÜ ôìç îÇÔ³ ñ¶ÇÔÍÍ
ÇÂÔ ç¯ÇÔð¶ ÃÅë Ãê¼ôà å¶ Ã¹ÖËé Ôé Áå¶ ÇÂÔ ç¯ÇÔð¶ ÃÅë Ãê¼ôà å¶ Ã¹ÖËé Ôé Áå¶ 
ÇÃ¼Ö» çÆ ð¯÷ÅéÅ ÁðçÅÃ çÅ ÁÇé¼ÖóòÅ ÇÃ¼Ö» çÆ ð¯÷ÅéÅ ÁðçÅÃ çÅ ÁÇé¼ÖóòÅ 

  Á³× òÆ.. ìÅòÜÈç ÇÂÃç¶ ÇÃ¼Ö Ü×å   Á³× òÆ.. ìÅòÜÈç ÇÂÃç¶ ÇÃ¼Ö Ü×å 
 ç¶ÇÔèÅðÆ ×°ðÈÁ» çÆ êÈÜÅ å¯º ÖÇÔóÅ éÔÆº  ç¶ÇÔèÅðÆ ×°ðÈÁ» çÆ êÈÜÅ å¯º ÖÇÔóÅ éÔÆº 
Û°âÅ ÃÇÕÁÅ? ÇÕÀ°º ÇÃ¼Ö Ã³×å» Ççé¯º Û°âÅ ÃÇÕÁÅ? ÇÕÀ°º ÇÃ¼Ö Ã³×å» Ççé¯º 
Ççé ×°ðÈ â³î çÆ ñê¶à ÓÚ Á¼×¶ å¯º Á¼×¶ Ççé ×°ðÈ â³î çÆ ñê¶à ÓÚ Á¼×¶ å¯º Á¼×¶ 

 ëÃçÆÁ» ÜÅ ðÔÆÁ» Ôé? ÇÂÔ ÇÚ³åÅ ×zÃå  ëÃçÆÁ» ÜÅ ðÔÆÁ» Ôé? ÇÂÔ ÇÚ³åÅ ×zÃå 
  Ã¹ÁÅñ ÇÃ¼Ö Ü×å çÆÁ» ìðÈÔ» å¶ Ççú   Ã¹ÁÅñ ÇÃ¼Ö Ü×å çÆÁ» ìðÈÔ» å¶ Ççú 
 Õç ìÇäÁÅ Öó¯åÅ ÔËÍ Õç ìÇäÁÅ Öó¯åÅ ÔËÍ
  Õç¶ Õ¯ÂÆ éðÕèÅðÆ... Õç¶ çðôé   Õç¶ Õ¯ÂÆ éðÕèÅðÆ... Õç¶ çðôé 
  çÅÃÆÁÅ, íÇéÁÅð¶ òÅñÅ Ü»   çÅÃÆÁÅ, íÇéÁÅð¶ òÅñÅ Ü» 
é°ðîÇÔñÆÁÅ, ÇÃðÃ¶ òÅñÅ, ÇÜÃ ù é°ðîÇÔñÆÁÅ, ÇÃðÃ¶ òÅñÅ, ÇÜÃ ù 

  Ã½ÇçÁ» òÅñÅ ÁÅÖç¶ é¶ ÇÂÕ Ô°ä¶   Ã½ÇçÁ» òÅñÅ ÁÅÖç¶ é¶ ÇÂÕ Ô°ä¶ 
 À°µÇáÁÅÍ ðÅèÅ Ã¹ÁÅîÆÁ» å¶ éÅîèÅðÆÁ»  À°µÇáÁÅÍ ðÅèÅ Ã¹ÁÅîÆÁ» å¶ éÅîèÅðÆÁ» 
 çÆ òÆ òÖðÆ ÕÔÅäÆ ÔËÍ Ã¹ÁÅñ» çÅ Ã¹ÁÅñ  çÆ òÆ òÖðÆ ÕÔÅäÆ ÔËÍ Ã¹ÁÅñ» çÅ Ã¹ÁÅñ 
 Â¶ ÇÕ? ÃzÆ ×°ðÈ ×z³æ ÃÅÇÔì ÜÆ çÆ ìÅäÆ  Â¶ ÇÕ? ÃzÆ ×°ðÈ ×z³æ ÃÅÇÔì ÜÆ çÆ ìÅäÆ çÅ çÅ 
 ÔÆ ÇÂÔ ñ¯Õ úà ÁÅÃðÅ ñËºç¶  ÔÆ ÇÂÔ ñ¯Õ úà ÁÅÃðÅ ñËºç¶ é¶ å¶ ÁÅêäÅ é¶ å¶ ÁÅêäÅ 
 ç¶ÇÔèÅðÆ ×°ðÈ òÆ ìðÅìð êÈÜç¶ Ôé, ÇÜÃ  ç¶ÇÔèÅðÆ ×°ðÈ òÆ ìðÅìð êÈÜç¶ Ôé, ÇÜÃ 

  ÕðÕ¶ ÇÂÔé» ç¶ êËð¯ÕÅð» éÅñ ÇÃ¼Ö» çÅ   ÕðÕ¶ ÇÂÔé» ç¶ êËð¯ÕÅð» éÅñ ÇÃ¼Ö» çÅ 
  ÁÕÃð Þ×óÅ Ô¯ Ü»çÅ ÔËÍ Þ×ÇóÁ» ç¶   ÁÕÃð Þ×óÅ Ô¯ Ü»çÅ ÔËÍ Þ×ÇóÁ» ç¶ 
ÇÃ¼à¶ ìó¶ ×³íÆð òÆ ÇéÕñ¶ ÔéÍ êð ÇÂÃ ÇÃ¼à¶ ìó¶ ×³íÆð òÆ ÇéÕñ¶ ÔéÍ êð ÇÂÃ 

 òðåÅð¶ çÆ ð¯ÕæÅî ñÂÆ ÇÕÃ¶ êÅÇÃúº Õ¯ÂÆ  òðåÅð¶ çÆ ð¯ÕæÅî ñÂÆ ÇÕÃ¶ êÅÇÃúº Õ¯ÂÆ 
 ÃÅðæÕ À°êðÅñÅ Ô°³çÅ Çç¼Ã éÔÆº ÇðÔÅÍ ÃÅðæÕ À°êðÅñÅ Ô°³çÅ Çç¼Ã éÔÆº ÇðÔÅÍ
Ü× ÜÅÇÔð ÃÚÅÂÆ ÔË ÇÕ ê³ÜÅì çÆÁ» Ü× ÜÅÇÔð ÃÚÅÂÆ ÔË ÇÕ ê³ÜÅì çÆÁ» 

  ÃðÕÅð» ÚÅÔ°³çÆÁ» å»? Ã³é   ÃðÕÅð» ÚÅÔ°³çÆÁ» å»? Ã³é 19781978  å¯º  å¯º 
20082008 åÕ ç¶ ÖÈéÆ Õ»â Ü¯ À°êð¯Õå êzÃ³×  åÕ ç¶ ÖÈéÆ Õ»â Ü¯ À°êð¯Õå êzÃ³× 
ÓÚ òÅêð¶ é¶, à¼ñ ÃÕç¶ ÃéÍÓÚ òÅêð¶ é¶, à¼ñ ÃÕç¶ ÃéÍ
ê³ÜÅì çÆ ÕÔÅòå ÔË.. â°¼ìÆ å» Ü¶ ÃÅÔ éÅ ê³ÜÅì çÆ ÕÔÅòå ÔË.. â°¼ìÆ å» Ü¶ ÃÅÔ éÅ 

 ÁÅÇÂÁÅÍ ê³ÜÅì ÇòÚ ÇÃ¼Ö» (ÁÕÅñÆÁ) çÆ  ÁÅÇÂÁÅÍ ê³ÜÅì ÇòÚ ÇÃ¼Ö» (ÁÕÅñÆÁ) çÆ 
 ÃðÕÅð Ô¯ò¶? ÇÃ¼Ö» çÅ ÇÂôà ÃzÆ ×°ðÈ ×z³æ  ÃðÕÅð Ô¯ò¶? ÇÃ¼Ö» çÅ ÇÂôà ÃzÆ ×°ðÈ ×z³æ 
 ÃÅÇÔì æ»-æ» îéîåÆÁ» òñ¯º ÁêîÅÇéå  ÃÅÇÔì æ»-æ» îéîåÆÁ» òñ¯º ÁêîÅÇéå 
 ÕÆåÅ ÜÅ ÇðÔÅ Ô¯ò¶... ÃðÕÅð îÈÕ ìäÆ Ãí  ÕÆåÅ ÜÅ ÇðÔÅ Ô¯ò¶... ÃðÕÅð îÈÕ ìäÆ Ãí 
  Õ°¼Þ ò¶ÖÆ ÜÅò¶? ×°ðÈ ×z³æ-ê³æ ç¶ é» å¶   Õ°¼Þ ò¶ÖÆ ÜÅò¶? ×°ðÈ ×z³æ-ê³æ ç¶ é» å¶ 
  ò¯à» ñË Õ¶ ðÅÜ-íÅ× ç¶ îÅñÕ ìä   ò¯à» ñË Õ¶ ðÅÜ-íÅ× ç¶ îÅñÕ ìä 
ìËÇáÁ» ñÂÆ ÇÂÃ å¯º êð¶ Ô¯ð Õ¯ÂÆ ñÅÔäå ìËÇáÁ» ñÂÆ ÇÂÃ å¯º êð¶ Ô¯ð Õ¯ÂÆ ñÅÔäå 
éÔÆº Ô¯ ÃÕçÆÍ ôìç ×°ðÈ ÃzÆ ×°ðÈ ×z³æ éÔÆº Ô¯ ÃÕçÆÍ ôìç ×°ðÈ ÃzÆ ×°ðÈ ×z³æ 

 ÃÅÇÔì ÜÆ ç¶ êzÚÅð êÃÅð ç¶ ðÃå¶ çÆÁ»  ÃÅÇÔì ÜÆ ç¶ êzÚÅð êÃÅð ç¶ ðÃå¶ çÆÁ» 
  ð¹ÕÅòà» ÇÕå¶ Á³ìð¯º éÔÆº Çâ¼×ÆÁ», ÇÂÔ  ð¹ÕÅòà» ÇÕå¶ Á³ìð¯º éÔÆº Çâ¼×ÆÁ», ÇÂÔ 
ÇÔ³ç¯ÃåÅé å¶ ê³ÜÅì ÃðÕÅð çÆÁ» ÔÆ ÇÔ³ç¯ÃåÅé å¶ ê³ÜÅì ÃðÕÅð çÆÁ» ÔÆ 

  Õáê¹åñÆÁ» ÔéÍ Ã¯ ôìç ×°ðÈ ÃzÆ ×°ðÈ   Õáê¹åñÆÁ» ÔéÍ Ã¯ ôìç ×°ðÈ ÃzÆ ×°ðÈ 
 ×z³æ ÃÅÇÔì ÜÆ ç¶ éÅî ñ¶òÅ ÇÃ¼Ö» ù êÈðÆ  ×z³æ ÃÅÇÔì ÜÆ ç¶ éÅî ñ¶òÅ ÇÃ¼Ö» ù êÈðÆ 
 ÖìðçÅðÆ éÅñ â¶ðÅòÅç å¯º (×°ðÈ â³î å¯º) ÖìðçÅðÆ éÅñ â¶ðÅòÅç å¯º (×°ðÈ â³î å¯º)
ìÚ Õ¶ Úñä çÆ ñ¯ó ÔË, ÃÇå×°ð ÇÕzêÅ ìÚ Õ¶ Úñä çÆ ñ¯ó ÔË, ÃÇå×°ð ÇÕzêÅ 

 Ú  Ú ñ ñ  ç  ç  Å ê  Å ê  ³  ³ é é  Å  Å 

 ô  ô ì ì  ç  ç × ×   °   °  ð  ð   È...!! Ã   È...!! Ã   z   z  Æ  Æ 
 ×  ×   °   °  ð  ð   È ×   È ×   z   z  ³  ³  æ  æ Ã Ã  Å  Å Ç Ç  Ô  Ô ì ì Ü Ü  Æ  Æ 
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  Õðé×¶, ÁÅê» ñ¶Ö ç¶ î¹Ö Çòô¶ ò¼ñ•   Õðé×¶, ÁÅê» ñ¶Ö ç¶ î¹Ö Çòô¶ ò¼ñ• 
 ÁÅÂÆÂ¶!!  ÁÅÂÆÂ¶!! 
ÇÃ¼Ö èðî ç¶ ìÅéÆ, éÅéÕ êÅåôÅÔ ÜÆ ù ÇÃ¼Ö èðî ç¶ ìÅéÆ, éÅéÕ êÅåôÅÔ ÜÆ ù 
ÇÃè» é¶ êzôé ÕÆåÅ?ÇÃè» é¶ êzôé ÕÆåÅ?

 Õòä îÈñ Õòä îÇå ò¶ñÅÍÍ Õòä îÈñ Õòä îÇå ò¶ñÅÍÍ
 å¶ðÅ Õòä° ×°ðÈ ÇÜÃ ÕÅ å± Ú¶ñÅÍÍ å¶ðÅ Õòä° ×°ðÈ ÇÜÃ ÕÅ å± Ú¶ñÅÍÍ
 ÃÅÇÔì ÃÇå×°ðÈ éÅéÕ êÅåôÅÔ çÅ À°µåð  ÃÅÇÔì ÃÇå×°ðÈ éÅéÕ êÅåôÅÔ çÅ À°µåð 
 ÔË: ÔË:
êòé Áð³í° ÃÇå×°ð îÇå ò¶ñÅÍÍêòé Áð³í° ÃÇå×°ð îÇå ò¶ñÅÍÍ

 ôìç ×°ðÈ Ã¹ðÇå è¹Çé Ú¶ñÅÍÍ ôìç ×°ðÈ Ã¹ðÇå è¹Çé Ú¶ñÅÍÍ
 ôìç çÆ ÇÃ¼Ö çÅ ×°ðÈ ÔË, < ÔÆ ÃÅð¶ ×°ðÈ  ôìç çÆ ÇÃ¼Ö çÅ ×°ðÈ ÔË, < ÔÆ ÃÅð¶ ×°ðÈ 
 ×z³æ ÜÆ ç¶ Ãî¹¼Ú¶ ÃðÈê Á³çð êzÕÅôîÅé ÔËÍ ×z³æ ÜÆ ç¶ Ãî¹¼Ú¶ ÃðÈê Á³çð êzÕÅôîÅé ÔËÍ
 úºÕÅð ÔÆ Çéð×°ä å¶ Ãð×°ä Ô¯ êÃÇðÁÅÍ úºÕÅð ÔÆ Çéð×°ä å¶ Ãð×°ä Ô¯ êÃÇðÁÅÍ
 úºÕÅð ôìç (è¹Çé) é¶ ÔÆ ÇÃzôàÆ çÆ ñÆñ•Å  úºÕÅð ôìç (è¹Çé) é¶ ÔÆ ÇÃzôàÆ çÆ ñÆñ•Å 
  ðÚÅÂÆÍ ç¼ÖäÆ úºÕÅð ìÅäÆ ç¶ î³×ñÅ   ðÚÅÂÆÍ ç¼ÖäÆ úºÕÅð ìÅäÆ ç¶ î³×ñÅ 
 Úðé Á³çð ÃÇå×°ð éÅéÕ ÃÅÇÔì ìÖÇôô  Úðé Á³çð ÃÇå×°ð éÅéÕ ÃÅÇÔì ìÖÇôô 
 Õðç¶ Ôé: Õðç¶ Ôé:
< <  ÃÇå×°ð êzÃÅÇç  ÃÇå×°ð êzÃÅÇç 

 úÁ³ÕÅÇð ìzÔîÅ À°åêÇåÍÍ úÁ³ÕÅÇð ìzÔîÅ À°åêÇåÍÍ
 úÁ³ÕÅð¹ ÕÆÁÅ ÇÜÇé ÇÚÇåÍÍ úÁ³ÕÅð¹ ÕÆÁÅ ÇÜÇé ÇÚÇåÍÍ
 úÁ³ÕÅÇð ÃËñ Ü°× íÂ¶ÍÍ úÁ³ÕÅÇð ÃËñ Ü°× íÂ¶ÍÍ
 úÁ³ÕÅÇð ì¶ç ÇéðîÂ¶ÍÍ úÁ³ÕÅÇð ì¶ç ÇéðîÂ¶ÍÍ
 úÁ³ÕÅÇð ÃìÇç À°èð¶ÍÍ úÁ³ÕÅÇð ÃìÇç À°èð¶ÍÍ
 úÁ³ÕÅÇð ×°ðî¹ÇÖ åð¶ÍÍ úÁ³ÕÅÇð ×°ðî¹ÇÖ åð¶ÍÍ
  úÁ³ÕÅð¹ ôìç çÅ ÇÕÃ¶ ÁÅÇç Á³å éÔÆº   úÁ³ÕÅð¹ ôìç çÅ ÇÕÃ¶ ÁÅÇç Á³å éÔÆº 
êÅÇÂÁÅ ÇÂÃ çÅ ÇòéÅô éÔÆº Ô¯ ÃÕçÅ,êÅÇÂÁÅ ÇÂÃ çÅ ÇòéÅô éÔÆº Ô¯ ÃÕçÅ,
ÇÜÃ ÕÅðé ÇÂÃçÅ éÅî¹ ÃÇå (ÃÇåéÅî¹)ÇÜÃ ÕÅðé ÇÂÃçÅ éÅî¹ ÃÇå (ÃÇåéÅî¹)

 ÔËÍ À°Ãç¶ Áé¶Õ» éÅî Ôé: ÔËÍ À°Ãç¶ Áé¶Õ» éÅî Ôé:
ÇÕzåî éÅî Õæ¶ å¶ð¶ ÇÜÔìÅÍÍÇÕzåî éÅî Õæ¶ å¶ð¶ ÇÜÔìÅÍÍ

 ÃÇåéÅî¹ å¶ðÅ êðÅ êÈðìñÅÍÍ ÃÇåéÅî¹ å¶ðÅ êðÅ êÈðìñÅÍÍ
êð ÁÅÇç Ü°×ÅçÆ À°çÃÅ êð ÁÅÇç Ü°×ÅçÆ À°çÃÅ < <  ÔÆ éÅî ÔË  ÔÆ éÅî ÔË 

 À°ÔÆ ×°ðÈ íÅò ôìç ×°ðÈ ÔËÍ À°ÃçÆ òÅÔ°  À°ÔÆ ×°ðÈ íÅò ôìç ×°ðÈ ÔËÍ À°ÃçÆ òÅÔ° 
 òÅÔ° ÔÆ ×°ðÈ ×z³æ ÃÅÇÔì ÜÆ çÅ ÃðÈê ÔËÍ òÅÔ° ÔÆ ×°ðÈ ×z³æ ÃÅÇÔì ÜÆ çÅ ÃðÈê ÔËÍ
ìÅäÆ ×°ðÈ ×°ðÈ ÔË ìÅäÆ ìÅäÆ ×°ðÈ ×°ðÈ ÔË ìÅäÆ 
ÇòÚ ìÅäÆ ÁÇîzå ÃÅð¶ÍÍÇòÚ ìÅäÆ ÁÇîzå ÃÅð¶ÍÍ
ìzÔîÅ Çìôé± îÔ¶Ã¹ Ü¯ òÆ ÁÅêä¶ ÁÅê ù ìzÔîÅ Çìôé± îÔ¶Ã¹ Ü¯ òÆ ÁÅêä¶ ÁÅê ù 
ÇÂÃ Ü×å Á³çð ÕðåÅ èðåÅ ÁÖòÅ Õ¶ ÇÂÃ Ü×å Á³çð ÕðåÅ èðåÅ ÁÖòÅ Õ¶ 

 ×Â¶ Ãí À°Ã òÅÇÔ×°ðÈ ÇÂÕ úÁ³ÕÅð çÆ  ×Â¶ Ãí À°Ã òÅÇÔ×°ðÈ ÇÂÕ úÁ³ÕÅð çÆ ÔÆ ÔÆ 
  ðÚéÅ ÔËÍ Çéð×°ä Çéð³ÕÅð¹ Ãð×°ä   ðÚéÅ ÔËÍ Çéð×°ä Çéð³ÕÅð¹ Ãð×°ä 
 úÁ³ÕÅð¹ ÔÆ Ãí ÕÅÃ¶ çÅ îÈñ ÔËÍ úÁ³ÕÅð¹ ÔÆ Ãí ÕÅÃ¶ çÅ îÈñ ÔËÍ
 Ã¶òÕ ÕËº íðêÈð Ü°×° Ü°×°  Ã¶òÕ ÕËº íðêÈð Ü°×° Ü°×° 
 òÅÇÔ×°ðÈ å¶ðÅ Ãí° ÃçÕÅÍÍ òÅÇÔ×°ðÈ å¶ðÅ Ãí° ÃçÕÅÍÍ

Çéð³ÕÅð¹ êzí° ÃçÅ ÃñÅîÇå Çéð³ÕÅð¹ êzí° ÃçÅ ÃñÅîÇå 
 ÕÇÔ é ÃÕË Õ¯À± å± Õç ÕÅÍÍ ÕÇÔ é ÃÕË Õ¯À± å± Õç ÕÅÍÍ
ìzÔîÅ ÇìÃé° ÇÃð¶ åË Á×éå ìzÔîÅ ÇìÃé° ÇÃð¶ åË Á×éå 
Çåé ÕÀ° î¯Ô° íïÅ îé îç ÕÅÍÍÇåé ÕÀ° î¯Ô° íïÅ îé îç ÕÅÍÍ

 ÚòðÅÃÆÔ ñÖ Ü¯Çé À°êÅÂÆ  ÚòðÅÃÆÔ ñÖ Ü¯Çé À°êÅÂÆ 
ÇðÜÕ° çÆÁÅ ÃíÔÈ ÕÀ° åç ÕÅÍÍÇðÜÕ° çÆÁÅ ÃíÔÈ ÕÀ° åç ÕÅÍÍ

 Ã¶òÕ ÕË íðêÈð Ü°×° Ü°×°  Ã¶òÕ ÕË íðêÈð Ü°×° Ü°×° 
 òÅÔ×°ðÈ å¶ðÅ Ãí° ÃçÕÅÍÍ òÅÔ×°ðÈ å¶ðÅ Ãí° ÃçÕÅÍÍ
  úÁ³ÕÅð (ú) çÆ Ã¹íòÕ êzÇÕðÁÅ (×°ä   úÁ³ÕÅð (ú) çÆ Ã¹íòÕ êzÇÕðÁÅ (×°ä 
ñ¼Ûä) Üê¹ÜÆ ÃÅÇÔì çÅ îÈñ î³åz ÔËÍ Ö³â» ñ¼Ûä) Üê¹ÜÆ ÃÅÇÔì çÅ îÈñ î³åz ÔËÍ Ö³â» 
ìzÔî³â» ç¶ ÜÆò» ù Ç×ÁÅé (ÃÈñ) ç¶ä ç¶ ìzÔî³â» ç¶ ÜÆò» ù Ç×ÁÅé (ÃÈñ) ç¶ä ç¶ 
éÅå¶ À°Ô ×°ð (×°ðÈ) ÔËÍ À°Ô êzÃÅÇç éÅå¶ À°Ô ×°ð (×°ðÈ) ÔËÍ À°Ô êzÃÅÇç 
(ìÖÇôô) ð¹ê ÔË, À°ÃçÅ Ç×ÁÅé íÅó¶ çÅ (ìÖÇôô) ð¹ê ÔË, À°ÃçÅ Ç×ÁÅé íÅó¶ çÅ 
éÔÆº êzÃÅÇç ðÈê Ô¯ Õ¶ Ãí ÜÆò Ü³å±Á» éÔÆº êzÃÅÇç ðÈê Ô¯ Õ¶ Ãí ÜÆò Ü³å±Á» 

 Áå¶ Õ°ñ ìéÃêåÆ Óå¶ òðÃ ÇðÔÅ ÔËÍ Áå¶ Õ°ñ ìéÃêåÆ Óå¶ òðÃ ÇðÔÅ ÔËÍ
ÜÇñ æÇñ îÔÆÁÇñ êÈÇðÁÅ ÜÇñ æÇñ îÔÆÁÇñ êÈÇðÁÅ 

 ðÇòÁÅ ÇòÇÚ òäÅÍÍ ðÇòÁÅ ÇòÇÚ òäÅÍÍ
 Ã¯ êzí° ÇÚÇå é ÁÅòÂÆ  Ã¯ êzí° ÇÚÇå é ÁÅòÂÆ 
ÇÕåóÅ ç¹¼Ö ×äÅÍÍÇÕåóÅ ç¹¼Ö ×äÅÍÍ
(ìÅðÔÅ îÅÔÅ)(ìÅðÔÅ îÅÔÅ)

 À°Ô Çéð³ÕÅð, úÁ³ÕÅð, êzÃÅÇç ðÈê Ô¯ Õ¶  À°Ô Çéð³ÕÅð, úÁ³ÕÅð, êzÃÅÇç ðÈê Ô¯ Õ¶ 
  òðÃ ÇðÔÅ ÔË, ðÚ ÇðÔÅ ÔË, ÁÅêäÆ   òðÃ ÇðÔÅ ÔË, ðÚ ÇðÔÅ ÔË, ÁÅêäÆ 
 Õ°çðÇå Á³çð ðÇÃ ÇðÔËÍ Õ°çðÇå Á³çð ðÇÃ ÇðÔËÍ
ìÇñÔÅðÆ Õ°çðÇå òÇÃÁÅ ìÇñÔÅðÆ Õ°çðÇå òÇÃÁÅ 

 å¶ðÅ Á³å° é ÜÅÂÆ ñÇÖÁÅÍÍ (ðÇÔ ðÅÃ) å¶ðÅ Á³å° é ÜÅÂÆ ñÇÖÁÅÍÍ (ðÇÔ ðÅÃ)
  ×°ð éÅéÕ ìÅäÆ, À°Ã úÁ³ÕÅð å¯º   ×°ð éÅéÕ ìÅäÆ, À°Ã úÁ³ÕÅð å¯º 
ìÇñÔÅð ÜÅä ñÂÆ, íÅò Õ°ðìÅé Ô¯ä ñÂÆ ìÇñÔÅð ÜÅä ñÂÆ, íÅò Õ°ðìÅé Ô¯ä ñÂÆ 

  ÃÅë ÃÅë ÁÅÖ ðÔÆ ÔËÍ (òÅÔ°) çÅ íÅò   ÃÅë ÃÅë ÁÅÖ ðÔÆ ÔËÍ (òÅÔ°) çÅ íÅò 
 Áðæ ÔË ìÇñÔÅð ÜÅäÅ (Ô¶) çÅ íÅò Áðæ  Áðæ ÔË ìÇñÔÅð ÜÅäÅ (Ô¶) çÅ íÅò Áðæ 
  ÔË ÃñÅî ÕðéÅ (×°) çÅ íÅò Áðæ ÔË   ÔË ÃñÅî ÕðéÅ (×°) çÅ íÅò Áðæ ÔË 
  Á³èÕÅð Ôé¶ðÅ (ðÈ) çÅ íÅò Áðæ ÔË   Á³èÕÅð Ôé¶ðÅ (ðÈ) çÅ íÅò Áðæ ÔË 
êzÕÅô, ÚÅéä, Ç×ÁÅéÍ Ü¯ Ã¹ðÇå ç¶ êzÕÅô, ÚÅéä, Ç×ÁÅéÍ Ü¯ Ã¹ðÇå ç¶ 

  Á³èÕÅð íÅò ÁÇ×ÁÅé ù Ç×ÁÅé ðÈêÆ   Á³èÕÅð íÅò ÁÇ×ÁÅé ù Ç×ÁÅé ðÈêÆ 
 ÚÅéä, êzÕÅô ìÖô ÇðÔÅ ÔË À°Ã å¯º Ô¶ îé  ÚÅéä, êzÕÅô ìÖô ÇðÔÅ ÔË À°Ã å¯º Ô¶ îé 
- Ô¶ ÜÆò å±³ Õ°ðìÅé Ô¯ ÜÅÍ- Ô¶ ÜÆò å±³ Õ°ðìÅé Ô¯ ÜÅÍ

  òÅÔ +   òÅÔ + Ô¶ + Ô¶ + ×° + ×° + ðÈ ðÈ - ÚÅð - ÚÅð ôìç» çÅ ôìç» çÅ 
  ÃÇîñé, Ü¯ó òÅÇÔ×°ðÈ î³åz ìÇäÁÅÍ  ÃÇîñé, Ü¯ó òÅÇÔ×°ðÈ î³åz ìÇäÁÅÍ
ÇÂÔé» Ú¯Ô» ôìç» ÇòÚ¯º ÇÕÃ¶ ÇÂÕ å¯º òÆ ÇÂÔé» Ú¯Ô» ôìç» ÇòÚ¯º ÇÕÃ¶ ÇÂÕ å¯º òÆ 

 À°µÚÅðé ô°ðÈ Õð Õ¶ ò¶Ö ñú? Ú½æ¶ ×¶ó çÆ  À°µÚÅðé ô°ðÈ Õð Õ¶ ò¶Ö ñú? Ú½æ¶ ×¶ó çÆ 
  íÅÀ°äÆ ÓÚ òÅÇÔ×°ðÈ çÅ À°ÚÅðé Ã¹---  íÅÀ°äÆ ÓÚ òÅÇÔ×°ðÈ çÅ À°ÚÅðé Ã¹---
ÇÃÇè Ô¯ò¶×Å!!! Ô¶ ôìç çÅ (Ô) ÔÅÔÅ ÇÃÇè Ô¯ò¶×Å!!! Ô¶ ôìç çÅ (Ô) ÔÅÔÅ 

 Á¼Öð, òÅÔ ôìç ç¶ (Ô) ÔÅÔ¶ ÓÚ Ü÷ì Ô¯  Á¼Öð, òÅÔ ôìç ç¶ (Ô) ÔÅÔ¶ ÓÚ Ü÷ì Ô¯ 
 Õ¶ À°ÃçÆ  Õ¶ À°ÃçÆ ñÅî ( ñÅî ( ¶) òÅÔ ¶) òÅÔ ôìç ç¶ ôìç ç¶ ÔÅÔ¶ (Ô)ÔÅÔ¶ (Ô)

 çÆ ÇÃÔÅðÆ ìä Ü»çÆ ÔË ÁË Ü¯ ÇÕ ê³ÜÅìÆ  çÆ ÇÃÔÅðÆ ìä Ü»çÆ ÔË ÁË Ü¯ ÇÕ ê³ÜÅìÆ 
Ü°ìÅé (ÇñêÆ) ç¶ ôìç Ü¯ó» çÅ Çéïî ÔËÍÜ°ìÅé (ÇñêÆ) ç¶ ôìç Ü¯ó» çÅ Çéïî ÔËÍ
ÇÂ³Ü òÅÔ + Ô¶ + ÇÂ³Ü òÅÔ + Ô¶ + ×° + ðÈ ×° + ðÈ çÅ Ü¯ó ìä Ç×ÁÅ çÅ Ü¯ó ìä Ç×ÁÅ 

 òÅÇÔ×°ðÈÍÍ òÅÇÔ×°ðÈÍÍ
 íÅÂÆ ×°ðçÅÃ, ×°ðÈ Øð ç¶ ò¶ç ÇìÁÅ ÃÆ : íÅÂÆ ×°ðçÅÃ, ×°ðÈ Øð ç¶ ò¶ç ÇìÁÅ ÃÆ :
 òÇÔ×°ðÈ ×°ð î³åz ÔË  òÇÔ×°ðÈ ×°ð î³åz ÔË 
ÜÇê ÔÀ±îË Ö¯ÂÆÍÍÜÇê ÔÀ±îË Ö¯ÂÆÍÍ

 ÁÅêäÆ ÇÕzå òÅð» Á³çð ÇÂÕ å¯º ò¼è òÅð  ÁÅêäÆ ÇÕzå òÅð» Á³çð ÇÂÕ å¯º ò¼è òÅð 
 òÅÇÔ×°ðÈ ×°ð î³åz ìÅð¶ ÇñÖ ×Â¶ Ôé!!!  òÅÇÔ×°ðÈ ×°ð î³åz ìÅð¶ ÇñÖ ×Â¶ Ôé!!! 
 Ã¯ îÈñ î³åz çÅ ÜÅê¹, ×°ðî³åz çÅ ÜÅê¹, Ôð  Ã¯ îÈñ î³åz çÅ ÜÅê¹, ×°ðî³åz çÅ ÜÅê¹, Ôð 
ÇÂÕ ×°ðÇÃÖ òÅÃå¶ ð¼ìÆ òðçÅé ÔËÍÇÂÕ ×°ðÇÃÖ òÅÃå¶ ð¼ìÆ òðçÅé ÔËÍ

 ÃÇå×°ð ×z³æ ÃÇÅÔì ÜÆ çÅ Ã³êÈðé ÃðÈê, ÃÇå×°ð ×z³æ ÃÇÅÔì ÜÆ çÅ Ã³êÈðé ÃðÈê,
éÅî çÅ ÜÔÅÜ ÔËÍ ç¹ÇéÁÅòÆ ÇòÇçÁÅ ç¶ éÅî çÅ ÜÔÅÜ ÔËÍ ç¹ÇéÁÅòÆ ÇòÇçÁÅ ç¶ 
êÃÅð é¶ ÇÜ¼æ¶ ÁÇ×ÁÅéåÅ ù ìóÆ Ô¼ç êÃÅð é¶ ÇÜ¼æ¶ ÁÇ×ÁÅéåÅ ù ìóÆ Ô¼ç 

 åÕ çÈð òÆ ÕÆåÅ ÔË À°µæ¶ îé°¼ÖÆ Ã¹íÅÁ ù  åÕ çÈð òÆ ÕÆåÅ ÔË À°µæ¶ îé°¼ÖÆ Ã¹íÅÁ ù 
Ø³åðÆ òÆ ìäÅÇÂÁÅ, òðéÅ ÇêÛñ¶ ÃÇîÁ» Ø³åðÆ òÆ ìäÅÇÂÁÅ, òðéÅ ÇêÛñ¶ ÃÇîÁ» 
ÒÚ ÇÃ¼èÆ ÇÜÔÆ èÅðéÅ Ô°³çÆ ÃÆÍÒÚ ÇÃ¼èÆ ÇÜÔÆ èÅðéÅ Ô°³çÆ ÃÆÍ

 ÃÅâ¶ ×°ð»-é¶-ÜÔÅÜ ìäÅÇÂÁÅ  ÃÅâ¶ ×°ð»-é¶-ÜÔÅÜ ìäÅÇÂÁÅ 
 ÁÅú-ÜÆÔé¶ êÅð ñ§ØäÅÍ ÁÅú-ÜÆÔé¶ êÅð ñ§ØäÅÍ
ÇÂÔ ÜÔÅÜ ÇÕÔóÅ ÔË? òÅÇÔ×°ðÈ éÅî çÅ ÇÂÔ ÜÔÅÜ ÇÕÔóÅ ÔË? òÅÇÔ×°ðÈ éÅî çÅ 
ÜÔÅÜ ÔË,ÜÔÅÜ ÔË, < <    ÃÇåéÅî¹ çÅ ÜÔÅÜÍ  ÃÇåéÅî¹ çÅ ÜÔÅÜÍ

 ÃÇå×°ðÈ ×z³æ ÃÅÇÔì ÜÆ çÅ Ã³êÈðé ÃðÈêÍÍ ÃÇå×°ðÈ ×z³æ ÃÅÇÔì ÜÆ çÅ Ã³êÈðé ÃðÈêÍÍ
  úô¯ ðÜéÆô ç¶ ÃÅð¶ êzòÚé» éÅñ ÇÂÕ   úô¯ ðÜéÆô ç¶ ÃÅð¶ êzòÚé» éÅñ ÇÂÕ 
 çÈÜ¶ çÅ îÇåí¶ç Ô¯ ÃÕçÅ ÔË, êð À°Ãé¶ Ü¯  çÈÜ¶ çÅ îÇåí¶ç Ô¯ ÃÕçÅ ÔË, êð À°Ãé¶ Ü¯ 
ìóÆ îÅÁðÕ¶ çÆ ×¼ñ ÁÅÖÆ À°Ô ÇÂÔ ÔË:ìóÆ îÅÁðÕ¶ çÆ ×¼ñ ÁÅÖÆ À°Ô ÇÂÔ ÔË:
< <  ÃÇåéÅî¹ å¯º ò¼è ×°ðÈ éÅéÕ ç¶ ÇÃ¼Ö»  ÃÇåéÅî¹ å¯º ò¼è ×°ðÈ éÅéÕ ç¶ ÇÃ¼Ö» 

 ù Ô¯ð ÕÆ ÜÅä çÆ ñ¯ó ÔË? ÇÂÔ çñÆñ  ù Ô¯ð ÕÆ ÜÅä çÆ ñ¯ó ÔË? ÇÂÔ çñÆñ 
  íÅÂÆ ×°ðçÅÃ ÜÆ ç¶ Õæé çÆ ê¹ôàÆ   íÅÂÆ ×°ðçÅÃ ÜÆ ç¶ Õæé çÆ ê¹ôàÆ 
ÜÅêçÆ ÔËÍÜÅêçÆ ÔËÍ
ÒÒ×°ðî¹ÇÖ ×ÅâÆ ðÅÔ° ÚñÅÇÂÁÅÓÓÒÒ×°ðî¹ÇÖ ×ÅâÆ ðÅÔ° ÚñÅÇÂÁÅÓÓ
Ü» Çëð Ü» Çëð 

 ÕÇñÜ°× ìÅì¶ åÅÇðÁÅ ÃÇåéÅî¹ êó î³åz  ÕÇñÜ°× ìÅì¶ åÅÇðÁÅ ÃÇåéÅî¹ êó î³åz 
 Ã¹äÅÇÂÁÅ  Ã¹äÅÇÂÁÅ 
 ÕÇñ åÅðä ×°ð éÅéÕ ÁÅïÅÍÍ ÕÇñ åÅðä ×°ð éÅéÕ ÁÅïÅÍÍ
Çé¼Õ¶ Ô°³ÇçÁ» çÆ ïÅç ÔË ÇÕzå-Çìðå òÅñ¶ Çé¼Õ¶ Ô°³ÇçÁ» çÆ ïÅç ÔË ÇÕzå-Çìðå òÅñ¶ 
ê¶ºâ± ñ¯Õ Ã¹íÅÇòÕ ÔÆ À°áÇçÁ»-ìÇÔ³ÇçÁ» ê¶ºâ± ñ¯Õ Ã¹íÅÇòÕ ÔÆ À°áÇçÁ»-ìÇÔ³ÇçÁ» 
ÇÕÃ¶ òÆ Õ³î ÕÅÜ ù Ô¼æ ñÅÀ°ä å¯º êÇÔñ» ÇÕÃ¶ òÆ Õ³î ÕÅÜ ù Ô¼æ ñÅÀ°ä å¯º êÇÔñ» 

 òÅÇÔ×°ðÈ (òÅÖðÈ) ÁÅÇÖÁÅ Õðç¶ ÃéÍ Øð»  òÅÇÔ×°ðÈ (òÅÖðÈ) ÁÅÇÖÁÅ Õðç¶ ÃéÍ Øð» 
ÇòÚ Á½ðå» ÁÅàÅ ×°³éä ò¶ñ¶ òÅÖðÈ, ð¯àÆ ÇòÚ Á½ðå» ÁÅàÅ ×°³éä ò¶ñ¶ òÅÖðÈ, ð¯àÆ 

 åòÆ åò¶ å¶ êÅÀ°ä ò¶ñ¶ òÅÖðÈ, çÅñ Ú¹¼ñ•¶  åòÆ åò¶ å¶ êÅÀ°ä ò¶ñ¶ òÅÖðÈ, çÅñ Ú¹¼ñ•¶ 
 ÚÅó•é ò¶ñ¶ òÅÖðÈ, ÚÅàÆ ÒÚ îèÅäÆ  ÚÅó•é ò¶ñ¶ òÅÖðÈ, ÚÅàÆ ÒÚ îèÅäÆ êÅÀ°ä êÅÀ°ä 
 ò¶ñ¶ òÅÖðÈ, í¯Üé ÇåÁÅð Õð Õ¶ êð¯Ãé  ò¶ñ¶ òÅÖðÈ, í¯Üé ÇåÁÅð Õð Õ¶ êð¯Ãé 

Ç Ç ê ê Û Û ñ ñ   ¶ Ã   ¶ Ã  ø  ø   ¶ ç   ¶ ç  Å ì  Å ì  Å  Å  Õ  Õ  Æ  Æ 
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 ò¶ñ¶ òÅÖðÈ! î¹¼Õ çÆ ×¼ñ ÃÅðÅ Ççé Ö¶å»  ò¶ñ¶ òÅÖðÈ! î¹¼Õ çÆ ×¼ñ ÃÅðÅ Ççé Ö¶å» 
ÇòÚ òÆ å¶ Øð» ÇòÚ òÆ òÅÇÔ×°ðÈ,ÇòÚ òÆ å¶ Øð» ÇòÚ òÆ òÅÇÔ×°ðÈ,

 ÃÇåéÅî¹ çÅ Çéð³åð ÜÅê¹ Ô¯ÇÂÁÅ ÕðçÅ, ÃÇåéÅî¹ çÅ Çéð³åð ÜÅê¹ Ô¯ÇÂÁÅ ÕðçÅ,
 ÕçÆ ÇÕÃ¶ é¶ òÆ éÔÆº Ã¯ÇÚÁÅ ÇòÚÅÇðÁÅ  ÕçÆ ÇÕÃ¶ é¶ òÆ éÔÆº Ã¯ÇÚÁÅ ÇòÚÅÇðÁÅ 
 ÃÆ ÇÕ òÅÇÔ×°ðÈ çÅ À°ÚÅðé òÅÖðÈ áÆÕ ÔË  ÃÆ ÇÕ òÅÇÔ×°ðÈ çÅ À°ÚÅðé òÅÖðÈ áÆÕ ÔË 
Ü» éÔÆº? Çëð òÆ íÅÀ°-íÅòéÅ ð¼ì éÅñ Ü» éÔÆº? Çëð òÆ íÅÀ°-íÅòéÅ ð¼ì éÅñ 
ìäÆ ðÇÔ³çÆ ÃÆ ñ¯Õ èðîÆ ÃéÍ ÇÕzå ìäÆ ðÇÔ³çÆ ÃÆ ñ¯Õ èðîÆ ÃéÍ ÇÕzå 

 ÕðéÆ, éÅî¹ ÜêäÅ, ò³â Õ¶ ÛÕäÅ À°Ôé»  ÕðéÆ, éÅî¹ ÜêäÅ, ò³â Õ¶ ÛÕäÅ À°Ôé» 
  ç¶ ñ¶ÖÆº ÇÜò¶º è¹ð çð×ÅÔ å¯º ÇñÇÖÁÅ   ç¶ ñ¶ÖÆº ÇÜò¶º è¹ð çð×ÅÔ å¯º ÇñÇÖÁÅ 
 Ô¯ò¶? Ô¯ò¶?
 Á¼ÜÕñ ×°ðÈ â³îÆÁ» å¶ â¶ð¶çÅð» é¶ íÅÀ°- Á¼ÜÕñ ×°ðÈ â³îÆÁ» å¶ â¶ð¶çÅð» é¶ íÅÀ°-
 íÅòéÅ çÆ æ» ñ¯Õ» ç¶ Ççñ» ÒÚ ð¼ì çÅ  íÅòéÅ çÆ æ» ñ¯Õ» ç¶ Ççñ» ÒÚ ð¼ì çÅ íË-íË-
 íðî ÇÂÃ Ô¼ç åÕ íð Çç¼åÅ ÔË  íðî ÇÂÃ Ô¼ç åÕ íð Çç¼åÅ ÔË êÅ×ñ» çÆ êÅ×ñ» çÆ 
 åð•» ñ¯Õ ð¼ì çÆ íÅñ ÒÚ íàÕ ðÔ¶ é¶, À°Ô  åð•» ñ¯Õ ð¼ì çÆ íÅñ ÒÚ íàÕ ðÔ¶ é¶, À°Ô 
êÅÖ³âÆ ÃÅè» å¶ éÕñÆ ×°ðÈÁ» ç¶ êËð ëó êÅÖ³âÆ ÃÅè» å¶ éÕñÆ ×°ðÈÁ» ç¶ êËð ëó 

  Õ¶ ìËáä ÇòÚ ÔÆ ÁÅêäÅ íñÅ ìÚÅÁ   Õ¶ ìËáä ÇòÚ ÔÆ ÁÅêäÅ íñÅ ìÚÅÁ 
 ÃîÞç¶ ÔéÍ î¹ÁÅë ÕðéÅ Ü¯ Ã³å îÔ»ê¹ðô  ÃîÞç¶ ÔéÍ î¹ÁÅë ÕðéÅ Ü¯ Ã³å îÔ»ê¹ðô 
ÇÃ¼Ö Ã³×å» ù éÅî ç¶ ì¯ÇÔæ ÇÃ¼Ö Ã³×å» ù éÅî ç¶ ì¯ÇÔæ ÃÇå×°ðÈ, ×z³æ ÃÇå×°ðÈ, ×z³æ 

 ÃÅÇÔì ÜÆ ç¶ ñó ñÅÀ°ºç¶ é¶ À°Ô ÃÇåÕÅð  ÃÅÇÔì ÜÆ ç¶ ñó ñÅÀ°ºç¶ é¶ À°Ô ÃÇåÕÅð 
 ç¶ ÁÇèÕÅðÆ òÆ Ôé Áå¶ è³éåÅ ç¶ ï¯× òÆ  ç¶ ÁÇèÕÅðÆ òÆ Ôé Áå¶ è³éåÅ ç¶ ï¯× òÆ 
  ÔéÍ ÃÇå×°ðÈ ×z³æ ÃÅÇÔì ÜÆ çÆ ÔÜÈðÆ   ÔéÍ ÃÇå×°ðÈ ×z³æ ÃÅÇÔì ÜÆ çÆ ÔÜÈðÆ 
ÇòÚ Ü¯ ÁÅêäÅ Áâ³ìð ìÅÕÅÇÂçÅ ðÚç¶ é¶ ÇòÚ Ü¯ ÁÅêäÅ Áâ³ìð ìÅÕÅÇÂçÅ ðÚç¶ é¶ 

 ÕçÅÇÚå, ÃÇå×°ðÈ ×z³æ ÃÅÇÔì ÜÆ çÅ íÅò  ÕçÅÇÚå, ÃÇå×°ðÈ ×z³æ ÃÅÇÔì ÜÆ çÅ íÅò 
 ôìç ×°ðÈ çÅ êzÚÅð êÃÅð éÔÆº ñ¯óç¶, À°Ô  ôìç ×°ðÈ çÅ êzÚÅð êÃÅð éÔÆº ñ¯óç¶, À°Ô 
 å» Ã×¯º ÇÃ¼Ö» ù ×°³îðÅÔ Õðç¶ ÔéÍ å» Ã×¯º ÇÃ¼Ö» ù ×°³îðÅÔ Õðç¶ ÔéÍ
ÇÂÕ î» ìóÆ ôðèÅ éÅñ í¯Üé ÇåÁÅð ÇÂÕ î» ìóÆ ôðèÅ éÅñ í¯Üé ÇåÁÅð 

 ÕðÕ¶ ì¼ÇÚÁ» ù ÔÅÕ îÅðçÆ ÔË ÁÅú î¶ð¶  ÕðÕ¶ ì¼ÇÚÁ» ù ÔÅÕ îÅðçÆ ÔË ÁÅú î¶ð¶ 
ÇêÁÅð¶ ì¼ÇÚú! ÖÅäÅ êð¯Ã Çç¼åÅ Â¶ ìËá ÕÇêÁÅð¶ ì¼ÇÚú! ÖÅäÅ êð¯Ã Çç¼åÅ Â¶ ìËá Õ ¶ ¶ 
ÛÕ¯! ÁÅê¯ ÁÅêäÆ Ö¶â ÒÚ îÃå ì¼Ú¶ î» çÆ ÛÕ¯! ÁÅê¯ ÁÅêäÆ Ö¶â ÒÚ îÃå ì¼Ú¶ î» çÆ 

  ÔÅÕ Ã¹äÇçÁ» ÔÆ Ãí Ö¶â» çÅ ÃîÅé   ÔÅÕ Ã¹äÇçÁ» ÔÆ Ãí Ö¶â» çÅ ÃîÅé 
 æÅúº-æÅÂÆº Û¼â Õ¶ ÖÅä ÖÅä ç½óç¶ Ôé, æÅúº-æÅÂÆº Û¼â Õ¶ ÖÅä ÖÅä ç½óç¶ Ôé,
 í¯Üé ÛÕÇçÁ» Áé§ç ì¼ÇÚÁ» ù ÇîñçÅ  í¯Üé ÛÕÇçÁ» Áé§ç ì¼ÇÚÁ» ù ÇîñçÅ 
 ÔË Çåzêå î» Ô°³çÆ Ü»çÆ ÔË, ÁËé ÇÂÃ Ãî¶º  ÔË Çåzêå î» Ô°³çÆ Ü»çÆ ÔË, ÁËé ÇÂÃ Ãî¶º 
 Õ¯ÂÆ ÇòÚÕÅð ÁÅ Õ¶ ì¼ÇÚÁ» ù ×¼ñ» ìÅå»  Õ¯ÂÆ ÇòÚÕÅð ÁÅ Õ¶ ì¼ÇÚÁ» ù ×¼ñ» ìÅå» 
ÒÚ À°ñÞÅò¶ Ü» À°Ôé» çÅ ÇèÁÅé ÁÅêä¶ ÒÚ À°ñÞÅò¶ Ü» À°Ôé» çÅ ÇèÁÅé ÁÅêä¶ 

 ò¼ñ ñ×Åò¶ å» î» ç¶ Ççñ å¶ Õ ò¼ñ ñ×Åò¶ å» î» ç¶ Ççñ å¶ ÕÆ ìÆå¶×Æ?Æ ìÆå¶×Æ?
ÇÂÃ çÅ Á³çÅÜÅ ñÅÀ°äÅ ìóÅ Ã¹ÖÅñÅ ÔËÍÇÂÃ çÅ Á³çÅÜÅ ñÅÀ°äÅ ìóÅ Ã¹ÖÅñÅ ÔËÍ

  Ã¯ ×°ðÈ ÕÆ ÇêÁÅðÆ ÇÃ¼Ö Ã³×Çå ÜÆ! è³é   Ã¯ ×°ðÈ ÕÆ ÇêÁÅðÆ ÇÃ¼Ö Ã³×Çå ÜÆ! è³é 
  è³é ÃÇå×°ðÈ ÁîðçÅÃ ÜÆ òÆ ÇÂÕ î»   è³é ÃÇå×°ðÈ ÁîðçÅÃ ÜÆ òÆ ÇÂÕ î» 
 ò»× ÁÅêä¶ ÇÃ¼Ö» ù ÔÅÕ îÅð Õ¶ ÕÇÔ³ç¶  ò»× ÁÅêä¶ ÇÃ¼Ö» ù ÔÅÕ îÅð Õ¶ ÕÇÔ³ç¶ 
 Ôé: Ôé:
 ÁÅòÔ° ÇÃÖ ÃÇå×°ðÈ Õ¶ ÇêÁÅÇðú  ÁÅòÔ° ÇÃÖ ÃÇå×°ðÈ Õ¶ ÇêÁÅÇðú 

 ×ÅòÔ° ÃÚÆ ìÅäÆÍÍ ×ÅòÔ° ÃÚÆ ìÅäÆÍÍ
ìÅäÆ å ×ÅòÔ° ×°ðÈ Õ¶ðÆ ìÅäÆ å ×ÅòÔ° ×°ðÈ Õ¶ðÆ 
ìÅäÆÁÅ ÇÃÇð ìÅäÆÍÍìÅäÆÁÅ ÇÃÇð ìÅäÆÍÍ
ÇÜé ÕÀ° éçÇð Õðî¹ Ô¯òË ÇÜé ÕÀ° éçÇð Õðî¹ Ô¯òË 
ÇÔðçË ÇåéÅ ÃîÅäÆÍÍÇÔðçË ÇåéÅ ÃîÅäÆÍÍ
êÆòÔ° Á³Çîzå ÃçÅ ðÔÔ° ÔÇð ð³× êÆòÔ° Á³Çîzå ÃçÅ ðÔÔ° ÔÇð ð³× 
ÜÇêÔ° ÃÅÇð×êÅäÆÍÍÜÇêÔ° ÃÅÇð×êÅäÆÍÍ

 ÕÔË éÅéÕ° ÃçÅ ×ÅòÔ°  ÕÔË éÅéÕ° ÃçÅ ×ÅòÔ° 
ÇÂÔ ÃÚÆ ìÅäÆÍÍ23ÍÍÇÂÔ ÃÚÆ ìÅäÆÍÍ23ÍÍ
(Áé§ç ÃÅÇÔì)(Áé§ç ÃÅÇÔì)

 Á³Çîzå ðÈêÆ ìÅäÆ çÅ ×ÅÇÂé ÕðÕ¶ (Üê¹  Á³Çîzå ðÈêÆ ìÅäÆ çÅ ×ÅÇÂé ÕðÕ¶ (Üê¹ 
 Õ¶) ÃçÅ êðî êðî¶ôð êzí± ç¶ ð³× ÇòÚ  Õ¶) ÃçÅ êðî êðî¶ôð êzí± ç¶ ð³× ÇòÚ ð³×¶ ð³×¶ 
 ðÇÔä ñÂÆ ÃÇå×°ðÈ ÁîðçÅÃ ÜÆ çÆ ÔÅÕ  ðÇÔä ñÂÆ ÃÇå×°ðÈ ÁîðçÅÃ ÜÆ çÆ ÔÅÕ 
(Ã¼Çç) Áå¶ ÇÃ¼Ö» ç¶ ÇòÚÕÅð Ô¯ð Õ¯ÂÆ Ô¯ð (Ã¼Çç) Áå¶ ÇÃ¼Ö» ç¶ ÇòÚÕÅð Ô¯ð Õ¯ÂÆ Ô¯ð 

 ç¶ÔèÅðÆ ×°ðÈ Ü» êÅÖ³âÆ ÃÅè ÁÅêä¶ êËð  ç¶ÔèÅðÆ ×°ðÈ Ü» êÅÖ³âÆ ÃÅè ÁÅêä¶ êËð 
 ÁóÅ Õ¶ Öó• ÜÅò¶ å» Ã¯Úä òÅñÆ ×¼ñ ÔË  ÁóÅ Õ¶ Öó• ÜÅò¶ å» Ã¯Úä òÅñÆ ×¼ñ ÔË 
ÇÕ ÇÃ¼Ö» À°êð òðÃé òÅñÆ éçÇð å¶ Ô¯ä ÇÕ ÇÃ¼Ö» À°êð òðÃé òÅñÆ éçÇð å¶ Ô¯ä 

  òÅñ¶ ð¼ìÆ Õðî¹ ÇòÚ ÁÇó¼ÕÅ ÕÆÔé¶   òÅñ¶ ð¼ìÆ Õðî¹ ÇòÚ ÁÇó¼ÕÅ ÕÆÔé¶ 
êÅÇÂÁÅ? ÇÜåé¶ òÆ Ã½ÇçÁ» òÅñ¶ ÃÅè é¶ êÅÇÂÁÅ? ÇÜåé¶ òÆ Ã½ÇçÁ» òÅñ¶ ÃÅè é¶ 
ÇÂÔ Ãí ÁÇó¼Õ¶ Ôé, ÇÂÔé» å¯º Ã³íñ Õ¶ ÇÂÔ Ãí ÁÇó¼Õ¶ Ôé, ÇÂÔé» å¯º Ã³íñ Õ¶ 

  ðÇÔä òÅñÆ ÇÃ¼Ö» çÆ Ã¯Ú ÚÅÔÆçÆ ÔË,  ðÇÔä òÅñÆ ÇÃ¼Ö» çÆ Ã¯Ú ÚÅÔÆçÆ ÔË,
ÇÕzêÅ ÃÇå×°ðÈ ÁÅê Õðé×¶Í ×°ðÈ ×z³æ ÇÕzêÅ ÃÇå×°ðÈ ÁÅê Õðé×¶Í ×°ðÈ ×z³æ 

 ÃÅÇÔì ÜÆ çÆ î¹³çÅòäÆ ÒÚ ê³Üò¶º êÅåôÅÔ  ÃÅÇÔì ÜÆ çÆ î¹³çÅòäÆ ÒÚ ê³Üò¶º êÅåôÅÔ 
 ë¹ðîÅé Õðç¶ Ôé: ë¹ðîÅé Õðç¶ Ôé:
 æÅñ ÇòÇÚ Çå³Çé òÃå± êÂÆú  æÅñ ÇòÇÚ Çå³Çé òÃå± êÂÆú 
 Ãå° Ã³å¯Ö¹ òÆÚÅð¯ÍÍ Ãå° Ã³å¯Ö¹ òÆÚÅð¯ÍÍ
 Á³Çîzå éÅî¹ áÅÕ° ÕÅ êÇÂú  Á³Çîzå éÅî¹ áÅÕ° ÕÅ êÇÂú 
ÇÜÃ ÕÅ ÃíÃ¹ ÁèÅð¯ÍÍÇÜÃ ÕÅ ÃíÃ¹ ÁèÅð¯ÍÍ
Ü¶ Õ¯ ÖÅòË Ü¶ Õ¯ í°³ÚË Ü¶ Õ¯ ÖÅòË Ü¶ Õ¯ í°³ÚË 
ÇåÃ ÕÅ Ô¯ÇÂ À°èÅð¯ÍÍÇåÃ ÕÅ Ô¯ÇÂ À°èÅð¯ÍÍ

 Â¶Ô òÃå° åÜÆ éÔ ÜÅÂÆ  Â¶Ô òÃå° åÜÆ éÔ ÜÅÂÆ 
Çéå Çéå ðÖ¹ À°ÇðèÅð¯ÍÍÇéå Çéå ðÖ¹ À°ÇðèÅð¯ÍÍ

 åî Ã³ÃÅð¹ Úðé ñÇ× åðÆÁË  åî Ã³ÃÅð¹ Úðé ñÇ× åðÆÁË 
 Ãí° éÅéÕ ìzÔî êÃÅð¯ÍÍ Ãí° éÅéÕ ìzÔî êÃÅð¯ÍÍ
  ×°ðÈ éÅéÕ Çéð³ÜéÆ Ü¯Çå..., òÅÔ° òÅÔ°   ×°ðÈ éÅéÕ Çéð³ÜéÆ Ü¯Çå..., òÅÔ° òÅÔ° 
ìÅäÆ Çéð³ÕÅð¹ ÔË, é¶ ÇÕèð¶ òÆ Õ¯ÂÆ í°ñ¶ÖÅ ìÅäÆ Çéð³ÕÅð¹ ÔË, é¶ ÇÕèð¶ òÆ Õ¯ÂÆ í°ñ¶ÖÅ 
éÔÆº ðÇÔä Çç¼åÅÍ Á¼Ü éÔÆº å» íñÇÕ,éÔÆº ðÇÔä Çç¼åÅÍ Á¼Ü éÔÆº å» íñÇÕ,
ÇÃ¼Ö Ü×å çÆ Ü¼Çç-Ô¼Çç ÒÚ? èðî ç¶ é» ÇÃ¼Ö Ü×å çÆ Ü¼Çç-Ô¼Çç ÒÚ? èðî ç¶ é» 

  å¶ á¶Õ¶çÅðÆ, ç¹ÕÅéçÅðÆ, â¶ðÅçÅðÆ,  å¶ á¶Õ¶çÅðÆ, ç¹ÕÅéçÅðÆ, â¶ðÅçÅðÆ,
  ç¶ÇÔèÅðÆ... ×°ðÈ â³î çÅ ì¹ÇäÁÅ   ç¶ÇÔèÅðÆ... ×°ðÈ â³î çÅ ì¹ÇäÁÅ 
ÇòÛÅÇÂÁÅ ÜÅñ-Ü³ÜÅñ åÅð åÅð Ô¯ Õ¶ ÔÆ ÇòÛÅÇÂÁÅ ÜÅñ-Ü³ÜÅñ åÅð åÅð Ô¯ Õ¶ ÔÆ 

 ðÔ¶×ÅÍ ðÔ¶×ÅÍ
Çéð³ÕÅÇð ÁÅÕÅð¹ ÕÇð Ü¯Çå ÃðÈê Áé±ê Çéð³ÕÅÇð ÁÅÕÅð¹ ÕÇð Ü¯Çå ÃðÈê Áé±ê 

ÇçÖÅïÅÍÍÇçÖÅïÅÍÍ
  ò¶ç Õå¶ì Á×¯ÚðÅ òÅÇÔ×°ðÈ ×°ðÃìç¹   ò¶ç Õå¶ì Á×¯ÚðÅ òÅÇÔ×°ðÈ ×°ðÃìç¹ 
 Ã¹äÅïÅÍÍ Ã¹äÅïÅÍÍ
17-1217-12

 èðîÃÅñ ÕðåÅðê¹Çð ÃÅè Ã³×Çå ÃÚ¹Ö³â°  èðîÃÅñ ÕðåÅðê¹Çð ÃÅè Ã³×Çå ÃÚ¹Ö³â° 
 òÃÅïÅÍÍ òÃÅïÅÍÍ
 òÅÇÔ×°ðÈ ×°ðÃìç Ã¹äÅïÅÍÍ9ÍÍ24ÍÍ òÅÇÔ×°ðÈ ×°ðÃìç Ã¹äÅïÅÍÍ9ÍÍ24ÍÍ
 òÅð» íÅÂÆ ×°ðçÅÃ ÜÆ!!  òÅð» íÅÂÆ ×°ðçÅÃ ÜÆ!! 
ìÇñú ÚðÅ×° Á³èÅð îÇÔ Ãí ÕÇñ À°èðÆ ìÇñú ÚðÅ×° Á³èÅð îÇÔ Ãí ÕÇñ À°èðÆ 
ÇÂÕ éÅî èðîÍÍÇÂÕ éÅî èðîÍÍ
êz×à° Ã×ñ ÔÇð íòé îÇÔ Üé° éÅéÕ° êz×à° Ã×ñ ÔÇð íòé îÇÔ Üé° éÅéÕ° 

 ×°ð¹ êÅðìzÔîÍÍ9ÍÍ ×°ð¹ êÅðìzÔîÍÍ9ÍÍ
ÍÍ Ãòï¶ ÃzÆ î¹Ö òÅÕ îÔñÅ 5ÍÍÍÍ Ãòï¶ ÃzÆ î¹Ö òÅÕ îÔñÅ 5ÍÍ

 Á³å ÇòÚ ì¶éåÆ ÔË ÇÕ ÃÇå×°ðÈ ×z³æ ÃÅÇÔì  Á³å ÇòÚ ì¶éåÆ ÔË ÇÕ ÃÇå×°ðÈ ×z³æ ÃÅÇÔì 
ÜÆ êzí± éÅî çÅ ÜÔÅÜ ÔË, ôìç ðÈê ×°ðÈ ÜÆ êzí± éÅî çÅ ÜÔÅÜ ÔË, ôìç ðÈê ×°ðÈ 

  ÔË, Áâ¯ñ ÇéÃÚÅ ÕðÕ¶ Ã³êÈðé ×°ðÈ ×z³æ   ÔË, Áâ¯ñ ÇéÃÚÅ ÕðÕ¶ Ã³êÈðé ×°ðÈ ×z³æ 
 ÃÅÇÔì ÜÆ çÆ Úðé ôðé ãÇÔ ÇêÁ» ù Ô¯ð  ÃÅÇÔì ÜÆ çÆ Úðé ôðé ãÇÔ ÇêÁ» ù Ô¯ð 
ÇÕèð¶ ÜÅä çÆ ñ¯ó éÔÆºÍÇÕèð¶ ÜÅä çÆ ñ¯ó éÔÆºÍ

  Ã³åå ÔÆ ÃåÃ³×Çå Ã³× Ã¹ð³× ðå¶ ÜÃ¹   Ã³åå ÔÆ ÃåÃ³×Çå Ã³× Ã¹ð³× ðå¶ ÜÃ¹ 
 ×Åòå ÔËÍÍ ×Åòå ÔËÍÍ
êz³î ê³æ èÇðú èðéÆØð ÁÅÇê ðÔ¶ Çñò êz³î ê³æ èÇðú èðéÆØð ÁÅÇê ðÔ¶ Çñò 

 èÅÇð é èÅòå ÔËÍÍ èÅÇð é èÅòå ÔËÍÍ
 îæ¹ð íÇé íÅ× íñ¶ À°é Õ¶ îé ÇÂÛå ÔÆ  îæ¹ð íÇé íÅ× íñ¶ À°é Õ¶ îé ÇÂÛå ÔÆ 
 ëñ êÅòå ÔËÍÍ ëñ êÅòå ÔËÍÍ
 ðÇò Õ¶ Ã¹å Õ¯ Çåé• åzÅÃ ÕÔÅ Ü° Úðé§ ×°ðÈ  ðÇò Õ¶ Ã¹å Õ¯ Çåé• åzÅÃ ÕÔÅ Ü° Úðé§ ×°ðÈ 
ÇÚå° ñÅòå ÔËÍÍ3ÍÍÇÚå° ñÅòå ÔËÍÍ3ÍÍ

  Ã³Ö¶ê íÅò Áðæ : ÇÃ¼Ö ê³æ, èðî çÅ   Ã³Ö¶ê íÅò Áðæ : ÇÃ¼Ö ê³æ, èðî çÅ 
  èðéÆèð êzîÅåîÅ é¶ ÁÅê à¯ðéÅ ÕÆåÅ   èðéÆèð êzîÅåîÅ é¶ ÁÅê à¯ðéÅ ÕÆåÅ 
ÇÂæ¶ ÃçÅ (Ã³åå) çÆ ÃåÃ³×Çå ÇòÚ êzí± ÇÂæ¶ ÃçÅ (Ã³åå) çÆ ÃåÃ³×Çå ÇòÚ êzí± 
ÜÃ ×ÅÇòÁÅ Ü»çÅ ÔËÍ Ü¯ ×°ðÈ ðÚéÅ çÅ ÜÃ ×ÅÇòÁÅ Ü»çÅ ÔËÍ Ü¯ ×°ðÈ ðÚéÅ çÅ 
ÇèÁÅé èðçÅ ÔËÍ À°Ã ù (ðÇò Õ¶ Ã¹å Õ¯)ÇèÁÅé èðçÅ ÔËÍ À°Ã ù (ðÇò Õ¶ Ã¹å Õ¯)

  ÃÈðÜ ç¶ ê¹¼åð èðî ðÅÜ çÅ (åzÅÃ ÕÔÅ)  ÃÈðÜ ç¶ ê¹¼åð èðî ðÅÜ çÅ (åzÅÃ ÕÔÅ)
 ÕÅÔçÅ âð ÔË? Ã¯ ×°ðÈ ×z³æ ÃÅÇÔì ÜÆ çÆ  ÕÅÔçÅ âð ÔË? Ã¯ ×°ðÈ ×z³æ ÃÅÇÔì ÜÆ çÆ 
 à¶Õ, Ã¹Ö ÔÆ Ã¹Ö ÔË, Áé§ç ÔÆ Áé§ç ÔËÍ à¶Õ, Ã¹Ö ÔÆ Ã¹Ö ÔË, Áé§ç ÔÆ Áé§ç ÔËÍ
 ÃÅÀ°çÅ ÇÂÕ°å Ôà ÔË  ÃÅÀ°çÅ ÇÂÕ°å Ôà ÔË 
 ôÅÔ ÃÇå×°ð êÈðÅÍÍ ôÅÔ ÃÇå×°ð êÈðÅÍÍ
 Áò×°ä ñË ×°ä ÇòÕé¶  Áò×°ä ñË ×°ä ÇòÕé¶ 
ìÚé¶ çÅ ÃÈðÅÍÍìÚé¶ çÅ ÃÈðÅÍÍ
(íÅÂÆ ×°ðçÅÃ ÜÆ)(íÅÂÆ ×°ðçÅÃ ÜÆ)

 í°¼ñ» Ú¹¼Õ» çÆ ÇÖîÅ çÅ ÜÅÚÕ, ×°ð ê³æ çÅ  í°¼ñ» Ú¹¼Õ» çÆ ÇÖîÅ çÅ ÜÅÚÕ, ×°ð ê³æ çÅ 
 çÅÃðÅÍ çÅÃðÅÍ

ìÇñÔÅð ÇÃ³Ø ð³èÅòÅ ìÇñÔÅð ÇÃ³Ø ð³èÅòÅ 

Ç Ç ê ê Û Û ñ ñ   ¶ Ã   ¶ Ã  ø  ø   ¶ ç   ¶ ç  Å ì  Å ì  ÅÕ  ÅÕ  Æ  Æ 



êðî ÃÇåÕÅð ï¯× ×°ðÈ ðÈê ÖÅñÃÅ ÃÅèÃ³×å ÜÆÀ°Íêðî ÃÇåÕÅð ï¯× ×°ðÈ ðÈê ÖÅñÃÅ ÃÅèÃ³×å ÜÆÀ°Í
 òÅÇÔ×°ðÈ ÜÆ ÕÅ ÖÅñÃÅÍ òÅÇÔ×°ðÈ ÜÆ ÕÅ ÖÅñÃÅÍ

 òÅÇÔ×°ðÈ ÜÆ ÕÆ ëÇåÔ¨ òÅÇÔ×°ðÈ ÜÆ ÕÆ ëÇåÔ¨
éÅî, êðîÅåîÅ ç¶ ÇÂñÅÔÆ ÇêÁÅð, ÂÆôòðÆ Ü¯å, ð¼ìÆ éÅî, êðîÅåîÅ ç¶ ÇÂñÅÔÆ ÇêÁÅð, ÂÆôòðÆ Ü¯å, ð¼ìÆ 

Ç×ÁÅé, Çéð³ÕÅðÆ Ô°Õî å¶ ×°ðêzÃÅÇç çÅ êzå¼Ö ðÈê ÔË Áå¶ Ç×ÁÅé, Çéð³ÕÅðÆ Ô°Õî å¶ ×°ðêzÃÅÇç çÅ êzå¼Ö ðÈê ÔË Áå¶ 
  ôìç-×°ðÈ çÅ ÃÅð-îÈñ, å¼å-òÆÚÅð å¶ êÈðé-Ç×ÁÅé ÔËÍ  ôìç-×°ðÈ çÅ ÃÅð-îÈñ, å¼å-òÆÚÅð å¶ êÈðé-Ç×ÁÅé ÔËÍ
éÅî çÆ ðÚéÅ êðîÅåîÅ é¶ éÅî çÆ ðÚéÅ êðîÅåîÅ é¶  ÒÒÁ ÒÒÁ  Å  Å ê ê  Æ  Æ é é     Ë Á     Ë Á  Å  Å ê ê Ã Ã  Å  Å Ç Ç Ü Ü  ú  ú Á Á  Å  Å ê ê  Æ  Æ é é   Ë   Ë 
 ð  ð Ç Ç  Ú  Ú  ú  ú é é  Å  Å  À  À   °ÓÓ,  °ÓÓ,  ÁÅêä¶ Çéð×°ä  ÁÅêä¶ Çéð×°ä   ÚñçÅ Á×ñ¶ Ãë¶ å¶  ÚñçÅ Á×ñ¶ Ãë¶ å¶ 

 ô  ô   z   z  Æ ×  Æ ×   °   °  ð  ð   È é   È é  Å  Å é é  Õ ç  Õ ç   ¶   ¶  ò Ü  ò Ü  Æ î  Æ î  Ô  Ô  Å  Å  ð  ð  Å  Å Ü Ü 
 ô  ô   z   z  Æ ×  Æ ×   °   °  ð  ð   È ×   È ×   ¯   ¯ Ç Ç ì ì  ³  ³  ç Ç  ç Ç  Ã  Ã  ³  ³ Ø Ü Ø Ü  Æ î  Æ î  Ô  Ô  Å  Å  ð  ð  Å  Å Ü Ü 
 ç  ç  Ã  Ã  »  » ê ê  Å  Å  å  å  ô  ô  Å  Å  Ô  Ô  Æ  Æ  Á  Á  »  » ç ç  Æ  Æ 

Ç Ç é é  ð  ð  ³  ³  Õ  Õ  Å  Å  ð  ð  Æ Ü  Æ Ü   ¯   ¯  å  å 
ôzÆ×°ðÈ×z³æÃÅÇÔìôzÆ×°ðÈ×z³æÃÅÇÔì

ÜÆîÔÅðÅÜÜÆîÔÅðÅÜ
é é  Å  Å ñ Ü ñ Ü   °   °  ó  ó  Æ  Æ Ã Ã  î  î   È   È  Ô Ç  Ô Ç  Ã  Ã   ¼   ¼  Ö Ã  Ö Ã  ³  ³  ×  ×  å ù  å ù 
Ç Ç é é  ð  ð  î  î ñ Õ ñ Õ   °à   °à  Æ  Æ  Á  Á  Å Ü  Å Ü   ½   ½  Ô  Ô ñ ñ  » (Ü  » (Ü ñ§ñ§ è  è  ð) ð)

 ç¶ òðåîÅé î¹ÖÆ ìzÔîÇ×ÁÅéÆ  ç¶ òðåîÅé î¹ÖÆ ìzÔîÇ×ÁÅéÆ 

ôzÆîÅéA@HÃ³åìÅìÅÜÆåÇÃ³ØÜÆ ôzÆîÅéA@HÃ³åìÅìÅÜÆåÇÃ³ØÜÆ 
 Áå¶ À°Ôé» ç¶ ÃÔÅÇÂÕ Ã³å ìÅìÅ ÜÃêÅñ ÇÃ³Ø ÜÆ òñ¯º  Áå¶ À°Ôé» ç¶ ÃÔÅÇÂÕ Ã³å ìÅìÅ ÜÃêÅñ ÇÃ³Ø ÜÆ òñ¯º 
 è³é è³é ôzÆ ×°ðÈ ×z³æ ÃÅÇÔì ÜÆ îÔÅðÅÜ ç¶ C@@ ÃÅñÅ  è³é è³é ôzÆ ×°ðÈ ×z³æ ÃÅÇÔì ÜÆ îÔÅðÅÜ ç¶ C@@ ÃÅñÅ 

×°×°ððååÅ-×¼Å-×¼çç ÆÇ  ÆÇ ççòòÃÃ
çÆÔÅðÇçÕòèÅÂÆ çÆÔÅðÇçÕòèÅÂÆ ““

        “        “
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 ÃðÈê å¯º Ãð×°ä ÃðÈê ÇòÚ ÃÜ Õ¶ ÕÆåÆ å¶ ë¶ð  ÃðÈê å¯º Ãð×°ä ÃðÈê ÇòÚ ÃÜ Õ¶ ÕÆåÆ å¶ ë¶ð  ÒÒç ÒÒç   ¹   ¹ ï ï  Æ  Æ 
 Õ  Õ   °   °  ç  ç  ð  ð Ç Ç  å  å Ã Ã  Å  Å Ü Ü  Æ  Æ  Á  Á   ËÓÓ,  ËÓÓ,   çÈÜ¶ íÅò òÅñÆ Õ°çðå òðåÅ Õ¶   çÈÜ¶ íÅò òÅñÆ Õ°çðå òðåÅ Õ¶ 
ÇÃzôàÆ çÆ ðÚéÅ ÕÆåÆÍ ÇÂÃ çòËåÅ ÇÃzôàÆ çÆ ðÚéÅ ÕÆåÆÍ ÇÂÃ çòËåÅ íÅò ÕðÕ¶ ÔÆ ÔÀ°îË-íÅò ÕðÕ¶ ÔÆ ÔÀ°îË-

 ÁÔ³ÕÅð, î¯Ô-îîåÅ, ÂÆðÖÅ-çò¶ô, íðî-í°ñ¶Ö¶ å¶ ÕñÅ- ÁÔ³ÕÅð, î¯Ô-îîåÅ, ÂÆðÖÅ-çò¶ô, íðî-í°ñ¶Ö¶ å¶ ÕñÅ-
  Õñ¶ô» òÅñ¶ îÅÇÂÁÅ-Ü³ÜÅñ çÅ Ã³ÃÅð ìÇäÁÅ êð   Õñ¶ô» òÅñ¶ îÅÇÂÁÅ-Ü³ÜÅñ çÅ Ã³ÃÅð ìÇäÁÅ êð 
êðîÅåîÅ êðîÅåîÅ  ÒÒÕ ÒÒÕ Ç Ç  ð  ð Á Á  Å  Å  Ã  Ã ä ä     ° Ç     ° Ç  â  â  á  á     ¯ Ú     ¯ Ú  Å  Å  À  À   °ÓÓ,  °ÓÓ,   ÁÅêäÆ Ãî¼°ÚÆ   ÁÅêäÆ Ãî¼°ÚÆ 

  ðÚéÅ ÇòÚ Ãðì-ÇòÁÅêÆ éÅî-Ü¯å çÆ ÇÂÕðÈêåÅ ç¶   ðÚéÅ ÇòÚ Ãðì-ÇòÁÅêÆ éÅî-Ü¯å çÆ ÇÂÕðÈêåÅ ç¶ 
 ÁÅÃä å¶ ÃÜ Õ¶, ÃÅðÆ Ö¶â ù ç¶Ö ÇðÔÅ ÔËÍ ÇÂÃ éÅî-Ü¯å  ÁÅÃä å¶ ÃÜ Õ¶, ÃÅðÆ Ö¶â ù ç¶Ö ÇðÔÅ ÔËÍ ÇÂÃ éÅî-Ü¯å 
 çÆ ÇÂÕðÈêåÅ ç¶ ÁÅÃä å¶ ÇÜÃ  çÆ ÇÂÕðÈêåÅ ç¶ ÁÅÃä å¶ ÇÜÃ ÁÇçzôà-Á×¯Úð, Á×³î-ÁÇçzôà-Á×¯Úð, Á×³î-
 Á×Åè å¶ ðÅÜ-Ü¯× ÃðÈê ÇòÚ êðîÅåîÅ çðôé ç¶ ÇðÔÅ  Á×Åè å¶ ðÅÜ-Ü¯× ÃðÈê ÇòÚ êðîÅåîÅ çðôé ç¶ ÇðÔÅ 
 ÔË, À°Ô ÃðÈê ÔÆ ôìç-×°ðÈ çÅ ÔËÍ ÇÜÃ åð·» êÅðìzÔî- ÔË, À°Ô ÃðÈê ÔÆ ôìç-×°ðÈ çÅ ÔËÍ ÇÜÃ åð·» êÅðìzÔî-
êðî¶ôòð é¶ êðî¶ôòð é¶ ÒÒê ÒÒê Ç Ç  Ô  Ô ñ ñ   ¯ ç   ¯ ç   ¶ å   ¶ å   Ë   Ë  º Ç  º Ç  ð  ð Ü Ü  Õ  Õ   ° Ã   ° Ã  î  î  Å  Å  Ô  Ô  Å¨ Ç  Å¨ Ç ê ê Û Û   ¯ ç   ¯ ç   ¶ å   ¶ å   Ë   Ë  º Ü  º Ü  ³  ³  å  å   °   ° 
 À  À   °   ° ê ê  Å  Å  Ô  Ô  Å¨ÓÓ Å¨ÓÓ, ÜÆÁ-Ü³å êËçÅ Õðä å¯º êÇÔñ», À°é·» ç¶ , ÜÆÁ-Ü³å êËçÅ Õðä å¯º êÇÔñ», À°é·» ç¶ 
Çð÷Õ å¶ ÁÅÔÅð çÅ ï¯× êzì³è å¶ íðêÈð ÇòòÃæÅ ìäÅ Çð÷Õ å¶ ÁÅÔÅð çÅ ï¯× êzì³è å¶ íðêÈð ÇòòÃæÅ ìäÅ 
Çç¼åÆ, ÇÂÃ¶ åð·» êðîÅåîÅ é¶ Ãðì¼å ÜÆÁ-Ü³å ç¶ Çç¼åÆ, ÇÂÃ¶ åð·» êðîÅåîÅ é¶ Ãðì¼å ÜÆÁ-Ü³å ç¶ 
ÇéÃåÅð¶ å¶ î¹ÕåÆ ñÂÆ, ÁÅêäÆ ÃÅðÆ ÇÃzôàÆ ù êËçÅ ÇéÃåÅð¶ å¶ î¹ÕåÆ ñÂÆ, ÁÅêäÆ ÃÅðÆ ÇÃzôàÆ ù êËçÅ 

 Õðä å¯º êÇÔñ» ÔÆ, ÁÅêä¶ Çéð×°ä ÃðÈê å¯º éÅî-Ü¯å  Õðä å¯º êÇÔñ» ÔÆ, ÁÅêä¶ Çéð×°ä ÃðÈê å¯º éÅî-Ü¯å 
  çÅ êzÕÅô Õð Õ¶, ôìç-×°ðÈ ÃÇå×°ðÈ ÃðÈê çÆ ÃÅÜéÅ   çÅ êzÕÅô Õð Õ¶, ôìç-×°ðÈ ÃÇå×°ðÈ ÃðÈê çÆ ÃÅÜéÅ 
 ÕÆåÆ Áå¶ ÇÂÔ ÁéÅÇç å¶  ÕÆåÆ Áå¶ ÇÂÔ ÁéÅÇç å¶ ÁéÅÔÇå ÃðÈê, Ôî¶ô» å¯º ×°ðÈ-ÁéÅÔÇå ÃðÈê, Ôî¶ô» å¯º ×°ðÈ-
êðî¶ôòð ðÈê ÇòÚ, ÃÅðÆ ÇÃzôàÆ ù îÅÇÂÁÅ çÆ çòËåÅ å¶ êðî¶ôòð ðÈê ÇòÚ, ÃÅðÆ ÇÃzôàÆ ù îÅÇÂÁÅ çÆ çòËåÅ å¶ 

  Õñ¶ô å¯º êðîÅåîÅ çÆ Â¶Õ³ÕÅðåÅ å¶ ÁÅé§ç ÇòÚ   Õñ¶ô å¯º êðîÅåîÅ çÆ Â¶Õ³ÕÅðåÅ å¶ ÁÅé§ç ÇòÚ 
ÇñÜÅÀ°ä ñÂÆ, ÁÅêä¶ Ô°Õî å¶ êzÃÅÇç ç¹ÁÅðÅ éçÇð-Õðî ÇñÜÅÀ°ä ñÂÆ, ÁÅêä¶ Ô°Õî å¶ êzÃÅÇç ç¹ÁÅðÅ éçÇð-Õðî 

 ÕðÕ¶ ÇéÃåÅð ÇðÔÅ ÔËÍ ÕðÕ¶ ÇéÃåÅð ÇðÔÅ ÔËÍ
ÇÂÔ ×°ðÈ-êðî¶ôòð ÃðÈê, ÁÅÇç ÕÅñ å¯º, êðîÅåîÅ çÆ ÇÂÔ ×°ðÈ-êðî¶ôòð ÃðÈê, ÁÅÇç ÕÅñ å¯º, êðîÅåîÅ çÆ 

Çí³é-Çí³é ðÚéÅ ç¶ ÕÇñÁÅä ÇÔ¼å, ÁÅêäÆ Ô°ÕîÆ-Ö¶â Çí³é-Çí³é ðÚéÅ ç¶ ÕÇñÁÅä ÇÔ¼å, ÁÅêäÆ Ô°ÕîÆ-Ö¶â 
 òðåÅÀ°ä ñÂÆ, Ãî¶º-Ãî¶º, ÁÅêä¶ ò¼Ö-ò¼Ö ðÈê» ÇòÚ, ÕÂÆ  òðåÅÀ°ä ñÂÆ, Ãî¶º-Ãî¶º, ÁÅêä¶ ò¼Ö-ò¼Ö ðÈê» ÇòÚ, ÕÂÆ 
 ÕñÅ èÅðé ÕðçÅ ÇðÔÅ, ÕñÅ èÅðé ÕðçÅ ÇðÔÅ, ÒÒÜ ÒÒÜ   °   ° Ç Ç  ×  × Ü Ü   °   ° Ç Ç  ×  × Á Á  Å  Å ê ê     ¯ Á     ¯ Á  Å  Å ê ê ä ä  Å  Å è è  ð  ð  î  î     ¹ Ô     ¹ Ô   Ë   Ë 
 Ã  Ã   ¯   ¯ Ç Ç  è ç  è ç   ¶   ¶  Ö  Ö  Ô  Ô    ° ì    ° ì   ¶   ¶  ç ê¹  ç ê¹  ð  ð  Å  Å é é  Å¨ÓÓ Å¨ÓÓ êð ÁÜ å¯º ECI ÃÅñ êÇÔñ», ÇÂÔ êð ÁÜ å¯º ECI ÃÅñ êÇÔñ», ÇÂÔ 
 ×°ðÈ-êðî¶ôòð ÃðÈê, ÁÅêäÆ Ã³êÈðé ÔÃåÆ å¶ òÅÃåÇòÕ ðÈê  ×°ðÈ-êðî¶ôòð ÃðÈê, ÁÅêäÆ Ã³êÈðé ÔÃåÆ å¶ òÅÃåÇòÕ ðÈê 
ñË Õ¶, ôìç-×°ðÈ ù,ñË Õ¶, ôìç-×°ðÈ ù, ÒÒÚÔ ÒÒÚÔ   ° Ü   ° Ü   °   °  ×  ×  Å Õ  Å Õ  Å Ô  Å Ô   °   ° Ç Ç ä Ç ä Ç é é ì ì   ¶   ¶  ó  ó  Å é  Å é  ð îé  ð îé   °   °  Ö  Ö  Å é  Å é   ¯   ¯ 
 Â  Â   ¶   ¶  Õ  Õ     ° Ç     ° Ç é é  è  è  Å  Å é é   Å¨ Ü   Å¨ Ü  å  å     ° Ã     ° Ã  ³  ³ Ü Ü  î  î å å  Æ  Æ  ð  ð  æ  æ ú ú é é  Å  Å Ü Ü   °   °  ×  ×   Å ÕÅ è   Å ÕÅ è  ð  ð  î  î     ¹ Ô     ¹ Ô     Ë Õ     Ë Õ Ç Ç ñ ñ 
 î  î Ç Ç  Ô Õ  Ô Õ  Æ  Æ  ð  ð Ç Ç  å Ô  å Ô Ç Ç  ð é  ð é  Å  Å  î  î  Å¨ÓÓ, Å¨ÓÓ, Áå¶  Áå¶ ÒÒì ÒÒì   ¶   ¶  ç Õ  ç Õ  å  å   ¶   ¶ ì Ç ì Ç  Ã  Ã Ç Ç  î  î   z   z Ç Ç  å Ã  å Ã Ç Ç  í Ã  í Ã  Å  Å  Ãå  Ãå 
Ç Ç  Â  Â é é  ò ê  ò ê Ç Ç  ó  ó  Á  Á  Å î  Å î   ¹   ¹  Õ  Õ Ç Ç  å é Ô  å é Ô   ¯   ¯  Â  Â  Æ¨ Â  Æ¨ Â   ¶   ¶  Õ  Õ   ° Á   ° Á  Ö  Ö  ð  ð   ° Ü   ° Ü   ¯ ×   ¯ ×   °   °  ð  ð  î  î   ¹   ¹ Ç Ç  Ö Ü  Ö Ü  Å  Å ê ê   Ë Ç   Ë Ç  å  å  Ã  Ã 

 Õ  Õ  Æ Ç  Æ Ç é é  ð  ð  î  î ñ Ã ñ Ã   ¯   ¯  Â  Â  Æ¨ÓÓ, Æ¨ÓÓ, êÇÔñÆ òÅð èðåÆ å¶ ÃÅÕÅð-êz×à Õðé êÇÔñÆ òÅð èðåÆ å¶ ÃÅÕÅð-êz×à Õðé 
ñÂÆ, è³é è³é ÃÅÇÔì ôzÆ ×°ðÈ éÅéÕ ç¶ò ÜÆ îÔÅðÅÜ çÅ éÅúº ñÂÆ, è³é è³é ÃÅÇÔì ôzÆ ×°ðÈ éÅéÕ ç¶ò ÜÆ îÔÅðÅÜ çÅ éÅúº 

 èð Õ¶ ÁÅÇÂÁÅ Áå¶ êÅðìzÔî-êðî¶ôòð çÆ Çéò¶ÕñÆ éÅî- èð Õ¶ ÁÅÇÂÁÅ Áå¶ êÅðìzÔî-êðî¶ôòð çÆ Çéò¶ÕñÆ éÅî-
Ü¯¯å çÅ Áç¹¼åÆ êzÕÅô å¶ Á×³îÆ ôìç-×°ðÈ çÅ Áé±áÅ êz×àÅ,Ü¯¯å çÅ Áç¹¼åÆ êzÕÅô å¶ Á×³îÆ ôìç-×°ðÈ çÅ Áé±áÅ êz×àÅ,

 è³é è³é ÃÅÇÔì ôzÆ ×°ðÈ éÅéÕ ç¶ò ÜÆ îÔÅðÅÜ ç¶ ðÈê ÇòÚ, è³é è³é ÃÅÇÔì ôzÆ ×°ðÈ éÅéÕ ç¶ò ÜÆ îÔÅðÅÜ ç¶ ðÈê ÇòÚ,
ÇÂÃ Ã³ÃÅð ÇòÖ¶, êÇÔñÆ òÅð, êÈðé å½ð å¶ êzÕÅôîÅé å¶ êz×à ÇÂÃ Ã³ÃÅð ÇòÖ¶, êÇÔñÆ òÅð, êÈðé å½ð å¶ êzÕÅôîÅé å¶ êz×à 

 Ô¯ÇÂÁÅ, Ô¯ÇÂÁÅ, ÒÒÁ ÒÒÁ  Å  Å Ç Ç ê ê é é  ð  ð  Å  Å Ç Ç  Â  Â ä ä     ° Õ     ° Õ ñ ñ  Å  Å è è  Å  Å Ç Ç  ð  ð Ü Ü  ×  × î î Ç Ç  Ô  Ô ê ê  ð  ð  ò  ò Ç Ç  ð  ð ï ï  À  À   °¨  °¨
Ç Ç é é  ð  ð  ³Õ  ³Õ  Å  Å Ç Ç  ð Á  ð Á  Å  Å  Õ  Õ  Å  Å  ð  ð   ° Ü   ° Ü   ¯   ¯ Ç Ç  å Ü  å Ü  × î  × î  ³  ³  â  â Ç Ç ñ Õ ñ Õ Ç Ç  ð  ð ï ï  À  À   °¨ÓÓ  °¨ÓÓ

ÇÂÃ çÅ íÅò ÇÂÔ Ô¯ÇÂÁÅ ÇÕ ÃÅÇÔì ôzÆ ×°ðÈ éÅéÕ ç¶ò ÜÆ ÇÂÃ çÅ íÅò ÇÂÔ Ô¯ÇÂÁÅ ÇÕ ÃÅÇÔì ôzÆ ×°ðÈ éÅéÕ ç¶ò ÜÆ 
  îÔÅðÅÜ çÆ îÅéåÅ, ÇÃðø îé°¼ÖÆ ÜÅî¶ ç¶ ðÈê, ÁÅÕÅð å¶   îÔÅðÅÜ çÆ îÅéåÅ, ÇÃðø îé°¼ÖÆ ÜÅî¶ ç¶ ðÈê, ÁÅÕÅð å¶ 
 îÇðïÅçÅ åÕ ÔÆ ÃÆÇîå éÔÆº, ìñÇÕ  îÇðïÅçÅ åÕ ÔÆ ÃÆÇîå éÔÆº, ìñÇÕ ÁÅåîÕ ÃðÈê ÇòÚ, À°Ô ÁÅåîÕ ÃðÈê ÇòÚ, À°Ô 
Çéð³ÕÅð çÆ Ãðì-ÇòÁÅêÆ, ÃðìÇ×ÁÅéÆ, ÃðìçðôÆ,Çéð³ÕÅð çÆ Ãðì-ÇòÁÅêÆ, ÃðìÇ×ÁÅéÆ, ÃðìçðôÆ,

 ÃðìôÕåÆîÅé éÅî-Ü¯å çÅ ÃçÆòÆ êzÕÅô Áå¶ Áîð, ÁÜð, ÃðìôÕåÆîÅé éÅî-Ü¯å çÅ ÃçÆòÆ êzÕÅô Áå¶ Áîð, ÁÜð,
 ÁÇìÚñ, ÁÇìéÅôÆ ôìç-×°ðÈ çÅ ÃÅÕÅð ðÈê Ôé, ÇÜé·» ù, ÁÇìÚñ, ÁÇìéÅôÆ ôìç-×°ðÈ çÅ ÃÅÕÅð ðÈê Ôé, ÇÜé·» ù,
 ÁÕÅñ-ê¹ðÖ, ÒêÅðìzÔî¹ êðî¶Ãð°Ó, é¶ Ò×°ðÈ êðî¶Ãð°Ó, çÅ ÃðÈê, ÁÕÅñ-ê¹ðÖ, ÒêÅðìzÔî¹ êðî¶Ãð°Ó, é¶ Ò×°ðÈ êðî¶Ãð°Ó, çÅ ÃðÈê,
ÇÃzôàÆ çÆ ðÚéÅ Õðé å¯º êÇÔñ» ÔÆ, ÁÅêäÆ éÅî-Ü¯å çÅ ÇÃzôàÆ çÆ ðÚéÅ Õðé å¯º êÇÔñ» ÔÆ, ÁÅêäÆ éÅî-Ü¯å çÅ 
êzÕÅô Õð Õ¶, ôìç-×°ðÈ çÆ òÇâÁÅÂÆ êz×àÅ Õ¶, Ôî¶ô» ñÂÆ êzÕÅô Õð Õ¶, ôìç-×°ðÈ çÆ òÇâÁÅÂÆ êz×àÅ Õ¶, Ôî¶ô» ñÂÆ 
ìõô Çç¼åÅ Áå¶ ÁÅêä¶ ÁÅê ÇòÚ Áí¶ç Õð Õ¶ êðî-ÃÚ ÃðÈê ìõô Çç¼åÅ Áå¶ ÁÅêä¶ ÁÅê ÇòÚ Áí¶ç Õð Õ¶ êðî-ÃÚ ÃðÈê 
êðî-×°ðÈ ç¶ ÇÃ³ØÅÃé å¶ ÃÜÅ Çç¼åÅÍ éÅñ ÔÆ Ãí ìõÇôô»,êðî-×°ðÈ ç¶ ÇÃ³ØÅÃé å¶ ÃÜÅ Çç¼åÅÍ éÅñ ÔÆ Ãí ìõÇôô»,

 åÅÕå» å¶ òÇâÁÅÂÆÁ» ç¶ Õ¶, ÇÃzôàÆ çÆ ÃÅðÆ ðÚéÅ ù, éÅ åÅÕå» å¶ òÇâÁÅÂÆÁ» ç¶ Õ¶, ÇÃzôàÆ çÆ ÃÅðÆ ðÚéÅ ù, éÅî-î-
Ü¯å ç¶ êzÕÅô éÅñ, ð¼ìÆ-ð³× ÇòÚ ð³×ä çÅ çËòÆ êðî-Ü¯å ç¶ êzÕÅô éÅñ, ð¼ìÆ-ð³× ÇòÚ ð³×ä çÅ çËòÆ êðî-

 ÁÇèÕÅð òÆ ç¶ Çç¼åÅÍ ÁÇèÕÅð òÆ ç¶ Çç¼åÅÍ
 Ã³ÃÅð ç¶ Áå¶ èðî ç¶ ÇÂÇåÔÅÃ ÇòÚ ÇÂÕ Çòñ¼Öä, Áé°êî  Ã³ÃÅð ç¶ Áå¶ èðî ç¶ ÇÂÇåÔÅÃ ÇòÚ ÇÂÕ Çòñ¼Öä, Áé°êî 

 å¶ Áé¯ÖÆ Ö¶â úç¯º òðåÆ, Üç ÇÂÔ ôìç-×°ðÈ ÃÇå×°ðÈ ÃðÈê, å¶ Áé¯ÖÆ Ö¶â úç¯º òðåÆ, Üç ÇÂÔ ôìç-×°ðÈ ÃÇå×°ðÈ ÃðÈê,
  è³é è³é ÃÅÇÔì ôzÆ ×°ðÈ éÅéÕ ç¶ò ÜÆ îÔÅðÅÜ, ÃÚÖ³â   è³é è³é ÃÅÇÔì ôzÆ ×°ðÈ éÅéÕ ç¶ò ÜÆ îÔÅðÅÜ, ÃÚÖ³â 
ÇêÁÅä¶ å¯º êÇÔñ»,ÇêÁÅä¶ å¯º êÇÔñ», ÒÒÜ ÒÒÜ   ¯   ¯ Ç Ç  å úÔ  å úÔ  Å Ü  Å Ü   °   °  ×  × Ç Ç  å Ã  å Ã  Å  Å Ç Ç  Â Ã  Â Ã Ç Ç  Ô ÕÅ  Ô ÕÅ Ç Ç  Â  Â  Á  Á  Å ë  Å ë   ¶   ¶ Ç Ç  ð  ð 
ê ê ñ ñ  à  à  Æ  Æ  Á  Á   ËÓÓ,  ËÓÓ, éÅî çÆ Ü¯å Áå¶ ôìç çÆ Ü°×å å¶ òÇâÁÅÂÆ,éÅî çÆ Ü¯å Áå¶ ôìç çÆ Ü°×å å¶ òÇâÁÅÂÆ,

  ÁÅêä¶ ÁÇé§é Ã¶òÕ íÅÂÆ ñÇÔäÅ   ÁÅêä¶ ÁÇé§é Ã¶òÕ íÅÂÆ ñÇÔäÅ 

ìzÔîÇ×ÁÅéÆ ôzÆ îÅé A@H Ã³å ìÅìÅ ÜÆå ÇÃ³Ø ÜÆ Çéðîñ Õ°àÆÁÅ Ü½Ôñ» ìzÔîÇ×ÁÅéÆ ôzÆ îÅé A@H Ã³å ìÅìÅ ÜÆå ÇÃ³Ø ÜÆ Çéðîñ Õ°àÆÁÅ Ü½Ôñ» 
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ÜÆ ù ìõô Õ¶, ÁÅê Çëð, è³é è³é ÃÅÇÔì ôzÆ ×°ðÈ Á³×ç ÜÆ ù ìõô Õ¶, ÁÅê Çëð, è³é è³é ÃÅÇÔì ôzÆ ×°ðÈ Á³×ç 
 ç¶ò ÜÆ îÔÅðÅÜ ç¶ ðÈê ÇòÚ, Çéð³ÜéÆ Ûåz ÇÃØÅ³Ãé å¶  ç¶ò ÜÆ îÔÅðÅÜ ç¶ ðÈê ÇòÚ, Çéð³ÜéÆ Ûåz ÇÃØÅ³Ãé å¶ 
  ÃÜ Õ¶, çÈÃðÆ êÅåôÅÔÆ, çÈÜ¶ ôzÆ ×°ðÈ éÅéÕ ç¶ò ÜÆ   ÃÜ Õ¶, çÈÃðÆ êÅåôÅÔÆ, çÈÜ¶ ôzÆ ×°ðÈ éÅéÕ ç¶ò ÜÆ 
 îÔÅðÅÜ êz×à Ô¯ ×Â¶Í ÇÂÃ åð·», ÇÂÃ ôìç-×°ðÈ ÃÇå×°ðÈ  îÔÅðÅÜ êz×à Ô¯ ×Â¶Í ÇÂÃ åð·», ÇÂÃ ôìç-×°ðÈ ÃÇå×°ðÈ 
  ÃðÈê é¶, è³é è³é ÃÅÇÔì ôzÆ ×°ðÈ ×¯Çì³ç ÇÃ³Ø îÔÅðÅÜ   ÃðÈê é¶, è³é è³é ÃÅÇÔì ôzÆ ×°ðÈ ×¯Çì³ç ÇÃ³Ø îÔÅðÅÜ 
 åÕ, çÃ ÜÅî¶ èÅðé Õð Õ¶, êÅðìzÔî-êðî¶ôòð çÆ úÔÆ  åÕ, çÃ ÜÅî¶ èÅðé Õð Õ¶, êÅðìzÔî-êðî¶ôòð çÆ úÔÆ 
Çéò¶ÕñÆ éÅî-Ü¯å å¶ ôìç çÆ Ü°×å-òÇâÁÅÂÆ ù,Çéò¶ÕñÆ éÅî-Ü¯å å¶ ôìç çÆ Ü°×å-òÇâÁÅÂÆ ù,

 ÃÅðÆ ÇÃzôàÆ À°µêð êzÕÅôîÅé å¶ À°ÜÅ×ð ÕÆåÅ Áå¶ ÇÂÃ  ÃÅðÆ ÇÃzôàÆ À°µêð êzÕÅôîÅé å¶ À°ÜÅ×ð ÕÆåÅ Áå¶ ÇÂÃ 
  Áé¯ÖÆ Ö¶â å¶ ò¼ÖðÆ ÕñÅ, Õð Õ¶ ÔÆ, Çòô¶ô é°ÔÅð,  Áé¯ÖÆ Ö¶â å¶ ò¼ÖðÆ ÕñÅ, Õð Õ¶ ÔÆ, Çòô¶ô é°ÔÅð,
Çòñ¼Öä ðÈê å¶ ÁÃÅèÅðé òÇâÁÅÂÆ, òÅñ¶ çÃ ÃÇå×°ðÈ Çòñ¼Öä ðÈê å¶ ÁÃÅèÅðé òÇâÁÅÂÆ, òÅñ¶ çÃ ÃÇå×°ðÈ 

  ÃðÈê êz×à Ô¯Â¶ Áå¶ Ô°ä ÁÅõð ÇòÚ, ÇÂÔ ôìç-×°ðÈ   ÃðÈê êz×à Ô¯Â¶ Áå¶ Ô°ä ÁÅõð ÇòÚ, ÇÂÔ ôìç-×°ðÈ 
 ÃÇå×°ðÈ ÃðÈê, ÁÅêäÅ Á³åî êz×àÅ, è³é è³é ÃÅÇÔì ôzÆ  ÃÇå×°ðÈ ÃðÈê, ÁÅêäÅ Á³åî êz×àÅ, è³é è³é ÃÅÇÔì ôzÆ 
 ×°ðÈ ×z³æ ÃÅÇÔì ÜÆ îÔÅðÅÜ ç¶ ðÈê ÇòÚ, ÃçÆòÆ Õð Õ¶, ×°ðÈ ×z³æ ÃÅÇÔì ÜÆ îÔÅðÅÜ ç¶ ðÈê ÇòÚ, ÃçÆòÆ Õð Õ¶,
 Áé§ååÅ åÕ, ÷ÅÔðÅ-÷ÔÈð, ÔÅ÷ðÅ-Ô÷Èð Ô¯ Õ¶, êðî- Áé§ååÅ åÕ, ÷ÅÔðÅ-÷ÔÈð, ÔÅ÷ðÅ-Ô÷Èð Ô¯ Õ¶, êðî-
 ×°ðÈ, Ü×å-×°ðÈ Áå¶ ÃÇå-×°ðÈ ç¶ ðÈê ÇòÚ ÇÂÃ Ã³ÃÅð  ×°ðÈ, Ü×å-×°ðÈ Áå¶ ÃÇå-×°ðÈ ç¶ ðÈê ÇòÚ ÇÂÃ Ã³ÃÅð 
ÇòÖ¶ Ã³ê³é êzå¼Ö çðôé-çÆçÅð¶ ìõô ðÔ¶ Ôé Áå¶ ÇòÖ¶ Ã³ê³é êzå¼Ö çðôé-çÆçÅð¶ ìõô ðÔ¶ Ôé Áå¶ 

 ÁÅêäÆ éÅî-Ü¯å ç¶ é±ðÆ å¶Ü-êzåÅê ÃçÕÅ, ÃÅðÆ ÇÃzôàÆ  ÁÅêäÆ éÅî-Ü¯å ç¶ é±ðÆ å¶Ü-êzåÅê ÃçÕÅ, ÃÅðÆ ÇÃzôàÆ 
  ç¶ êÅê» ù îÅø Õðä, ÃÅð¶ Ã³ÃÅð ù î¹Õå Õðä, Ãí   ç¶ êÅê» ù îÅø Õðä, ÃÅð¶ Ã³ÃÅð ù î¹Õå Õðä, Ãí 
ÜÆò» ù ôìç çÅ Ç×ÁÅé å¶ éÅî çÅ êzÕÅô ìõô Õ¶ ÜÆò» ù ôìç çÅ Ç×ÁÅé å¶ éÅî çÅ êzÕÅô ìõô Õ¶ 

 ×°ðî¹Ö ìäÅÀ¹ä å¶ Ü×å À°µå¶, Ôñ¶îÆ ðÅÜ çÆ ÁÃæÅêéÅ  ×°ðî¹Ö ìäÅÀ¹ä å¶ Ü×å À°µå¶, Ôñ¶îÆ ðÅÜ çÆ ÁÃæÅêéÅ 
 Õðä çÆ Áñ½ÇÕÕ ÇÕzêÅ Õð ðÔ¶ ÔéÍ Õðä çÆ Áñ½ÇÕÕ ÇÕzêÅ Õð ðÔ¶ ÔéÍ

ÇÂÃ ñÂÆ ÇÃ¼Ö èðî çÅ ÇÂÔ Áàñ å¶ ÁÕ¼à îÈñ ÇÃè»å å¶ ÇÂÃ ñÂÆ ÇÃ¼Ö èðî çÅ ÇÂÔ Áàñ å¶ ÁÕ¼à îÈñ ÇÃè»å å¶ 
ÇéôÚå ì¹ÇéÁÅçÆ íð¯ÃÅ ÔË ÇÕ ÃÅÇÔì ôzÆ ×°ðÈ éÅéÕ ç¶ò ÜÆ ÇéôÚå ì¹ÇéÁÅçÆ íð¯ÃÅ ÔË ÇÕ ÃÅÇÔì ôzÆ ×°ðÈ éÅéÕ ç¶ò ÜÆ 

 îÔÅðÅÜ çÅ ÁéÅÇç å¶ ÁéÅÔÇå ôìç-×°ðÈ ÃÇå×°ðÈ ÃðÈê ÔÆ  îÔÅðÅÜ çÅ ÁéÅÇç å¶ ÁéÅÔÇå ôìç-×°ðÈ ÃÇå×°ðÈ ÃðÈê ÔÆ 
ÒÇ ÒÇ  Â  Â  Õ  Õ é é  Å  Å  î-Ü  î-Ü   ¯   ¯  åÓ, ÒÒÔ  åÓ, ÒÒÔ  î  î     È ×     È ×   °   °  ð  ð × ×   ¯   ¯ Ç Ç ì ì  ³  ³  ç  ç Ç Ç  Ã  Ã  ³  ³ Ø Ø Ô Ô  î  î     È é     È é  Å  Å é é  Õ  Õ Á Á  Ã  Ã   }ÓÓ  }ÓÓ  å¶  å¶ 
ÒÇ ÒÇ  Â  Â  Õ  Õ ô ô ì ì  ç-ð  ç-ð   È   È êÓ, ÒÒÂ êÓ, ÒÒÂ   ¶   ¶  Õ  Õ ð ð   È   È ê ê Ç Ç  Õ  Õ é é  Ô  Ô   È   È   ³ êÇ   ³ êÇ  Ô  Ô  Ú  Ú  Å  Å é é  ÅÓÓ, ÅÓÓ,   ÕðÕ¶ çÃ»   ÕðÕ¶ çÃ» 
ÜÅÇîÁ» ÇòÚ êz×à Ô¯ÇÂÁÅ, Ü¯ Õ¶, Ô°ä ÜÅÇîÁ» ÇòÚ êz×à Ô¯ÇÂÁÅ, Ü¯ Õ¶, Ô°ä Çéð³åð è³é è³é ÃÅÇÔì Çéð³åð è³é è³é ÃÅÇÔì 

 ôzÆ ×°ðÈ ×z³æ ÃÅÇÔì ÜÆ îÔÅðÅÜ ç¶ ðÈê ÇòÚ ÇìðÅÜîÅé Ô¯ Ú¹ÕÅ  ôzÆ ×°ðÈ ×z³æ ÃÅÇÔì ÜÆ îÔÅðÅÜ ç¶ ðÈê ÇòÚ ÇìðÅÜîÅé Ô¯ Ú¹ÕÅ 
  ÔËÍ ÇÜÃ ñÂÆ çîçîÅ ÃÅÇÔì ÇòÖ¶ ôzÆ ×°ðÈ ×z³æ ÃÅÇÔì ÜÆ   ÔËÍ ÇÜÃ ñÂÆ çîçîÅ ÃÅÇÔì ÇòÖ¶ ôzÆ ×°ðÈ ×z³æ ÃÅÇÔì ÜÆ 
 îÔÅðÅÜ çÆ ÃÅðÆ ìÅäÆ é§È, ×°ðÈ éÅéÕ  îÔÅðÅÜ çÆ ÃÅðÆ ìÅäÆ é§È, ×°ðÈ éÅéÕ ç¶ò ÜÆ îÔÅðÅÜ å¯º ×°ðÈ ç¶ò ÜÆ îÔÅðÅÜ å¯º ×°ðÈ 
 ×¯Çì³ç ÇÃ³Ø ÜÆ îÔÅðÅÜ, çÃ» êÅåôÅÔÆÁ» çÆ ÇÂÕ¯ ×°ðÈ-Ü¯å  ×¯Çì³ç ÇÃ³Ø ÜÆ îÔÅðÅÜ, çÃ» êÅåôÅÔÆÁ» çÆ ÇÂÕ¯ ×°ðÈ-Ü¯å 
 çÆ ÁÅåÇîÕ ôÕåÆ éÅñ, ÁÅêä¶ Õ³á å¯º À°ÚÅðé ÕðÕ¶ å¶   çÆ ÁÅåÇîÕ ôÕåÆ éÅñ, ÁÅêä¶ Õ³á å¯º À°ÚÅðé ÕðÕ¶ å¶ 
ÒÒè ÒÒè   ¹   ¹ Ç Ç  ð  ð Õ Õ  Æ  Æ ì ì  Å  Å ä ä   ÆÓÓ çÆ ÇÂñÅÔÆ ìÆó çÆ ÃÅÜéÅ Ã³êÈðé Õðé   ÆÓÓ çÆ ÇÂñÅÔÆ ìÆó çÆ ÃÅÜéÅ Ã³êÈðé Õðé 

 À°êð³å, ×°ðÈ-Çéð³ÕÅðÆ Ü¯å, çÃò¶º êÅåôÅÔ è³é è³é ÃÅÇÔì  À°êð³å, ×°ðÈ-Çéð³ÕÅðÆ Ü¯å, çÃò¶º êÅåôÅÔ è³é è³é ÃÅÇÔì 
 ÃzÆ ×°ðÈ ×¯Çì³ç ÇÃ³Ø ÜÆ îÔÅðÅÜ é¶, åõå ÃÚÖ³â ôzÆ Ô÷Èð  ÃzÆ ×°ðÈ ×¯Çì³ç ÇÃ³Ø ÜÆ îÔÅðÅÜ é¶, åõå ÃÚÖ³â ôzÆ Ô÷Èð 
  ÁÇìÚñ é×ð ÃÅÇÔì é»ç¶ó ÇòÖ¶, Ü¯åÆ-Ü¯å ÃîÅÀ°ä å¯º   ÁÇìÚñ é×ð ÃÅÇÔì é»ç¶ó ÇòÖ¶, Ü¯åÆ-Ü¯å ÃîÅÀ°ä å¯º 
êÇÔñ», ôzÆ ×°ðÈ ×z³æ ÃÅÇÔì ÜÆ îÔÅðÅÜ çÅ êzÕÅô ÕðòÅ Õ¶,êÇÔñ», ôzÆ ×°ðÈ ×z³æ ÃÅÇÔì ÜÆ îÔÅðÅÜ çÅ êzÕÅô ÕðòÅ Õ¶,
ê³Ü êËÃ¶ éÅñÆÂ¶ð í¶à ð¼Ö Õ¶ î¼æÅ à¶ÇÕÁÅ Áå¶ í¼à éðì¼ç ÇÃ³Ø ê³Ü êËÃ¶ éÅñÆÂ¶ð í¶à ð¼Ö Õ¶ î¼æÅ à¶ÇÕÁÅ Áå¶ í¼à éðì¼ç ÇÃ³Ø 

 ç¶ ôìç» Çò¼Ú, ç¶ ôìç» Çò¼Ú, ÒÒÃ ÒÒÃ  ð  ð ì ì   ¼   ¼  å Ã  å Ã  ³  ³  ×  ×  å Õ  å Õ   ¯ Õ   ¯ Õ  Ô  Ô  Å Ç  Å Ç  Õ î  Õ î   ¶   ¶  ð  ð  Å Ô  Å Ô   °   °  Õ  Õ  î Ô  î Ô   Ë Ç   Ë Ç  Õ î  Õ î   ¶   ¶  ð  ð  Æ  Æ 
Ü Ü  ×  ×   ·   ·  Å  Å × ×   z   z  ³  ³  æ  æ Ã Ã  Å  Å Ç Ç  Ô  Ô ì Õ ì Õ    ¯ Ü    ¯ Ü  Å  Å é é é é  ÅÍ Ü  ÅÍ Ü    ¯ Ç    ¯ Ç  Ã  Ã   ¼   ¼  Ö  Ö Ü Ü  Å  Å é é   ¶   ¶  ×  ×  Å  Å Ç Ç  å  å  Ã  Ã Õ Õ  Æ  Æ Ø Ø  Å  Å Ç Ç ñ ñ 

 æ  æ  Å  Å Ç Ç  Â ê  Â ê Ç Ç  Â  Â  ×  ×  ÆÍÓÓ ÆÍÓÓ

Ç×ÁÅéÆ Ç×ÁÅé ÇÃ³Ø ÜÆ ðÇÚå ê³æ êzÕÅô Áé°ÃÅð:-Ç×ÁÅéÆ Ç×ÁÅé ÇÃ³Ø ÜÆ ðÇÚå ê³æ êzÕÅô Áé°ÃÅð:-
ÒÒê ÒÒê   Ë   Ë  Ã  Ã   ¶ ê   ¶ ê  »  »  Ú é  Ú é  Å  Å ñ ñ   ¶   ¶  ð ñË Ç  ð ñË Ç  å  å  Ã Á  Ã Á  ×  ×  ð Ç  ð Ç  à  à  Õ  Õ  Å  Å ï ï   ¯Í  ¯Í
 Õ  Õ  ð ê  ð ê   z   z  Õ  Õ  ð  ð  î  î  Å ×  Å ×   °   °  ð  ð   È Ü   È Ü  Æ Ç  Æ Ç é é Ü î Ü î  Å  Å  æ Þ  æ Þ   °   °  Õ  Õ  Å  Å ï ï   ¯Í  ¯Í

 ×  ×   °   °  ð  ð   È ×z   È ×z  ³  ³  æ Õ  æ Õ   ¯ ×   ¯ ×   °   °  ð  ð   È æ   È æ Ç Ç ê ê  ú, Õ  ú, Õ   °   ° ä ä  Õ  Õ  Å ì  Å ì  à  à  ò  ò  Å  Å ï ï   ¯Í  ¯Í
 Ã  Ã   z   z  Æ î  Æ î   ¹   ¹  Ö å  Ö å   ¶ Ã   ¶ Ã  í Ç  í Ç  Ã  Ã   ¼   ¼  Ö  Ö é Õ é Õ   ¯, Ç   ¯, Ç  Â  Â  î Ô  î Ô   °   °  Õ  Õ  î Ã  î Ã   ¹   ¹ é é  Å  Å ï ï   ¯ÓÓ:  ¯ÓÓ:

 ÃzÆ î¹ÖòÅÕ ç¯ÇÔðÅ- ÃzÆ î¹ÖòÅÕ ç¯ÇÔðÅ-
ÒÒÁ ÒÒÁ  ÅÇ  ÅÇ  ×  ×  Á  Á  Å í  Å í  Â  Â  Æ Á  Æ Á  Õ  Õ  Å  Å ñ Õ ñ Õ  Æ, å  Æ, å ì ì   Ë Ú   Ë Ú ñ ñ  Å  Å ï ï   ¯ ê   ¯ ê  ³  ³  æÍ æÍ
 Ã  Ã ì Ç ì Ç  Ã¼  Ã¼  Ö  Ö é Õ é Õ   ¯ Ô   ¯ Ô   °   °  Õî Ô  Õî Ô   Ë, ×   Ë, ×   °   °  ð  ð   È î   È î  Å  Å é é  Æ  Æ  ú ×  ú ×   z   z  ³  ³  æÍ æÍ
 ×  ×   °   °  ð  ð   È ×   È ×   z   z  ³  ³  æ Õ  æ Õ   ¯ î   ¯ î  Å  Å é é  Æ  Æ  ú, êz  ú, êz  ×  ×  à ×  à ×   °   °  ð  ð  » Õ  » Õ  Æ ç  Æ ç   ¶   ¶  ÔÍ ÔÍ
Ü Ü   ¯ ê   ¯ ê   z   z  í Õ  í Õ   ¯ Ç   ¯ Ç  î  î ñ ñ ì ì   ¯ Ú   ¯ Ú  Ô  Ô   ¶, Ö   ¶, Ö   ¯   ¯ Ü Ã Ü Ã ì ì  ç î  ç î   Ë   Ë  º ñ  º ñ   ¶   ¶  ÔÍÓÓ ÔÍÓÓ

 ×°ðÈ ÇìñÅÃ ×z³æ ç¶ ÕðåÅ íÅÂÆ Ã¯Ôä ÇÃ³Ø ÜÆ, íÅÂÆ ÃÅÇÔì  ×°ðÈ ÇìñÅÃ ×z³æ ç¶ ÕðåÅ íÅÂÆ Ã¯Ôä ÇÃ³Ø ÜÆ, íÅÂÆ ÃÅÇÔì 
 íÅÂÆ îéÆ ÇÃ³Ø ÜÆ çÆ Á¼ÖÆº Çâ¼áÆ ×òÅÔÆ ù Õñî ì³ç Õðç¶  íÅÂÆ îéÆ ÇÃ³Ø ÜÆ çÆ Á¼ÖÆº Çâ¼áÆ ×òÅÔÆ ù Õñî ì³ç Õðç¶ 
 Ô¯Â¶ ÇñÖç¶ Ôé: Ô¯Â¶ ÇñÖç¶ Ôé:

ÒÒ× ÒÒ×   °   °  ð  ð   È ×   È ×   z   z  ³  ³  æ Õ  æ Õ ñ ñ ï ï   °   °  × í  × í ï ï   ¯ Ã   ¯ Ã   z   z  Æ ×  Æ ×   °   °  ð  ð   È ð   È ð   È   È ê î ê î  Ô  Ô  Å  Å é Ü é Ü  Æ  Æ 
 ç  ç  Ã ê  Ã ê  Å  Å  åô  åô  Å  Å  Ô  Ô  Æ  Æ  Á  Á  » ð  » ð   È   È ê Ç ê Ç  Â  Â  Ô ×  Ô ×   °   °  ð  ð   È ×   È ×   z   z  ³  ³  æ Ü  æ Ü  Æ Ü  Æ Ü  Å  Å éÓÓéÓÓ

 Áå¶ Çìzå»å ×°ðÈ ×¯Çì³ç ÇÃ³Ø ÜÆ Çò¼Ú, íÅÂÆ Õ¶Ãð ÇÃ³Ø ÜÆ  Áå¶ Çìzå»å ×°ðÈ ×¯Çì³ç ÇÃ³Ø ÜÆ Çò¼Ú, íÅÂÆ Õ¶Ãð ÇÃ³Ø ÜÆ 
ÇÛ¼ìð, çÃò¶º êÅåôÅÔ ç¶ ÁÅÖðÆ ìÚé ç¼Ãç¶ Ô¯Â¶ ÇñÖç¶ Ôé:ÇÛ¼ìð, çÃò¶º êÅåôÅÔ ç¶ ÁÅÖðÆ ìÚé ç¼Ãç¶ Ô¯Â¶ ÇñÖç¶ Ôé:

ÒÒ× ÒÒ×  ð  ð  Æ  Æ ì Ç ì Ç é é  ò  ò  Å  Å Ü Ç Ü Ç  Ã  Ã   ¼   ¼  Ö Ã  Ö Ã  ³×  ³×  å Ô  å Ô   Ë å¶   Ë å¶  ð  ð  Æ Ç  Æ Ç  Â  Â  Ã ç  Ã ç  Å ÕÆ Ô  Å ÕÆ Ô  ò  ò  Å  Å ñÍñÍ
ì ì  Ú  Ú é Õ é Õ  Æ  Æ  å  å  Å ×  Å ×   z   z  ³  ³  æ Ô  æ Ô   Ë ×°   Ë ×°  ð  ð   È ñ   È ñ  ó  ó   ° ê   ° ê  Õó  Õó   ¯ Á   ¯ Á  Õ  Õ  Å  Å ñÍÓÓñÍÓÓ

 ôzÆîÅé Ã³å ìÅìÅ ÜÃêÅñ ÇÃ³Ø ÜÆ Çéðîñ Õ°àÆÁÅ Ü½Ôñ»  ôzÆîÅé Ã³å ìÅìÅ ÜÃêÅñ ÇÃ³Ø ÜÆ Çéðîñ Õ°àÆÁÅ Ü½Ôñ» 
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